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CHAPTER 1

Bright Modernity: Color, Commerce,
and Consumer Culture

Regina Lee Blaszczyk and Uwe Spiekermann

The year 1856 was a watershed moment in the history of color. That spring
in the East End of London, William Henry Perkin, a teenaged student of
the German chemist August Wilhelm von Hoffmann at the Royal College of
Chemistry (now Imperial College), accidentally discovered a way to synthesize
the color mauve in the laboratory using coal tar, a waste product generated
in the manufacture of gas for streetlamps. The gaslight era’s invention of
“mauveine”—also called “aniline purple” and “Perkin’s mauve” at the time—
helped to launch the synthetic organic chemicals industry, the high-technology
industry that later produced aspirin and other pharmaceuticals, photochemicals,
high explosives, and miracle fibers such as nylon, acrylic, polyester, and spandex.
For visual and material culture, the most important developments to come out of
this “high-tech” cauldron were synthetic dyes, lacquers, paints, pigments, and
varnishes. These remarkable colorants changed the look of the modern world
and—with other new technologies such as plastics and electricity—ushered in a
period of what we might call bright modernity.

Bright modernity transformed material life in Western Europe, Central
Europe, and North America from the mid-nineteenth century into the late
twentieth century. The pioneers in this development were France, Germany,
Great Britain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States, whose industrial
economies depended heavily on the rise of the synthetic organic chemicals
industry and whose consumer societies were considerably advanced by the
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availability of a bright palette of new colorants that were standardized, reli-
able, and durable. In textile manufacturing, the mills that produced silk,
cotton, wool, and rayon fabrics for use in ladies’ dresses and men’s suits
relished brilliant hues that did not fade in the sun and blacks that were truly
black. Retail shops created eye-catching window displays using electric lights
and brightly colored fabric backdrops to attract window shoppers after dark.
There were new opportunities for product diversification through color in
factories that made appliances, automobiles, fashion, and other consumer
goods; art education and art supply stores; and media businesses such as
magazine publishers and Hollywood movie studios.

In 1930, the inaugural issue of Fortune magazine contained an article
entitled “Color in Industry,” which described major transformations in
the material and visual culture of the United States since World War I.1

Everything from cooking pots to kitchen appliances, women’s dresses, and
the family car appeared to have been dipped in a pot of bright paint. A new
group of color professionals, often associated with the nascent advertising
industry of Madison Avenue or with the burgeoning chemical industry of
the Delaware River valley, appeared on the scene in the 1920s and took
charge of managing the rainbow. Sizing up the situation, Fortune dubbed it
“the color revolution.” Some eight decades later, Regina Lee Blaszczyk
used that phrase for the title of a monograph. That book explored the
background, birth, growth, and maturation of America’s newfound passion
for color in consumer products, interior design, and architecture with
reference to the many colorful personalities who made up the army of
professional color revolutionaries that ushered in the new world of bright
modernity.2

Bright Modernity builds on this work and extends research on color in
exciting new directions. While the color revolution was an American
phenomenon, it had deep European roots and the color revolutionaries
had strong ties to Europe. The transatlantic and multidisciplinary nature of
the color revolution connects this historical topic to ongoing research in
transatlantic history.3 Researchers concerned with transatlantic cultural and
economic connections initially focused on the transfer of American culture
and expertise to Europe after World War II, writing under the rubric of the
“Americanization” theme developed within foreign policy studies and
business history by scholars exploring the impact of the Marshall Plan.4

More recently, triggered by the rise of transnational history, researchers
have argued for a more nuanced, multidirectional interpretation of
transatlantic history in the twentieth century.5 The color revolutionaries
who created the era of bright modernity would have been in total agree-
ment with this perspective. There were no “color dictators” commanding
industries to accept one single hue each season. Color management was
a complex cultural phenomenon, and color choices were often determined
by multidirectional information flows. The color revolutionaries fully
understood that color for commerce was best approached from a holistic
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perspective and from multiple disciplines. This anthology is crafted with
that legacy in mind.

COLOR AND CONSUMPTION

Despite its relevance to modern consumer societies and consumer cultures,
color is one of the most neglected topics in the expanding field of consump-
tion history. This fact is astonishing because other disciplines have dealt with
color in a sophisticated way. Art history has not only opened a perspective
onto the materiality of painting, but art historians also acknowledge that
color is important for understanding how art links to broader cultural, social,
and technological frameworks.6 On the other side of the spectrum, science
and technology studies have contributed to our understanding of the
physiology of colors and color perception. Most scientific studies of color,
however, are not really interested in history and offer linear stories of
inventions and scientific progress.7 More nuanced are several contributions
to the history of the dyestuffs industry that offer a good overview of
fundamental technological and industrial breakthroughs in the second half
of the nineteenth century.8 Helpful amendments to such branch studies
are books on the history of individual dyestuffs such as mauveine and
madder red. These works offer a better understanding of the complex develop-
ments in the multiplex worlds of color.9 Finally, the contributions of individuals
and organizations in the color prediction industry have been examined, and
there is also growing scholarly interest in the materiality of colors.10

Color is the elephant in the room of consumption history, whether the
approach is cultural or socio-economic. Of course, this does not mean that
scholars of modern consumer societies are unaware of color as a discrete
research topic, but in most cases they subsume color under more general
concepts. Stuart Ewen’s pioneering book, Captains of Consciousness, for
instance, discusses the “aesthetic of mass industrialism” but does not mention
color as a core feature of twentieth-century consumer culture.11 Textbooks on
consumer society routinely describe colorful consumer settings, such as the
home and the department store, without analyzing the symbolism or the
psychology of color in those settings.12 The same oversight is evident in
countless books on commercial architecture and roadside advertising.13 Some
researchers argue that “colors have a precise significance” for representation
and identity without probing deeper. Even the best researchers make these
types of assumptions and move on to new territory without further discussion.
This is particularly striking in the case of Gary Cross, one of the most distin-
guished historians of modern consumer culture. His books on toys, on pleasure
places, and on commercial memories and traditions chronicle changes in
twentieth-century color schemes without exploring the cultural significance
of those palettes as they evolved over time.14 This blind spot is also evident in
the work of other cultural historians. Even a history of lipstick takes the role of
color in the creation of feminine beauty as a given.15
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Fig. 1.1 Magazine advertisement, 1913, forDiamondDyes,made byWells&Richardson
Co., Burlington, Vermont
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Color is a ubiquitous phenomenon hiding in plain sight, and in most
cases it is not analyzed seriously. This is surprising because university text-
books on marketing and consumer behavior almost always include some
discussion of the visual dimensions of consumer culture.16 The sheer
volume of change from the mid-nineteenth century to the early twentieth
century—a period in which the number of synthetic dyes grew from less
than fifty in 1870 to around 1,300 by 1913—resulted in a new quality of
visual culture and in a new consumer experience. Colors became an integral
part of consumer culture in the years between 1880 and 1930, changing
the design, production, and marketing of consumer goods. Many
Westerners shopped in colorful spaces, purchased colored products, and
lived in colorized environments. These consumers used colors to express
their identities (Fig. 1.1).17 The growing number of economical pigments
and dyes led to a level of upward social mobility and democratization of
consumption never before seen in history.18 As Gary Cross reminds us,
“Color lithography revolutionized packaging and must have been quite
astonishing to consumers unaccustomed to such exciting sights.”19 But
this and many other color-related topics have yet to be integrated into
the broader historiography of consumption and consumer culture.

Of course, there are some exceptions to this general neglect of color in
consumption history. Some three decades ago, two pioneering cultural histor-
ians, Roland Marchand and Neil Harris, pointed to the importance of color in
advertising imagery and packaging, urging researchers to explore modern
America’s chromatic appetite.20 One example of how color figured promi-
nently in everyday life is the role of color in clothing as a marker of social
identity. In the early twentieth century, recent immigrants to the United States
deliberately chose to wear certain styles and colors of clothing so as to fit in
with mainstream American society.21 Color has also served as a marker for
more general changes in society, namely, in gender relations.22 Art history has
recently offered a nuanced interpretation of the French experience by examin-
ing color in tapestries, posters, fireworks, and gardens during the age of
Impressionism.23 Design history has also ventured into color territory with
studies of color and dress in Victorian women’s magazines, white in the British

Fig. 1.1 (Continued)
Pitched at women of modest or moderate means, this advertisement proclaims, “It is so wonder-
fully easy to have fresh, new dresses—so easy—that women everywhere are now able to have a
complete wardrobe and dress stylishly year in and year out because of the little magic package—
Diamond Dyes.” The text includes testimony from a housewife: “My husband on a small salary
could not afford to give me the clothes my friends had. I noticed that he grew dissatisfied.” But
then a friend told her about Diamond Dyes, and she went to work on her “old dresses, ribbons,
waists, etc.”The result pleased her to no end. “You have no idea of the new pleasure of going out.
Before I used Diamond Dyes we accepted very few invitations because I had no clothes.”

Source: Collier’s, The National Weekly, ca. 1913, collection of Regina Lee Blaszczyk.

BRIGHT MODERNITY: COLOR, COMMERCE, AND CONSUMER CULTURE 5



Fig. 1.2 Advertisement in France for DUCO automobile lacquer, 1927

This stylish advertisement of a DuPont product for refinishing cars targets the refined consumer,
emphasizing that DUCO is the genuine article, the product that gives your car “a durable, watertight
[inattaquable] surface that resists the elements and is integral [fait corps] to the metal.” The text
pitches the product as “very economical because of its immunity and its easy maintenance,” but it was
aimed at a prosperous audience. Readers are told to “request” the company’s “luxurious booklet”
from Société Française DUCO at a prestigious Parisian address, 28 Avenue de l’Opéra. If the text
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aesthetic interior, the cultural significance of day-glow paint, and Chinese color
schemes in Australian architecture.24 But most of the historiography has yet to
follow these leads.25

COLOR, DESIGN, AND CHANGING PATTERNS

IN MANUFACTURING, SELLING, AND LIVING

Modern consumer cultures are driven by a “perpetual motion machine” in
which modes, manners, morals, and markets are consistently reconfigured.26

Colors connect our visual perception, cognitive performance, and everyday
experience—even if we rarely take time to think about it. Color can be used
as a tool to link individual consumer practices with the rapidly changing
commercial environment of Western societies.

Until the mid-nineteenth century, bright colors were mainly the preserve of
the wealthy, the only people who could afford them. The development of
synthetic dyes enabled more shades to be created in brighter, longer-lasting,
and more affordable hues. Middle-class consumers purchased goods in the vivid
fade-proof—or “color-fast”—shades that were new on the scene. They bought
different clothes, upgraded their furniture, improved their homes, and kept their
cars looking good (Fig. 1.2). Colors continued to mark social hierarchies, to
embody social, cultural, and material capital. The growing number of colors,
however, supported very different lifestyles and representations. The wealthier
classes chose more subtle shades, while the masses preferred bright hues. Color
schemes could signal inclusion or exclusion in mainstream culture—but they
could also serve as symbols for countercultures, as shown by the case of white
as the favorite hue of radical design reformers in late Victorian Britain.27 The
public discourse on color usage was divided and contradictory. Although most
people welcomed the new chromatic options provided by the marketplace,
warning voices focused on threats to the human eye, the commercialization of
everyday life, and the general decline of taste and distinction.28

The changing significance of color, however, was unmistakable. The New
York Times summed up the Victorian perspective: “Color culture, it may be
said, is sometimes wonderfully developed.”29 If this voice from the 1880s
noted shifts in limited sectors of private bourgeois life, comparable voices
from the 1920s celebrated a “new enlightenment.” The Christian Science
Monitor was upbeat: “Variety of color is creeping in where drab monotony
was once the rule.” Fabrics and shoes, cars and coats, furniture, kitchen and
bath utilities—they all produced a “gay array” of colors, including influences
from foreign decors.30 (See, for example, Figs. 1.3 and 1.4.)

Fig. 1.2 (Continued)
places protection front and center, the beautiful drawing of a large peacock plume suggests in an
understated, tasteful way the great variety of shades available. And the text itself ends with the assertion
that DUCO “takes on a new luster every day.”

Source: L’Illustration, August 1927, collection of Regina Lee Blaszczyk.
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Fig. 1.3 Advertisement for White Mountain Refrigerators “in colors to match the
modern kitchen,” 1927

This icebox advertisement used the modern word refrigerator. It also mentioned an important practical
issue: these units could be cooled with “natural icing” or they could have an electrical refrigeration
system installed, whether right away or in future. But the main focus of the advertisement is color. One
could now have a kitchen—and a refrigerator—that was color-coordinated, presumably by the middle-
class woman who read the magazine House Beautiful, in which this appeared. This multi-colored
advertising strategy employed by the Maine Manufacturing Company in Nashua, New Hampshire,
was used for a wide variety of modern products, ranging from telephones and cars to elastic garters.

Source: House Beautiful, May 1927, collection of Regina Lee Blaszczyk.
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Fig. 1.4 Nufashond Garters advertisement, 1925

The ubiquitous theme of color in advertising and retailing is front and center in this advertisement
in the Ladies’ Home Journal. “Nufashond . . . has produced a wonderful assortment of beautiful
finished garters in glorious colors,” announces the text. “But the beauty of Nufashond Garters is
only one of their virtues. Bear in mind that they are made of the famous Nufashond Elastic, which
means more stretch and snap for longer wear.” As with so many other products designed as life-
enhancing for the consumer, women could enjoy garters made of elastic, and they could do so in a
color of their choosing, according to this advertisement from Nufashond in Reading, Pennsylvania.

Source: Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1925, collection of Regina Lee Blaszczyk.
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The new presence of color in private and public life was a result of decisions
and innovations by a slew of new professionals: chemists, physicists, electrical
engineers, mechanical engineers, psychologists, product designers, retail sty-
lists, and early consumer engineers. Chemical research not only produced new
pigments and dyestuffs but also established a new reflexive distance to the
natural environment.31 This development brought an end to the traditional
belief that colors imparted specific physical and emotional properties to the
consumer and enabled the refurnishing of the outer appearance of many
traditional consumer goods. Nineteenth-century practical men and their suc-
cessors, the engineers, were responsible for cheaper manufacturing processes
that allowed the print media to spread color via chromolithography.32 Early
visual merchandisers improved the decoration in commercial window displays
and shop interiors through the creative combination of colorful paints, chro-
matic artifacts, and electrical illumination.33 The emerging science of beha-
vioral psychology found a new field of study in examining consumers’
perceptions of goods, shop interiors, and advertising images.34 These experts
knew about the sensory and hedonistic qualities of color and integrated this
“most salient aspect of the visual appearance” of goods into product
development.35

In the new age of color, consumer goods became materialized expertise.
Product design was increasingly based on abstract ideas of accepted and useful
forms, tastes, and colors. Apparently easy questions became business questions.
When the popular German consumer magazine Frauengenossenschaftsblatt
(Women’s Cooperative Journal) asked what color and flavor were typical for
true bee honey, it was referring to one of the most important tasks in entrepre-
neurial decision-making.36 When the magazine posed this question at the start of
the twentieth century, such decisions were made by individual experts and firms.
But in the following decades, marketing specialists tried to establish more gen-
eral schemes and new ways of business cooperation to meet the needs of
saturated buyers’ markets. One observer of the American advertising scene
after World War II noted, “The influence of color in everything from super-
markets and plane and ship interiors to shirts and fountain pens is assuming
greater importance yearly.”37

New colors and new color management strategies had a major impact on
commercial and private environments. Color management techniques shaped
the appearance of the new public spaces of consumption such as department and
chain stores. Color also had an impact on the arrangement and illumination of
products in those retail spaces, and on the advertising of goods on billboards, on
trade cards, and in magazines.38 Whereas color applications in the commercial
environment remained the bailiwick of male experts, women brokered color in
the home (Figs. 1.3 and 1.4). Middle-class consumers educated themselves on
market options while looking through the shops; and, as one observer noted,
they returned home “with pleasant dreams of color schemes which they are
impatient to carry out.”39 At the same time, there were some transatlantic
differences. American housewives took to expert ideas of “color harmony” that
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were rooted in the industrial arts tradition,40 whereas German homemakers read
about the new functional schemes of the Bauhaus and the International Style.41

In the United States in the 1920s, expert color prescriptions were met by the rise
of the “new woman,” who decked herself out in color according to her social
position and self-image.42 “Every woman should be a picture,” advised one
psychologist, Orcella Rexford. “Moreover, she can be if she chooses her colors
wisely.”43 Cosmetics, clothes, shoes, jewelry, and other consumer goods helped
the American woman look smart and up-to-date.44 Colorful dress and a colorful
home were the modern woman’s tools for expressing her colorful personality, as
was often stated in the parlance of the twenties.45 Immigrants adopted the
colorful new styles, as did African American women, who started using skin
whiteners and hair straighteners to put on an “acceptable” appearance and a
“white,” European American persona.46

These private endeavors were complemented by a growing emphasis on the
part of professionals on training and educating the consumer. Even before
World War I, salespeople were sensitized to the need to develop a commercial
knowledge of color so as to assist their clients in making chromatic choices.47 It
was especially important for stores to guide male customers if their wives could
not help them select the right shade of suit or the right color of cravat.
Salespeople were expected to entice consumers to use new color schemes and
embrace changing fashions.48 This would not only improve sales figures but
also strengthen the fortitude of the United States as a nation. “The use of color
is gradually increasing in America,” wrote one household columnist in the
Washington Post in 1924. “It is a step up and will make us a happier, gayer
and more imaginative nation.”49 This type of advice triggered negative
responses from critics, who decried consumer manipulation and behavioral
conditioning. But at the same time, the transfer of knowledge from experts
to consumers was a salient feature of consumer culture as it matured from the
1920s onward. In America, this effort was closely related to the work of the
Textile Color Card Association of the United States and the rise of other color
management experts.50

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFERS AND ENTANGLEMENTS

Although the United States played a leading role in the development of a
modern network of creative industries that applied expert knowledge to the
realm of color, the use of color was part of a broader swath of Western
history dating from the 1880s, the height of the Second Industrial
Revolution. The rise of the synthetic dyestuffs industry and the use of
color in consumer products was a story of knowledge transfers between
and entanglements among several important industrial economies of the
late nineteenth century—France, Germany, Great Britain, Switzerland, and
the United States. From this perspective, the histories of globalization and
Western cultural, economic, and technological supremacy can be retold
with the story of color.

BRIGHT MODERNITY: COLOR, COMMERCE, AND CONSUMER CULTURE 11



European and American middle-class consumers of the late nineteenth
century were proud of the technological and economic progress of the era.
Color emerged as a demarcator of space and place, as a means by which one city
was differentiated from another. The fact that different European cultural
capitals had distinctive visual features was a commonplace by this period.
Paris was not only perceived as the world capital of fashion but also as a
metropolis with a particular color scheme.51 Paris was the City of Light,
made pale and warm through the widespread use of a distinctive cream-grey
limestone in its buildings, whether in the glorious Place de la Concorde or in
the creative bohemian enclave of Montparnasse. A new illuminating technol-
ogy—electricity—enhanced the streets, the cream-colored buildings, and mag-
nificent new monuments, including the Eiffel Tower, the wrought-iron lattice
marvel built in 1889 for the Exposition Universelle, the world’s fair held
during the centenary of the French Revolution.52 The bourgeois elites of
Paris had distinctive ideas on color harmony, especially regarding the beauty
of women.53 Before World War I, Paris set the standard for fashion and for the
fashionable use of colors.54 American society ladies went to France to purchase
gowns and returned home to present themselves in accordance with elaborate
bourgeois norms of style and taste.55 At the same time, American advertising
and marketing were recognized all over Europe, even if the comments were
predominantly critical.56 By the interwar years, there occurred a role reversal as
American color management practices and the American predilection for
bright hues inspired emulation in British textiles and French fashion.57

Although Germany remained by far the unchallenged market leader in the
production of pigments and dyestuffs, the United States became the country
with independent color experts in business management and marketing, inter-
mediaries who consulted with a variety of companies instead of being employed
exclusively by one firm and serving only that firm’s leadership.58 Whereas in
Germany men in production and sales dominated marketing discourses into
the late 1920s, in the United States there emerged a distinctive culture of color
experts, some of them women.59 Their work was based in part on the American
color system developed by the Boston art educator Albert H. Munsell before
World War I.60 From the 1920s onward, these experts fueled the establishment
of American methods in color management, which were respected, if not
adopted, in Europe. Pioneering specialists in the application of color to pro-
duct design, forecasting, and marketing—Hazel Adler, Faber Birren, Louis
Cheskin, Frank Alva Parsons, Margaret Hayden Rorke, and H. Ledyard
Towle—helped to create a worldwide reputation for American know-how in
the business of color styling and color management.61

The years after World War I saw the institutionalization and global diffusion
of Western ideas of color. Artificial dyes represented the ability of Western
nations to develop synthetic chemicals and a formerly unknown range of
dependable colors. Synthetic dye manufacturing was perfected in Germany,
while some of the first theories on color harmonies and color contrasts in
textiles were developed by Michel-Eugène Chevreul at the French state
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tapestry works, the Manufactures Nationales des Gobelins, in Paris. But the
United States pioneered the use of color as a marketing tool, combining
production, design, consumer and market research, retailing, and advertising.
Higher incomes were a crucial factor in developing American consumer society
as an attractive model for the rest of the world.62 Westerners, especially
Americans, were perceived as the “people of plenty,” people who enjoyed an
unrivaled standard of living. They “made their power felt around the world
and, wherever they could, advocated their vision of society.”63

Color was one factor that helped American consumer culture to achieve
exemplary status across the globe commencing in the twenties.64 This apparent
global ascendancy, in turn, triggered ideas of national supremacy in the United
States and led to ethnocentric discussions about “primitive man.” Cultures that
preferred a bright palette to the subtle hues in vogue in advanced industrial
societies were compared to young children with their penchant for primary
colors.65 The use of color in marketing was always an expression of the relative
power of the protagonists.66 The global success of the Munsell Color System,
which had been developed for elementary education but eventually found
applications in science and commerce, is one aspect of a much broader history
that has yet to be examined.67

IN THIS BOOK

This book brings together eleven original essays on the relationship between
color and consumer society in Europe and North America from the nineteenth
century to the present. It looks at the organizations, institutions, and indivi-
duals who helped to make color an essential element in consumer culture over
the longue durée.

Organized around four thematic sections, the volume examines the history
of color through the lenses of production, distribution, and value creation.
Part I deals with the nineteenth century and juxtaposes dye production and art
education to stress the interconnectedness of color practices in seemingly
disparate areas. Part II homes in on cultural dimensions by examining relation-
ships among color in consumer products and gender identity. Part III provides
insight into major technological innovations in printing, advertising, and
movie making that allowed for the widespread dissemination of color in visual
culture during the mid-twentieth century. Part IV shifts to the inner workings
of commerce to explore the hidden history of color forecasting, the practice of
designing and coordinating color palettes across product categories, industries,
and nations to achieve manufacturing efficiencies while satisfying consumers’
aesthetic appetites. Overall, the book considers how various types of actors,
from dye manufacturers to forecasting organizations, interacted with the mar-
ketplace, and it examines how consumers responded to the color revolution’s
new hues.

To explore the multifaceted history of bright modernity, this book brings
together research from contributors rooted in the academy, museums, fashion
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journalism, and fashion practice. The fusion of their diverse perspectives allows
us to examine the rich legacy of color in ways that might well have been
appreciated by the color revolutionaries themselves. After all, these men and
women recognized no fixed boundaries between art, business, history, philo-
sophy, psychology, and science; and the history of color needs to take a
similarly interdisciplinary approach.

Foundations: Industry and Education

The book begins with Alexander Engel’s chapter on German dyestuffs market-
ing in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Conventional wisdom on
the chemical industry holds that German dyestuffs manufacturers captured the
global dye market by virtue of their superior scientific skills. For many years, the
research laboratory and the research chemist in a white lab coat were held up as
symbols of German excellence in synthetic organic chemicals. Although histor-
ians such as John Beer understood that marketing prowess contributed to the
success of the German companies in the global market, before Engel wrote his
doctoral dissertation in economic history, no one had gathered quantitative
evidence on the dissemination of synthetic dyes versus natural dyes.68 In the
absence of such data, the image of the chemist in the lab coat continued to
dominate the picture.

Engel’s chapter draws on an in-depth analysis of trade statistics to discuss the
marketing innovations of the five major German chemical companies that came
to dominate the global dye market by the early twentieth century. He demon-
strates that synthetic dyes gradually pushed natural dyes out of the picture due
to a combination of technical improvements to the dyes and the intervention of
sophisticated internal corporate marketing departments. Demonstrating that
marketing was just as important as chemistry, Engel allows us to replace the
image of the chemist in a lab coat with a picture of a globetrotting salesman
with a suitcase full of dye sample books.

Another important business innovation for color, albeit on a smaller scale,
was introduced in Springfield, Massachusetts, in the late nineteenth century. In
this manufacturing center about ninety miles west of Boston, the famous board
game magnate Milton Bradley saw the need for easy-to-use materials for color
lessons for schoolchildren, as did his rival Albert Munsell. Bradley accumulated
a fortune through sales of his famous board game The Checkered Game of Life,
which he used to advance his pet project, the kindergarten movement, follow-
ing the ideas of the German pedagogue Friedrich Fröbel. With a printing plant
at his disposal, Bradley developed colorful teaching aids that were adopted by
the Massachusetts state school system, then the most advanced in the United
States. Nicholas Gaskill takes us to school with Milton Bradley in Chapter 3,
where we learn about the fierce debates over human perception that preoccu-
pied scientists, businesspeople, and educators during the early color revolution.
Educators disagreed over what colors children could see, and whether muted
hues or bright hues were best for them. Bright modernity won out in the end,
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as Milton Bradley’s recommended colors became the industry standard for
crayons, watercolor paints, and other teaching materials for art in the
classroom.

Gender and Color

Contemporary global brands such as Hello Kitty (a cartoonish, catlike girl
introduced by the Sanrio company of Tokyo in 1974 that appears on a variety
of consumer products from school supplies to fashion accessories) follow a
gender convention for colors, wherein blue is for boys and pink is for girls.
Although Jo Paoletti tells us that these gender color codes were not widely
adopted until after World War II, there are plenty of examples from earlier
periods in Western culture.69 Two iconic British oil paintings, The Blue Boy
(1770) by Thomas Gainsborough and Sarah Barrett Moulton: Pinkie (1794)
by Thomas Lawrence, were purchased by the American railroad magnate and
art collector Henry E. Huntington, who added them to the collection of The
Huntington in San Marino, California, in the late 1920s. The most famous
painting at the Huntington, The Blue Boy, depicts an anonymous subject in
fancy seventeenth-century Dutch dress, including a blue satin doublet and
matching knee britches. The subject of the other painting was Sarah
Moulton, the eleven-year-old daughter of a wealthy Jamaican plantation family
whose grandmother had nicknamed her “Pinkie.” The portrait was painted
when Pinkie was in England for her education. In it she is wearing a white dress
ornamented with a large pink ribbon at the waist; on her head is a large pink
bonnet.70 Although Blue Boy and Pinkie were not conceived as a pair, they are
often mentioned in the same breath. As Melissa Renn notes in Chapter 9, color
reproductions of the paintings were published for a mass audience in Life
magazine in 1938. Their fame, and widespread dissemination in popular
culture, did much to solidify gender stereotypes in color.

In Chapter 4, Dominique Grisard blends history and theory in a sweeping
synthesis about the gendered coding of colors. Her essay traces the cultural
association of men with form and women with color back to Renaissance Italy
and forward, through the French court of the early modern era, into the
twentieth century. The French association of women with pastels, including
pink, laid the foundation for the creation of gendered color codes for fashion-
able clothing in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, wherein pastels and
bright colors were associated with frivolity, fashion, and femininity. In our own
time, the persistence of this gendering has spurred theoretical debates over the
meaning of transgressions by little boys who like pink. Significantly, Grisard
suggests that the cultural meanings associated with color are rooted in long-
standing Western traditions. The color revolution did little to challenge these
stereotypes. Instead, the new dyes, paint schemes, and forecasts extended these
gender color codes to a wider swath of the population.

If the pink and blue of Grisard’s story are culturally familiar to us, the
next two essays examine some now-forgotten aspects of the nexus between
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gender and color. In Chapter 5, Charlotte Nicklas does a thorough reading
of nineteenth-century women’s magazines and advice literature to examine
relationships between women in the home and men in the chemical
laboratory or at the editor’s desk. Nicklas shows how Victorian women in
both Great Britain and the United States were expected to develop a sophis-
ticated understanding of dyes, fashion, and color as part of their domestic
responsibilities. On the other hand, men working in dye houses had to
develop marketing strategies to sell the proliferation of new hues
made possible by organic chemistry. On both sides of the Atlantic Ocean,
men and women developed a new vocabulary to describe the rich assortment
of novel dyes and colors. Although they operated in separate spheres, the
boundary between them was porous. Information about science reached
women, and information on fashion reached men. In this way, color served
as a means for breaking down gender barriers in one tiny corner of the
Victorian world. This development occurred even as the feminization of
color in fashion, as described by Grisard, took hold.

The association of fashion colors with feminine frivolity was only surpassed
by the association of women with shopping. Shopping was a favorite
pastime for Victorian upper-middle-class and wealthy women, but critics warned
that excess exposure to the world of goods would cause women to lose their
heads—and their husbands’ hard-earned money.71 In Chapter 6, by Michael
Rossi, we see two well-known Victorian scientists take to the dry-goods depart-
ment at A. T. Stewart, the most famous palace of consumption in New York City
in the Gilded Age. The novice male shoppers were Ogden N. Rood, a physics
professor at Columbia College (precursor to Columbia University) and the
author of the color treatise Modern Chromatics (1879), and Charles Sanders
Peirce, a science polymath, who was helping to define color for the Century
Dictionary. As pioneers in the field of color science, both men were keen to learn
how their emerging understanding of color as a physical phenomenon differed
from the cultural sphere’s apprehension of color in terms of emotion, sensation,
and meaning. Their investigations hinged on their quest for a fabric sample of
the fashion color “Isabel,” and the tale of their ill-fated shopping expedition
delineates the lines being drawn between color as a science and color as culture.
This case study stands in contrast to the essay by Nicklas (Chapter 5), which
demonstrates the free flow of information between homemakers and
dyehouse technicians. In the world of color, there were no hard-and-fast rules.

Ringmasters to the Rainbow: Color Inventions and Visual Culture

Color innovation for the media has been long associated with the Technicolor
sections of the 1939 Hollywood film The Wizard of Oz, when Dorothy leaves
the dreary black-and-white farmland of Kansas for a dazzling place called Oz
beyond the rainbow. The Land of Oz can serve as a metaphor for the bright
modernity of the color revolution. Just as Dorothy and her troop pulled back
the drapes to reveal the little man behind the great and powerful Wizard of Oz,
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the essays in this section look beyond the glittery façades of movie-making,
publishing, and advertising to reveal technological and marketing innovations
that put color within reach of twentieth-century American consumers.

In Chapter 7, Joyce Bedi brings the perspective of the history of technology
to bear on the evolution of color in the movies, from the colorized films of the
early years of the century through the development of Technicolor in the
interwar years. Bedi shows that the story of Technicolor—a process for using
dyes to colorize movies—is not limited to the invention of the technology
itself. Her analysis of the simultaneous invention of many types of color
processes demonstrates the multiple pathways that characterize technical inno-
vation, and her discussion of the Technicolor method itself provides insight
into the difficulties encountered by inventors and innovators. By the time
Technicolor hit the market, the film industry had seen many successes and
failures with color processes. Moreover, Technicolor was an extremely complex
process, making it difficult for its inventor, Herbert Kalmus, to convince
studios to adopt.

Two North American studio innovators—Jack L. Warner of Warner
Brothers (born in Ontario, Canada, to Jewish immigrants from Poland) and
the cartoonist Walter E. Disney (born in Chicago to a Canadian father and an
American mother)—saw the potential in the new color process. Disney, in
particular, was quick to embrace new movie-making technologies that would
give his cartoons an edge in theaters. He was the first cartoonist to adopt the
Technicolor process, and he secured the exclusive right among cartoonists to
use the new technology for a period of two years in the early 1930s. Yet when
movie directors tried Technicolor in films that starred real people, they found
it incompatible with the lights and stage sets that had been perfected for the
silver screen. The innovative cosmetician Max Factor, a Polish Jewish immi-
grant to the United States, rose to the occasion, creating a line of makeup
expressly for use with Technicolor. Another innovator was Natalie Kalmus,
the former spouse of the inventor Herbert Kalmus. After her divorce from
Herbert, Natalie worked behind the scenes on Technicolor movie projects to
ensure that sets, costumes, draperies, and furnishings were selected with the
peculiarities of the Technicolor process in mind. Her entrepreneurial venture,
called the Technicolor Color Advisory Service, may have been a nod to the
Duco Color Advisory Service, established in the twenties by E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Company to advise industrial customers on the proper selection
and use of the new colorful automotive lacquers.72 Technicolor, Bedi shows,
was more than a miracle invention. It was part of a complex technological
system that depended on ancillary inventions in cosmetics, color theory,
lighting, set design, and sound reproduction.

In Chapter 8, Margaret Maile Petty takes up the intersection of domestic life
and electrical marketing in the American home after World War II. These were
the glory years of American consumer society, with the United States having
emerged largely undamaged from the global conflict. Electricity was common
in American households by this time. Commercial promotions in the 1920s,
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combined with federal initiatives in the 1930s, had led to the widespread
electrification of American homes before World War II, much more so than
in Europe. In the competitive business environment of the postwar years,
electrical manufacturers looked for new ways to sell electrical goods, and they
turned to color as a marketing tool.

During the 1950s, the three major electrical manufacturers—the General
Electric Company, Sylvania Electric Products, and the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation—invested in extensive advertising and marketing campaigns to
promote electric light bulbs in pastel colors. The new hues were expressly
designed to complement the decor of the middle-class home and the
complexions of white middle-class homemakers. In many ways, the leading
electrical corporations and their Madison Avenue advertising agencies looked
back to the prescriptions of Chevreul, the important nineteenth-century
Parisian color theorist at the Gobelins tapestry works. Chevreul had
developed the principles of chromatic complementarity for use in textile
design, but he extended the rules of color harmony to the female toilette.
His writings included descriptions of how to use the principles of chromatic
complementarity to make the best fashion color choices for blondes,
brunettes, and redheads. In the postwar era, the large electrical manufac-
turers modified Chevreul’s color rules to suit their marketing needs. Rather
than emphasizing color harmony as a tool for the improvement of one’s
physical appearance to reflect one’s character, the advertisements touted the
pastel bulbs as unique tools for expressing one’s personality. This shift in
color practice embodied one of the great transformations in American culture
as documented by the historian Warren I. Susman. Whereas the Victorians
had valued an individual’s “character,” the moderns placed emphasis on
the individual’s “personality.”73 The Victorians expressed their character
through religious, family, and community activities, while the moderns
showed off their personalities through the judicious selection and display of
consumer goods, including automobiles, fashion, furnishings, and homes.
Color was an element of distinction in all of these products.

The advertising campaigns for light bulbs in colors such as pearl pink and
glamour pink built on the pioneering work of the electrical engineer
Matthew Luckiesh, who directed General Electric’s research on illumination
at Nela Park, outside Cleveland, and who was widely known as the “Father
of the Science of Seeing.” A prolific writer of popular and scientific texts,
Luckiesh had laid the foundation for the application of color psychology to
lighting installations well before World War II. His ideas influenced the
lighting designs at the Century of Progress exhibition in Chicago in 1933
and at subsequent world’s fairs; and they shaped the work of “mood con-
ditioners” like Faber Birren and H. Ledyard Towle, who used colored paints
and electric lights to improve factory floors and office interiors during and
after World War II.74 By introducing incandescent bulbs in pastel hues, the
electrical manufacturers had found a way to move “mood conditioning”
from public spaces (a subject of Chapter 10) to private spaces and thereby
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capitalize on the growing interest in the expression of one’s personality
through the artful display of consumer goods in the home.

Chapter 9 shifts to another aspect of color and visual culture in postwar
America. Here, Melissa Renn examines the role of Life, one of the most
popular magazines in mid-twentieth-century America, in using color-printing
technology to make art a vital part of everyday experience. From the maga-
zine’s decision to become a photographic pictorial weekly in 1936, the editors
were committed to expanding the horizons of ordinary Americans by helping
them to “see life” via images of humanity’s accomplishments—its discoveries,
architecture, and artworks, all in color. The reproduction of artistic master-
pieces on the pages of Life was designed to whet the public’s appetite for fine
art and to make the United States into the art capital of the world, thereby
fulfilling the goal of the new owner, Henry Robinson Luce, an Asian-born
American, to make the twentieth century “The American Century.”

New printing technology perfected by R. R. Donnelley & Sons in Chicago
enabled Life to present the world in color. For the first time, a magazine
reproduced works of art for public enlightenment, focusing on pictures in
American collections. During World War II, the color reproduction of artists’
renderings proved a more effective documentary tool than color photography,
which was still a novelty and not refined enough to use for action shots. The
editors at Life commissioned twenty-nine artists to capture life on the front, and
reproduced their dramatic paintings in full color. After the war, Life sent
photographers around the world to photograph art and architectural treasures,
such as the ForbiddenCity, the imperial palace in Beijing, and the Sistine Chapel
at the Vatican in Rome. Life’s investment in color reproductions provided many
Americans with their first exposure to fine art. Renn shows how many writers
and artists treasured the issues of Life that first exposed them to the heritage of
human creativity. In the capable hands of editors like Henry Luce, color was a
tool for educating Americans and uplifting the nation.

Predicting the Rainbow

Every fashionista remembers the color scene in the 2006 Hollywood comedy-
drama film The Devil Wears Prada. The aspiring journalist Andrea Sachs,
working as an assistant to the editor-in-chief of a fashion magazine, Miranda
Priestly, rolls her eyes as the magazine staff debates which “stuff ” to put in a
photo shoot. Priestly sizes up Sachs’s lumpy blue sweater and explains that it
isn’t just blue or turquoise or lapis, but cerulean blue, introduced by the
Dominican-American fashion designer Oscar de la Renta in 2002. Following
its appearance on the Paris catwalk, cerulean blue attracted the attention of
other designers and brands and eventually found its way to American malls,
where bargain hunters like Sachs paw through the sales racks. “It’s sort of
comical how you think you’ve made a choice that exempts you from the
fashion industry,” Priestly concludes, “when in fact, you’re wearing a sweater
that was selected for you by the people in this room.”75
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Cerulean blue is a striking name for a striking hue, but it is not a color that
Oscar de la Renta invented. In 1999, the American color authority Pantone,
Inc., selected cerulean blue, described as the color of the sky on a serene day, as
the “official color for the millennium.” Pantone is one of several global color
consultancies, which like the trade fair Première Vision and the subscription
service Worth Global Style Network (WGSN), help the creative departments in
all types of businesses make color choices for product design and development.
The color scene from The Devil Wears Prada is important for this book because
it shows how the media promotes the idea of a color conspiracy of elites who
select the colors that we will wear next season.76 The reality is quite different.

As colorists forecast the new fashion palette, they must anticipate changes
in taste several years in advance. They take into consideration the advance
time needed for dye or pigment manufacturers to secure raw materials and
negotiate contracts with suppliers, and the relentless shifts in consumer
tastes. So, when Oscar de la Renta draped his fabulous cerulean blue gown,
he may have been inspired by a Pantone color chip created before the
millennium. What seemed cutting edge on the Paris catwalk had, in fact,
been imagined years earlier by color forecasters laboring over fabric swatches
and paint chips somewhere in New Jersey.77 The three chapters in Part IV
look beyond stereotypes of color dictators like Miranda Priestly to explore
the history of color forecasting.

In Chapter 10, Regina Lee Blaszczyk examines the transfer of color fore-
casting methods and color psychology theories from the United States to Great
Britain in the mid-twentieth century. The color revolution that transformed
American color practice during the interwar years inspired and influenced
British industries. The Textile Color Card Association of the United States,
the leading American agency for color forecasting, was the model for the
British Colour Council, founded in 1930. American color conditioning—the
practice of colorizing assembly-line equipment and interior workspaces accord-
ing to the principles of color psychology—also gained favor in Britain. But after
this warm welcome, the British turned a cold shoulder on American colorists.
Several factors, including a generational shift within the British design com-
munity and irreconcilable differences between the free enterprise system and
the social democratic state, figured into the equation.

Chapter 11 offers an ethnography and business history of Modeurop, a
leather industry organization that predicted color trends for the European
shoe and leather industry from 1960 to 1998. Using interviews and business
records, Ingrid Giertz-Mårtenson also draws on her own experience in the
European fashion industry, which included a stint as director of the Swedish
Shoe Fashion Council. She sets the stage for a discussion of Modeurop as a
pan-European project by first examining the history of several national trade
associations.

The chapter begins with the history and rationale of the Swedish Shoe
Fashion Council, established in 1945 to reconcile government restrictions on
the use of materials with the need to address wider trends in the American,
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British, and continental European fashion industries. Soon, the Swedish Shoe
Fashion Council joined forces with comparable councils in Norway, Denmark,
and Finland to form the Nordic Fashion Council to coordinate color and
fashion trends for tanners, shoe and accessory manufacturers, and retailers in
Scandinavia.

In 1960, the establishment of the European Free Trade Association
(EFTA) to stimulate commerce between Austria, Denmark, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom led the various
national organizations dedicated to leather market trends to consolidate
their efforts under one umbrella: Euro-Mode, which later became
Modeurop. Composed of national organizations representing the leather
and shoe industry, Modeurop was founded at a time when fashion trends
were becoming more complex and difficult to predict. Older forecasting
models, as embodied by two subscription services, the Textile Color Card
Association and the British Colour Council, collected data from their con-
stituencies and digested that information to produce color standards and
seasonal forecasts. Increasingly, however, the fashion press, the triumph of
the ready-to-wear industry, the rise of powerful retail chains, and consumer-
driven street fashion rendered this model obsolete. New forecasting agen-
cies such as Peclers Paris and Promostyl were founded by female entrepre-
neurs, and these faster-paced enterprises were poised to interpret the new
mass-market styles that often bubbled up from the streets.

Modeurop worked through a system of committees that met annually to
decide on upcoming trends. Because of her participation in these activities,
Giertz-Mårtenson paints one of the most detailed and nuanced pictures of
how a trend-forecasting agency did its job. We read vivid descriptions of
color stylists at work—poring over fabric swatches, magazine tear sheets, and
leather cuttings to discuss where color had been and which colors were likely
to find favor among consumers in the new season. We also learn how women,
considered to be endowed with fashion savvy by the shoe manufacturers, had
been relegated to the margins of this forecasting organization, working as
style consultants until a new generation, led by Giertz-Mårtenson, made
inroads commencing in the late 1960s. This stands in contrast to the
United States, where Margaret Hayden Rorke helped to pioneer the field
of color forecasting as managing director of the Textile Color Card
Association shortly after World War I.

In Chapter 12, finally, Mary Lisa Gavenas, a senior editor with more than
three decades of experience in the New York fashion press, tells the story of
fashion color prediction from the 1970s onward. As the influence of trade
associations such as the Textile Color Card Association and the British
Colour Council on color prediction waned, a group of silk manufacturers
from Lyon, France, saw the need for a European-based organization to
coordinate color trends for the fashion industry. Founded in the early
1970s, the Première Vision trade show was also a response to widespread
frustration with Interstoff, the large European textile fair in Frankfurt am
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Main, Germany. Utilitarian in character, Interstoff was the bane of some of
the more high-end textile mills and fabric customers, who longed for a textile
fair that was more concerned with fashion. Initially held in Lyon, Première
Vision soon moved to a convention space in Paris, near the Porte de
Versailles, in 1974 and then the Parc des Expositions near the Charles de
Gaulle Airport in 1984. Première Vision gradually expanded its scope beyond
silk to include all types of fabrics, and paid ever-greater attention to the needs
of ready-to-wear manufacturers and global brands.

Drawing on her experience as a fashion editor, Gavenas provides unique
insight into the rationale behind the establishment of Première Vision and its
role as the most important color-forecasting organization of the late twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries. Eschewing the hierarchical color forecasting
methods of earlier trade associations, Première Vision learned to predict the
next season’s colors through a group activity called “concertation.” Shortly
before each semiannual show, a select group of representatives from participat-
ing mills attended this gathering, where they shared their expert opinions on
the new trends. These ideas were used by the management at Première Vision
to create a theme for the upcoming show and to create a single color card that
showed the trend forecast for the upcoming season. Whereas earlier forecasting
efforts were national in focus—tied to French, American, British, or Swedish
markets, for example—the Première Vision forecasts originated in France but
were geared to the international fashion industry. Gavenas’s chapter, which
benefits from her decades-long career as a fashion journalist and editor, is not
only an enjoyable read, but also provides a direct counterpoint to the image of
the omnipotent color dictator in The Devil Wears Prada.

BRIGHT MODERNITY’S CONTRADICTIONS:
BRAVE NEW WORLD OF COLOR

No anthology can cover all aspects of a topic, and the essays in this book
mainly focus on color’s positive impact on modern life. In closing this
introduction, however, we draw the reader’s attention to the shady under-
belly of color and consumer culture. There are countless avenues for
research on this topic. Recent work in fashion studies has pointed to the
health hazards posed by some of the new synthetic dyes introduced in
Victorian times. Pundits never failed to mock the follies of fashion, as they
did in the 1850s with jokes on how women who dressed in the new purple
hues looked as if they had “mauve measles.”78 Humor aside, some of the
new textile dyes, including those that produced brilliant greens, actually
were poisonous.79

Color troubles began in production and extended to consumption. The
synthetic organic chemicals industry that produced the new dyestuffs and the
textile industry that used them to manufacture cloth were major polluters of
nearby waterways. Further down the supply chain, many of the compounds
behind the color revolution could have adverse health effects on the individual
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consumer. Beginning as early as the 1870s, these dangers attracted the atten-
tion of health officials and inspired a new breed of expert, the consumer
advocate, to lobby for consumer protection laws. In part, the regulatory state
emerged in response to the expanding dyestuffs industry, whose contributions
to the creation of a brilliant fashion palette and foods that looked appetizing
were not without risks to the consumer. Here we draw on Uwe Spiekermann’s
evolving research on dyestuffs and food colorants in Germany to show the
darker aspects of the color revolution. We hope these preliminary findings will
inspire a new generation of researchers to think carefully about the many
dimensions of color history.

***

If Aldous Huxley’s dystopian novel Brave New World (1932) is perhaps no
longer a fresh read, its premise still offers an important insight for historians
of twentieth-century commerce and consumption. In the novel, mass pro-
duction makes possible an affluent society in which all types of individual
behaviors—including human reproduction—are closely regulated. Critical
thinking is prohibited. Conformity is imposed through the ubiquitous use of
pharmaceuticals and psychological techniques to manage one’s mood and
one’s sense of well-being. Huxley was responding to the adverse conse-
quences of modern consumer society and the rise of advanced psychological
methods in marketing and purported mass manipulation.80 With his warning
in mind, we point to “the brave new world of color” as the dark side of bright
modernity.

Without question, the German dyestuffs industry was on the leading edge
of industrialization and modernization in the second half of the nineteenth
century.81 At the same time, however, the large-scale manufacture of syn-
thetic dyes and their use in textile processing demonstrated the fundamental
environmental hazards that these innovative products posed. Unregulated
and inefficient waste disposal led to widespread water pollution. Rivers
stained in the colors of the newest dyestuffs as well as the killing of fish and
wildlife epitomized the risks of innovation, especially in the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries, when factories abounded, unhindered by
environmental regulations.82 The German dye industry was predominantly
clustered along the Rhine River and its tributaries, the Neckar, the Main, and
the Wupper rivers. The textile industry was necessarily located in proximity to
these rivers because it needed water to process cloth and to wash away
countless chemicals, including dyestuffs. The coal and coal tar industry of
Westphalia also needed fresh water from the Ruhr River and the Rhine River
for processing materials and cheap transportation to major ports.83 As a
consequence of this regional cluster, the Rhine, celebrated by many as a
symbol of the German nation, often shimmered in the colors of the rainbow.
The color of the river might change, depending on what kinds of materials
the chemical industry and other polluters dumped in it. Nineteenth-century
mills and factories understood rivers mainly as sewage canals conveniently
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Fig. 1.5 Cartoon from 1885 criticizing the colorful but unhealthy, even dangerous,
substances in a candy store’s wares

Note the consumers portrayed outside the store, four respectably dressed children with shoes (center
and right). Whether the poorer barefoot girl holding the baby (left) could hope for such sweets was
another matter, but she is looking at the other kids, presumably wanting candy herself. The only two
adults present are a doctor (left) and a gravedigger (right), who figure as the primarybeneficiaries of the
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provided by Mother Nature. In their minds, water pollution was a reasonable
price to pay for what became the global hegemony of the German dye
industry.84 But such arguments fooled neither the general public nor the
growing number of government health officials.85 More efficient wastewater
treatment practices and regulatory interventions by the state reduced the
environmental costs of dye production in the years leading up to World
War I. Despite these early cleanup efforts, however, efficient regulatory
structures for water protection were not installed in Germany—or in the
United States—before the early 1970s. Modern color production was there-
fore always linked with growing health risks and other environmental costs.

A second area of intense debate among experts, manufacturers, and consu-
mers was food coloring. From the 1860s, changes in food manufacturing, the
extension of traditional supply chains, and the rising expectations of bourgeois
consumers in the aesthetics of foodstuffs created a health-sensitive market that
favored the introduction of new dyes. Natural colorants, often used for repre-
sentative dishes and prestigious goods, were replaced by inorganic mineral
pigments and synthetic coal tar colors.86 The unregulated use of these new
materials, however, caused serious health problems. There were poisonings and
even fatalities (Fig. 1.5). In Germany, the so-called color law of 1887 was one of
the first national consumer protection laws, but it was only a “purely defensive
law to fight obvious abuses.”87 The law prohibited the use of the most impor-
tant pigments and coal-tar colors and some individually named chemicals that
were used to colorize food and furnishings. But the 1887 law did not provide
for the regulation of all new synthetic colorants and was therefore limited in its
effectiveness because prohibitions could be sidestepped with new recipes.

What followed was quite typical for modern regulatory practice. First, food
chemists could establish themselves as independent experts fighting against
deception and defining risks related to the use and consumption of food
dyes. These food chemists cooperated with food manufacturers to establish
regimes of voluntary declarations and thresholds for safety levels. Second, food
producers mostly accepted these regulatory regimes because these practices
created trust among consumers. In crucial cases, however, food producers put
their own business interests before the majority of expert opinions. A good
example was the greening of canned vegetables, for which copper sulfate (also
called blue vitriol) was used. The ingestion of the copper caused health hazards,
particularly if one ate canned vegetables on a regular basis. Although
Germany’s color law of 1887 prohibited the use of this additive, the food
industry continued to use it because there was no alternative or substitute.

Fig. 1.5 (Continued)
chemicals listed on an attractive confection containing chrome green, chalk, red lead, arsenic, chrome
yellow, vermillion, verdigris, and glucose. Most of these eight substances were used as colorants.

Source: J. Keppler, “Our Mutual Friend,” cartoon, Puck, vol. 16, no. 409, January 7, 1885, title
page, Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division, https://lccn.loc.gov/2011661809.
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Years of intense struggles between chemists, the Federal Department of
Health, and manufacturers resulted in the 1896 edict of tolerance, which
allowed the use of copper sulfate up to a specific threshold. Third, consumers
were quite concerned about the health risks related to colored foods, although
only the life reform movement and the consumer cooperatives made this a
topic of public discussion.88 Public debates about additives resulted in a certain
level of uncertainty about colored foodstuffs. These concerns triggered debates
among experts over possible revisions to the color law, and led to a new
regulatory regime for dealing with coal tar dyes in the consumer sphere.89

But these regulatory efforts failed because the brilliant, if hazardous, coal tar
dyes were cheaper and brighter than “natural” colorings, which were limited to
red, yellow, green, brown, and black.

German debates over the proper use of dyes in processed food continued into
the 1920s. Ultimately, the deliberations resulted in the inclusion of mineral
pigments and synthetic coal tar dyes in the revised German food law of 1927.
The new law permitted the use of a larger number of colorants in processed
foods. Moreover, whereas the manufacturers were made responsible for produ-
cing safe products, the federal food chemists and physicians who monitored the
market could adjust the regulatory framework as necessary.90 At the same time,
food reformers drew on scientific studies to question the conclusions of these
official regulatory experts and to screen for new risks related to food coloring,
especially those dyes associated with cancer. Under the Nazi regime, strong
factions among official health experts favored a new regulatory framework that
would only allow safe colors. In general, however, business interests trumped
consumer health. Regulators banned only a few very obvious health hazards,
such as yellowed egg pasta in 1934 and yellowed butter in 1939. At this point in
time, it was difficult to test products andmake direct links to health hazards. As a
result, the prevention of deception in consumer markets was still more impor-
tant than fighting health hazards that might have resulted from the coloring of
foods. In Germany, this pattern changed only with the 1958 food law, which
prohibited all food additives that had not been tested and proven safe for
consumers. Along these lines, food colors were permitted only after a scientific
examination guaranteed their harmlessness for consumers.

In the United States, the regulatory situation was even more complex due to
the varying powers of the historical actors. The individual states had a strong say in
the regulation of the food market, courts had substantial power, and food man-
ufacturers took a moderate stance on the topic.91 The Progressive Movement,
with its emphasis on reforming industry for the greater good of society, combined
with numerous scandals in the food sector, led to the passage of the federal Pure
Food and Drug Act in 1906 and to the creation of the regulatory agency that
became the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1930. The Pure Food and
Drug Act approved a mere seven dyes as safe for food coloring, a number that was
later changed according to business needs and risk analysis.92 However, similar to
Germany, the main concern of America’s reform-minded chemistry experts was to
prevent coloring as an aid to deception that stemmed from an “eagerness for
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pecuniary gain.”93 In contrast to consumers, food chemists were willing to accept
uncolored foodstuffs. “It is an interesting question how far, since a bright color
appeals to the aesthetic sense, the manufacturer shall be allowed to take advantage
of this psychological fact,” wrote one concerned scientist in the American Food
Journal. “Probably we have to thank the food manufacturers for the present
condition of our taste in regard to color in foods, and it may take some time to
undo the evil to accept nature unadorned.”94 This did not happen, because food
manufacturers used colors to create new products and to differentiate their pro-
ducts from the competition in marketing. For example, Coca-Cola remained a
dark-colored soft drink, while 7 Up, born as a dark beverage, became a clear,
colorless drink in 1929. Consumers learned to think of Coke and other colas as
always being a dark brown liquid and to associate cola alternatives with color-
lessness. In the long run, the American regulatory regime was more successful than
the German regulatory regime in guaranteeing that only relatively harmless dyes
would be used in foodstuffs. Passed in 1938, the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act enabled the Food and Drug Administration to establish strict
scientific standards for the safety of food additives.

This short history of food colorants in Germany and the United States shows
that colorized goods often follow a long complicated trajectory from manufac-
turer to consumer. This vignette has drawn back the curtain on color additives in
foodstuffs to reveal some of the more sobering dimensions of color history.
Foodstuffs garnered special attention among regulators because people under-
stood that anything ingested could have an effect on the body. Fashion was
considered to be frivolous and health officials were slow to understand that the
skin was an organ by which foreign substances could be absorbed into the body.
The comparison between Germany and the United States also shows how
national cultures were manifested in attitudes about color and laws to govern
dyes, paints, and pigments. In both countries, new groups of professionals,
whether food chemists in Germany or nutritional scientists in the United
States, took it upon themselves to explore the impact of artificial colorants on
the food chain. If corporate innovators such as Milton Bradley and Margaret
Hayden Rorke invented new color regimes for crayons and cloth, the regulation
of colorized foodstuffs fell to yet another group of professionals, who defined
themselves as guardians of or spokesmen for the consumer. Bright modernity
had many faces.

CONCLUSION: VISIBLY INVISIBLE

The goal of this volume is to make color and the material world visible within
the history of consumer society. The essays place color in a broad analytical and
historical context. Historians cannot isolate color as a restricted field of study,
as scientists and physiologists have done. Neither can they eschew color as
subservient to form nor deem the color choices of immigrants to be in poor
taste, as did early art historians and social workers, respectively. Historians must
sidestep the chromophobia that dominates tastemaking circles and seek to
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comprehend, analyze, and explain the chromophilia that has fired the popular
imagination since the Second Industrial Revolution.95 They must grapple
with the very real challenge of understanding color as a visible technology
that invisibly connects so many puzzling aspects of modern consumer
societies—research and development, manufacturing and selling, presenting
and seeing goods, creating a distinct environment or a unique persona, andmore.

Color cannot be avoided. It is omnipresent in our lives, manifest in every-
thing from felt-tip markers and fashion to magazines and foodstuffs. The
historical study of color has the potential to link very different specialized fields
of research—chemistry and psychology, engineering and marketing, fashion
history and business history, communication and the arts, visual culture and
architecture, and the public and private spheres. The study of color can provide
researchers with a new way to examine the operations of the consumer societies
created by the Second Industrial Revolution and the ways in which people deal
with commodified environments. We hope this book will inspire researchers to
explore the many dimensions of color, commerce, and consumer culture in
greater depth.

* * *

This book originated in a workshop called “Bright Modernity: Color,
Commerce and Consumption in Global Perspective,” held at the German
Historical Institute, Washington, DC.96 We are grateful to the GHI for the
generous support that it has lent to the workshop and this book, first under the
directorship of Hartmut Berghoff and then under the directorship of Simone
Lässig, and to Mark Stoneman for his painstaking editorial work.
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PART I

Foundations: Industry and Education



CHAPTER 2

Coloring the World: Marketing German
Dyestuffs in the Late Nineteenth and Early

Twentieth Centuries

Alexander Engel

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the dye business under-
went a fundamental transformation.1 The traditional natural dyestuffs
procured from agriculture and foresting had been increasingly displaced by
industrially produced artificial dyestuffs since the 1860s. These so-called coal
tar dyes provided the starting point for the rise of the modern chemical
industry. And although the new industry had its origins in France and
Britain, newly emerging German chemical companies took the lead in the
1870s and 1880s and ended up, by 1913, controlling three-quarters of the
world market for artificial dyes, equivalent to about two-thirds of the world
market for all dyes (natural and industrial combined).2 From this position of
strength, the German dye companies diversified, becoming dominant global
players in the pharmaceutical and fertilizer industries and also contributing
massively to Germany’s military power in the two world wars by fabricating
explosives and chemical weapons. As this chapter sets out to show, the success
of the German dye industry was to a considerable degree connected to the ways
in which the companies marketed their products to textile manufacturers.

Other studies have attributed the success of theGerman dye industrymainly to
its chemists, who are said to have profited from superior university educations,
organization into research and development (R&D) laboratories, and an advan-
tageous patent law context, all of which meant—in this narrative—they could
create dyes more inexpensively and undercut the prices of both natural dyes and
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their competitors’ artificial dyes.3 In fact, the success story of the German
industry could not have occurred without these innovations, but
they comprise only half the story. It will be shown that artificial dyes in
the aggregate did not have a noticeable price advantage over the bulk of
natural dyes, and it becomes evident that early artificial dye producers aimed
at specific high-end markets. The later ousting of natural dyes came by
conquering the mass market, which required adaptation to a completely
different business context. Consequently, this chapter studies and weighs
the marketing efforts of the German dye manufacturers. It provides an
overview of the transformation of the dye markets and characterizes
different stages of that process. Then it describes the structure and peculia-
rities of the German dye industry. Finally, it relates German marketing
efforts to an overall interpretation of the shift from natural to artificial dyes.

Marketing, here, denotes the attempts of a company to bring its supply
and customer demand into alignment. These efforts may include (1) the
establishment of a suitable distribution system in order to reach customers
and communicate with them, thus linking supply and demand; (2) the
adaptation of one’s product range to meet better the perceived wants of
one’s customers, thereby making supply fit demand; and (3) efforts to influence
customers and reconfigure their preferences toward one’s own products, making
demand match supply. In the case of the industrial dye producers of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these efforts were for the most part
activities known in today’s marketing theory as business-to-business marketing,
as opposed to business-to-consumer marketing. Consumers were targeted only
indirectly by the marketing endeavors of the chemical companies, as they usually
bought cloth or, increasingly, ready-made clothing that had already been dyed.4

Hence, the dye producers sold their products mostly to professional dyers or
textile manufactures with dye houses.

The central thesis of this chapter is that winning over this business of dyeing
for industrially produced dyestuffs was a three-stage process. First, the highly
expensive new dyes succeeded in the high-end segment of fashionable silk
dyeing. Second, scaling up production and bringing down manufacturing
costs, as well as producing an ever-wider range of dyes, enabled the dye industry
to penetrate the mass market of ordinary cotton dyeing. Finally, the mass-market
cotton segment was won over by companies’ providing extensive services to
dyers, thus binding them to the dyes of a single firm. Whereas British and French
companies enjoyed success in the first stage, and for good reasons, German
companies were better equipped to succeed in the specific circumstances of the
second stage and nearly monopolize the business for good in the third stage.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE DYE MARKETS

The rise of industrial dyes is often traced backed to the accidental discovery of
aniline purple—also known as “mauveine”—in 1856 by the budding English
chemist William Henry Perkin, but this development has to be put in a wider
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context.5 Beginning in the late eighteenth century, natural dyes were no longer
seen as holistic, unalterable gifts of divine creation but as substances that could
be manipulated by human efforts.6 The same was true not only for dyes but
also for foodstuffs and raw materials in general.7 Blurring boundaries between
the “natural” and the “artificial,” purified dyes, extracts, blends, and prepara-
tions became more important. Some “wholly artificial” colorants were even
created before Perkin’s discovery, notably in the 1840s and 1850s.8

Next to the production of dyes and their consumption in the dye houses,
a third technological sphere emerged. A new group of specialists took
over the refinement and processing of natural dyestuffs.9 Some of these
specialists started out as chemists or druggists who experimented with
natural dyestuffs in order either to deconstruct them to find the “true
coloring matter” (that is, to remove impurities and “foreign matter”) or
even to alter their properties by transforming them chemically. If promising
results could be repeated on a commercial scale, the experiment could be
turned into a business. The majority of those specialists, however, were
retailers with experience in the dyestuffs trade, who had to repack larger
consignments of dyes bought from wholesalers before selling them on to
dyers. By further processing them for the dyers’ use, whether by grinding
dyewoods, for example, or by purifying and even blending dyestuffs, they
could easily add value to their merchandise.

When it became obvious that a whole range of different aniline dyes
could be generated along the lines used by Perkin to produce aniline
purple, many of the new dye processor-traders engaged in this aspect of
the business too, integrating it into their other activities.10 The successful
Swiss company J. R. Geigy of Basel, Switzerland, for instance, started as a
natural dyes supplier, but then incorporated a dyewood mill, an extraction
plant, and finally a factory for making coal tar dyes.11 Prominent German
chemical companies like Friedr. Bayer & Co. of Elberfeld and Farbwerke
Meister, Lucius & Brüning of Höchst (near Frankfurt, whereby the com-
pany came to be known simply as Hoechst) were co-founded by merchants
originally trading in natural dyes.12

The aniline dyes of the late 1850s and the 1860s were extremely costly
and usually employed in the dyeing of luxury silks, for which new
fashionable colors and startling shades were worth almost any price.13

Compared to cotton—the basic fiber from which most textiles were
made at the time—silk occupied a niche in the textile markets, but it
was a niche for the well off. In 1860, a pound of raw silk cost about thirty
shillings in the London wholesale markets, a pound of cotton only about
half a shilling.14 In the same year, the British textile industry processed
about 450,000 metric tons of cotton, but only 4,200 metric tons of
silk.15 The early market leaders in aniline dye production were British
and French firms, which were well connected to the European centers of
silk dyeing in Mulhouse, Lyon, and Manchester and their accumulated
expertise in high-end dyes and dyeing.
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The character and fate of the dyeing industry changed in the late 1860s,
when both Perkin and the two German chemists Carl Graebe and Carl
Liebermann independently discovered a way to synthesize alizarin, the
main dyeing compound of madder, the most important dyestuff to
give cotton cloth a fast red.16 Graebe and Liebermann, who were affiliated
with the Königliche Gewerbe-Akademie (Royal College for Vocational
Studies) in Berlin, cooperated with Heinrich Caro of the Badische
Anilin- und Sodafabrik (Baden Aniline and Soda Factory, or BASF) in
Mannheim and Ludwigshafen to develop a procedure to produce the dye
on an industrial scale.17 Perkin worked it out on his own; both of the
competing parties finished in 1869. In this instance, artificial dye on an
industrial scale indeed had a notable cost advantage over its natural
counterpart, so much so that madder red was ousted from the markets
within a few years. The well-organized and well-connected BASF, along
with some German competitors, was notably more successful in grabbing
market shares than Perkin’s comparatively humble dye plant in Greenford
Green, just northwest of London. Perkin finally gave up and sold his
firm, G. F. Perkin and Sons, in 1874.18

The alizarin innovation marked the entrance of the synthetic dye
industry into the mass market of cotton textile production. This step
promised turnover on a far greater scale, but it necessitated acquiring a
new customer base, that is, connecting to “ordinary” dye houses instead
of exclusive silk dyers. The requirements of these new customers were
different. In particular, cost efficiency became a more significant factor.
This was especially true for the low-cost segment of the market for natural
dyes, a segment made up primarily of dyewoods and carriers of tannic acid
for dyeing black. In Germany in the early 1870s, these low-cost dyes had
a market share of 30 percent in terms of value but 75 percent in terms of
the sheer quantity of textiles dyed with them.19 Prime natural dyes like
indigo, cochineal, and madder—the last one rapidly vanishing from
the markets—together possessed a market share of up to 50 percent,
but these dyes were used on not much more than a tenth of all textiles.
The remaining market share of 20 percent by value fell to the coal tar
dyes, in large part to alizarin (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2).

As one would expect, BASF aimed to repeat its success to replace madder
with alizarin by focusing on the most important remaining prime dye, indigo.
The synthesis of indigo in laboratory conditions succeeded in the late 1870s,
but it took years of research into neighboring fields as well as enormous
investments to come up with a way to synthesize indigo on a commercial
scale profitably.20 “BASF indigo pure” did not launch until 1897 and—unlike
alizarin—did not have a significant price advantage over its natural competitor.
Yet it ousted this competitor equally quickly from the markets.

The delays in the indigo project notwithstanding, industrial dye producers
targeted the prime segment of the natural dyes from the 1870s to the 1890s.
Only from the late 1880s or even the early 1890s did the industry make inroads
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into the low-cost segment of the German market as well. The transformation of
international markets was a longer process that depended on how effectively
the German firms penetrated them.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, dyeing a metric
ton of textiles in a customary, middling shade with a prime natural dye
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Fig. 2.1 Market shares of dyes in Germany in terms of their monetary value,
ca. 1872–1912

Source: Alexander Engel, Farben der Globalisierung: Die Entstehung moderner Märkte für
Farbstoffe 1500–1900 (Frankfurt, 2009), 152–56, 190–91.
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Fig. 2.2 Market shares of dyes in Germany in terms of the quantity of textiles dyed,
ca. 1872–1912

Source: Engel, Farben der Globalisierung, 152–62, 190–91.
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required on average between 600 and 700 marks’ worth of dyestuffs—for
some dyes more, for others less.21 Low-cost natural dyestuffs cost on average
only 30 to 60 marks for a metric ton of textiles. For both segments, a certain
decline of prices can be observed in the later decades, most likely due to the
increased competition from artificial dyes (see Fig. 2.3). The general decrease
in freight rates since the middle of the century did not play into this because,
in contrast to grain or iron, all dyestuffs had a comparatively very high value-
to-weight ratio. All in all, prices for natural dyestuffs remained fairly stable
between 1870 and 1914 (as did the general level of prices at the time, so there
was hardly inflation or deflation to account for). The cost of procuring
artificial dyes, on the other hand, fell heavily, from on average 300 to 400
marks for a metric ton of textiles in the early 1870s (and far more exorbitant
prices back in the 1860s) to around 50 marks on the eve of World War I. All the
figures cited in this paragraph obviously combine cheaper and more expensive
dyes within each of the three groups (low-cost natural dyes, prime natural dyes,
artificial dyes), especially in the case of artificial products. Still, it is clear that in
the aggregate artificial dyes began to compete against prime natural dyes in the
early 1870s—or even the late 1860s—and only gradually turned to target the
low-cost segment, albeit without undercutting it.

In their conquest of the low-cost market segment, the German dye firms
only synthesized two of the roughly twenty commercially viable natural dyes,
madder’s alizarin and indigo’s indigotine. The chemical synthesis of madder
marked the entry of artificial dyes into the prime segment of the mass
market, and the synthesis of indigo the virtual elimination of natural dyes
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Fig. 2.3 Average cost of dyestuffs to color a metric ton of textiles in Germany,
ca. 1872–1912 (marks, logarithmic scale)

Source: Engel, Farben der Globalisierung, 193–98.
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from that segment. For the most part, however, artificial dyes rose to dom-
inance not by replicating the chemical substances of natural dyes but by
offering new substances (even though some of them derived from alizarin,
and later also indigotine). At the same time, few of these new dyes could claim
a notable market share in the way even minor natural dyestuffs had; instead, an
extraordinary number of dyes and colors emerged. Before 1870, fewer than
fifty dyes were known in the market; by 1913, there were around 1,300—
marketed in close to 9,000 major varieties (see Fig. 2.4).

In the late 1870s, the annual number of new dyes began to rise steeply.
This trend continued until the early 1890s, when the pace of innovation
slowed down, ultimately coming more or less to a standstill with World
War I. (The peak around 1910 was a one-off, marking a single new family
of extremely colorfast, prime quality dyes derived from indigotine, so-called
indanthrene dyes.) The period of accelerating innovation corresponded with
the process of ousting the prime natural dyes and bringing prices down to the
level of the low-cost segment. Around 1900, the market positions that could
be achieved had been more or less achieved, which is evident from the fact
that the main German firms started to cartelize the dye business and began to
diversify more decidedly into pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, explosives, and
other neighboring fields.22 An all-out fight against the remaining low-cost
natural dyes did not promise substantial additional profits, so research
capabilities were redirected to these newer fields. Nevertheless, even with
the much slower pace of dyestuff innovation, the chemical companies still
gained further advantage over the producers of natural dyes.
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THE GERMAN DYE INDUSTRY

The structure of the artificial dye industry differed notably from the structure
of the natural dye business. The production of natural dyestuffs was accom-
plished by a multitude of mostly small-scale producers who specialized in a
single dyestuff: Indian indigo planters, Central American dyewood cutters,
Mexican and Canarian cochineal raisers, Dutch and French madder farmers,
and so on.23 They were connected to the dyers, mainly European, by chains
of independent merchants.24 Wholesale merchants bought the foreign
dyestuffs overseas, often after local traders had collected the output of several
producers. In the target markets, retailers combined different dyestuffs
into an assortment, or they bought from middlemen who did so. A dye
house usually worked with more than one vendor to procure its materials.
Obtaining suitable dyestuffs required a good deal of effort, proficiency,
and foresight. With the quality and prices of natural dyes fluctuating and
the complex stream of goods always shifting within flexible and changing
webs of intermediaries, no steady supply of dyeing materials with stable,
predictable characteristics by a single vendor could be expected.

The producers of natural dyes had no choice but to confine themselves
to just one kind of dyestuff. There were apparently no gains to be had from
combining very different production methods (agriculture, forestry, or even
insect cultivation in the case of cochineal). Moreover, natural dyestuffs
were tied to different, usually non-overlapping geographical spaces. The
number of dyestuffs offered by nature that could be utilized commercially
was limited, and their modes of production were well established. Less than
a handful of new dyes entered the scene over the course of decades and
centuries, and it was reasonable to expect a steady demand for an established
dye over the long term.25 In other words, forced specialization and lack of
product and process innovation initially meant no great risk for the
producer, as he had good reason to believe he would find a market for his
product in the future as well. This was only true, of course, until the
competition from industrially produced dyes emerged.

Quite the opposite of all this was true for the early producers of coal tar dyes.
The family of aniline dyes grew relatively quickly, and fashionable new ones
often turned out high initial profits, only to quickly lose their significance.
Focusing on just one artificial dyestuff was not a viable strategy, as the case of
the Société La Fuchsine showed, a monopolistic joint-stock company with
enormous capital, founded in Lyon, France. The epic failure of this firm
seriously impeded the development of the French coal tar dye industry.26

Producing different aniline dyes promised economies of scope and mitigated
the risk of changing demand, thus making variety the first prerequisite to
staying in the market.

Second, it was important to keep pace with dyestuffs innovations, which
could be accomplished either by copying successful new dyes and producing
them more efficiently, especially in markets like Germany, which had no
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effective patent system at the time (this also became a primary Swiss strategy
until 1904), or better still by developing new dyes oneself, especially in markets
with patent protection such as Great Britain.27 Whether one turned to imita-
tion and process innovation or preferred product innovation, a combination of
technological and chemical expertise was prerequisite to success. Indeed, it can
be argued that the ability of German universities to generate a mounting
torrent of well-educated young chemists and engineers was a precondition
for the success of the growing German dye industry, which employed these
new experts in a variety of functions, above all as works managers.28

A third requirement for a firm to survive came with the synthesis of alizarin,
when artificial dye makers began to enter the market segment held by the prime
natural dyes. The demand for alizarin was far larger than for any industrially
produced dye to that point and prompted the dyestuffs industry’s fast growth.
Potential economies of scale came into play, opportunities that could be tapped
by process innovation—a specialty of the German firms and one that even found
its way into the German patent law of 1877, which in the case of chemicals,
protected production processes, not products. Consequently, the pursuit of
economies of scale in the European dyestuffs industry translated into the growth
of a few German firms, not growth in the total number of firms.

A distinct process of concentration emerged and continued into the early
twentieth century. In 1882, there were twenty main German companies pro-
ducing coal tar dyes, employing on average about 150 people.29 Seventy-five
percent of all employees worked for the four largest companies with more than
200 employees (on average about 750 in those four). In 1907, there were
sixteen companies left, with an average of 500 workers. Six dye makers had
more than 200 workers, and those six combined for around 90 percent of the
industry’s workforce. Almost all fell to the “big five”—the three giants BASF,
Hoechst, and Bayer, as well as Leopold Cassella & Co. (later Cassella
Farbwerke Mainkur) of Frankfurt, and the Berlin Aktiengesellschaft für
Anilinfabrikation (Joint-Stock Company for Aniline Production, or AGFA).
British dyeing companies, on the other hand, did not manage such growth.
Even the three most successful Swiss firms, all in Basel—Geigy, Ciba
(Gesellschaft für Chemische Industrie Basel), and Sandoz (Chemische Fabrik
vormals Sandoz)—were notably smaller than the three German giants.

Entering the mass market in the 1870s and utilizing economies of scale
thus proved to be a turning point. It led to the considerable growth of a few
market leaders, and then continued growth helped these leaders to maintain
their relative market positions. Being a certain size had allowed firms to
extend economies of scope further because resources could be set aside to
collaborate extensively with academic researchers who helped in product
innovation. From the 1880s onwards, the size of such companies allowed
them to internalize the generation of innovation by building up their own
R&D capacities.30 In 1912, for instance, BASF employed no less than 463
chemists and engineers (4.7 percent of all employees) while Hoechst
employed 381 chemists (4.2 percent of its employees).31 About half of
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these chemists and engineers were works managers, a third were employed
in laboratories, and a sixth worked in experimental dyeing works and in
sales. Indeed, a good portion of the qualified personnel worked in sales—
611 (6.8 percent) at Hoechst and 768 (7.8 percent) at BASF.

The strong emphasis on distribution at these two dye makers and by the
other major German producers was also something of a German specialty,
perhaps attributable to the fact that most successful German (and Swiss)
companies were to a considerable degree rooted in the dye trade, whereas
earlier British pioneers such as G. F. Perkin and Sons, I. Levinstein and Co. of
Manchester, Read Holliday and Sons of Huddersfield, and Simpson, Maule
and Nicholson of South London all lacked a mercantile background. For the
most part, chemists had founded and led these enterprises.32 Although the
brilliance of those few outstanding chemists undoubtedly gave British
companies a boost in the early phase of the new industry, chemical genius
proved insufficient for gaining entry to mass markets.

By building one large R&D apparatus to generate dye inventions and
develop production processes on a commercial scale and another apparatus to
connect to the markets, the big German companies managed to routinize
product and process innovation so as to generate a seemingly endless stream
of new dyes, mordants, and other textile chemicals. The Germans took upon
themselves the imperative of the early dye business—constant product or
process innovation to compete in the fickle market for fashionable high-end
dyes—and, outpacing and outdistancing their European competitors, applied
this strategy to the larger, much more settled mass market dye business. In
doing so, they confronted the producers of the well-established handful of
commercially viable natural dyes.

The natural dye makers, as sketched at the outset of this section, operated in a
completely different, rather static framework and followed a different logic in
their business. Dyewood extractors were an exception to a certain extent, but
otherwise each of the natural dye producers focused on a single dye and lacked
capacities for R&D or marketing, which left them ill-prepared to defend their
positions vis-à-vis the aggressive German dye makers. The latter’s activities, as has
been shown, cannot be attributed solely to the ingenuity of their chemists and
engineers, who worked in the laboratory and the manufacturing plant to produce
cheaper artificial substitutes and alternatives to natural dyes. For a long time,
undercutting the agricultural competitors was possible only for some of the most
desirable high-end colors. The chemists and engineers required a long learning
curve to achieve price parity, more or less, with the low-cost natural dyes.
Instead, the marketing apparatus of the German firms played a decisive role.

DYE MARKETING

Whereas traditional dye makers left distribution to independent merchants,
those industrial dyestuffs suppliers who achieved enduring success com-
bined production and distribution into a single company. Some started
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out as dye-trading businesses, as was the case for many of the German and
Swiss companies. Others acquired marketing expertise, as BASF did within
only a few years of its establishment by merging with two small-scale dye
producers and former trading houses that were already handling the
distribution of BASF products, that is, performing the functions of a sales
department.33 With extensive distribution networks and the widespread
deployment of traveling salesmen, industrial dye makers maintained close
contact with their customers, namely, the professional dyers and the dye
houses of textile manufacturers. Other than in the case of traditional dye
markets, in which producers and consumers were separated by independent
intermediaries, there was a strong bidirectional communications link
between the dyers and the dye-producing chemical companies.

At first, the important direction of this communication was from the dye
producer to the dye works. Natural dyes in their different varieties were well
established and known to the dyers, but the new artificial dyes were not. An
initial obstacle faced by the producers was the need to convince dyers to try
and use a new dye in the first place. Before Perkin started a business to market
his aniline purple, he contacted dyers and asked for their opinions about the
new dye. In the same fashion, any new aniline dye in the late 1850s and 1860s
was first presented to one or a few potential customers in the hope that it
might enable them to create a sensational fashion effect that generated
attention and demand for that dye.34 This strategy was no longer feasible in
the second stage of the new industry’s development, that is, its entry into the
mass market. The number of customers was far greater, making it impossible
to generate attention for a dye by having just one or two dyers use it. Here it
became increasingly important to target all potential customers and induce
them to try a new dye. That task would obviously be fulfilled more insistently
and efficiently by someone who more or less exclusively presented the dyes of
a certain producer than by an independent distributor who hawked them as a
minor part of his assortment.

Additional problems arose when dye works actually liked one of the new
colorants and decided to use it on a regular basis. In the case of the natural
materials, dyers had been forced to test the dyeing products they were
about to procure from an independent middleman for purity, quality, and
usability. To this end, certain procedures had evolved, including trials of dye
samples or by subjecting a sample to a certain treatment, such as burning.35

For the experienced buyer, much could be determined by the “look and
feel” of a lump of indigo or a piece of dyewood. If dyers had to put some
effort into testing what they wanted to buy, they were at least able to
develop some certainty about what they were getting. Industrially produced
coal tar dyes, on the other hand, possessed far fewer reliably consistent
identifying characteristics. They came as powders or pastes with arbitrary
hues, meaning their outer appearance did not offer any clues as to their
usefulness and applicability. None of the traditional testing methods
worked, with the exception of treating some cloth with a sample of the
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new dye. So a dyer might be satisfied with the results of a new coal tar dye,
but how could he be sure he was obtaining that same product again, not a
fake or a substandard alternative?

If the new dye could be bought directly from the firm or one of its
traveling sales representatives, it would obviously heighten the dyer’s trust.
In addition, the German industrial dye producers strove to develop their
products into brands, selling them in sealed tin containers with unique,
usually quite elaborate and colorful labels.36 The chances of succeeding
with this branding strategy increased as the dye industry consolidated, leaving
just a few well-known companies. Those big companies enjoyed high visibility
in the markets, especially when the number of products they offered grew
dramatically in the 1880s and 1890s. The plethora of dyes, in turn, made it
increasingly interesting and effective for the dye works to deal with the
companies’ sales representatives.

For one thing, dyers could use the communications link to the producer
to give feedback and express their requirements, knowing that the indus-
trial producers could modify and develop their range of products accord-
ingly. By contrast, the producers of natural dyes could not respond to
customer needs, never mind that there was no effective communications
link to the market. The producers of natural dyes increasingly saw the lack
of these feedback loops as a serious drawback. Faced with the competition
from BASF’s synthetic indigo after 1897, the Indian indigo planters con-
sidered levying an export duty on indigo in order to finance a marketing
board.37 One possible activity by the board was be to employ salesmen as
reconnaissance agents:

Our commercial travellers besides pushing our stuff might also act as an intelligence
department which is sorely needed. They could keep us informed as to the work
being done by the Badische [BASF]. Might possibly tell us what their bottom price
was. Whether the report that the Synthetic people were making indigotine at a loss
was true or false. They might also advise us as to whether the suggestion, often put
forward, that we should sell some of our indigo in powder or paste would really
find to increase consumption or not.38

Obviously, the producers of natural indigo struggled with basic decisions
regarding the enhancement of their product due to a complete lack of knowl-
edge of distant markets.

The chemical companies were much better informed and able to adapt their
products, but they too had their limits. While it posed no serious problem to
combine different dyestuffs into a blend and to present a dye as powder or
paste, chemists were far from able to design dyes with pre-defined processing
attributes, color shades, and fastness. Thus, the strategy of the industrial dye
makers was unrestrained diversification. Still, before putting a new dye on the
market, the chemical companies ascertained its dyeing and fastness character-
istics by intensive testing in their trial dyeing factories to see if it would fit the
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demand as perceived through the eyes of the salesmen. This testing and
coordination reduced the likelihood of failing products.

With the assortment offered by the big dye makers growing evermore
comprehensive, dyers were increasingly tempted by “one-stop shopping.”
This approach to sourcing made the procurement of dyeing materials a lot
easier, all the more as the homogeneity of artificial dyes and their com-
paratively stable prices made extensive stock-keeping by the dye works
obsolete. Moreover, as the application of industrial dyes yielded predict-
able, repeatable results, the production processes in the dye works also
changed. To start with, the delicate process of adjusting the dye bath in
order to cope with the changeable characteristics of natural dyes could
now be skipped.39

In fact, the industrial dye manufacturers began pushing for a new regime
of standardized industrial dyeing in the 1890s. Experimental dye works
within these companies put potential new dyes through their paces before
they were marketed. The experimental dye works also developed standar-
dized and optimized procedures to apply each new dye. The resulting
technical information for viable products was conveyed to business custo-
mers via manuals (each covering a distinctive part of the firm’s product line),
traveling technicians, and even special classes.40 This effort had a twofold
effect. On the one hand, by bundling the dyes with expert knowledge and
service, the dye producers made their products not only more attractive to
customers but also more specific, meaning satisfied customers could only get
them again from the manufacturer in question, not one of its competitors. In
this way, growing specificity meant increased customer loyalty. On the other
hand, by inducing dyers to subject themselves to external expertise and a
regime of standardized, rationalized, or so-called scientific dyeing, which
entailed changes both in work processes and equipment, they effectively
locked out traditional dyes, unless these were available in a highly processed
form with steady and reliable properties, like dyewood extract. In this way,
rather than by simple price competition, and in spite of the very much
reduced pace of innovating new dyes, the German dye makers were able to
slowly but steadily take over the market segment of low-cost natural dyes.

SUMMARY

The transition from a regime of natural dyes to a world of industrially
produced artificial dyes in Europe can be divided into three stages. The first
stage comprised the long formation process of the new artificial dye industry,
which culminated in the 1860s. From the late eighteenth century onward, the
rise of modern chemistry went hand in hand with a reinterpretation of natural
dyes. Processes of extraction, purification, and even modification led to the
rise of a new technological sphere between traditional dye production and dye
consumption. From time to time, wholly new coloring substances were
discovered, among which the aniline dyes proved most important for the
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further development of the industry. British and French aniline-producing
firms, driven by individual ingenious chemists, made an impact on the high-
end market for luxury dyeing in the late 1850s and early 1860s. As the
industry in France fell behind, German firms entered the scene—mainly as
imitators with a knack for process innovation and a stronger grounding in dye
trading.

These characteristics of the German competitors proved beneficial, when
in the early 1870s the transition from natural to artificial dyes entered a
second stage, in which industrially produced dyes penetrated the mass
markets. The commercially successful synthesis of alizarin and the ousting
of madder from the markets marked the beginning of this stage. BASF and
other German firms capitalized on their facility for scaling up and improving
production processes, and they leveraged their distribution experience to reap
economies of scale and grow quickly, outdistancing smaller competitors,
especially the British ones. Their size also enabled the leading German
companies to set aside resources for product innovation, which resulted in a
rapidly growing flow of dozens, then hundreds of new coal tar dyes, produced
by increasingly better organized and capable R&D apparatuses. Combined
with the well cultivated capacity to improve production processes and thus
bring down costs considerably, industrial dye producers in Germany and
Switzerland were increasingly able to compete against the prime natural
dyes, largely ousting them from the market by the early 1890s. This
development culminated in the relatively belated synthesis of indigo around
1900 after gigantic efforts and investments.

By then, a third stage had already begun as the pace of product innovation
slowed down considerably in the 1890s. The chemical companies’ progress
into the low-cost segment of the dye market, which had started in the 1880s,
was accomplished not so much by price competition as by perfecting
marketing machinery that was well integrated with the companies’ innovation
apparatuses. Extensive networks of sales representatives scouted the markets
and explored the demands and needs of the dye works so that the product
assortments offered by the dye makers could be developed, adjusted, or
tailored to suit the customers. These networks helped to tie customers to a
single dye manufacturer because each producer marketed its dyes not as
individual products but as parts of a system of dyes. Such a system included
the dissemination of optimized application processes, developed by the dye
makers’ own experimental dye works, which served as a link between innova-
tion and the marketing apparatus. In effect, a regime of scientific dyeing had
been imposed, changing routines, processes, and equipment in dye houses in
a way that made natural dyes largely unusable, unless they were offered in a
standardized, homogenous form such as a highly processed extract.

In the first stage of the transition from natural to artificial dyes, an
industry evolved that—owing to its target markets—had to adopt a dynamic
approach. One could only survive in the volatile markets for fashionable
high-end dyes by constant product innovation or at least process innovation.
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Success in the second stage, in the confrontation with the prime natural
dyes, came to those who carried that approach most effectively into the mass
market, by putting sufficient emphasis on process innovation (in scaling and
cheapening production) and on distribution capacities. These requirements
favored the German latecomers over the British pioneers because the former
frequently had roots in the dye trade and started out as imitators focusing
on process innovation, whereas the latter were in most cases founded and led
by inventor-chemists, and their strength was in product innovation. Success
in the third stage was secured (and this could only be done from an
already acquired position of strength) by carrying the principles underlying
the innovation and production of artificial dyes—a rational, calculating,
standardizing, science-based approach—into the realm of their application,
adapting not only supply to demand but also somewhat reorienting demand
by creating path dependencies that tied dyers to standardized products and
even to the products of a single manufacturer.
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CHAPTER 3

Learning to See with Milton Bradley

Nicholas Gaskill

In a 1914 editorial for the School Arts Magazine, Henry Turner Bailey
celebrated the “educational revolution” that had brought color into the
schoolroom at the end of the nineteenth century. Commenting on the dra-
matic nature of this “great transition,” he supposed that “the modern teacher
can hardly imagine the dreary gray desert stretches of a drawing exhibition in
the early 80s,” when exercises in form and shading dominated the curriculum
and “the lead pencil reigned supreme.”1 Such somber days, he explained, had
given way by the 1890s to a brighter era, one in which children played with
colored chalk, crayons, construction paper, variously hued wools, and other
colorful materials made available by advances in print and dye technology.
Bailey credited several pedagogues for accomplishing this revolution in art
instruction—among them Louis Prang, Albert H. Munsell, and Denman
Ross—but it was Milton Bradley, the toy and board game manufacturer,
whom he called “the god-father of color instruction in elementary schools.”2

And with good reason. The man who made his fortune from The Checkered
Game of Life (1860, now simply The Game of Life) devoted decades of his career
and large portions of his business to shaping the way that American children
perceived color. He not only developed a precise system of color nomenclature
and a controversial theory of color standards but also used these innovations to
manufacture a full line of chromatic materials that made those “dreary gray
desert stretches” a thing of the past. To instruct educators in how best to use
these colorful instruments—many of which had only just been invented, all of
which were new to the public classroom—he published several books, in which
he introduced his theories, defined key terms, and described exercises for train-
ing the “color sense” in young students. In 1914, Bailey singled out the first of
these,Color in the School-Room (1890), as “epoch-marking” for its insistence on
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the place of color in early education.3 Through these efforts, Bradley played a
crucial role inmaking bright hues an unquestioned fixture in the life of the child.

That the “god-father” of color education also happened to manufacture an
array of colorful goods for classroom consumption has given the few historians
who have written about him pause. Was Bradley only in it for the money? The
internal accounts by the Milton Bradley Company suggest not—the educa-
tional initiatives of the business were never profitable, and Bradley’s successor
shut them down soon after assuming charge.4 What should we make of the
interlacing of manufacturing interests and art education objectives exemplified
in Bradley? What, in other words, was the relation between the “educational
revolution” that brought color into the classroom and the concurrent “color
revolution” that brightened the spaces of turn-of-the-century capitalism and
made the materials of color instruction widely available? Bailey’s “modern
teacher,” unable to imagine a school without color, surely resembles the
modern consumers, designers, and advertisers that Regina Lee Blaszczyk
details in her account of late-nineteenth- and twentieth-century color profes-
sionals. Like them, this teacher expected color in places, and in quantities, that
previous generations had not. And Bradley, for his part, belongs among those
who sought to bring order to the proliferation of commercial colors in the
wake of synthetic dyes and pigments, though he focused less on adult con-
sumers and more on child students (consumers-to-be).5

Taking the imbrication of these related “revolutions” as its starting point,
this essay investigates the deeper affinities between color pedagogy and
consumer culture that Bradley’s work and writings reveal. It argues that the
ways of seeing fostered in the Bradley system prepared students to enter the
emerging world of consumerism both as efficient producers and as ready
consumers. On the one hand, children trained in Bradley’s course came to
understand color as an abstract quality, reducible to its quantitative properties;
they learned to see the hues of the natural world as composites of the pure
colors of the manufacturer. On the other hand, their greater sensitivity to the
laws underlying color harmonies cultivated a refined “color feeling” that pre-
pared them to respond to the increasingly colorful displays of advertisers and
merchants. In this way, the guiding assumptions of Bradley’s method of color
instruction bespoke a manufacturing interest more subtle than any profit
motive. Only by examining the objectives of his pedagogy can we grasp the
meaning of his claim in Color in the School-Room that “we should teach
the child color not only for the sake of beauty but also for the sake of
business.”6 After establishing the industrial problems that prompted Bradley
to compose his educational system, this essay discusses what it was that a
graduate of his course would perceive, as well as what sorts of tasks and
experiences that graduate’s color-educated perceptions made possible. In so
doing, this chapter explains how the color revolution in education both parti-
cipated in and reacted to wider developments in marketing and business.

* * *
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Bradley was not the first to link art education and manufacturing. In fact, the
earliest design-training initiatives in the United States were developed
to improve the quality of American-made goods by refining the aesthetic
sensibilities of those who would produce them. Bradley’s home state of
Massachusetts, a leader in these efforts, went so far as to pass the Drawing
Act of 1870, which required all public schools to include “industrial drawing”
courses as part of their curriculum.7 Art instruction techniques received
unprecedented attention in the subsequent decades, expanding beyond the
narrow strategies of industrial design into the more expressive and colorful
approaches associated with the romantic pedagogy of Friedrich Froebel
(1782–1852), inventor of the kindergarten. As we will see, Bradley came to
education through the latter movement, but his innovation was to connect
business interest in industrial drawing with the kindergarten’s emphasis on
color. Before discussing the implications of this combination, though, let us
trace the path by which Bradley the manufacturer came to be known as
Bradley the color educator.

In 1860, Bradley attended a lecture on the fledgling kindergarten
movement delivered by the educational reformer Elizabeth Peabody in
his hometown of Springfield, Massachusetts. He left a convert. Peabody
had spoken on Froebel’s method of instruction and its emphasis on the
natural curiosity and activities of the child. Froebel’s system required a
series of objects he called “gifts” (six worsted balls of different colors, for
example, or sets of wooden cubes, spheres, and cylinders) and a series of
activities he called “occupations,” such as weaving, paper folding, wood
carving, and clay modeling. If the kindergarten movement were to gain a
foothold in America, the components of these gifts and occupations would
need to be manufactured domestically. Here is where Bradley thought
he could help. With advice from Peabody and from Edward Wiebé,
whose illustrated manual for kindergarteners, The Paradise of Childhood,
had been published by the Milton Bradley Company in 1869, Bradley
began producing the standard line of Froebel materials. (Before long, he
also began issuing “improvements” and additions, some of which rankled
die-hard Froebelians.) The occupations posed what came to be a fruitful
challenge for the manufacturer. Many of the activities called for colored
paper, but “the existing supply was uncertain and entirely inadequate to
meet the growing demand, consisting of odds and ends of stock found in
stores and warehouses,” none of which followed any particular color
standards.8 One supplier’s red was different from another’s. Even worse,
the same paper mill often failed to provide steady hues, and so Bradley
“found it impossible . . . to insure his customers that any color he had
furnished them could be duplicated.”9

In the process of solving this problem for manufacturing, Bradley formu-
lated his educational program. He established a system of color standards
designed to communicate colors between warehouse and factory, and then
used this system to ground the student’s engagement with the chromatic
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world. In his three major manuals on color pedagogy—Color in the School-
Room (1890), Color in the Kindergarten (1893), and Elementary Color (1895)
—he articulated the need for such standards in education in ways that promised
to expand Froebel’s accomplishments into the increasingly important realm of
color. “To Froebel must be given the honor of introducing logical form study
into primary education,” he wrote, “but in color no corresponding advance has
been made because there have been no generally accepted standards in color to
correspond to the sphere, cube, cylinder, circle, ellipse and triangle in form.”10

Froebel himself had acknowledged the primary importance of color when he
“included [it] as part of the first material used in his system of elementary
education”—the first gift of six worsted balls in red, yellow, orange, green,
blue, and violet.11 Yet the lack of standards and, presumably, of the means to
manufacture such materials in a cheap and durable way had prevented the
German pedagogue from making the most of color. This gap in the kinder-
garten system had been rendered all the more acute by the influence of child
study and of psychological investigations into the mental development of
infants, which attested to an early sensitivity to color that required proper
training to progress fully.12 Bradley appealed to these ideas in each of his
books, reasoning that “color is one of the earliest subjects which should be
taught in any education course” because of the psychological “fact that some
bright color is the first thing to attract the infant’s eye, winning his notice
before he pays any attention to form.”13 Bradley proposed to build on this
basic attraction to color through a system of colored materials that, thanks to
late-nineteenth-century advances in synthetic colorants (see Chapter 2), could
be manufactured for the mass market in a way unthinkable in Froebel’s own
day. For Froebel’s approach to be updated for the 1890s, Bradley implied, it
had to become more colorful.

After all, the turn of the century in America was an especially colorful
time—so colorful, in fact, that the sheer number of new synthetic dyes and
pigments adorning consumer goods made talking about modern color
particularly difficult. Reviewing the previous year’s “riotous abundance”
of dress goods, a New York Times writer in 1890 marveled at “the gamut
of color” that “embrace[d] every shade and variation of shade heretofore
conceived for feminine adornment, and not a few that were never before
seen on sea, nor land—nor woman.”14 The author went on to note the
fashion not just for new colors but also for new color names, which were
generated at the same breakneck pace as the goods they sought to describe.
“Eiffel red,” in particular, enjoyed a vogue that season, so much so that “if
any doubtful shade of red with a tone of lavender, pink, or brown is left
undesignated, it is unhesitatingly denominated Eiffel red, and so offered to
the public, who accept it with unquestioning faith.”15 But not everyone
observed such loose color nomenclature with the same amusement. Bradley,
for instance, regarded confused color language as one of most formidable
impediments to a proper chromatic education. As he bemoaned in Color
in the Kindergarten, “[a]ll color terms used by artists, naturalists,
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manufacturers, tradesmen, milliners and the members of our households are
as indefinite as one might naturally expect from the utter lack of a logical
basis for the whole subject of color.”16

Several of Bradley’s contemporaries also fretted over the imprecision of
color terms. The ornithologist Robert Ridgway, the lithographer Louis
Prang, the polymath Herbert Spencer, and Bradley’s sometimes collaborator
J. H. Pillsbury, a high school teacher from Springfield, all complained of the
confusion characterizing color names in the absence of a definite standard, and
each attempted to provide a logical solution.17 Like the Times writer, these
figures attributed this “chaos of colour-names” to the spectacular increase of
colored consumer goods at the end of the century and, more precisely, to the
inventive color names developed to sell them.18 Pillsbury, for instance, worried
that the vagueness of color nomenclature would increase “as the revelations of
chemistry disclose hues more and more brilliant, for which new names are
constantly coined,” ridiculous names such as “elephant’s breath,” “eminence,”
“baby blue,” and “ashes of roses.”19 Bradley too, citing many of the same
names, noted a further complication: that even though “the [new color] names
will no doubt occur each season,” the hues to which they refer “will change
with the fickle demands of the goddess of fashion and the interests of the
manufacturers and dealers.”20 The primary constituents of the new consumer
economy—including the creation of new and expanding markets, the develop-
ment of the fashion industry, and so on—had created a shifting terrain of color
terms in which neither the colors nor the terms stood still. Bradley and
Pillsbury set out to tame this wild landscape, not in order to curb its growth
but to promote it through better organization.

At this point, before examining the specific techniques and reasoning
Bradley developed to sort out our thoughts on color, we should emphasize
how problems in both manufacturing and consumer culture spurred Bradley to
create his educational system. That is, the troubles that plagued Bradley as he
worked to keep kindergarten teachers supplied with consistent colors had their
roots not only in the lack of color standards used to produce goods but also in
the frenzy of color names developed to sell them. His efforts combined the two
most prominent art education initiatives of his day—the industrial drawing
program of the British immigrant Walter Smith and the kindergarten move-
ment championed by Peabody—to create a pedagogical program as suited to
the colorful, playful enticements of turn-of-the-century consumer capitalism as
Smith’s techniques had been for Victorian-era manufacturing concerns.
Bradley’s curriculum set out to equip students with the visual and manual skills
required to produce the colorful goods of the modern economy, and thus to
give visual order to the increasingly chaotic consumer environment. But how
were the color perceptions of students to be thus trained?

The first step, as we noted above, was to set color on a firm foundation by
establishing clear color standards, as definite and stable as the “circle, ellipse and
triangle in form”21 (see Fig. 3.1). The so-called primary colors, with their
secondary and tertiary combinations, would not do since the Young-Helmholtz
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theory had discredited David Brewster’s notion that red, blue, and yellow were
the basic hues of vision.22 Moreover, Bradley worried that no mixture of pig-
ments could yield a hue as vivid as it appeared in nature—for example, no

Fig. 3.1 Color charts based on a selection of Milton Bradley’s colored papers
(“pure” and “broken” spectrums)

Source: Milton Bradley, Elementary Color, rev. ed. (Springfield, MA: Milton Bradley Co., 1895),
unpaginated front matter, RB 603471, The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
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combination of yellow and blue pigments could produce a green as green as that
of the rainbow. As such, he argued, the three-primary system not only failed to
accord with themost recent science but also hampered the practical work in paints
and dyes it was designed to enhance. This double failing also highlighted a
different problem, namely, the widening gap between scientific knowledge
about color—as both a physical and a psychological phenomenon—and practical
wisdom about colorants. As Bradley explained inElementary Color, his “system of
color instruction . . . is based on the results of careful study and experiment for
many years in which the attempt has been made to bring the scientist and the
artist on common ground, where they may work in sympathy with each other
instead of at cross purposes.”23

Bradley reasoned that the only standard of color capable of harmonizing
theory and practice, the only one stable and objective enough to place color
knowledge on a sure footing, was the solar spectrum, as displayed in both the
rainbow and the colors refracted through a prism. Yet this natural standard
immediately posed a problem, for even though most people could distinguish
six separate hues in the rainbow—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet—
the spectrum itself consisted of a continuum of varying wavelengths of light
rather than a series of discrete units. How, from this seamless progression of
hues, could one carve out color standards? To solve this problem, Bradley and
Pillsbury convened a panel of experts tasked with determining the “reddest red,
the greenest green, etc.” and then matching those psychological perceptions
with a physical wavelength of light.24 Bradley never failed to emphasize how
much experimentation and scientific effort went into the determination of his
six standards. In Elementary Color, he recounted the long battle from obscurity
to scientific precision in dramatic terms: “after much experimenting and many
conferences with artists and scientists a basis for operation was decided upon
and at the end of fifteen years the efforts begun in doubt have resulted in a
definite system of color instruction.”25 Pillsbury, on the other hand, told a less
glamorous story. In one of his many articles inNature arguing for the spectrum
standards, he assured his reader that “to obtain the agreement of six or eight
persons well skilled in the use of colours as to exactly what portion of a
projected spectrum of eight or ten feet should be selected for each standard
was a much less difficult task than would first have been supposed”; in fact,
“it was found that very great unanimity of judgment prevailed when the
comparison was made.”26

Whether the trials conducted by this cabal of experts spanned multiple
disciplines and many months or simply involved eight people reaching a
prompt agreement, the point of these narratives—especially in Bradley’s
writing—was to show readers that the transition from the physical, measur-
able spectrum to the slippery realm of human perception (where, after all,
the trouble about color began) had been made with full scientific rigor. As
Bradley explained, his was “the only system of artistic color instruction
based on the scientific truths of color.”27 Yet such an appeal to expert
opinion was not as straightforward as it might appear, given that the
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question of who was an expert in color was precisely the issue. Physicists,
psychologists, artists, textile manufacturers, and any number of other con-
tributors to the color revolution could all claim authority in their respective
realms, and so the invocation of expertise was not akin to “four out of five
dentists agree . . . ” in contemporary toothpaste marketing, where the topic
under discussion has already been assigned to a realm of recognized profes-
sionals. Instead, Bradley and Pillsbury used their committee to create a
consensus, to produce expert agreement. They enlisted “the psychological
color perceptions of experts” (or, in Pillsbury’s phrase, of “persons well
skilled in the uses of colours”), not the judgments of experts in color
perception, if such experts even existed.28 In this way, the origin story of
the Bradley system, which Bradley himself never tired of telling, captured
the distinctive mix of concern and enthusiasm that characterized the dis-
course around color at the turn of the century—concern that color had
become riotous and enthusiasm that the rationalizing effects of scientific
inquiry could organize and direct the insurgence.29

Yet the task of calming the chaos of color discourse required more than
abstract standards. The trouble, after all, was about ordering colored materials
for use in the classroom, and this meant that the standards would have to be
given a stable physical embodiment and a reliable set of names. To this end,
Bradley’s factory manufactured a line of papers covered in pigments that, “as
nearly as possible,” displayed the “same kind of color” as the spectral hues.30

Papers rather than paints were preferred because, as evidenced by the products of
the three-primary system, mixtures of paints resulted in dulled hues. In his quest
for color specificity, Bradley turned to an apparatus that was popular among the
emerging practitioners of “chromatics” or color science (some of whom appear
in Chapter 6). Instead of mixing materials, he used the device commonly called
the “Maxwell disk” (so named after its inventor, the British physicist, James
Clerk Maxwell) to combine colors in the eye. The Maxwell disk consisted of a
color wheel mounted on a hand-cranked rotating platform on which variously
colored disks could be placed in adjustable proportions (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).
When the wheel turned quickly, the hues juxtaposed on its face would appear
to blend into a new, solid color: the mixture of the various disks.31 Bradley
divided the circumference of the wheel into 100 parts, thus making for an easy
system of nomenclature. For any desired color, one only needed to specify the
proportions of hues necessary to produce it on the color wheel, using the six
spectral hues (represented by their first letters: R for red, Y for yellow, and so on)
and white (W) and black (N). With this method, vague and uncertain terms like
“Ashes of Roses” or “Styx” became sturdy names that doubled as recipes for
producing the colors they signified, “R.8 ¼, V. 2 ¼, W. 15 ½, N. 74” and
“R.10, W.21, N.69,” respectively.32

In this way, Bradley solved the problem that had started him on his inquiry
into color. Using the nomenclature derived from the six standards (plus white
and black) and the color wheel, companies could order a precise color from a
factory and expect consistency from one order to the next. “As a manufacturer of
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Fig. 3.2 TheMilton Bradley color wheel, which teachers and students used to mix colors

Source: Milton Bradley, Elementary Color, rev. ed. (Springfield, MA: Milton Bradley Co., 1895),
31, RB 603471, The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
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an extended line of colored papers,” Bradley wrote in one of his articles for
Science, “I am constantly putting this proposed nomenclature to a severe test by
ordering new colors by telephone.” That is, he created a desired color on a wheel
in his office; then called the factory, located ten miles away, to give them the
formula; and they used their own wheel to reassemble the color on site. Bradley
concluded, “under this plan we are liable to have occasion to ‘telephone a color’
frequently”—and could even “cable colors to Europe.”33 To arrive at this
solution, Bradley approached color not as a visual property of specific materials,
objects, or activities but rather as an abstract quality capable of moving
unchanged through the transformations involved in creating his standards—
from the spectral hues of physics to the material hues of pigments, via the
committee of experts, and from colored papers to psychological color percep-
tions, via the color wheel. TheMaxwell disks that Bradley used, for instance, were
to be treated not as “particular colored objects” but, Michael Rossi explains, as
“archetypical abstractions of the sensations referred to by color terms.”34 In the
end, one did not even need to see a color to understand its meaning. Reading
“G. 18 ½, B. 11, W. 16 ½, N. 53” was enough.

My point here is not to criticize Bradley for producing color as an imma-
terial property tied only to a standardized, quantitative system. For the
purposes of “telephoning colors,” after all, this innovation is especially useful,
and the labors of coordinating, translating, and inscribing that Bradley orche-
strated were especially impressive.35 Rather, my interest in dwelling at such
length on the origins of Bradley’s system is to sharpen our ability to ask how
an understanding of color that was developed for business worked when it was
applied to education. How was this model of perception transferred to the

Fig. 3.3 Color disks, which were placed on the color wheel and spun during class-
room exercises in mixing and analyzing colors

Source: Milton Bradley, Elementary Color, rev. ed. (Springfield, MA: Milton Bradley Co., 1895),
51, RB 603471, The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
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classroom, and to what effect? Not that the needs of business and the needs
of education necessarily differed—on the contrary, we have seen how art
education developed to address concerns about industrial production. But
color instruction at the end of the nineteenth century not only provided
students with practical skills but also instilled in them a notion of what color
is and how it should be seen, and it was in this general understanding of color
that Bradley’s system differed from that of other color pedagogues. Albert
Munsell, for instance, argued that the bright hues of the spectrum were
inappropriate for impressionable young eyes, and he offered his toned-down
“middle hues” as standards for color instruction, not because they represented
nature’s palette but because they could regulate the student’s developing
taste.36 Louis Prang, on the other hand, joined Bradley in championing bright
colors for classroom use; however, unlike Bradley, he and his co-authors
justified this position by appealing to the “primitive” perceptual abilities of
children, which their course aimed to draw out and refine.37 Other teachers
opposed the very notion of color instruction based on an abstract color system
rather than on the particular hues and tints of the natural world. Within this
context, Bradley stands out as the pedagogue who most clearly built the
assumptions of the manufacturer into his educational exercises. In what fol-
lows, then, I will show how Bradley’s program of instruction trained students
to view the world as a composite of abstract, spectral hues, and I will suggest
that this way of seeing not only readied pupils to perceive the world as
manufacturers but also to experience it as consumers.

Before tackling the hues of the landscape, household objects, clothing, or
flowers, students in a Bradley classroom mastered the six spectral colors. To
that end, teachers began the course of color instruction by using a glass
prism to disclose the basic colors of nature. Not only were such exercises
aimed at quickening the child’s natural interest (a requisite for Progressive
Era educators); they also provided the phenomenal means for students to
form concepts of the standard colors and thus align themselves with the
work of the expert committee. “Observation of the spectrum enthuses the
children with a feeling for color which can be developed in no other way,”
Bradley explained. Moreover, “by studying [the prism] the mental image of
each of the six colors becomes as distinct as that of the cube after it has been
handled and modeled.”38 Through repeated exposure students were meant
to internalize the six basic colors as “fixed standards, the child’s own
property,” and to facilitate this process, teachers used the Bradley colored
papers to familiarize students with each hue, in proper succession: “If the
child thinks when he sees red, ‘This is like my spectrum red,’ and forms a
correct conclusion, he is ready for orange, and so with each of the colors.”39

Once students familiarized themselves with the individual hues, they could
begin to study their relations, the way that each gradually bled into its
neighbors through a process of mixing, as demonstrated through the
color wheel. Thus, they became friendly not only with red and orange but
also with red-orange and orange-red.
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“Up to this time,” Bradley reminded instructors, “we have not suggested
the practice of introducing natural objects or calling attention of the children
to various colors found in their surroundings.”40 For everyday colors introduce
tints, shades, and “broken” colors—mixtures with black, white, or grey—and
so require more complicated analytical skills. To ease the transition from the
spectrum to the world, Bradley advised teachers to “ask the children to bring
from home samples of the color which they are studying,” for instance “[b]its
of worsted and silk or of cloth or paper, together with plants, leaves and
flowers.” Next, he instructed,

Allow the children to group the colors that are similar and develop the idea of
resemblance and difference of colors and bring out the fact that while there are
many similar colors there is only one standard of a color, and to the standard
colors we give the names red, orange, yellow, green, blue and violet, and by these
standards all colors are tested and classified, and hence the importance of training
the eye to recognize the spectrum standards readily.41

Teachers should not be lenient in this exercise, Bradley explained. If a bit of
cloth or paper did not match the spectrum hue, they needed to say so.
Otherwise, they would perpetuate the same loose talk and confusion that
had set Bradley working in the first place. But having insisted on the purity
and priority of the standards, the teacher could then proceed to use the
color wheel to illustrate for the students how the hues around them
expressed varied combinations of R, O, Y, G, B, V, W, and N, the visual
components of the natural world. An apple was never 100 percent red, the
students learned, but rather R.85, W.5, N.10. Bradley recommended a
number of related activities aimed at helping students to see the composite
colors around them in terms their constituent parts. For instance, the
teacher might use trial and error to match the color of a flower, fruit, or
vegetable on the color wheel, or, in more advanced cases, the instructor
might create a mixture on the wheel, set it spinning, and then ask the
students to analyze its parts.42

Through such practice, it was hoped, students would abandon the vague
color terms of common discourse, which so often had the object world as their
point of reference, and learn to speak—and to see—with precision. Bradley
illustrated this process with an anecdote:

A little child who had become somewhat familiar with the color wheel one day
said to the teacher, “What color do you think that dress is,” referring to a suit of
the so-called “mahogany color.” Wishing to test the judgment of the child the
reply was, “What do you think it is?” The child replied, “Well, I rather think it is a
shade of red orange,” which was a very close description of the color. And why is
it not better to say a dark red orange than “mahogany color,” if any definite
expression is required?43
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The child in this story had traded an understanding of color predicated on real
world referents (“mahogany”) for one tied to an abstract chart based on a
particular notion about nature’s “basic” colors. The chromatic world thus
appears as the stuff of commerce, susceptible to harnessing and configuring
by modern technology. The colors we would assume to be natural—those that
surround us in nature—have been carefully displaced through a series of
activities that shape the student’s mode of attending to the world and, in the
process, produce new chromatic experiences. Color instruction, Bradley wrote,
“should lead the pupil to closer observation, to see color where he has never
thought of looking for it.”44 Color perception here was a learned skill. But
what kinds of perceptions did these exercises equip students to have? More to
the point, what were such perceptions good for? The decontextualized vision
of color cultivated in the Bradley course prompted students to treat hues as
abstract elements to be combined and arranged in commercial goods. It is in
this regard that we can understand Bradley’s boast that “the graduate from a
two year’s course in the kindergarten may have a better color sense than is at
present enjoyed by the average business or professional man.”45

Not all educators were so enthusiastic about the idea of color that this
program promoted. A San Francisco teacher, Katherine M. Ball, worried
that “after playing with colored balls, working with colored papers,
drawing with wax crayons, always using the same fixed hues—color comes
to mean the unvarying qualities of the normal” rather than the splendid and
shifting hues of the world.46 But this shift in the meaning of colors was
right at home alongside the conceptual reconfigurations of nature and
culture prompted by the emergence of synthetic dyes, which allowed
organic chemists to cook up the world’s colors on demand. What’s more,
as the nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century studies of color harmonies
and their psychological effects revealed, these abstract colors were not
without their pleasures (as we shall see in Chapters 5, 6, and 8 on fashion,
shopping, and domestic interiors, respectively). In fact, historians of con-
sumption have amply demonstrated that the laws of color harmony guided
the display strategies and marketing campaigns of modern department
stores and fashion designers.47 One prominent example of this practice
comes from L. Frank Baum, another late-nineteenth-century American
who straddled the realms of childhood entertainment and consumer
culture. In The Art of Decorating Dry Goods Windows and Interiors
(1900), Baum recommended the “bright and varied colorings” of cheese-
cloth for the backgrounds of window arrangements. Easily harmonized and
arranged, these hues “make a window attractive enough to stop pedes-
trians, who, glancing at the display, unconsciously note that the goods on
exhibition are thrown prominently into the foreground, while the coloring
that made them pause has modestly retired and serves only as a foil for
the articles of merchandise.”48 Though undetected, colors here performed
the most essential work of advertising and marketing: that of “arrest[ing]
the eye of the passive throng and so direct[ing] attention to the goods
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themselves.”49 Similarly, Bradley himself noted that “the harmonious com-
binations and contrasts of different colors constitute one of our greatest
sources of pleasure,” and, he continued, “in numerous lines of business an
understanding of the correct use of color is of great commercial service.”50

So it was only fitting that Bradley included in his program exercises in
the production and enjoyment of color harmonies, especially since “we are
confronted with the sad reality that half the people of the present day have
no true perceptions of the value of colors, or of the effects” they have on
one another.51 The threat of this sad reality was not simply that without
color training the flood of consumer goods would continue to sully the
visual environment with jarring chromatic combinations (the problem, to
modify Walter Smith, of “Industrial Coloring”) but also that people—as
potential customers—were unable to appreciate the harmonious colors
appealing to them. As a remedy, Bradley suggested “the work of cutting
and pasting designs in educational colored papers,” which, he explained,
“affords the earliest and best practical expression of the color feeling
which has been acquired and stimulates the further development of color
perception”52 (see Fig. 3.4). To guide teachers in nurturing this “color
feeling,” he described a series of tasks that required students to arrange
various shapes and colors cut from the Bradley Papers and to learn, with
the help of the instructor, to feel the effects of the arrangements. Continued
study would bring increased understanding and, more importantly, “added
enjoyment.”53 In this regard, we can see the “great commercial service” of
Bradley’s pedagogical program as inhering not only in its professed objective of
training more aesthetically accomplished producers—and of providing the
nomenclature to facilitate their production—but also, more subtly, in its
efforts to develop the habits of receptiveness and attention required for these
products to be sold. In Bradley’s classroom, learning to see beauty and to take
pleasure in chromatic harmonies, especially when situated alongside exercises
that presented the visual world as material to be broken down and reassembled
in manufactured goods, contributed to the aestheticized economic practices of
the late nineteenth century.

This, then, is how the “god-father of color instruction” reveals the
techniques and assumptions that link the “educational revolution” in the
1890s with the wider “color revolution” that continued to drive business
practices even after systematic color education fell out of fashion.54 In
particular, Bradley’s color education emerged from his concerns as a
manufacturer and enshrined ways of seeing that were suited first and
foremost for industrial production. He began with a particular notion of
abstract color qualities, and to give this abstraction weight—to transform
the spectral colors into the concrete material of nature—he oversaw an
elaborate process of mediation that aligned the discordant color logics of physics,
psychology, and art through a committee of experts. This concept of color then
guided the types of exercises in analysis and combination outlined in Bradley’s
teaching manuals. When viewed within the larger framework of consumer
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culture, the perceptual modes fostered by these activities display an affinity with
the visual demands of the department store, the advertisement, and the other
familiar objects of the history of turn-of-the-century consumption.55 The career

Fig. 3.4 Students taking the Bradley color course practiced color harmonies and
contrasts by creating chromatic patterns in paper and parquetry based on these forms

Source: Milton Bradley, Elementary Color, rev. ed. (Springfield, MA: Milton Bradley Co., 1895),
105, RB 603471, The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
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of Milton Bradley, an inventive manufacturer and influential pedagogue, enables
us to recognize these convergences and thus to better understand the emergence
and perpetuation of historical forms of perception that developed alongside
material uses of color.
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PART II

Gender and Color



CHAPTER 4

“Real Men Wear Pink”? A Gender
History of Color

Dominique Grisard

The first thing that happens to a newborn baby today is that it is color-coded—pink
if a girl, blue if a boy. For girls, in particular, this is just the beginning of an extensive
color-coded gendering process. At two months, a pink sparkly headband adorns a
girl’s hairless head. At age one, her little bed has been taken over by pink cuddly
things. By the time she is two or three, this girl will likely be the proud owner of a
pink empire populated by Disney Princess, Barbie, Hello Kitty and Princess Lillifee
paraphernalia. The anthropologist Christine Yano has coined the term “pink glo-
balization” to refer to this transnational phenomenon, the pinkification of girl
culture and the particular femininity that it recycles and circulates around the
globe1 (Fig 4.1).

Since the early 2000s, however, more and more girl advocates have openly
criticized pink’s seductive pull on little girls. They are sure that pink incites
girls to act in artificial and superficial ways, instead of letting them develop
authentic feminine selves. To give these voices credit, it does seem as if the
desire to be pretty sticks like an affective glue to the pink princess dresses
worn by little girls the world over. On the other hand, when in June 2014
Prince George, the one-year-old son of British royals Prince William and Kate
Middleton, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, was spotted wearing pink
dungarees at his father’s polo match, no one seemed to fear that he was falling
prey to little-girl princess culture. Instead, mass media stepped in to affirm the
little boy’s masculinity and agency: “Real men wear pink,” proclaimed the
free daily newspaper Metro cheekily. In fact, little George’s pink dungarees
were presented to the public as a “real”man’s choice for getting in touch with
his “feminine side.”2
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One way of making sense of the different reactions to girls and boys in
pink is to look at the relationship between gender and color historically.
Tracing the metonymic relationship between color and femininity in the
Western history of art, fashion, and marketing helps contextualize current
anxieties about pink’s feminizing abilities. It will become apparent that the
global circulation of color theories and actual paints and dyes since the
sixteenth century, on the one hand, and the “color revolution” in marketing
and fashion of the early-to-mid twentieth century, on the other hand, paved
the way for today’s global “affective economy” of pink.3 Historicizing the
current “pinkification” of girl culture will also shed light on the tension
between the notion that pink is merely a color, on the surface, and thus
superficial, and the anxiety that pink might impact the psyche after all,
affecting core gender and sexual attributes. What can past and present
preoccupations with pink—and color more generally—tell us about gender
and desire?

Fig. 4.1 One artist’s rendering of transnational pink girl culture: The Pink Project—
Tess and Her Pink and Purple Things, Lightjet print, 2006, by JeongMee Yoon

Source: Copyright © JeongMee Yoon, 2006, and used with the artist’s permission. For more on her
Pink and Blue Project, see http://www.jeongmeeyoon.com/aw_pinkblue.htm.
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The first section of this chapter touches on the gendering of color and
painting by Italian and French art critics in the sixteenth and nineteenth
centuries. It identifies artificiality, superficiality, seduction, and femininity as
dominant themes in the history of color. The second section discusses the
coloring of gender in nineteenth- and mostly twentieth-century fashion and
marketing. It explores the deeply seductive power attributed to color. Whoever
fell prey to the allure of color was deemed weak-willed and emotional,
personality traits commonly attributed to women. The third section hones in
on the gender history of the color pink and explains how in the 1950s pink
became attached to a new feminine beauty ideal. In light of this history, the
fourth section returns to the gendered ways in which color organizes current
Western child culture and the stamp of artificiality, superficiality, and seduction
that sticks to pink femininity today.

THE GENDERING OF COLOR: SIXTEENTH-
AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY EUROPEAN ART CRITICISM

In the Italian Renaissance art controversy commonly termed the paragone,
color was pitted against rational, masculine disegno—design or form. To the
proponents of disegno, line and drawing were the essential and primary features
of a painting, whereas color was deemed secondary if not superfluous. Indeed,
these sixteenth-century art critics devalued color as superficial by comparing it
to women.4 Two distinct, if related metaphors were invoked. Much like
women supposedly used cosmetics to disguise their real selves and seduce
men, an artist was believed to use color to enchant and trick the observer. In
this logic, color distracted the viewer from appreciating a painting’s form,
thereby cheating him of direct access to the painting’s essence. Thus, the
artist’s use of color was deemed a form of artistic prostitution.5 A second
metaphor suggested that being transfixed by color was like falling prey to
feminine seduction, for artists and viewers alike. Developing too close a
relationship to color, like becoming too intimate with one’s muse, was believed
to have detrimental effects on a painter’s genius. It was perceived as a show of
excessive emotional involvement, and it revealed a lack of distance to one’s art,
the end of artistic mastery.6 By contrast, a good painting, similar to an honest
woman’s true (read: inner) beauty, was unadorned and natural.7

Similar comparisons of color to women can be found in mid- to late-nine-
teenth-century French art criticism, though this time color and form were seen
not as adversaries but as complementary forces. Charles Blanc, head of the
French Department for the Visual Arts at the Ministry of the Interior and
director of the École des Beaux-Arts, claimed that “the union of design and
color is necessary to beget painting, just as is the union of man and woman to
beget mankind, but design must maintain its preponderance over color.
Otherwise painting speeds to its ruin: it will fall through color just as mankind
fell through Eve.”8 All the same, despite conceding the importance of both
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form and color, Blanc, like his Renaissance predecessors, asserted the dom-
inance of the former over the latter. Employing a gendered metaphor of
domesticity, he naturalized the hierarchical relationship of form and color by
comparing it to that of men and women.

Thus far, I have highlighted the gendering of color in European art
criticism, which entailed a pronounced feminization of color. This coding
of color as feminine went hand in hand with the marked feminization of those
who let themselves be swayed by color. Unsurprisingly, Charles Blanc dedi-
cated the greater part of his 1875 treatise on ornamentation and dress
exclusively to women, equating color with feeling and feeling with women.9

In his view, rational bourgeois men knew how to control their attraction to
color. A human being in his or her “primitive” state, however, was fully
controlled by his or her affects and emotions and so would fall prey to
color.10 In line with colonial thinking of the time, not just European
women fell into his category of the “primitive”; Blanc also included children
and “savages.” Of the latter’s aesthetic sensibilities, he declared, “the Moor,
the Negro, the Arab, and the Indian deck themselves with staring hues.”11

As the nineteenth century progressed, bright colors became a signifier of
bourgeois women, children, and “exotic” Others.12 Yet as the next section
will show, white bourgeois women could set themselves apart from women
of other classes, races, and nations by following certain color rules. In the
back of male commentators’ minds, however, even the most rule-observing
bourgeois woman could at any moment fall prey to the affective and
emotional pull of color again, which is why male color experts of the fashion
and advertising industry made it their goal to attract female consumers.

THE COLORING OF GENDER: NINETEENTH- AND TWENTIETH-
CENTURY FASHION AND ADVERTISING

The innovations in dye technologies in the mid- to late nineteenth century,
described by Alexander Engel in Chapter 2, made colorful fabrics available
and affordable to the European middle classes.13 Soon, women’s dresses
were being made up in the wildest colors imaginable.14 A discrete children’s
fashion also emerged, first in England, with other European countries
following suit.15 Bourgeois men, on the other hand, were dressing in dark
suits by this time.16 This practice set them apart from the brightly colored
apparel of their middle-class wives and children, the flamboyantly dressed
aristocracy, the dingily dressed working class, and the unfamiliar world of
the colonial Other (Fig. 4.2).

Still, despite the availability of hundreds of different colors and shades,
fashion dictated that bourgeois women exercise restraint.17 The color of a
woman’s dress had to harmonize with her complexion and hair color, as
prescribed by the prominent French color theorist, Michel-Eugène Chevreul.
Soft pinks supposedly suited blondes best, and only the most fair-skinned
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women were believed to be able to pull off certain color combinations without
risking ridicule.18 This performance of restraint was firmly rooted in class,
racial, and national biases, all of which were buttressed by fashion periodicals
such as Godey’s Lady’s Book and Magazine in the United States, the

Fig. 4.2 Example of masculine bourgeois fashion at the turn of the century—the
dark suit

Source: 1896–1913, Plate 009, Fashion Plates, Men’s 1880–1939, Costume Institute Fashion
Plates, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY.
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Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine in Great Britain, and similar publications
in France, Germany, and elsewhere in Europe (see Chapter 5). The written and
unwritten rules proscribing pink for anyone but blond and fair-skinned women
reveals how deeply implicated color codes had become in the construction of
racialized norms of feminine beauty.

Color codes also served to affirm national and class-specific standards of style
and good taste. The French literary critic Hippolyte Taine’s scathing comments
on the bright dresses of wealthy English middle-class women in the 1860s left
no room for doubt.19 He proclaimed that bright colors were the domain of
prostitutes and the wives of parvenus. Any woman who dressed too shrilly was
suspected of being one or the other.20 Not only did the unrestrained use of
bright colors disqualify English middle-class women and their fashion sense in
the eyes of this Frenchman but it also invalidated the social ambitions of the
British bourgeoisie more generally. By arguing that the collective cultural
disposition of a nation’s middle class correlated with its aesthetic sense, Taine
used fabric colors to propagate class and national distinctions. Thus, when the
management of bright colors became the domain of bourgeois women, it was
their responsibility to use colors responsibly so as to uphold sociocultural
differences and white bourgeois beauty standards.

The gendered history of art criticism, advertising, and fashion that
I have unpacked thus far stresses the ways in which color fostered social
and national distinctions. However, color also worked as a type of socio-
cultural glue.21 Indeed, the bright colors that dominated the postwar
years in American fashion and advertising managed, in effect, to paint
over sociocultural differences.

In the 1920s, the marketing and advertising industry started to show serious
interest in color as a marketing tool.22 It was not until the mid-twentieth
century, however, that color advertising fully established itself and a euphoric
belief in the great commercial powers of color took hold. American color
psychologists and industry consultants had much to do with this. They went
to great lengths to sell color as a highly productive and efficient sales stimulant
that promised high returns.23 According to the historian Regina Lee Blaszczyk,
these consultants both scouted and shaped trends behind the scenes, spawning
nothing less than what she calls a “color revolution.”24 First, they underscored
how color garnered consumers’ attention. In the words of one contemporary
advertising expert, color possessed a “pulling power.” Consultants emphasized
color’s “attention and illustrative value” to advertisers and clothing manufac-
turers and, more importantly, the ways in which color influenced consumers,
whether they wanted it or not.25 According to the eminent color consultants
Faber Birren and Eric P. Danger (who are discussed at length in Chapter 10),
color affected human beings on a base, “primitive,” and “subconscious”
level.26 Color appealed to emotion, not reason, they concurred, and feeling
was “likely to dominate reason.”27 Danger reasoned that this was why babies
(ostensibly) responded earlier and more strongly to color than they did to
form.28
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Numerous color experts opposed the common perception that color just
added superficial allure to a product. Instead they maintained that color
affected mood and temperament, even to the point of provoking physical
sensations in people.29 Indeed, these experts declared that color produced
desires and a need to act on them.30 Howard Ketcham, one of the most
influential corporate advertising psychologists, was confident that the U.S.
advertising industry knew how to use color to “create . . . demand.”31 The
close attention that he paid to female role models in film and theater sug-
gested that he envisioned consumers as women: “It’s a full-time job keeping
tabs on color influence ranging from My Fair Lady to Cinderella,” Ketcham
stressed.32 Indeed, advertising consultants generally presupposed female con-
sumers, and they assumed that these consumers were “more sensitive to color
than men.”33 Similarly to the art critics before them, these professionals
explained women’s color preferences with their ostensibly more emotional
and gentle natures.34

Thus were the industrial color consultants able to inscribe themselves into a
century-old tradition of depicting consumption as a feminine, irrational, and
excessive activity—the opposite of production conceived as the domain of
white rational man.35 It was not long, however, before the advertising and
fashion industries began encouraging bourgeois men to dress more colorfully
as well. The 1950s saw the establishment of men’s leisurewear, which brigh-
tened the color scheme of men’s wardrobes considerably. Early male adopters
of the Ivy League look that came to be called “preppy” could now be seen
wearing pink dress shirts, although it is likely that their wives or mothers
bought them these colorful items.36

This circumstance notwithstanding, industrial color consultants such as
Faber Birren continued to emphasize the importance of paying attention to
gendered color preferences, asserting, for example, that “blue is useful in
appealing to men, rose and pink in appealing to women.”37 Louis Cheskin
even took the color-coded bourgeois gender difference a step further. This
self-made color expert insisted that women who liked colors normally
preferred by men exhibited other masculine characteristics, whereas “men
who prefer delicate or ‘feminine’ tints show other effeminate traits.”38

Cheskin never earned the respect of his colleagues.39 Yet his claim that a
person’s color preference could reveal his or her true gender identity was
only the logical next step in the argument that color consultants had made all
along, namely, that color’s impact on human beings was profound, that
specific colors appealed to men and others to women, whereby women
were more sensitive to the emotions, desires, and behaviors triggered by
colorful things. The advertising industry and their consultants thus tapped
into feminine popular culture to produce emotional and affective attach-
ments to brightly colored Cinderella fantasies. Feminine hues were applied
to all types of consumer goods, even the mundane electric light bulb
(Chapter 8). These businesses and experts were convinced that they had
mastered the female mentality and therefore consumer demand.40
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The chromophilia of U.S. advertising from the mid-twentieth century on
can be read as a symptom of the feminization of consumer culture more
generally. For starters, American women were decisive in both the buying
and selling of consumer goods. While white middle-class Mrs. Consumers
were in charge of family spending, perfectly styled, ever-attentive “shopgirls”
were trained to sell them a particular image and emotion with each product.
Male commentators claimed that saleswomen played to their customers’
vanity, effectively enchanting them with their brightly colored goods and
the “gushy feelings” they represented.41 Women thus came to embody
what the historian Victoria de Grazia has called the “irresistible empire,”
the mid-twentieth-century American model of consumer capitalism that
extended across the globe.42 That said, the colorful “vain and silly feminine
world” of consumption was geared to “seducing” everyone—women, men,
and children alike.43

THE GENDER HISTORY OF THE COLOR PINK

Right around the time when men were incited to wear brighter colors, one
color began to be singled out as the most feminine of all: pink. The color
pink had long been a favorite in children’s fashion.44 If infants and toddlers
from middle-class families were not dressed in white, they would be seen in
pretty pastel shades of pink, blue, or yellow. (Fig. 4.3) The association of
pink with girls and blue with boys was not dominant until the 1950s or
later.45 In fact, the textile historian Jo Paoletti cites American women’s
magazines and fashion catalogs of the 1920s and 1930s that declared pink
as the “more decided and stronger” color and thus more suitable for boys.46

Similarly, Catholic regions throughout Europe were known to associate
light blue with girls, a tradition attributed to Christian iconography, in
which the Virgin Mary was frequently depicted wearing a blue cloak.47

Mostly, though, pink and blue were used interchangeably as baby colors.
Thus, pink did not become synonymous with girlie femininity overnight,
especially not in Central Europe, where the gendered blue–pink color-
coding seems to have taken hold later than in the United States and where
there remain substantial class, religious, and regional differences.48

Pink’s popularity in the 1950s was not due to girls’ princess culture—
even though pink’s biggest fan, Mamie Eisenhower, was a princess of sorts.
The First Lady cultivated the image of the girl. Not only did she dislike the
“old lady” look but—like any other girl—she loved to shop.49 Instead of
having her clothes tailor-made, like the First Ladies before her, she claimed
to buy her outfits off the rack. She thus came to be the poster child for
American mass consumption in the 1950s. Her love of pink seemed to know
no bounds. She wore a pink Nettie Rosenstein gown for her husband’s
inaugural ball, which she had embroidered with over 2,000 gemstones in
various pink tones.50 She also decorated her boudoir in the family section of
the White House in assorted pink shades, from the tops of her cosmetic jars
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and the headboard of her bed to the fluffy bath mat in her bathroom.51 If
that were not enough, Mamie’s Cabin, the vacation home of the presidential
couple, and Mamie’s Dream House, the couple’s post-presidency home,
were devoted to the color (Fig. 4.4).

Fig. 4.3 Example of a boy in pink in the early nineteenth century: Young Boy with
Whip, anonymous, American School, ca. 1840, oil on canvas

Source: Honolulu Museum of Art, bequest of John Gregg Allerton, 1993 (7440.1).
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It did not take long for middle-class women to catch on. In the United
States in the mid-1950s, such women started buying clothes and hats in the
pink shade favored by Mamie Eisenhower, one subsequently dubbed Mamie
Pink or First Lady Pink.52 Mamie Pink was a watered down, soft kind of pink

Fig. 4.4 Mamie Eisenhower in her favorite color, oil on canvas by Thomas Edgar
Stevens, 1959

Source: White House Collection/White House Historical Association.
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that showed little resemblance to the much stronger shocking pink that the
Italian fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli had promoted since the late 1930s.53

If Mamie Eisenhower’s love of pink contributed to the feminization of the
color, it was pink’s strong connection to childhood that made it exude youth
and an innocent kind of sexiness.54 The color pink came to be associated with
the light-hearted feeling and appealing innocence of rosy-cheeked girls.
Teenage girls of the baby-boomer generation embraced pink, which in turn
became emblematic of their conspicuous consumption. Indeed, the popularity
of the color pink in the 1950s, the cultural historian Karal Ann Marling argues,
signaled a fundamental change in fashion, consumption, and femininity. A new
focus on the teenage girl supplanted the beauty ideal of the forever thirty-five-
year-old woman. A younger generation became the main target of the adver-
tising and fashion industries. New fashion and beauty standards fetishized the
adolescent, not fully grown girl’s body. Predictably, women’s dress sizes began
to shrink.55 Thus, pink’s soaring popularity among women in the mid 1950s
and early 1960s went hand in hand with increased attention to the girl as a
consumer target group and fashion symbol. The latter trend, in turn, promoted
the infantilization of adult women’s fashion, on the one hand, and the hetero-
normative feminization and sexualization of the girl child, on the other.

This development raises the question of how the tropes identified in
this and the previous sections of this essay—the superficiality and artificiality
of color, the power of color to produce desire as well as express core gender
differences, and the rise of pink and adolescent girlhood as markers of
heteronormative femininity—inform public debate over pink princess
culture today. How do the gendering of color, the coloring of gender,
and the pinkification of girl femininity play out in children’s culture today?

GIRLS’ AND BOYS’ LOVE OF PINK PRINCESS CULTURE

A 2006 article by Sandy Chiu et al. in the psychology journal Sex Roles
discusses how parents of boys diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder
“report that their sons are ‘obsessed’ with the colors pink and purple and
that their drawings are often replete with these colors.”56 Indeed, today the
connection between pink and girlie femininity is so pervasive that a boy
child’s preference for the color is quickly read as an indication of homosexu-
ality or a transgender identity. A 2011 New York Times article features
parents sharing strategies on how to raise boys who love to dress up in
what a New York University study terms “PFD” or “Pink Frilly Dresses.”57

These progressive parents negotiate their children’s love of so-called pink
frilly dresses by letting them dress, act, and feel “pink” around the house.58

Indeed, there is a growing “intimate consumer public” expressing support of
pink boys.59 An array of self-help books and blogs encourage parents to love
their children’s gender nonconformity.60 One prime example is the nonfic-
tion picture book My Princess Boy. Its author, Cheryl Kilodavis, tells the story
of her “4-year-old boy who happily expresses his authentic self by enjoying
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‘traditional girl’ things like jewelry, sparkles or anything pink.”61 Kilodavis
describes when her son Dyson seems truly happy: whenever he is shopping
with his mom for pretty pink bags and sparkly pink dresses.

In light of the psychological discourse that construes “sex-dimorphic
color preference in children” as an indication of Gender Identity Disorder
or Gender Dysphoria, these parents’ acceptance is exemplary.62 The right to
an authentic self—to the coherence of one’s inner feelings, identity, and
outer appearance—seems to be the impetus behind this parental support for
the unconventional gender presentation of these children.63 The parents are
invested in their children’s authenticity. Indeed, they buy material goods—
ballet shoes, nail polish, and pink dresses—to help their children discover
their ostensibly true feminine selves.64 Consumer goods seem to be the
magic key to their children’s happiness and to the parents’ own happiness,
too. Literally and figuratively, authenticity comes at a price. For these
parents seem to believe that their children can only express their authentic
feminine selves with the help of what some might consider artificial, super-
ficial, and expensive consumer goods.

Yet if some boys’ predilections for pink has made the news in recent
months and years, most interventions about the color pink focus on girls
and on how the media and marketing affect girls’ self-esteem, aspirations, and
body image. One prominent example is the campaign and website Pinkstinks,
launched by London twins Abi Moore and Emma Moore. These mothers of
two sons and two daughters, respectively, “challenge . . . the culture of pink
which invades every aspect of girls’ lives.”65 In addition, Pinkstinks educates
readers on who reaps the benefits of pink girl culture. In 2010, Disney
marketed 25,000 different Princess merchandising items for total revenue of
four billion U.S. dollars (Fig. 4.5).

Since the late 1990s, there has been growing interest in the ways in which
girls are affected by pink femininity. Three main positions dominate public
debate. Sue Palmer, author of Toxic Childhood, espouses what may be called a
colors-are-seductive perspective: She is convinced that overexposure to pink
stunts girls’ personalities. “It’s under their skin from a very early age and
severely limits choices, and decisions.”66 In an article in the Daily Mail with
the catchy title “Why Pink Makes Me See Red,” Palmer expresses her fear that
girls exposed to pink are not “old enough to make rational choices. Their
brains simply aren’t sufficiently developed for the application of reason. So
when marketers turn their big guns on young children, they’re not so much
entertaining and informing as brainwashing them.” The author of Toxic
Childhood explains that because children “operate mainly on emotion,” the
“deep emotional attachments made in the first six or seven years are likely to
influence the way they behave for the rest of their lives.”67

Michael Gurian, a therapist and author of Nurture the Nature, disagrees.68

He is a proponent of what might be termed a color-is-superficial view. Too much
pink does not have a profoundly negative effect, according to him. “Scientists all
argue the same thing—you cannot have a biological organism without having an
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environment for it to exist in, but that environment does not change the very
basic make-up of that organism.”69 Gurian believes that the effects of exposure
to pink or any other color are temporary and inconsequential.

The third position combines the first two views but looks more closely at
how pink affects femininity. For Peggy Orenstein, the author of Cinderella
Ate My Daughter, pink femininity is artificial and superficial, yet it affects girls’
core identities. Essentially, Orenstein criticizes how “the all-pervasive media
machine aimed at our daughters—and at us—from womb to tomb . . . presents
femininity as performance, sexuality as performance, identity as performance,
and each of those traits as available for a price.”70 Drawing on the develop-
mental psychologist Deborah L. Tolman’s work, Orenstein argues that the
commercialization of pink femininity results in girls not knowing how they
feel about their true feminine selves anymore: “I have to remind them that
looking good is not a feeling.”71 In addition, she warns that girls send out
sexual vibes before they are emotionally mature enough to understand them.
Orenstein posits that the color pink forms part of a shallow type of femininity
that is obsessed with appearance. She then contrasts pink femininity with
authentic femininity, which is not about superficial looks but deep feelings
and healthy autonomy.

Significantly, these three dominant positions in the contemporary debate
about the impact of ubiquitous pink marketing on girls reproduce the two
contradictions that I have traced historically above. On the one hand, color has
been viewed since early modern art criticism as superficial and deceptive, just as
the twentieth-century advertising industry promoting attire in gendered colors

Fig. 4.5 Countering feminized pink consumer culture: “There is more than one
way to be a girl . . . ”

Source: Pinkstinks, http://www.pinkstinks.co.uk, and used by permission.
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has been perceived as a vehicle of mere appearance. On the other hand,
scholars, parents, and the media focus on color’s role in generating core sex
differences, suggesting that color deeply affects children’s gender identity and
sexuality. An analogous contradiction is today’s gendered reaction to pink
color choices by young girls, leaving both blue and pink boys aside. Whereas
pink girls are seen to succumb to consumer culture’s pressure to “look good,”
boys’ love for pink (or blue)—at least for progressive parents—is deemed an
authentic expression of their child’s gender identity, sexuality, or both.
Regardless of the underlying psychological motives for the toddlers’ color
choices, these two views beg the question of why pink can be an authentic
choice for gender-nonconforming boys but not for gender-conforming girls.
Why does the stain of fakery and superficiality adhere only to girls’ pink
femininity? Moreover, since newborn babies are immediately immersed in a
color-coded, gendered child culture, what and where might this authentic self
even be?

In light of these questions, I contend that we need to develop further
Ruth Barnes and Joanne B. Eicher’s observation that “dress is one of the
most significant markers of gender identity.”72 For attire and its color do
not just express one’s identity to other people but also help form the very
fabric of one’s identity. As the aphorism goes, “clothes make the man”—
and the woman. In other words, the act of buying, wearing, and being
seen in pink frilly dresses is central to how today’s girls and boys construct
their gender and sexuality. To add yet another idiom to the mix, the
expression “wearing the pants” underscores how seemingly innocuous
fashion trends are intimately bound up with the material and symbolic
gender order.73 Thus, when parents, child advocates, and feminists
challenge the growing pinkification of girl culture, they both support
and challenge the power of color and dress in the struggle against gender
and child commodification.

CONCLUSION

The two contradictions unpacked in this chapter—the notion that color is
superficial but capable of altering core gender differences and the presumption
that pink girls have been seduced by outside influences whereas pink boys are
merely expressing their true gender identities or sexual selves—are metonymi-
cally connected. In the case of gender-conforming girls, color is superficial, the
superficial is deceptive, deception is a form of masquerade, masquerade is
femininity, femininity is consumerism, consumerism is advertising, and adver-
tising is pink. Boys’ choices, by contrast, appear authentic, even those of
toddlers in pink dungarees, and the position of boys appears homologous to
the subject position of producers. Operating through a discourse that devalues
women’s collective consumption as irrational but elevates the choice of the
masculine individual as rational and authentic, a child’s love of pink consumer
goods is thus doubly gendered.
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Far from arguing that feeling blue is the real deal while happy pink femininity is
mere delusion, my intention has been to historicize today’s color-coded child
consumer culture.74 Pitting authenticity against pink artificial femininity—feeling
good against looking good—does not shed light on the workings of girl culture
and feminine identifications. Analyzing these gendered oppositions historically,
however, help us to understand how gender and desire are constructed in today’s
color-coded child consumer culture. For one, the fact that girls’ desires are con-
structed as coming from the outside but boys’ desires from the inside reveals how
incoherent common understandings of desire and sexual identity really are.
Furthermore, today’s color-coded child culture reflects a shift in the ways in
which gender and sexuality are produced and reaffirmed in contemporary
Western societies. There is a growing consensus that gender differences are erod-
ing; the phenomenon of girls surpassing boys in school is often cited as evidence.
One glance at the pinkification of girl culture is enough to call this commonly held
belief into question. Gender differences may have declined in the legal, political, or
educational arenas, but they have become more pronounced in child consumer
culture.

Color codes teach girls and boys gendered consumer practices from the
moment they are born. If we subscribe to color psychologists’ and consultants’
belief in color’s power to affect the body and the mind in ways beyond the
control of those deemed uncivilized or pre-civilized, then pink is the glue that
sticks to pink frilly dresses and forms an affective bond among those girls and
boys who share pink toys, clothes, and shoes as well as tales of princesses, fairies
and unicorns—a cultural imaginary priming pink children for a dreamy prince
and the disappointment that ensues when he turns out to be a toad or a regular
human being after all. If investment in the authentic self undergirds progressive
parents’ support of pink boys, it is gendered notions of seduction and disap-
pointment that inform their critique of girls’ pink femininity.75 To borrow Sara
Ahmed’s term, the “affective economy” of pink draws on a repository of
feelings, looks, and ideas about girlie femininity.76 Indeed, the color pink allows
these feelings to be recycled and to circulate globally, establishing an affective
bond with pink consumer goods. Despite the fact that the affective economy of
pink is undergirded by a long tradition of equating color with femininity and
femininity with color, the way in which gender and sexuality is produced and
dramatized through color in early childhood today is unprecedented.
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CHAPTER 5

New Words and Fanciful Names: Dyes, Color,
and Fashion in the Mid-Nineteenth Century

Charlotte Nicklas

In December 1871, a reader wrote to the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine,
observing that “chemical science has given to the world bright hues in scarlet, and
blue, and green . . . enhancing the natural beauty of woman.”1 This color enthu-
siast was alluding to the exciting advances in the dye chemistry of the preceding
decades, which included the development of synthetic aniline textile dyes
made from coal tar. These substances allowed the production of dress textiles
in vivid colors, which acquired names like “mauve,” “magenta,” “azuline,” and
“violine.” Such references to color filled the fashion reports ofmagazines aimed at
middle-class women inGreat Britain and theUnited States in the mid-nineteenth
century, demonstrating the enthusiasm with which fashion journalists and many
female consumers greeted the variety of colorful dress textiles.

Male colorists—dye chemists who worked for textile manufacturers
developing and testing dyes—constituted an important group of customers
for these new dye products. Dye manufacturers employed a language of
color in their promotional literature that included many of the same terms
used by fashion writers. Both colorists and manufacturers were very much
aware of the market for bright, preferably long-lasting color in fashion
textiles. Recent work on the history of dyes in the nineteenth century
acknowledges the central importance of consumer demand, especially that
by women, as a spur to dye development.2 This chapter expands this argu-
ment by examining the transatlantic language shared by female domestic
consumers and male business customers to discuss the new dyes and the
colors they produced. In doing so, it makes new connections between these
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communities across a traditional gender divide, arguing that these groups
adopted similar strategies to navigate a novel world of color.

As the dress of many fashionable women became brighter in the mid-
nineteenth century due to the development of synthetic textile dyes, male
dress remained, by comparison, darker, indeed often black.3 Social roles, as
well as clothing, were highly differentiated according to gender during this
period, 4 as highlighted by Dominique Grisard in Chapter 4. Businesses and
advertisers increasingly positioned and represented women as consumers,
especially because opportunities for promotion and consumption were
growing in the second half of the century.5 The male colorists discussed in
this chapter, however, were also pursued by manufacturers hoping to secure
their business.

To examine the words, practices, and materials shared by these male
customers and female consumers, this chapter uses two main sources:
women’s magazines and colorists’ notebooks. The women’s magazines with
the largest circulations in the mid-nineteenth century, Godey’s Lady’s Book
and Magazine (1830–1898) in the United States and the Englishwoman’s
Domestic Magazine (1852–1877) in Great Britain, both targeted middle-class
readers. Their monthly issues contained a mixture of content that helped
them succeed, including fiction, poetry, essays, and practical domestic
advice, as well as fashion news reports and illustrations.6 Colorists often
kept notebooks documenting their experiments with dyeing and printing.7

Some of these records, primarily from printed cotton cloth (calico) manufac-
turers, have been saved in archives in northwest England, along with ledgers
noting manufacturers’ production.8 These periodicals and colorists’ note-
books show how particular dye materials and color words appeared and
disappeared in domestic and professional contexts.

This chapter begins by introducing the aniline dyes of the 1850s and
1860s and the new color terms that emerged to refer to the colors created
from these dyes. It then discusses the range of “fanciful names” applied to
fashionable colors, along with the importance of being able to distinguish
colors from one another.9 The chapter concludes by examining the increasing
accessibility of branded dye products during this period. Both the language of
fashionable color and the variety of new dye products available linked the
worlds of male colorists and female consumers. Both groups had a hand in the
“color revolution” that began to transform Western visual and material
culture in the mid-nineteenth century.

NEW DYES AND NEW WORDS

In 1856, the young English chemistry student William Henry Perkin acci-
dentally made a colorfast purple dye from coal tar aniline. By late 1858, after
many months of work to develop the dye for the commercial market, dyers
and colorists could purchase aniline purple from the recently established
G. F. Perkin and Sons, as well as from French dye manufacturers such as
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Monnet and Dury.10 Colorists began to experiment with aniline dyes, but
synthetic dyes did not replace natural dyes immediately. As Alexander Engel
explains in Chapter 2, natural and synthetic dyestuff use overlapped sub-
stantially.11 The fashion press discussed these dyes mostly in terms of the
colors they produced, words that were also used by colorists in their records,
showing their orientation to the fashion market. Reflecting their novel
materials and methods of manufacture, many of these aniline dyes and the
colors they made acquired new color names.

An emphasis on novelty and continual change is the defining aspect of
fashion and consumer society in the modern era.12 Color was the great enabler
that permitted many industries to generate endless novelty, introducing ever-
greater visual excitement into the fashion cycle. In the mid-nineteenth century,
fashion writers narrated this change in colors for female dress using a large
variety of terms, with references in fashionable color names ranging from the
natural world to current fashion leaders. Authors used a number of descriptive
strategies that ranged from straightforward announcements of fashionable
colors to the characterization of colors as “favourite,” “desirable,” or “in
vogue.”13 Novelty in color was thus an important element of fashionability,
with writers frequently indicating the prominence of a different shade or tint of
a color compared to those fashionable in previous seasons or years. Other
ostensibly new colors seem to have been novel in name only, underscoring
the inventiveness and commercial awareness of fashion writers and perhaps
manufacturers and shops. Some references, however, alluded to novelty result-
ing from developments in dye chemistry that made certain colors possible.
Women’s magazines disseminated the names of new colors and sometimes
their origins. Acquiring this knowledge was part of keeping up with fashion
for the middle-class female consumer.

Shades of purple made from the precursors to British and German
aniline dyes were fashionable in the mid to late 1850s, which encouraged
Perkin to develop his accidental discovery into a marketable textile dye.14

Perkin advertised and sold his dye as “aniline purple” or even “Tyrian
Purple,” consciously alluding to the valuable purple dye of antiquity.15 The
French word mauve, however, quickly became the popular name for this new
color, as the pages of fashion reports and colorists’ notebooks reveal. A new
color word in English, “mauve” reflected the chic denoted by French in the
language of fashion, acknowledged by both male business customers and
female household consumers.16 The unfamiliarity of “mauve” was clear in its
initial appearances. The first mention in the Lady’s Book, in April 1858, used
words taken directly from the Illustrated London News, in which the report of
Princess Alexandra’s wedding described Queen Victoria’s dress of “rich mauve
(lilac) velvet.”17 Two months later, a fashion news report in the same periodical
mentioned, “mauve, or queen’s lilac, a rich shade of purple,” also helpfully
defining the word for readers.18 In colorists’ records, varied spellings, frequent
capitalization, and other kinds of demarcation, such as inverted commas and
underlining, signaled the novelty of the word. These early references clearly
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show how the word entered the contemporary vocabulary of fashion for dye
customers and textile consumers.

Records from the Langley Printworks and the Chadkirk Printworks, both
in Cheshire in northwest England, contained references to “mauve”
beginning in 1860, showing how this fashionable word made its way into
manufacturers’ practice.19 The references to mauve in fashion reports had
appeared 2 years earlier, so fashion led the way for these colorists. John
Lightfoot, the accomplished colorist at Broad Oak Printworks, undertook
“Trials on Imitation of aniline ‘Mauve purple’ with mixture of ‘Fuchshine’
and Ultramarine” in 1860.20 The 1868–79 notebook of Abel Wimpenny
(who worked for a textile printer in the Midlands) held a recipe for “Mauve
Pink Stand[ard]” that included no aniline or synthetic product.21 The color-
ists’ attempts to create “imitation” mauve, probably using substances less
expensive than those available from Perkin, indicated the desirability of the
new dye, its name, and the new color it produced.

In his experiments, Lightfoot used what he called “The new Red color . . . called
‘Fuchshine.’”22 He was referring to aniline red, developed by French dye
chemist François-Emmanuel Verguin in 1858 and early 1859. This dye pro-
duced bright pinkish-red colored textiles. Although initially called “fuchsine”
after the fuchsia flower, the color became popularly known as “magenta,”
another new color word. Magenta was a town in northern Italy where the
French defeated the Austrian army in June 1859, so the name reflected the
contemporaneity of the dye. Retailers also called the color “Solferino,”
another French victory from the same month.23 In the early 1860s, shortly
after aniline red appeared on the market, colorists at printworks throughout
England recorded tests of “magenta” and “solferino.”24 The word “magenta”
also appeared in fashion reporting soon after the dye’s patenting. In July 1860,
the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine declared that the “favourite colors”
for fashionable evening dress were “the new shades of pink, called Solferino
and Magenta.”25 Lightfoot, who left the most detailed notes of all these
British colorists, documented many tests of “Magenta” and (ever thrifty)
even recorded an attempt to make “Fuchshine Pink” from the older dye
murexide.26 The women’s magazines were soon encouraging consumers to
concoct their own dyes in some of the new fashionable hues, showing con-
sumers how to “make do” with ingredients that were available for household
recipes. In August 1868, the Lady’s Book published reader-submitted dyeing
instructions that called for “red dye powder,” but the recipe’s title, “To Color
Magenta,” used the newer color word.27 It is impossible to know what color
would have been produced with this recipe, but its publication indicated
consumer desire for magenta or approximations of the color. The market
primed by mauve, both colorists and fashion journalists reacted enthusiasti-
cally to this second aniline dye.

Aniline red led to a proliferation of aniline dyes. The French chemists Ernest
Girard and Georges Ernest Camille de Laire patented a procedure to make
aniline blue in July 1860.28 In his 1874 dyeing manual, the dye chemist
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William Crookes listed many of the trade names for aniline blue, including one
manufactured by Girard and de Laire called “Lyons Blue.” This dye name
referred to the city of Lyon, the center of the French dyeing industry.29

Crookes also noted “Azuline” and “Azurine” as names for aniline blues,
newly invented color words that combined the fashionable term “azure” with
the suffix in “aniline.” Colorists experimented with “azuline” in the early
1860s, as these aniline blues became available.30 Fashion writers adopted the
word as well, with the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine pronouncing in
December 1861, “The most fashionable colour in silks is the azuline blue,”
and the September 1861 Lady’s Book noting “decidedly new” colors in autumn
ribbons, one of which was “Azurline.”31

A similar new color word, “Violine,” emerged to describe aniline purple
dyes that became available in the mid-1860s. In 1863, the German chemist
August Wilhelm Hofmann outdid his former student, William Henry Perkin,
by patenting a range of aniline purple dyes that were less expensive and easier to
use than Perkin’s mauve.32 Although this color term did not appear in color-
ists’ notebooks, fashion journalists adopted it. The Lady’s Book noted in August
1864 that “the new purples are of the reddish cast” and included “Violine,”
which it considered among “the prettiest” of these new colors.33 In April
1870, a fashion report in the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine commented
on “the pure and beautiful tone” of currently available faille silks, among them
“violine—a beautiful mauve,” thus allying the new color to the earlier one
created from a synthetic dye.34 Unlike “mauve” and “magenta,” “violine” and
“azuline” did not survive as color words, but their circulation among colorists’
records and the fashion press registered the excitement in both communities
over the colors produced by the new aniline dyes.

NAMING AND DISTINGUISHING FASHIONABLE COLORS

Female dye consumers and male dye customers showed their interest in color in
a number of ways, particularly by using a range of fashionable color terms and
by carefully distinguishing colors from one another. The fashionable language
of color in the mid-nineteenth century drew on traditional as well as modern
sources. Many color names alluded to natural referents, such as fruit, flowers,
or bodies of water. For example, in March 1873 the Englishwoman’s Domestic
Magazine referred to fashionable light blues “of very light tones—water blue,
and ciel [sky].”35 A more imaginative reference to the sky (or rather the
heavens) appeared in the Lady’s Book in December 1867, when the fashion
writer described a silk for an evening dress in “the lovely shade of blue known
as Céleste.”36 Dye manufacturers and colorists also seem to have been familiar
with this allusion, as Thomas Royle at Swaisland Printworks tested a bright
blue dye called “Celestine” in February 1863.37

Newly available synthetic dyes provided an excellent opportunity to develop
this creative color language, as the earlier discussion of “mauve” and “magenta”
demonstrated. Purple dyes and the colors they produced inspired particularly
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inventive names, probably due to the historical importance and value of the
color. In his handbook, William Crookes observed, “The aniline violets include a
formidable list of colours,” some of which were “mauve,” “parma,” “dahlia,”
“violine,” “Violet Imperial,” and “Regina purple.” He then noted a further
“series of aniline violets, sold under a number of fanciful names,” including
Hofmann’s violet and G. F. Perkin and Sons’ “Britannia violet” (not to be
confused with the company’s earlier mauve).38

Many of these “fanciful names” appeared in colorists’ notebooks.
Advertising material from 1873 by the dye manufacturer Brooke, Simpson
and Spiller in a notebook by Wilkinson and Co. promoted “Regina Purple”
and “Imperial Violets,” and Royle noted trials of “Imperial Violet” at the
Swaisland works in September 1861.39 The colorist at Wilkinson tested
“Britannia violet”—supplied by Perkin and Sons—along with two of the
Hofmann violets in 1867.40 In their evocations of power, these terms all
continued the tradition of classical and royal allusions of Perkin’s “Tyrian
Purple,” allying it with contemporary British imperial power as the color
became available to a growing number of consumers.

Variations of these names also appeared in women’s magazines, highlighting
the overlap between the worlds of fashion and chemistry. In February 1867,
the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine described a ball dress, noting that “the
violet colour in this beautiful toilet is of a light bright tint, more inclining to red
than blue. This lovely tint is called the Regina violet, and is very fashionable this
year for ball toilets.”41 In January 1868, the fashion news report in the Lady’s
Book included among the fashionable colors “Regina, which is pink lilac.”42 At
least in the pages of the Lady’s Book, the precise color of Regina was not always
described consistently. In December 1868, a fashion reporter for the magazine
asserted, “Regine purple is, like blue flame, the most intense purple, a deep,
magnificent color”; and eleven months later, the fashion news report noted
that the color “is darker than mauve.”43 The earlier descriptions’ references to
a lighter, redder purple underscores the unstable equivalences of name and
color, especially as a new color term was making its way into the language of
fashion. “Regina,” however, was clearly a popular term for purple, probably
because of its reference to royalty (the name means “Queen”) and, in its
language, classical antiquity. Although these dyes were the products of cut-
ting-edge research in chemistry, historical color associations appeared in their
names, highlighting the continued presence of tradition in modern fashion.

The enthusiasm about the colors produced with aniline dyes also manifested
itself in careful discrimination between different shades of these colors, evident
in language used by—and directed at—male colorists and female fashion con-
sumers alike. Long before the advent of aniline purple, the fashion press had
differentiated between purples, as, for example, in a January 1847 short story in
the Lady’s Book. There, in an upscale Philadelphia dry-goods store called
Levy’s, Mrs. Whately summons her courage to speak to the fashionable
Englishwoman Mrs. Howard, whom she asks, “Pray, ma’am, which of these
shades of purple silk do you think the most stylish—the blue purple or the red
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purple?”44 Brooke, Simpson and Spiller, the primary British manufacturer of
the Hofmann violets, continued this distinction by labeling its dyes from
reddest (R.R.R.) to bluest (B.B.B.).45 The Wilkinson colorist acquired samples
from this firm, testing “B Hoffman,” “BB Hoffman,” and “R Hoffman” in
1867. By 1869, the company was selling an even bluer violet, called “Soluble
Violet B B B B (Extra Blue)” (Fig. 5.1).46

In a similar way, many colorists were discriminating between shades of
mauve soon after its arrival on the market, as was the fashion press. The
Wilkinson colorist wrote out separate recipes for “Dark Mauve” and “Pale
Mauve” in December 1860, and John Lightfoot and Abel Wimpenny also
recorded recipes for light and dark mauves in their notebooks.47 A particularly
splendid example of this distinction appeared in a fashion plate in the July 1864
issue of the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine in a description of the Patti
Dress, named after Adelina Patti, the renowned Italian-French opera singer.
The dress, placed in the center of the image, was “of mauve-coloured silk in
two shades, the dark above the light silk. . . . The upper part of the bodice is of
the lightest shade, the lower part in the darkest silk”48 (Fig.5.2). The reference
to the famous performer and the fashionable color made this dress very much

Fig. 5.1 Page (detail) from notebook kept by colorist at John Wilkinson and Co

Source: John Wilkinson and Co. (Oakenshaw Printworks), England (Oakenshaw, near Blackburn,
Lancashire), 1856–60, 1867–74. Manchester Archives M75/Historical Collection 104 [Green
1301]. Courtesy of Coats.
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of the moment. The distinction between shades of the color underscored
excitement about the growing number of available purples, and it echoed the
colorists’ own differentiation between light and dark mauve.

In his 1876 book about dyeing and printing, the dye chemist Frederick
Crace-Calvert noted that “cerise” was the “name given to a color manufac-
tured by Knosp, of Stuttgard.”49 A contemporary pamphlet from the Swiss dye
manufacturer John R. Geigy—saved in the Wilkinson notebook—advertised a
great range of dyes, arranged by color and often accompanied by dyeing
instructions. In this copy of the pamphlet, “cerise” was underlined in red
pen, presumably by a colorist employed by the manufacturer. The text describ-
ing the color read,

The difference between this color and Magenta is simply, that the first dyes a
considerably yellower tint than the second.—With Cerise you can easily produce
shades of brown, which otherwise can only be obtained, with difficulty, by mixing
different dyes, such as: Orchil, extract of Orchil or Cudbear, and Brazil wood.50

Red ink also underlined the phrase “shades of brown,” suggesting one of the
ways in which the Wilkinson colorist planned to use this product. The Geigy
pamphlet clearly distinguished between two synthetically produced colors,

Fig. 5.2 Fashion plate from 1864 showing the Patti Dress

Source: “The Fashions. Expressly designed and prepared for the Englishwoman’s Domestic
Magazine,” Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, n.s. 9, July 1864. General Research Division,
New York Public Library.
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educating potential customers in the company’s color language. The circula-
tion of these fashionable color terms in texts written, read, or otherwise used
by dye manufacturers and their colorist customers—and by fashion journalists
and consumers—evinced the importance of careful differentiation in the
bright new world of synthetic color.

BRANDING DYE PRODUCTS

Before the introduction of synthetic textile dyes in the late 1850s, both color-
ists employed by textile manufacturers and dyers working in the domestic
sphere relied mainly on natural dyestuffs. Dye recipes included in the Lady’s
Book and the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine included many of the ingre-
dients that colorists commonly recorded in their notebooks, such as fustic,
logwood, and copperas.51 As commercially manufactured branded dyes and
dyeing materials, particularly aniline dyes, became available to colorists during
the 1860s and 1870s, similar products for home use also appeared on the
market. While the domestic market was much smaller than the commercial
market comprised of dye manufacturers, the common materials and language
further demonstrated a shared culture of color and dye chemistry.

During the second half of the nineteenth century, goods were increas-
ingly becoming associated with the names of their manufacturers as the
modern system of branding developed. Gradually, manufacturers began to
package their products, and retailers moved away from measuring out goods
for individual customers.52 Evidence of this process appeared in both color-
ists’ notebooks and women’s magazines, as materials such as logwood and
copperas were replaced more and more by the names of ready-made dye
products. Dye manufacturers became increasingly sophisticated in market-
ing their products.53 Colorists, of course, still possessed specialized dyeing
skills and many still experimented with their own dyes, but branded dye
products appeared with increasing frequency as the century progressed.

Colorists were using some branded dye materials even before aniline dyes
became available, particularly dyewood extracts. In 1841, for example, a
member of the Lightfoot family of dyers recorded trials with Bury’s log-
wood extract, as did the Wilkinson colorist in 1858.54 Christian Simon
highlights the growing industrialization and standardization of the dye
industry in the second half of the nineteenth century, processes which
caused “the origins of the colours, whether from nature or from the syn-
thetic processes created by chemists, [to become] less important” than their
consistent quality.55 Dyes such as aniline red and Hofmann’s violets, how-
ever, could only be produced in factories, not in small batches by colorists,
because they required large-scale manufacture with specialized equipment
and substances.56 Many of the branded dye products available to both
colorists and domestic dyers were synthetic dyes.

Dye manufacturers often distinguished their products through the use of
proper names, usually of the inventor or company owner(s), often one and the
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same. In their working records, colorists generally recorded the names of the
companies from which they acquired new dyes. Perkin, as the inventor and
manufacturer of the first aniline dye, appeared in several colorists’ notebooks.
In 1861, John Lightfoot tested “Perkins Tyrian Purple ‘Mauve,’” recording
both the trade name (“Tyrian Purple”) and the fashionable name (“Mauve”) of
this dye.57 Thomas Royle, at Swaisland Printworks, noted two trials of
“Perkin’s Purple” on silk in March 1862.58 Unlike Lightfoot, Royle did not
use the trade or fashion name in his notes. A light-hearted celebration of
Perkin’s invention in the popular magazineHousehold Words in 1859, however,
was titled “Perkins Purple.”59 Colorists’ naming of Perkin was thus rooted in
professional esteem, discussion in the popular press, and recognition of his
recently formed company, G. F. Perkin and Sons. Similarly, the colorist at
Wilkinson experimented with a dye called “Nicholson’s Blue.” The dye was
named for the chemist Edward Nicholson, who developed a soluble aniline
blue as an owner of the company that preceded Brooke, Simpson and Spiller,
the firm from which the dye was obtained.60 In 1868, the Wilkinson colorist
made notes comparing Nicholson’s Blue to “Blue No. 2,” a sample received
from an agent. Nicholson’s Blue was more expensive, but provided a better
color in this colorist’s opinion.61 During this period, adulteration, along with
other questionable business practices, was common in many industries, includ-
ing dye manufacturing, so some companies used proper names to try to
guarantee the quality of their products.62

Dye manufacturers signaled the origins of their products through other
naming conventions as well. John Lightfoot noted tests of dyes called
“French No. 1 Mauve” and “French No. 2 Mauve” from the French suppliers
E. Coez in 1861.63 In March 1870, the Wilkinson colorist received a letter and
printed samples from Poirrier, the Paris-based manufacturer of Paris Violet.
The letter claimed, “This Violet can be had in all the known shades and when
used in the same manner as Hofmann’s is fully as fast and stands the light
equally as well . . . In addition to the superior beauty, the Paris Violet, in point
of cost, will stand comparison with the cheapest on the market.”64 This letter
highlights the international rivalry among dye manufacturers for clients want-
ing new, viable, inexpensive dyes.65 The Poirriers even traveled to Manchester
in 1867 to promote their violet dye.66 In these dye names, “French” and
“Paris” referred to the locations of their manufacturers, reflecting the tradi-
tional association of products with the place they originated.67 These names,
however, also signaled France’s importance in the world of fashion to colorists
aware of female consumers’ desire for fashionable colors.

One brand targeting the domestic market, Judson’s Dyes, began to appear
in the Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine in the early 1870s, as advertisements
were becoming increasingly acceptable in middle-class periodicals.68 In May
1875, one article suggested, “As a spring investment we ought all to lay in a
supply of Judson’s dyes, those invaluable aids to economy.” The writer went on
to underscore “what an exceedingly simple process these dyes make the for-
merly elaborate task” of dyeing.69 Two years earlier the magazine had claimed,
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“Dyeing small articles is by no means a difficult or a dirty process, if Judson’s
dyes be employed. . . . Feathers and silks, whether ribbon or piece silk, also dye
admirably. . . . We may remark that nearly all the new tints are to be had in the
sixpenny bottles, which may be obtained of chemists.”70 In September 1874,
the magazine’s fashion writer included detailed instructions for readers about
how to dye items with the same brand-named product. She concluded, “The
colours of Judson’s Dyes are very beautiful, and the most fashionable colours
can always be had.”71 All of these examples presented this company’s product
as an easy and inexpensive way for a woman to add color to her wardrobe,
especially in trimmings.

The brand was mentioned so frequently in the Englishwoman’s Domestic
Magazine that it seems likely the fashion editor was receiving free samples of
the dyes, or some other benefit. The company advertised widely, appearing in
many other contemporary textual sources.72 The second volume of George
Eliot’s novel Middlemarch, published in 1871–72, included another adver-
tisement, featuring testimonials about “Judson’s Simple Dyes” from The
Family Herald, The Mechanics’ Magazine, and Cassell’s Household Guide.73

The Household Guide quotation asserted, “The thing would be worth trying
from motives of economy; and much more real amusement would result from
it than from many of the melancholy recreations to which young ladies of the
present day are condemned.”74 Advice and fictional examples in contempor-
ary women’s magazines acknowledged the difficulty of dyeing full garments;
home dyeing recommendations were, as noted above, usually confined to
dyeing “small articles.”75 These advertisements, along with periodical advice,
positioned this kind of domestic dyeing as a kind of useful entertainment to
occupy women readers.

Judson’s Dyes promotional material often placed “mauve” and “magenta”
first in the list of available colors, associating their products with colors
that many readers would have known to be industrially produced. One
advertisement even suggested that “the Magenta and Mauve Dye mixed
together make a beautiful shade of colour.”76 The appearance of Judson’s
Dyes in women’s magazines echoes the growing numbers of branded dye
products in male colorists’ records, revealing another important development
in the language of the consumption of color. In both professional and
domestic dyeing contexts, clever, informed consumption was becoming
more important than technical expertise.

CONCLUSION

The aniline dyes of the mid-nineteenth century garnered attention from profes-
sional colorists and the fashion press, for the novelty of their manufacture and for
the brightness of the colors they produced. New words, such as “mauve” and
“magenta,” emerged to describe these colors and were quickly adopted by male
colorist customers and female fashion consumers, indicating a shared culture of
color across the contemporary separation of genders. Traditional conventions of
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naming fashion colors survived as well, such as the use of words containing
references to royal power. Colorists and fashion journalists distinguished carefully
among individual shades of these new colors, thereby displaying their subtle
powers of discernment. These new products did not immediately supplant estab-
lished dyes, and colorists continued to use the natural dyes that they had relied on
in the past. As commercially branded dye products became available, however,
both colorists’ notebooks and women’s magazines recorded their increasing use.

The uneven transition from natural to synthetic dyes and from handmade to
ready-made dyes and the long coexistence of all these products was mirrored in
a language that included old and new color terms. By employing new color
words, differentiating among shades, and learning to consume new branded
colors, both groups—the male dye-house colorists and the female fashion
consumers—demonstrated their deep interest in color and their strategies for
negotiating a new, sometimes overwhelming world of color.
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CHAPTER 6

Let’s Go Color Shopping with Charles Sanders
Peirce: Color Scientists as Consumers of Color

Michael Rossi

In July 1889, Ogden N. Rood, a physics professor at Columbia College
(the precursor to Columbia University) in New York City, made a foray from
his home on East 58th Street to a department store on lower Broadway in
order to answer a question for his friend, the philosopher and mathematician
Charles Sanders Peirce. Both Rood and Peirce were researchers in what was
then the new field of color science—a polyglot endeavor comprising the
physics, physiology, psychology, and sometimes neurology and anthropology
of human color vision. Rood had earned a measure of renown as the author of
Modern Chromatics (1879), a survey of the state of the art in nineteenth-
century color science that found a wide readership among scientists and
medical doctors as well as painters and architects.1 Peirce—a brilliant but
prickly personality at the best of times—had recently been dismissed from his
post as a lecturer in logic at Johns Hopkins University and was working on
several projects, including performing measurements and calculations on grav-
ity for the United States Coastal Survey (a position he had held for many years)
and writing definitions on numerous topics, including color, for the Century
Dictionary.2 The two men had met in New York in the late 1870s at the
Century Club—a “facility for social intercourse among gentlemen of cultivated
and liberal pursuits,” as one of the club’s historians put it—and formed a
friendship based on their mutual interest in the sciences of sensation.3

Peirce’s question for Rood was simple. Had he ever heard of a color called
“Isabel,” and if so, what did it look like? Rood had no immediate answer,
having neither seen nor heard of the color, but—as he explained in a letter
mailed in reply—he made every effort to ferret out the wished-for data. First,
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Rood asked “several ladies” if they knew what color Isabel was, but he had no
luck. His interlocutors did not know. Then he journeyed to A. T. Stewart’s
store, a mammoth retail establishment on lower Broadway famous for its
kaleidoscopic overabundance of consumer goods. As the New York Times
put it, “a better selection of the known and unknown articles appertaining to
a lady’s dress can be made in [A. T. Stewart’s] than was formerly possible by a
trip half round the world.”4 This unparalleled selection, noted another Times
article, included “moiré and lace stripe silks in blue, pink, cream, and
white . . . Spanish lace, colored artemisians, olive, and light to dark red”—an
unsurpassed “richness of color and material and elegance of design.”5 If
“Isabel” were to be found, it would be in A. T. Stewart’s. Nevertheless, as
Rood explained to Peirce, “The people there had not heard of [Isabel color]
and then I examined the pattern books with ‘shades’ of color and names,
many of which were quite new to me, but the term ‘Isabel’ did not make its
appearance.”6 Rood’s expedition was a failure.

But although he did not manage to secure the desired Isabel, this
deceptively banal incident—a man goes to the store for his friend and
comes up empty-handed—nevertheless opens a window onto an impor-
tant and deep-seated tension between the efflorescence of commercial
colors in nineteenth-century America and the emergence and scope of
the novel field of color science. Rood’s note to Peirce was more than just an
apology for not finding the wished-for information. It served to reiterate the
precise nature of the relationship between color science and the commercial
manufacture of colored goods. On the one hand, Rood’s note verified that he
had checked on the identity of Isabel color with some of the most knowl-
edgeable sources on unusual or novel colors at his disposal—women of social
standing and clerks in extravagant retail stores. On the other hand, in carefully
delineating the provenance of his research, Rood simultaneously established
beyond doubt that he himself—although a scientist known around the world
as an expert on color—knew little about the names of commercial colors.
Thus Rood carved out a tenuous, if clearly defined space for the science of
color against the bustle of commerce in color. Color, as it was accessible to
everyday consumers, was a matter for ladies and shopkeepers; color as a
scientific matter, on the other hand, was a different category of thing entirely.

This tension, moreover, was by no means limited to the epistemologies of
Peirce and Rood. In its most general formulation, the “color question” (as the
game-maker and color researcher Milton Bradley termed it in an article in
Science in 1892) concerned how properly to understand the formal relationship
between color as a property of objects and color as a phenomenon manifested
primarily in the minds of observers. Christine Ladd-Franklin, a psychologist
who had been Peirce’s student at Johns Hopkins University, drew a sharp
distinction between knowledge of color gained through “introspection”—
that is, through the disciplined examination of one’s own color sense, for
example, as practiced by a professional scientist such as herself—and the
more or less arbitrary knowledge of color gained through trade in “certain
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easily accessible dye-stuffs or paint-stuffs.”7 It was not that viewing color in
relation to objects was wrong, but there was a clear moral hierarchy in scientific
practice, which held the understanding of color-as-sensation to be superior to
the understanding of color as represented in “stuffs.” To put it another way,
color science in the nineteenth century was not, strictly speaking, a matter of
studying things but rather of studying abstract perceptions. The absolute
essence of color, insisted the most serious students of nineteenth century
color science, was antecedent to the human ability to manifest color in
commercial goods.

By way of contrast, this essay presents scientists such as Rood, Peirce,
Ladd-Franklin, and their peers as active, if ambivalent, consumers of color.
In spite of the sharp epistemological boundaries that they drew between the
production of knowledge about color perceptions and the consumption of
colorful goods, the work of nineteenth-century color scientists did not trans-
cend the hustle of everyday commerce. Rather, their work was intimately tied
not only to the material but to the moral orders of nineteenth-century
consumer culture. The point here is not to invert the order of hierarchy of
color science from one that asserts the primacy of abstract purity to one that
insists upon the apotheosis of definite matter. Nor is it to simply make the
rather trivial observation that knowledge of color has historically tended to
derive from observers’ subjective experiences of objects-in-the-world instead
of from some sort of notionally pure introspection. Rather, it is to point out
that the forceful distinction made by Rood and his peers between knowledge
of color sensations and consumption of colorful matter belied the deep
entanglements between the subjects of scientific research on color, consumers
of colored goods, and those colored goods themselves. Indeed, color scien-
tists were, in many instances, the primary subjects of their own investigations.
And as much as they attempted to posit a formal order of subjective
color perception that placed the ambit of commercial manufacture outside
(or beneath, or subject to) the ambit of science, their research fundamentally
drew from and referred to values common to science and commerce alike.
The efforts that Rood, Peirce, and their peers in color research made to
position color as a pure object of science—while simultaneously embracing
and ignoring its commercial aspects—suggest in microcosm the ways in which
emerging consumer culture was concerned not simply with the manufacture
of goods but also with the manufacture of individuals—consumers, workers,
scientists—with sensory and cognitive capacities to understand their visual
world as a product of modern, industrial society.

***

In writing on the conjoined histories of textiles and colors in 1857, the Irish
historian A. Hume remarked that “the term ‘Isabella-coloured,’ is unknown
among the peasantry and operatives [laborers], but is familiar to the readers of
our older literature.” For Hume, the second group comprised members of the
educated upper-classes in the British Isles—those with the means and education
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to appreciate that the pale, yellowish gray color that graced fashionable laces and
silks was named in honor of Isabella I of Castile, the wife of Ferdinand II of
Aragon, who had vowed not to change her white “innermost garment” whilst
her husband laid siege to Grenada during the final years of the Reconquista.
The siege lasted longer than Isabella had expected, and by the time Ferdinand
was victorious, the princess’s snowy undergarment “had assumed,” in
Hume’s words, “the peculiar hue known as “whitey-brown.”8 Later com-
mentators cast doubt on the term’s apocryphal origins, proposing that
Isabella was probably an adulteration of the Italian term zibellino, which
referred to the buff-colored summer coat of the sable, a popular accessory
among noblewomen in sixteenth-century Europe. Nonetheless, Hume’s
main point about elites’ usage of the term remained intact.9

Isabella (or Isabel) remained an obscure, specialist term in the late-nine-
teenth-century United States.10 Perhaps ironically, however—considering the
judiciousness with which Peirce and his contemporaries distinguished science
and commerce—its users were principally those audiences most concerned with
science, on the one hand, and retail commerce, on the other.

For scientific researchers, Isabel found particular use in chemistry and
mineralogy. In a notice on recent chemical findings, for instance, the
American Journal of Science reported in 1860 that salts of the element
ruthenium have an “Isabel yellow color.”11 When applied to a particular
chemical reaction, noted another source, “stannous chloride . . . produces an
isabel yellow precipitate.”12 In what would later be called geosciences, Karl
Reichenbach, a German polymath versed in chemistry, geology, and natural
philosophy, discovered flecks of an “Isabel-yellow colored” mineral in an
iron meteor.13 And a Boston geologist remarked that, “under the micro-
scope,” a sample from a mass of stratified rock was “seen to be composed of
an isabel yellow and dirty white base holding . . . feldspar crystals.”14 Minerals
aside, and although more common in Britain than in the United States as a
descriptor for flora and fauna, “Isabel” found some use among American
naturalists for describing parts of living and nonliving things. The thorax of a
new species of crane fly, noted one entomologist, was “almost isabel-yellow,
with three brown stripes,”15 while the Pseudohelotium isabellinum mush-
room described by the Botanical Survey of Nebraska bore eponymous wit-
ness to its own “isabel-colored” underside.16

At the same time, “Isabel” also served nineteenth-century American wri-
ters on fashion and textiles as a descriptor standing not just for pale grayish
yellow but also for lushness and consumer availability. An item in Harper’s
Bazaar in March 1876, for instance, announced the season’s “shades for
evening silks” as “ceil, glacé, which is a very lustrous shimmering blue, sourire
(a smile), rosy-tinted lavender, sea-foam green, and every shade that has a
yellow hue, such as cream, paille or straw-color, chair or flesh, Isabel, buff,
canary, etc.” The following year, Harper’s again described Isabel as a “new”
color in New York fashion, testifying both to Isabel’s continued presence as a
staple of nineteenth-century textile color names and to a perceived need for
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continuous novelty in color selections. In 1883, the attentive shopper could
find her stylish bonnet trimmed with “a great bunch of wall-flowers, shaded
from dark mandarin to pale Isabel yellow, with leaves and long stems” as one
writer explained.17 In 1887, meanwhile, the New York Post extolled “the
latest novelties in society,” which included dresses sporting “elegant and
expensive” stripes of velvet on silk, such as one of “corn yellow” and
“cream-white satin, brocaded with clusters of Isabella roses and foliage in
antique brocatelle.”18 Underneath such a dress, in 1891, one could wear a
girdle of “Isabel” lace over “rose de chine” silk.19

Considering the judiciousness with which Peirce and his contemporaries
policed the bounds of science and commerce, the dominant use of “Isabel”
in describing scientific and commercial objects was perhaps ironic, but not
unexpected. “Isabel” and a host of other new color names spoke to values
such as precision, accuracy, and discernment, which were common to scien-
tific and commercial practices alike in the nineteenth century. Moreover,
terms such as these did not just indicate aesthetic or moral discrimination but
were themselves discriminatory—helpful in defining the distinct mentalité of
the truly modern observer. As the Canadian science writer Grant Allen put it
in The Colour Sense: Its Origins and Development (1895), “if a naturalist
discovers for the first time a new animal—say an argus pheasant—he will
minutely characterize its shape, size, colour, external appearance, and inter-
nal structure, detailing all these points in extremely abstract language;
whereas a countryman who goes to the Zoological Gardens will simply
describe it as ‘between a peacock and a guinea-hen’”—and as with birds,
so with colors.20 Just as one could not expect “peasants and operators” to
use a term like “Isabel” to describe fabric, one could not expect a scientific
description from “countrymen” ill-versed in scientific regimens of thought.
For those with sufficient sophistication and capacity for abstract thought,
therefore, a fly’s thorax, an evening silk, a mineral deposit, a fake flower on a
hat, and a salt precipitated in a solution were not simply to be understood as
“whitey brown.” They were “Isabel,” a term whose use captured not just the
physical properties of the material world but the moral and psychological
properties of its observers.

This said, as an elite and abstract practice, scientific observation aimed to
scrutinize natural phenomena and to describe the universal laws that under-
pinned them, whether the field was chemistry, physiology, zoology, or psy-
chology. In contrast, capitalism and consumer culture were predicated on the
practice of recycling and reinventing ideas and images, an endeavor that was
the polar opposite of scientific observation. Just as Isabel might be a “new”
color, year after year, other consumer colors shifted their identities in strange
ways, slipping free of the tight correspondence between terms for things and
things themselves that (ideally) defined scientific work. An 1882 article on
fashion in Harper’s Bazaar, for instance, called attention to a profusion of new
colors that took their names from the natural world: “a new dark green is called
elder green, another shade is sycamore, and the olive greens are called lichen
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green; a purple-red like scabieuse is marked petunia . . . [and] the Turc and
Sicily reds are brighter shades than the dull garnet so long worn and are similar
to carnation red.”21 Here was refinement and discrimination, but also confu-
sion and instability—olive green was called lichen green; scabieuse was called
petunia; carnation red was relabeled Turc or Sicily red, and none according to
any obvious law or rule.

Of course, these were abstract terms—who could say whether a particular
green was actually “elder” or “olive”?— but then, in this sense their abstraction
seemed to derive not from a structural understanding of the natural world
but from a whimsy that bordered on absurdity. As Robert Ridgway, an ornithol-
ogist at the Smithsonian Institution with a sideline in color study, complained in
1886, “the popular nomenclature of colors has of late years, especially since the
introduction of aniline dyes and pigments, become involved in almost chaotic
confusion through the coinage of a multitude of new names, many of them
synonymous, and still more of them vague or variable in their meaning.” He
criticized color names such as “Zulu,” “Crushed Strawberry,” and “Elephant’s
Breath” as hollow terms “invented at the caprice of the dyer” and unsuitable for
any sort of “practical utility.”22 Colors, for Ridgway, ought to have been under-
stood as absolute properties—though how, precisely, to extricate the absolute
essence of color from its bond with colored items was not easy to articulate.

***
Peirce’s work with the Century Dictionary gives some sense of the difficulty
faced by color scientists in drawing the line between colored things and colored
sensations. The Dictionary was an eight-volume behemoth. Its mandate,
among other things, was to provide a “general dictionary of the English
language . . . serviceable for every literary and practical use,” including a “very
complete presentation of the present status of human knowledge of [the
physical] sciences.” Color study was an explicit part of this knowledge.23 For
his entries in this publication, Peirce elected to describe particular colors in
both qualitative and quantitative terms. Thus “green” he defined as “the color
of ordinary foliage; the color seen in the solar spectrum between wavelengths
0.511 and 0.543 microns.”24 Similarly, he described “yellow” as “the color of
gold, butter, the neutral chromates of lead, potassa, etc. and of light of wave-
length about 0.581 microns.”25

In his precise definition of color itself, however, Peirce drew a sharp line
between color sensations and colored things. In an early draft of his definition
of “color” for the Century Dictionary he proposed that “the color sensations are
the peculiar sensations of which we become conscious when the optic nerves are
excited. Color, on the other hand, is that property of a body” that gives color
sensations.26 In other words, for Peirce, color as experienced by humans could
only be properly understood as a product of human consciousness—not of things
in the world. Indeed, given the project at hand—a dictionary of “the present
status of human knowledge”—Peirce’s insistence on linguistically distinguishing
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objective and subjective color should be seen as an assertion of both the novelty of
this idea and the seriousness with which he took it.

Rood in large part shared Peirce’s epistemological outlook. In 1879,
D. Appleton and Company published Rood’s Modern Chromatics: With
Applications to Art and Industry, a comprehensive survey of the state of
the art of color science up to that point. Rood chose his title specifically as a
counterpoint to British artist George Field’s popular color theory manual,
Chromatics, or An Essay on the Analogy and Harmony of Colors (1817),
explaining that whereas Field had endeavored to define affinities between
colors in terms of speculative theories of musical harmony, Rood relied on
empirical science.

In explaining what he took to be the true science of color, Rood was
particularly indebted to the physiological theories of the German physicist
Hermann von Helmholtz, who, in his 1867 Handbuch der physiologischen
Optik (Handbook of Physiological Optics), posited that all color sensations
came from three types of “nerve” in the retinas of normal observers. These
nerves were keyed to respond to “vibrations” from long, medium, and short
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation (light), and these wavelengths corre-
sponded to red, green, and blue color sensations, respectively. Thus, when
light of long wavelength impacted the retina, the red-sensitive nerves would
respond (but not the green- and blue-sensitive ones), and the observer would
experience sensations of red. The same went for green and blue sensations;
each corresponded to particular wavelengths of light hitting the retina of the
observer. When light caused more than one type of nerve to respond, the result
was a mixed color. Purple, for instance, was the result of light of particular
wavelengths causing red- and blue-sensitive nerves to respond simultaneously.
Sensations of reddish-purple were caused by a greater response by red-sensitive
than blue-sensitive nerves; bluish purple was caused by a greater response by
blue-sensitive than red-sensitive nerves. The sensation of white was caused by
proportional amounts of stimulus from all three kinds of nerves—or, to put it
another way, sensations of white were, in reality, a mix of all three fundamental
colors. Black, for its part, was indicative of no input from any nerve.27

The point was that any of the millions of colors that an observer could
experience was understood by Helmholtz as the result of different amounts of
response from three basic types of nerve. Nonetheless, not all sensations of
color could be said to be equally applicable to “arts and industry.” In his notes
on the vibrant colors produced by polarized light, Rood paused to lament that
“the purity of the hues and the audacious character of their combinations cause
their gayety to appear strange and unnatural to eyes accustomed to the far more
somber hues appropriate to a world in which labour and trouble are such
important and ever present elements.”28 Rood was not so much bemoaning
the sobriety of the world of lived experience as suggesting that the laboratory of
the color scientist was of a piece with—but phenomenally different from—the
everyday world that the reader was likely to experience (Fig. 6.1).
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Indeed, in Peirce’s review of Modern Chromatics in the Nation (1879),
Peirce took Rood’s suggestion a step further, beginning with the assertion
that “the utility and significance of visual perceptions distract attention from
the mere sensuous delight of color and light.” “Yet,” Peirce continued,
“few elementary pleasures are more sensational.” This was because, for
Peirce, color was best understood as a class of mental phenomenon, “as
near to the first impression of sense, as any perception which it is in our
power to extricate from the complexus [or embrace] of consciousness.”29

As such, the purpose of color science—what Peirce and Rood both called
“chromatics,” was “to be distinguished from several other sciences which
touch the same ground.” Peirce clarified, writing that color science “is not
chemistry, nor the art of treating pigments, nor optics (which deals with
light as an undulation, or, at least, as an external reality); nor is it a branch
of physiology, which might study the various ways of exciting the sensation
of color, as by direct sensation, contrast, fatigue, hallucination, etc.; nor is it
the account of the development of the color sense.” Rather, “chromatics”—
the science of color perception—was to take as its ultimate subject the
structure of the mind itself through the formal mapping of its most funda-
mental operation, the perception of color.30

***

But if “chromatics”—color science—was neither more nor less than the
exploration of a particularly pure strain of mental phenomena, then how
ought the conscientious scientist go about accessing these phenomena as

Fig. 6.1 Helmholtz’s diagram indicating the responsiveness of different nerve “fibrils”
in the retina to red (1), green (2), and blue (3) light

Source: Ogden Rood, Modern Chromatics (1879; New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1881),
114. Reproduction courtesy of the Chemical Heritage Foundation collections.
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separate from “chemistry,” “pigments,” or even “optics”? This was an
especially vexing question since so much color science depended on the
scientist’s own use of manufactured colored goods such as mass-produced
pigments, papers, and textiles. In order to wrest color from the complexus
of consciousness, color scientists had to submit to the complexus of
consumer culture—a balancing act that required constant care.

One key way in which researchers queried the color sense was a method
called “introspection.” That is, a trained scientist might simply trust in his or
her own powers of cerebration as he or she analyzed the structures and qualities
of his or her own perceptions of color—typically while gazing upon colored
goods such as ribbons or colored papers. Thus, for instance, in an undated note
marked “a faire” (to do), Ladd-Franklin described an experiment to compare
two sets of color gradients: “get a long good bk–wh series, + by its side a long,
good bk–gr series. Sit down before them and by introspection see if they are or
are not similar series.”31 Were gradations between black and grey similar to or
different from gradations between black and white? The way to find out was to
set out a series of sequentially arranged pieces of colored paper, look at them,
and evaluate how one felt. Ladd-Franklin kept sample books of commercial
colors for just such reference. In a similar way, Peirce attempted to sort a series
of ribbons by degrees of brightness (rather than hue), using only his own
consciousness of the effects of the ribbons on his mental state.

This method yielded important qualitative data about the nature of color
sensations, but it could only go so far. Indeed, as William James—Pierce’s close
friend, a Harvard psychologist and America’s champion of introspection—
pointed out, through introspection it was possible to “have an evenly gradated
order of luminosities from white to black; of tints from yellow, through green,
to blue; of loudnesses, of all intensities, of good and evil, and so on; but the
position of any item in these orders, although it may be metaphorically
expressed on a spatial scale, is not directly intuited by the mind as objectively
existing in such a scale.”32

A quantitatively more robust way for the scientists to experimentally trans-
form material colors into their sensorial ideals was to use the “Maxwell disk”—
the same device used by art supply manufacturer Milton Bradley to study color
mixtures by the eye (Chapter 3). An invention of the British scientist James
Clerk Maxwell, the Maxwell disk (or “color wheel” or simply “rotating disk”)
was a wooden circle mounted on a stand and set up to spin rapidly around a
central axis. The central axis typically extended a centimeter or so beyond the
surface of the wheel, allowing its users to affix circles of colored paper that were
cut to allow them to overlap. Although any color of paper could, in principle,
be used on the color wheel, the paper segments were typically painted with red,
green, and blue-violet pigments to correspond with the optimum response
frequency of the retinal “nerves” proposed by Helmholtz.

When the experimenter spun the disk rapidly, the colored segments
blurred, mimicking the combinatory action of the mind in bringing different
“nerve” impulses to bear on specific colors. (This phenomenon is familiar to
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anyone who has seen the spokes on a rapidly spinning bicycle wheel blur into
a more-or-less solid grayish color.) For instance, a disk showing red, green,
and blue-violet segments in the correct proportions ought to appear white (or
light gray) when spun rapidly because red, green, and blue-violet were optical
primaries, which when combined formed white. Just so, a researcher could
adjust the proportions of the segments of a disk such that when it was set in
motion, the combined appearance of the blurred segments would match a
sample of a given colored object, such as a swatch of colored fabric. Thus, by
ascertaining the percentages of the visible portions of the colored segments
in the spinning disk that best matched the solid sample, it was possible to
render a quantitative accounting of otherwise qualitative colors. For example,
Peirce analyzed several popular commercial colors using disks he had made
and found the popular color called “crushed strawberry” to be composed of
49 percent red, 10 percent green, 15 percent blue-violet, and 26 percent
black.33 “Hair Brown,” meanwhile, was 29 percent red, 13 percent green,
3 percent blue-violet, 55 percent black; and “Burnt Sienna” was 29 percent
red, 7 percent green, 4 percent blue-violet, and 60 percent black34(Fig. 6.2).

Beyond simply providing a sort of rough and ready way of analyzing colors
quantitatively, the Maxwell disk provided a glimpse of the underlying structure
of color phenomena. As described by Maxwell in 1857, it was possible to use
readings from the disk to plot specific colors as coordinates on a ternary
diagram with red, green, and blue-violet at each corner. This “color triangle”
thereby enforced a sort of structural order on otherwise chaotic color sensa-
tions, or, as Rood put it inModern Chromatics, the color triangle “enables us to
express our ideas about colour in a geometrical form and with a certain degree
of precision.”35 Peirce put the matter more bluntly to Rood in a letter penned
around 1878, writing that the color triangle presented “light in its purely
subjective form.”36(Fig. 6.3)

Fig. 6.2 Illustration depicting the design and arrangement of colored-paper disks for
measuring color sensation

Source: Ogden Rood, Modern Chromatics (1879; New York: D. Appleton and
Company, 1881), 109. Reproduction courtesy of the Chemical Heritage Foundation
collections.
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The pure subjectivity of the triangle notwithstanding, producing ideal
realizations of color nevertheless required a significant amount of technical
facility with commercially available colorants and coloring processes. Rood,
for instance, was a serious amateur watercolorist, maintaining an active mem-
bership in the American Watercolor Society from 1867 to 1877. During this

Fig. 6.3 Rood’s ternary diagram depicting the relative positions of color mixtures
based on red, green, and blue primaries

Source: Ogden Rood, Modern Chromatics (1879; New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1881),
228. Reproduction courtesy of the Chemical Heritage Foundation collections.
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time, he kept notes on how he produced the pigments for his color wheels.
This knowledge, in turn, made its way to his friend Peirce. A page from
one of the latter’s 1877 notebooks on color, for instance, records that
Peirce had used “Rood’s fundamental Blue Violet Apr 1875 made with
Hoffmann’s violet BB and artif. Ultramarine” and “Rood’s ‘Staats’ Emerald
Green” to conduct his own color analyses. In other words, Rood’s records
of the commercial colors he had used in making his color wheels guided
Peirce.37 Milton Bradley similarly came upon his scientific understanding of
color in no small part through work in color commerce. He had made his
fortune as a printer, and dedicated large portions of his later life to mixing
colors in his factory as he searched for ways to produce ideal color
standards.38

Furthermore, when personal facility in color technique was lacking, color
scientists could turn to a ready supply of commercial printers and colorists
for assistance. Ladd-Franklin turned to a printer named C. Snyder in
Germany for help in formulating charts to describe her color theory (the
printer wrote back to say that although he was very interested in her ideas,
he could not understand the full system from the charts that she had sent).39

The Boston ophthalmologist Benjamin Joy Jeffries, meanwhile, worked
closely with Sylvester Kohler, a technical manager at the Louis Prang print-
ing company in Boston, in an attempt to devise tests for color blindness
using Maxwell disks.40 (And in another corner of the color universe, Louis
Prang vied with Milton Bradley for control of the market of color supplies
for art instruction.41) As for Peirce, in addition to using Rood’s formulas, he
benefited in another way from his friend’s interventions. On June 10, 1886,
Peirce noted, “In the evening Rood sent two sets of beautiful measuring
disks.”42 He set immediately to work using the disks to research aspects of
the color triangle.

***

What distinguished modern chromatics from former color systems, then, was
not the material substrate of the system—that is, the pigments themselves—but
rather what the material stood for. InModern Chromatics, Rood explained that
color systems were nothing new. German and French natural philosophers had
long experimented with them. Rood cited works by Jacob Cristoph Le Blon
(1735), Tobias Mayer (1758), and Johann Heinrich Lambert (1772) as exam-
ples constructed “by mingling weighed portions of the fundamental pigments
and of lamp-black in such a manner as to obtain as great a variety of tints as
possible, which were then arranged in an orderly series.” Michel-Eugène
Chevreul’s color system, explained in his 1830 treatise, Leçons de chimie
appliquée à la teinture, was of a similar character. This French chemist-
turned-textile-expert had taken red, blue, and yellow (not green) as his pri-
maries, matching the hues of pigments as closely as possible with “certain
portions of the prismatic spectrum [that he had] selected as standards.”43

Both ways of understanding color—as weighed pigments and as locations on
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the solar spectrum—were insufficient, according to Rood, “not only in the
main arbitrary, but also vague.” Neither could be regarded as “a true step
toward a philosophical classification of color.”44

This was not simply a problem of the benighted past. Confusion as to the
limits of materiality in color science could beset even respectable researchers. In
his 1886 Nomenclature of Colors for Naturalists and Compendium of Useful
Knowledge for Ornithologists, the Smithsonian Institution scientist Robert
Ridgway presented his readers with 166 tiny rectangles of painted paper,
painstakingly categorized into like hues, pasted (mostly by Ridgway’s wife)
into rows and columns on tipped-in plates, and labeled with evocative names.
The point was to overcome what Ridgway saw as the chaos of commercial color
names with a rationally systematized set of colors.

To organize his system, Ridgway explained, he had initially set out to
base his color system in the state of the art of color science (following,
Helmholtz and Maxwell, for example). But since it was impossible to
optically mix physical pigments on a page in the same way that one would
mix sensations of light using a color wheel, Ridgway—who, like Rood, was a
serious watercolorist—decided instead to base his system on 36 commer-
cially available watercolors, half of which, Ridgway explained, were selected
from his personal collection of three hundred “quality” watercolors “for
convenience, rather than because they are necessary.”45 Instead of coordi-
nates on the color triangle or percentages of optical color mixes, therefore,
Ridgway provided his readers with recipes for the particular colors on his
page. On plate VII, for instance, which was devoted to orangey-red colors,
item number 17, “Salmon Color,” could be recreated with a combination of
“scarlet vermilion + cadmium orange + white.” Item number 9, “Poppy
Red,” was equivalent simply to the French pigment maker “Bourgeois’s
‘laque ponceau.’”46 This approach was not so different in process from the
recipes that Rood had provided to Peirce. But whereas Rood had simply
treated pigment as an aspect of a higher order of color, Ridgway made
commercial pigments the basis of his system.

Violating the rules of epistemological hygiene that separated thoughts and
things earned Ridgway the ridicule of his peers in color science. In her notes
on Ridgway’s book, Ladd-Franklin voiced astonishment that Ridgway had
abandoned the properly scientific color scheme provided by color science in
favor of pigments—“if he only had the color triangle before him!!!” she
jeered.47 It was not, of course, the fact that Ridgway placed such a high
value on his collection of commercially available watercolors. After all, Ladd-
Franklin herself cultivated an extensive collection of colored goods of her
own, from swatch books of cosmetic colors to samples of commercial colored
papers like those made by the Milton Bradley Company and the Prang
Educational Company. She found Bradley’s Spectrum Standard papers parti-
cularly favorable, “on account of their greater saturation than that of any
other colors available.” Indeed, she thought common blotter paper provided
one of the closest approximations to the sensations of the “green” nerve of
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any sort of commercially manufactured material.48 But whereas Ridgway’s
system stopped at the colors of goods, Ladd-Franklin felt that consumer
goods were simply the tip of a much larger structural iceberg.

The structure that Rood, Peirce, Ladd-Franklin, and even Ridgway (how-
ever dimly his peers regarded his efforts) sought to expose amounted to a
meticulous rethinking of what it meant to see colors as an observer in a
modern, consumer society. This was the heart of modern color science writ
large—a program that Rood proclaimed when he announced in the introduc-
tion to Modern Chromatics that the book was written specifically to “prevent
ordinary persons, critics, and even painters, from talking and writing about
colour in a loose, inaccurate and not always rational manner.”49 That is,
understanding color as a function of mental space, as a coordinate on the
color triangle, and as a matter of nerves and curves entailed relearning those
mental processes that were “near to the first impression of sense.” To under-
stand “modern” chromatics, color scientists—and, by extension, the laypeople
who would read their books, attend their lectures, and refer to the definitions
that they wrote for popular dictionaries—had to simultaneously embrace and
deny color sensations as a function of the consumption of material goods.
Being a “modern” observer meant understanding color not as a product of
consumer objects, but of the mind—even when the focus of the mind was
precisely geared towards understanding those objects.

This, then, was the thicket of entwined social, cultural, and scientific mean-
ings into which Rood stepped when he visited A. T. Stewart’s store in the
summer of 1889. As he looked for “Isabel” among swatch books and textiles,
querying ladies and clerks, he undertook a project of epistemological triage. On
the one hand, he was there in Stewart’s, in the name of science, to find a color
for a colleague who was engaged in a scientific endeavor. At the same time, in
his reports to this colleague, he made serious efforts to distinguish the knowl-
edge held by a color scientist from the knowledge of colorful materials for sale
in a store. Science was not commerce. Colorful things were not colorful
perceptions that disavowed the material origins of color sensations, even as
Rood reinforced the strict ideology of color science. Thus, in spite of the deep
connection between colored stuffs and the construction of a powerful tool for
understanding color perception—and, indeed, the human mind—Rood did
not see colors at Stewart’s, only colored things. In shopping for a definition of
“Isabel,” he and Peirce were also shopping for a definition of color science.

As for “Isabel,” in his final definition for the Century Dictionary—printed in
1891—Peirce defined the color as “a yellowish-gray or grayish buff color; a
kind of drab.” Another way of thinking about it, continued the entry, was as “a
mixture [produced] by rotating disks of ¾ black, 1/6 bright chrome yellow,
and 1/12 white, [which] gives an Isabel-yellow.”50 Gone were the dirty
underclothes, mushrooms, minerals, and evening silks—replaced by a fantasy
portrait of the mental life of the modern observer, constituted by the opera-
tions of color science. Peirce had found what he was shopping for.
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PART III

Ringmasters to the Rainbow: Color
Inventions and Visual Culture



CHAPTER 7

Movies Meet the Rainbow

Joyce Bedi

“Technicolor is . . . the next big thing in pictures, the coming revolution in the
cinema world—maybe.”1 Color had seeped into most segments of American
life by 1930, from cars to appliances to fashion, so color in motion pictures
seemed inevitable.2Fortune’s 1934 pronouncement nevertheless showed a
healthy amount of skepticism. Color movies and Technicolor specifically had
been tried and found wanting before. Still, profound technological change was
not foreign to the motion picture industry.

In a few short decades, moviemaking had matured rapidly from the
production of short, silent, black-and-white films made in and around
New York City at the dawn of the industry in the early 1900s. By 1930,
feature-length films had become the norm and the studio system had
solidified in Hollywood. The movie business was increasingly controlled
by the vertically integrated studios—Paramount, Loew’s (the parent
company of MGM), Fox, RKO, and Warner Brothers—that not only
made films but also owned the theaters in which they were shown.3

Meanwhile, behind the scenes, the motion picture industry had become
a finely tuned technological system. An array of inventions—including
cameras, lighting, makeup, sets, and more, all overseen by a community
of technical professionals—had to work together seamlessly. That system
had continued to expand and become more complex as the industry as a
whole initially fought and then embraced sound, the first important dis-
ruptive technology of the studio era. Although the industry was now
about to repeat the process for color, an invention that would change
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the look of movies forever, Fortune’s tepid prediction in 1934 made it
clear that the outcome was still undecided.

Techniques for introducing color to movies, however, were nearly as old as
motion pictures themselves. In addition to hand-coloring, two of the most
common methods were tinting and toning, used alone or together. Tinting
added color to the light parts of a film, giving an overall color wash. Toning
colored only the dark parts of the frame, leaving the highlights untouched.
Trailblazing filmmaker D. W. Griffith, whose work influenced the migration of
the industry from the East Coast to the West Coast as well as the direction in
which Hollywood and the studio system would develop, dabbled in color,
tinting some scenes in his landmark film The Birth of a Nation (1915).4

Equally noteworthy was Abel Gance’s epic Napoleon (1927), in which tinting
was only one of many innovative techniques used.

The history of technology chronicles numerous instances of “simultaneous”
invention, when a new idea seems to drive the community of inventors.5 This
was true of the quest to bring natural color to the big screen, resulting in a
number of competing systems.6 These encompassed, as film historian Sarah
Street describes them, “tinting alternate film frames red and green; putting
rotating coloured filters on projectors; using light-splitting prisms with cameras
and sensitising film stock.”7 Kinemacolor was the most successful process
commercially and the best known worldwide. A two-color additive technique
“developed between 1902 and 1906 by British film pioneer George Albert
Smith under the patronage of American film producer Charles Urban,”
Kinemacolor made its public debut in 1909.8 Such additive processes, in
which color was “added” back to the film at the time of projection by various
means, suffered from a number of problems. Because each scene was captured
twice—typically, one exposure was made to record the green light and a second
for the red—there was a very slight time lag between each frame. When
recombined, people and objects in motion tended to blur around the edges
because the time difference caused the colors to shift out of registration in a
phenomenon called “fringing.” This was one of the greatest weaknesses of
Kinemacolor, but in the end it was patent infringement litigation that resulted
in the revocation of Smith’s patent in 1914. Kinemacolor production ceased
soon after.9

A vast array of other two-color and three-color, additive and subtractive
processes were developed in the early 1900s; Prizmacolor, Magnacolor,
Natural Colour, Chronochrome, Multicolor, Vitacolor, and Cinecolor
were some of the groundbreakers in the field.10 All of these processes were
relatively short-lived, but one company persevered and proved that it was
completely dedicated to color by experimenting, prototyping, and tweaking
all aspects of its product—and then convincing the industry to adopt it.11

That company was Technicolor.
Like many inventions, Technicolor went through a number of itera-

tions before it became an industry standard. The first version was the
work of Massachusetts Institute of Technology graduates Herbert Kalmus
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and Daniel Comstock and technician W. Burton Wescott (the “Tech” in
Technicolor was a nod to Kalmus and Comstock’s alma mater).12 Comstock
and Wescott started an eponymous industrial research and development
consulting firm in 1912; Kalmus joined them in 1913, and the name was
changed to Kalmus, Comstock & Wescott; the Technicolor Motion Picture
Corporation was incorporated as a spin-off in 1915.13 In 1938, Kalmus
spoke about the beginnings of Technicolor to the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers:

The earliest Technicolor laboratory was built within a railway car [Fig. 7.1].
This car was completely equipped with a photochemical laboratory, darkrooms,
fire-proof safes, power plant, offices, and all the machinery and apparatus
necessary for continuously carrying on the following processes on a small
commercial scale; sensitizing, testing, perforating, developing, washing, fixing
and drying negative; printing, developing, washing, fixing, and drying positive;
washing and conditioning air; filtering and cooling wash water; examining and
splicing film; and making control measurements and tests. In 1917 the car was
rolled over the railway tracks from Boston, Massachusetts, where it was
equipped, to Jacksonville, Florida, where the first Technicolor adventure in
feature motion picture production was to take place.14

That film, The Gulf Between (1917), demonstrated the earliest version of
Technicolor, known as Technicolor Process Number One. It was a two-
color, additive method that used a camera designed by Wescott. Inside the
camera, an arrangement of prisms split the image and sent it through
separate green and red filters, recording each color record onto separate

Fig. 7.1 The railroad car that housed the first Technicolor lab

Source: Courtesy of National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.
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frames of standard black-and-whitemotion picture negative film.15 As an additive
process, the color had to be recreated when the film was projected, using a
custom-built projector designed by Comstock and equipped with a prism, filters,
two lenses, and optical reflecting plates to fine tune the registration of the images.
Consequently, if the projectionist did not have everything perfectly adjusted, the
projected image displayed considerable fringing.16 Kalmus himself noted that the
“special attachments on the projector required an operator who was a cross
between a college professor and an acrobat.”17The Gulf Between was hardly a
commercial success, but it served to introduce the movie industry to the possibi-
lities of color, even if those possibilities were flawed at first.

Comstock realized that the next iteration could not rely solely on a special
projector. Technicolor Process Number Two was two-color and subtractive,
which meant that primary colors were absorbed or “subtracted” to reveal their
opposites; in two-color Technicolor, red-orange was “minus green,” and blue-
green was “minus red.” The color was contained in the finished film itself and
the film could be screened using a standard projector.

The newly designed camera, invented by Comstock’s former student J.
Arthur Ball, still split the image and sent it through green and red filters, but
in this instance the green record was stacked upside down below the red record
on the negative. The biggest change in Process Number Two, however, was
the introduction of dyes. The camera negative was exposed onto a special film
stock called a matrix which, when developed, left a raised relief image on the
stock, similar to the relief on an engraved printing plate or lithographer’s stone.
The matrices were dyed with their complementary colors—blue-green for red
and red-orange for green—with the areas of thicker relief representing darker
areas in the filmed scene and taking up more of the dye. The strips were then
cemented together to produce the projection print. Although this solved the
registration problem, the heat of the projector lamp sometimes melted the glue
that held the two matrices together or caused the emulsion to shrink unevenly.
Both conditions distorted the image.18 “And the cupping [i.e., the physical
deformation caused by the separation or buckling of the film layers] could
occur in either direction, more or less at random,” Kalmus recalled. “Judging
from the complaints, at each such change in the direction of cupping, the
picture would jump out of focus.”19 Still, a number of reasonably successful
films were made with Process Number Two, including The Toll of the Sea
(1922), which was shot in Hollywood and earned the fledgling Technicolor
company its first profit.20

Technicolor Process Number Three was similar to its predecessor. The
major changes were the addition of a soundtrack and the introduction of
imbibition printing, or using the dyed matrices like printing plates to create
the final film. Without the need to cement matrices together, the distortion
problems caused by the heat inside the projector were solved.21 Still,
Technicolor in 1930 was more an experiment than a profit-maker, most
commonly used for short subjects and segments of a movie rather than for
complete feature-length films.22 Fortune noted,
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Certainly the time has not yet arrived [for color movies]; it is probably several
years and perhaps a decade away. Simply put, the reason comes down to this: to
the degree that we are aware of the imperfection of color it is a distraction and
consequently hinders rather than promotes dramatic action. To cease to be a
distraction, color must be so perfect as to be unnoticeable except by contrast with
absence of color.23

These not-quite-perfected early Technicolor processes are often referred to as
“two-strip color,” although each iteration originated from a single strip of
black-and-white negative motion picture film in the camera. That was about
to change, however. By 1930, Comstock and Kalmus had dissolved their
partnership.24 Kalmus had been the business head of Technicolor from the
start, responsible for securing funding for ongoing research and for promoting
the latest technical process to studio heads, and he continued in that capacity
until he retired in 1960. His effectiveness was captured by Fortune in 1934
with the quip, “Businessmen regard Dr. Kalmus as a scientist and scientists
regard him as a businessman, which gives him rather an edge with both. For he
is always an expert in one field in which the other man is a novice.”25 The
company had also opened its first plant in Hollywood in 1924, and it expanded
into two additional buildings at the end of the decade.26 In the split, J. Arthur
Ball chose to stay with Technicolor. He became the lead inventor of the new
three-strip camera, a crucial component in the next iteration of the technology.

Full color came to the screen with Technicolor Process Number Four.
Moving beyond the two-color processes that had produced movies primarily
in shades of bluish green and reddish orange, Process Number Four made
possible the saturated palette for which Technicolor is still known. It fulfilled
“the ultimate goal of workers in the field of color cinematography,” according
to Ball, to “add a full scale of color reproduction to the existing black-and-
white product without subtracting from any of its desirable qualities, without
imposing any complications upon theater projection conditions, and with a
minimum of added burden in the cost of photography and in the cost of
prints.”27

Ball’s new camera was the heart of the system. In it, three strips of black-
and-white negative motion picture film were exposed simultaneously by light
coming through the lens. The light was divided by two prisms and a mirror and
directed through two separate openings. Behind one opening, light passed
through a green filter and the green record was captured on one strip of film.
Behind the other opening, light passed through a magenta filter to expose two
strips of film spooled together with their emulsions touching. The front strip
received the blue record and served as a blue filter, allowing the red light to pass
through to the back layer of film (Fig. 7.2). When the three negative film strips
were developed, their silver densities correlated to the filtered colors, just as
they had in the two-color processes. The three negatives were exposed onto
matrices and each matrix was dyed and contact-printed, in succession and
under pressure, onto special film stock—called the “blank”—that was treated
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with chemicals known as mordants to hold the dyes. The blank also carried the
soundtrack, frame borders, and a “key,” which was a 50 percent gray positive
image of each frame that made the shadows richer and improved contrast. This
final dyed and printed film was then shown in theaters.28

The Technicolor camera was an unwieldy beast, later described by filmmaker
Richard Haines as “a huge and cumbersome machine usually bolted to a crane
or dolly on wheels (Fig. 7.3). The noisy machine was encased in a ‘Blimp’
(outer covering) to quiet it.”29 It was also a rare piece of moviemaking
apparatus. An article published in 1944 cited only thirty cameras in existence,
and four of those were in use by Technicolor’s branch in England.30 Operating
the camera took special training, so studios had to hire Technicolor technicians
to oversee shooting. Haines explains, “Generally speaking, the cameraman had
to take a crash course with the lab to learn the ins and outs of color photo-
graphy as dictated by Kalmus and staff. Since Technicolor supplied the equip-
ment and handled all aspects of the process from negative developing through
release printing, the terms were tough.”31

The technical, financial, and creative demands outlined by Haines made it
difficult for Herbert Kalmus to convince studios to adopt Technicolor. He
astutely assessed the situation: “With Technicolor Process Number Four,
we were at a familiar starting gate: we had a new product to promote to the

Fig. 7.2 Arrangement of optical system and films in J. Arthur Ball’s three-color
camera

Source: Joseph A. Ball, “The Technicolor Process of Three-Color Cinematography,” Journal of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers 25, no. 2 (August 1935), 130.
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usual customers—Hollywood’s cost-conscious producers.”32 There were,
however, two exceptions among the usual customers—Jack L. Warner and
Walt Disney.

This was not the first time that the Warner brothers were at the forefront
of incorporating a new technology into their business. Samuel Warner had
been a leading proponent of the possibilities of adding sound to motion
pictures and was the founding president of Vitaphone, the system that
synced a sound recording on disc with a film; its most famous application
was in The Jazz Singer (1927).33 “After the introduction of the ‘talkies,’”
the Literary Digest noted in 1935, “Warner Brothers looked elsewhere, and
Jack Warner saw something in color which he first used in the sequences in
‘The Desert Song [1929],’ and, later, in the first all-color, all-‘talkie,’ ‘On
With the Show [1929].’”34 Later characterized as “the stereotype of the
crude, rough, all-powerful movie mogul,” Warner’s primary motivation for
experimenting with color seemed to be profit, and for a short time, that

Fig. 7.3 Technicolor camera encased in a sound-dampening blimp, used in the
filming of The Wizard of Oz

Source: Photograph by Richard Strauss, 2016. Courtesy of National Museum of American History,
Smithsonian Institution.
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strategy worked.35 “Just as the Warner experiment with sound led the
other producers into the noisy cinema, so On With the Show resulted in a
color vogue,” Fortune reported.36 The weaknesses inherent in the two-color
Technicolor process used in that film, combined with the drop in movie
attendance as the Great Depression took hold and the inexperience of
filmmakers with the technology meant that color’s initial vogue was short-
lived. “Everybody on the sets,” Fortune pointed out, “had grown up in a
black and white universe and did things in a black and white way.”37 The
technical staff at Technicolor steadily improved the process and Herbert
Kalmus continued to recruit studios, convincing them to take a chance on
color. It was a cartoon maker, however, who brought Technicolor the
broader exposure that Kalmus craved.

In 1923 Walt Disney left a lackluster career in commercial art and animation
in Kansas City and headed to Hollywood.38 His acclimation to California did
not take long. In June 1924, he wrote to his friend and fellow animator Ub
Iwerks, “I wouldn’t live in K.C. now if you gave me the place—yep—you bet—
Hooray for Hollywood!!”39

Disney was quick to embrace new filmmaking technologies that would give
his cartoons an edge in theaters, later remarking that by 1930, “cartoons had
become the shabby Cinderella of the picture industry.”40 He was among the
first to add sound, for example, using a sound-on-film system called Powers
Cinephone (based on Lee DeForest’s Phonofilm system) to add music, sound
effects, and voice to a series of four cartoons that included Steamboat Willie
(1928) starring Mickey Mouse.41 Disney and his colleagues William E. Garrity
and Wilfred Jackson also invented a method to accurately synchronize sound
with animated films. For standard motion pictures, the soundtrack was
recorded at the same speed as the action, but cartoons were filmed one frame
at a time, offering unique challenges to synchronization. Disney, Garrity, and
Jackson received U.S. Patent 1,941,341 for their “Method and Apparatus for
Synchronizing Photoplays” in 1933.42

When Herbert Kalmus approached Disney about using the three-color
Technicolor process for cartoons, Disney was more than receptive. Kalmus
recalled their meeting: “I invited Walt Disney to come by for a private view of
the new process. He had been intrigued with the idea of adding color to his
cartoons for years . . .He was enchanted with the effects we were getting, and
decided to scrap a cartoon he was making for his Silly Symphony series and
remake it in full color.”43 Walt Disney’s brother Roy Disney, who ran the
business end of the studio, was skeptical. The extra expense of starting over,
and starting over in color, seemed ill-advised to him. “You’ll ruin us,” he
reportedly predicted.44 Walt prevailed, later asserting that “A black-and-white
print looked as drab alongside Flowers and Trees, as a gray day alongside a
rainbow.”45 Kalmus and Disney came to an agreement that gave Disney a two-
year exclusive on using the three-color process for cartoons. All other cartoon
makers would be limited to earlier versions of Technicolor or other inferior
color processes.46
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Flowers and Trees debuted at Grauman’s Chinese Theater on Hollywood
Boulevard late in 1932. It won the Academy Award for Best Cartoon of
1931–32 (Technicolor received a Certificate of Honorable Mention) and
was followed by other Disney cartoons filmed in Technicolor, including The
Three Little Pigs (1933; winner of the Oscar for Best Cartoon, 1934) and
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937, the first Disney animated feature in
Technicolor). The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences presented
Disney with a special award for Snow White, citing it as “a significant screen
innovation which has charmed millions and pioneered a great new entertain-
ment field for the motion picture cartoon.” The award consisted of a
normal-size Oscar statuette and seven smaller versions, presented by actress
Shirley Temple.47

While Disney worked on cartoons, Kalmus and financier John Hay “Jock”
Whitney signed a deal to produce live-action Technicolor films. The first was a
two-reel short subject titled La Cucaracha, released in 1934. It, too, won an
Academy Award, for Best Short Subject.48 With these successes in hand,
production of the first full-color, live-action Technicolor feature film began.
Becky Sharp, directed by Rouben Mamoulian and starring Miriam Hopkins,
was released in 1935.49

Still, the industry’s transition to Technicolor was complicated. The Literary
Digest summarized the challenges: “The early color-pictures failed since the
methods used—in make-up, sets, lighting—were those employed in the black
and white film.”50 Herbert Kalmus was certainly aware of the hurdles his
company faced, recalling director William Wellman’s comments during the
filming of A Star Is Born in 1936:

Technicolor cameras are more cumbersome than black and white; they are hard
to handle, and slow down the work. The camera requires three strips of negative
instead of one, and takes longer to thread between takes. It demands more light,
which means more arc lamps, more carpenters, more electricians, more current,
and more time—not to mention all the problems of color composition, lighting,
and makeup.51

While numerous inventions, including improved lighting and faster film emul-
sions, addressed some of these problems, perhaps the solution with the greatest
impact on and off the set was the makeup created for Technicolor by one of the
best-known names in cosmetics—Max Factor.

Born in Poland, Max Factor (originally Max Faktor) learned his trade as an
apprentice to a respected cosmetician and wig maker in Lódź. His gift for
enhancing beauty became so well-known that he was ordered into compulsory
service as the cosmetician to both Czar Nicholas II’s uncle and the Imperial
Russian Grand Opera. Seeking independence, he and his wife and children
escaped to the United States in 1904, emigrating to St. Louis. He opened a
barbershop, but the lure of plying his craft in the budding motion picture
business induced him to move the family to Los Angeles in 1908.52
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Customers who visited Factor’s wig and theatrical makeup shop on South
Central Avenue were his introduction to the film industry. According to Factor’s
biographer Fred E. Basten, “From the 1920s to the 1970s, all the wigs and
hairpieces seen in motion pictures were made by the Max Factor hair depart-
ment, with sales and rental rivaling, often surpassing, those of the company’s
cosmetics.”53 In his small lab at the back of the shop, Factor developed a new
makeup that gave screen actors a more natural appearance than the heavy
greasepaint stage makeup that tended to crack when an actor moved his or her
face.54 In addition, he also developed his theory of “color harmony,” which
paired shades of makeup with particular hair, complexion, and eye colors.55

The makeup that Factor had developed for black-and-white movies, how-
ever, did not work with Technicolor. Its slight sheen tended to reflect the color
of whatever an actor was near onto his or her face. Factor’s son Frank (who
changed his name legally to Max Factor, Jr., after his father’s death in 1938)
took the lead in developing a new formulation. Together, they introduced
“Pan-Cake” makeup, which was more porous and less reflective. The new
makeup was used in Vogues of 1938, a Technicolor film released in September
1937.56

Given the importance of Max Factor’s work to Technicolor, it is not
surprising that he crossed paths with someone equally crucial to the company’s
success—Herbert Kalmus’ ex-wife Natalie (née Dunphy).57 She had been an
art student when she met Herbert, who was then an MIT undergraduate. The
couple married in 1902.58 Natalie Kalmus was involved in the development of
Technicolor from its beginning, often acting as a test model for color experi-
ments. She worked on the set of The Gulf Between and even went behind the
camera a few times.59

When Natalie and Herbert divorced in 1921, Natalie continued to play a
role as Technicolor’s chief color consultant, and her name appeared on the
credits of Technicolor films throughout the 1940s.60 As head of the
Technicolor Color Advisory Service, she and her fellow consultants were the
color authorities on the set, making decisions about makeup, costumes, sets,
and lighting. “The design and colors of sets, costumes, drapes, and furnish-
ings,” she wrote, “must be planned and selected just as an artist would choose
the colors from his palette.”61

Natalie Kalmus and the other consultants read the scripts and created color
schemes for each production; developed a schedule and budget with the
producers; and coordinated the work of the costumes, art, and props depart-
ments to ensure that everything on the set was in harmony.62 She described the
process:

In the preparation of a picture we read the script and prepare a color chart for the
entire production, each scene, sequence, set, and character being considered. . . .
[T]his chart must be in absolute accord with the story action. Again, it must
consider the art, principles of unity, color harmony, and contrast. Again, it must
consider the practical limitations of motion picture production and
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photography. . . . We carefully analyze each sequence and scene to ascertain what
dominant mood or emotion is to be expressed. . . . We plan the colors of the
actor’s costumes with especial care. Whenever possible, we prefer to clothe the
actor in colors that build up his or her screen personality.63

Clearly, Natalie Kalmus had very strict ideas about the proper use of color,
which may seem surprising in the context of the sometimes flamboyant render-
ing of Technicolor. In a talk presented to the Technicians Branch of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in 1935, she asserted that “a
superabundance of color is unnatural. . . . We must constantly practice color
restraint.”64 Though she once described her work as “playing ringmaster to the
rainbow,” Kalmus thought color should have a supporting role in a movie, not
the lead.65 She advocated for the use of color as an emotional storytelling tool,
for subdued and neutral color schemes, and for avoiding any jarring contrasts
of color that would distract movie viewers from the narrative.66

Directors, cinematographers, set designers, and costume designers often
resented her uncompromising vision. Rouben Mamoulian, who directed
Becky Sharp, reportedly laid down an ultimatum: “Look, tomorrow, either
she is not there or I am not there.”67 Henri Jaffa, who served as the primary
color consultant on The Wizard of Oz (and received second billing for that role
in the film’s credits), recalled, “‘Mrs. Kalmus came out to The Wizard of Oz
one day. . . . She’d appear at odd intervals on my pictures and ride the camera
boom and take it all over. Mervyn LeRoy [the film’s producer] just said, ‘Look
Natalie, we’re not having any trouble on this film, so why don’t you go to the
set around the corner?’”68 Natalie Kalmus, however, saw herself as the ultimate
mediator between the lab and the silver screen, unwavering in her commitment
to make Technicolor shine.

By the end of the 1930s, an originally tight-knit group of players, all
connected through their association with the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, had dispelled the doubts that Fortune voiced about Technicolor
in 1934. Daniel Comstock and J. Arthur Ball were especially important to its
technical development. Herbert Kalmus had been instrumental in convincing
studios that color was worth the extra cost—and in ramping up Technicolor’s
production capacity to meet demand. Natalie Kalmus helped define the para-
meters for the use of color, advising moviemakers who had always worked in
black-and-white on the new potential of color.

The complex Technicolor process was only part of a finely tuned technologi-
cal system that required ancillary inventions like lighting, makeup, and set design
to function at its peak. “Like a motion picture, which results from the collabora-
tive work of writer, director, actor, cinematographer, and so many, many more,”
Herbert Kalmus noted, “Technicolor was not the result of one invention, one
patent or one process. It was the result of progressive development, one step at a
time. . . . We had to invent and build new machines, new processes, new lights,
new dyes, and new techniques as we went along.”69 A community of increasingly
specialized professionals grew alongside the community of technologies that
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came together on the soundstages of the motion picture industry. This colla-
boration among invention, business, and art culminated in the landmark films of
the period: The Wizard of Oz (1939), Gone with the Wind (1939), and Walt
Disney’s breakthrough animated feature, Fantasia (1940).

“To the stormy decade from 1929 to 1939,” film historian John Baxter
wrote some thirty years later, “we owe all that is good in American cinema and
much that is great in film at large.”70 At the close of the 1930s, Hollywood was
thriving. The studios had a firm grip on all aspects of filmmaking, from
production to distribution. Sound-on-film had won as the system of choice
for adding not just sound effects but full dialogue to motion pictures. In 1941,
reflecting on his career, Walt Disney captured the zeitgeist of the movie
industry in the thirties: “That’s what I like about this business, the certainty
that there is always something bigger and more exciting just around the bend;
and the uncertainty of everything else.”71

Technicolor embodied that cycle of promise and failure, finally emerging
triumphant from decades of experimentation and proof-of-concept testing.
When Dorothy stepped into Oz, she led moviegoers out of the grays and
browns of Kansas, and beckoned filmmakers to follow her into a new world
of rainbow hues. “So far,” RoubenMamoulian offered somewhat lyrically, “the
screen has been using a pencil; now it is given a palette with paints.”72
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CHAPTER 8

Glamour Pink: The Marketing of Residential
Electric Lighting in the Age of Color,

1920s–1950s

Margaret Maile Petty

Urging retailers to carry its new line ofColoramic incandescent light bulbs,General
Electric proclaimed its message for the 1956–57 selling season to be “color, color,
color!”1Thiswas just one example of the nationwide, pan-industry fascinationwith
the environmental, psychological, economic, and aesthetic potential of color, as the
postwar era witnessed a rich chromatic invasion of the consumer landscape. From
jewel tones to soft buttery pastel hues, in the postwar period color signaled a
fashionable, glamorous chic and represented a broadening palette of consumer
choice. This was due in no small part to the perceived role of color in motivating
consumer product sales.2 Such attitudes led electrical manufacturers—including
General Electric, Westinghouse, and Sylvania—to begin production of a range
of “decorator” light bulbs for the residential market in the mid-1950s. Coated
in pastel-colored ceramic, the new bulbs were promoted as an easy means of
enriching colors in textiles, adding luster to polished wood surfaces, harmonizing
furniture groupings, and creating attractive new “looks” affordably for the home.
Attributing to the new product the power to instantly glamorize all that it illumi-
nated, themarketing of these bulbs emphasized theflattering quality of the colored
light for the complexion of the homemaker and the appearance of her home.3

However, while the color fever of the mid-1950s was without doubt a key
driver in the development of these specialty incandescent bulbs, it was but one
factor in their marketing. In addition to the standard rhetoric emphasizing
personal choice and fashionable accessorizing through color selection, marketing
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and promotional materials for the new colored bulbs also drew on a complex
array of deeply entrenched cultural beliefs and practices informing feminine
identity and the role of the homemaker within the domestic environment.
Employing such commonly held notions of feminine beauty, personality, and
agency, the industry’s marketing strategies situated these products within the
twin discourses of home decoration and feminine beauty, positioning electric
light within familiar, well rehearsed beliefs and practices.4

More than a one-off novelty or marketing gimmick, the pastel-hued bulbs of
the mid-1950s occupied an important position in the material and cultural
history of electric lighting in the United States. Such electric lighting applica-
tions targeted the increasing economic and cultural influence of female con-
sumers in the first half of the twentieth century.5 These products and the
narratives employed in their marketing represented a specific iteration of evol-
ving beliefs regarding the composition and enhancement of feminine beauty.
Guidelines for feminine beauty in the latter nineteenth century and throughout
the first half of the twentieth century encouraged the harmonizing of a number
of elements, including individual temperament or type, personal complexion
and coloration, and even interior decoration. With the popular adoption of
electric light around the turn of the century, the necessity of addressing
artificial lighting conditions was added to the realm of female responsibilities.6

Through such tactics (and others) the electric industry was relentless in its
efforts to domesticate electric light, offering it as a powerful tool for the capable
homemaker. This chapter explores the ways in which industry marketing
transformed the popular image of electric light from a utility to an expression
of personality and lifestyle. It contains three main themes: the synthesis of
marketing rhetoric within gendered beliefs and practices, widespread educa-
tional outreach addressing appropriate residential lighting applications, and the
situating of new, simplified products within the contemporary discourse of
consumer choice and color conditioning.

PERSONALITY, BEAUTY, AND FEMININE IDENTITY

In the popular discourse on feminine beauty and social roles during the first
two decades of the twentieth century, “personality” supplanted the nineteenth
century’s “character” as the primary mode of American self-expression. This
transformation was representative of a larger shift in the United States from a
broad cultural belief in personal character as the basis of a moral and sound
society to one largely organized around the secular and individualistic identi-
fication with personality that came to prominence in the twentieth century.7

The historian Warren Susman attributes this shift to the nation’s transition
from a producer-based to a consumer-oriented society, identifying the emer-
gence of a “new modal psychological type” within the American middle class as
a response to the nation’s newfound “culture of abundance.”8 For women,
especially, this new, more fluid and adaptable psychological outlook became
more pronounced in the first decades of the twentieth century, as popular
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culture increasingly celebrated well-known personalities as models of feminine
beauty. The cultivation of the right “look” was equated with the ability to
make the right “impression,” to get the right job, or to capture the attention of
the right man. In the twentieth century, such associations increased as beauty
became a central means for American women to access social acceptance,
popularity, and admiration. Sarah Berry, a historian of Hollywood’s star cul-
ture, has identified the emergence of a “democratic” concept of beauty in the
United States that aligns with Susman’s culture of abundance. Berry argues
that this new model of beauty was predicated upon the logic of a consumer
economy, particularly in its proposition that that any woman could appear
beautiful with “good grooming and makeup.” Berry proposes that beauty held
a recognized value for women within the nation’s growing capitalist and service
economy and as such was understood as a legitimate form of social capital. She
writes, “Women’s cosmetic self-maintenance came to be seen as one of the
requirements of feminine social values, rather than an unethical preoccupation
with personal vanity.”9

Such notions were evident in the pronouncements of leading voices in the
articulation of modern beauty standards in the United States from the 1920s
onwards. Max Factor, a prominent makeup artist during Hollywood’s golden
age and a founding figure in the modern cosmetics industry, claimed in an
interview from 1929, “Beauty is more than skin deep when observed by the
onlooker. It is everything. It creates the first impression. It may be the key to
happiness and success, the open door through which a girl finds access to those
things most desired. Nature’s work is often incomplete. Beauty is naturalness—
idealized.”10 The foundation of this naturalness for Max Factor was associated
with a woman’s personality, not her character. Factor instructed women to
look long in the mirror, studying the face to determine the personality
belonging to the reflected image.11 His insistence on women’s recognizing
their own personality through the ‘look,’ which suggested a form of externa-
lized self-scrutiny, was very much in keeping with the popular discourse of
the day, particularly in regard to the expression and embodiment of personality
as something uniquely recognizable to others. As Factor argued, “There is
a mental, guiding psychology about the decoration of one’s face. The girl who
is sprightly, vivacious, colorful in personality and disposition may wear a
more colorful make-up and not have it appear unnatural. But there is the
more siren-like, the more languorous type of beauty who must resort to
more subdued tones.”12 Factor correlated appropriate makeup choices not
with a woman’s complexion type, as was typical in the nineteenth century,
but rather with her personality.13 Such instruction appeared across women’s
advice literature and the promotional materials marketed to women consu-
mers. The frequent message was that attending to one’s grooming, color
palette, and general aesthetic coordination offered women a means to exercise
personal agency.

There was an additional benefit for industry in shifting emphasis to
personality—unlike character or complexion, personality could be altered
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or exchanged easily through makeup or the color selection and coordination
of one’s attire. Personality, as a fluid form of identity, could be determined
by the individual woman to suit her mood or objectives.14 Such attitudes
were heavily promoted in Hollywood’s fan literature in the 1920s and
1930s.15 The popular Hollywood star Joan Blondell, for example, advised
readers of the fan magazine Photoplay in 1939, “The whole secret of beauty
is change . . .A girl who neglects changing her personality gets stale mentally
as well as physically. So I’m going to vary my hair style, my type of make-up,
nail-polish, perfume.”16 This emphasis on adapting one’s personality, a
message offered in a Hollywood fan magazine and therefore in relation to
the beauty standards demonstrated by the movie stars, also informed indus-
try marketing campaigns during the period. For example, a Lady Pepperell
advertisement series ran in Photoplay and cast popular actresses such as Joan
Crawford in “Personality” bedrooms with linens color coordinated to their
screen personas.17

Such accounts of the role of personality in the feminine performance of
identity were common in beauty advice literature in the United States
throughout the 1930s and 1940s. The New York Times beauty columnist
Martha Parker wrote in 1943 of a range of facial “lighting effects” possible
with a new cosmetic powder that would allow a woman “to change her skin
tone to the color of her costume almost as easily as an electrician switches a
stage set from rose to gold.” According to Parker, the luminous new powder
would allow any woman to “wear any dress shade at all, becomingly.”18

Here, as in other similar examples from the period, one may find the correla-
tion of the transformative powers of electric illumination with that of cos-
metics and other feminine beauty aids. Certainly, in the latter 1930s and
1940s there was increasing popular interest in electric lighting—particularly
in scenic or theatrical lighting in this instance—as an accessible and adaptable
agent of transformation. In the popular press, such self-styling actualized
through new lipstick hues, facial powders, or other cosmetic fashions was
associated with personal pleasure and empowerment, particularly, as Berry
argues, the “pleasure of potentiality.”19

PERSONALITY AND COLOR IN THE DOMESTIC INTERIOR

The growing emphasis on personality as a mechanism for both expressing one’s
individuality and navigating an increasingly complex landscape of consumer
choice in the beauty industry soon began to appear as a common theme in
advice literature addressing the domestic interior and women’s roles in making
these spaces. Indeed, establishing and maintaining personality within the
domestic environment became a mainstay of the popular literature of the
period. The well-known women’s advice columnist and author Emily Post
played an important role in applying a spatialized concept of personality to
the domestic environment.20 In her 1930 publication, The Personality of a
House, Post set out a refinement of gendered nineteenth-century notions that
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closely linked the appearance and psychological spirit of the interior with that
of the female head of household. In Post’s account, this symbiotic connection
was both expressed and realized through personality. 21 Advising homemakers
to approach the domestic environment as a personalized “backdrop” for daily
life, she instructed that it be precisely tailored to the woman that it framed. Post
outlined a number of ways in which a woman might create a charming and
enchanting home that embodied her own unique personality. In Post’s taxon-
omy, color was a primary consideration in establishing a “room of charm”

because “the first thing the average person notices on entering a room is
color.”22 Others in the period similarly ranked color as highly important to
the physical manifestation of personality. In general, color was broadly con-
sidered a primary mode through which to express or modify one’s personality.

Such discourse uniting color choice with the expression of personality in the
home and for the woman herself also carried over to new lighting applications.
In 1932, for example, the Los Angeles Times reported on a demonstration of
new electric lighting techniques given by George M. Rankin, director of light-
ing for the Southern California Edison Company, who showed how colored
lights were used in retail window displays to “enhance the richness of drapes
and gowns.”23 Proposing that these same techniques could be equally effective
in the home, Rankin used a wax figure to demonstrate how various combina-
tions of colored light could “change the color of the hair and complexion, as
well as the contours of a person’s face.”24

The promise of such lighting applications for the domestic environment and
the homemaker’s personal beauty largely were put on hold during World War
II. Wartime restrictions and the disruption of typical family life in the United
States shifted popular discourse away from such concerns and focused instead
on personal restraint and contribution to the war effort.

ELECTRIC LIGHT: A “BACKGROUND FOR LIVING”

In the decade following the war, however, the leading electrical manufacturers
took direct and purposeful actions to expand the domestic consumer market
for electric lighting.25 The competitive pressure on even the biggest of
American companies to establish and maintain market share was significant,
as General Electric’s president, Charles E. Wilson, candidly described in 1947
for The Wall Street Journal: “We’re not kidding ourselves. The fight for
business in the period ahead will be more rugged than anything we’ve been
in up to now.” He further suggested that the company’s production of con-
sumer items would be greatly expanded in order to “bring into balance for the
first time G.E.’s consumer and industrial business.”26 In the hopes of gaining
advantage in the booming postwar consumer goods market, Westinghouse,
Sylvania, and G.E. focused on the all-important American way of life, position-
ing electric lighting as an essential condition of modern living.

While the major electrical manufacturers by and large had employed some
variation of the “Better Light—Better Sight” marketing campaign prior to the
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war, in the postwar period emphasis was shifted to the lifestyle benefits of a
diversity of domestic lighting applications. With the right lighting, one could
achieve increased familial harmony and psychological wellbeing, more attrac-
tive and personalized interiors, the beautification of objects and inhabitants
alike, as well as improved seeing for the efficient performance of daily domestic
tasks.27 Such eclectic light–enabled lifestyle makeovers were also marketed in
the “light-conditioning” campaigns of the mid-1950s. As G.E. advocated in its
corporate promotional literature, “Light-conditioning offers a better way of
living and of enjoying our homes. It gives you Light for Living.”28

The new focus was quickly absorbed and disseminated through popular
media. Homemakers were advised that lighting simply for utility and function
was old-fashioned, that improving the overall quality of light was essential for
the modern interior.29 In particular, indirect, shadowless illumination was
broadly promoted as the most flattering and all-around pleasing kind of light.
However, indirect lighting alone was not sufficient, and homemakers were
instructed that is should be understood as a foundation upon which to build
a more sophisticated luminous environment through the combination of a
variety of general, direct, and indirect applications. By employing a layered
lighting composition, it was suggested, one could easily enhance or adjust the
appearance of any room along with its contents and inhabitants. A variety of
sources—including popular home and garden literature, lighting spokeswomen
(who typically worked for manufacturers), residential lighting demonstrations,
and how-to booklets—inundated homemakers with information and advice
about how to best integrate electric lighting into their interior décor to create
luminous “backgrounds for living.”30 As G.E claimed, “We are no longer just
selling light bulbs; we are selling luminous environment.”31

A LIGHT BULB THAT FLATTERS

One of the more commonly cited problems in selling modern lighting to
postwar consumers was the complexity of applications and the many elements
necessary to realize a complete interior illumination scheme. While it was
a something of a straightforward marketing task to sell electric washing
machines, dryers, dishwashers, and other domestic appliances, electric lighting
was a complicated system of parts that could not be easily wrapped up and sold
as a self-contained unit to American consumers. This problem was amplified
further by the increasing emphasis on indirect lighting as the most flattering
backdrop for modern living because this approach required the integration of
lighting fixtures into architectural elements or the use of other masking and
reflecting devices. Furthermore, indirect lighting did not obviate the need for
localized task and accent lighting, and there remained the issue of control
systems, including dimmers and switches. For example, a typical feature
appearing in The American Home in 1949 entitled “New Life with New
Light!” encouraged readers to transform their living spaces and lifestyles with
modern electric lighting.32 The article suggested a number of applications,
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including recessed lighting in bookshelves, accent lighting for the china display
cabinet, niche lighting for a shadow box that was adjustable with dimmers, and
recessed cove lighting along a room’s cornice (Fig. 8.1). Choosing and imple-
menting the right products for these purposes would certainly have proved a
daunting challenge for many homemakers with limited knowledge of the
standards and requirements of such varied and complicated lighting installa-
tions. And this was just one example. As The Washington Post observed in
1956, “it is obviously impossible to arrive at a single lighting formula that can
be applied to all situations.”33

Addressing this issue, the electrical industry consolidated its efforts in the
early 1950s to simplify the message to consumers. Lighting manufacturers
and regional utility providers joined forces on a variety of educational
marketing campaigns to communicate simplified guidelines for residential
lighting to consumers.34 These programs typically suggested a limited range
of solutions to the most common lighting challenges in the home, often
presenting illumination guidelines as “recipes,” invoking familiar tasks for
the homemaker and thereby further naturalizing the technology of electric
light and its integration into daily domestic life.35 By and large, this material
did little to simplify domestic lighting, however. For example, the thirty-
eight-page General Electric booklet See Your Home in a New Light, dis-
tributed to over fourteen million readers by 1955, included a dizzying range
of specialized and detailed recommendations (Fig. 8.2).36

Perhaps more appropriate given the issue at hand, the industry also was
developing much more simplified lifestyle lighting products in this period that
promised a host of benefits in a single application. The actress and beauty
columnist Arlene Dahl eagerly announced just such a rumored product in
her syndicated column “Let’s be Beautiful” in 1955.37 Warning readers that
lighting “can do a lot toward making or breaking a beauty reputation,” Dahl
breathlessly described the flattering effects of a new pink-toned light bulb: “It’s
amazing how your complexion—and indeed your whole room—gets a beauty
boost when you use these bulbs instead of ordinary white ones.”38 Dahl,
perhaps mimicking the era’s gossip columnists, did not name the manufacturer
of the new pink bulbs, indicating only that a “major electric company” had
developed them. Despite the hushed tone, these new pink bulbs and other
pastel colored bulbs like them were hardly a secret and indeed would garner
much attention in the media during the second half of 1955. Importantly,
these bulbs united popular beliefs and aspirations regarding feminine beauty,
the decoration of the domestic interior, and obtaining a modern lifestyle for
maximum marketing appeal.39

One of the first of these products was the Softlight incandescent bulb,
introduced by Sylvania Electric in early 1955 and promoted as specially
designed to “flatter home furnishings and occupants.”40 Coated with a
“pearl-pink” ceramic finish, the bulb produced a softer light than conventional
frosted types, which warmed the appearance of colors within its luminous
reach. The Softlight made yellow appear orange, blue register as soft gray,
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Fig. 8.1 Gendered before-and-after illustrations of the new lighting possibilities
promoted in popular and trade media

Note how each image features the normative middle-class female homemaker-as-consumer standing
in her living room. One is in a housedress pondering what might be done about the lighting and the
other is dressed smartly for the evening and her guests, who can enjoy an elaborate configuration of
modern lighting applications, including one that creates a reflection of their hostess.

Source: “New Life with New Light!,” The American Home, May 1949, 98, author’s collection.
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Fig. 8.2 Sample pages from G.E. promotional materials featuring lighting recom-
mendations for women’s and men’s grooming rituals

The straightforward language and illustrations were intended to educate the consumer on
the requirements necessary for each task-specific application. On these pages, that consumer
was a woman.
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Fig. 8.2 (continued)

The text on the left began with a play on words about romantic relationships and then addressed
the female homemaker directly: “It takes two to make-up. The two lamps in this recipe aid you in
applying make-up smoothly and directly. . . . ”

Source: General Electric Company, Lamp Division, See Your Home in a New Light: Tested Light-
Conditioning Recipes that Create Light for Living, 1955, author’s collection.
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and gave a “warmer, deeper tone to orange and beige colors.”41 Flattering
“complexions, wood grains of furniture and colors of fabrics,” the Softlight
bulbs also provided “indirect lighting without special fixtures.”42 Directly on
the heels of Sylvania, General Electric released its Glamour Pink bulb in
September 1955. Promoting it nationwide, G.E. utilized much of the same
marketing rhetoric as Sylvania had for its Softlight product, emphasizing the
ways in which the pink enamel coated bulb could enrich warm colors and
the luster of polished furniture. G.E.’s most striking claim, though, was that
the glamour pink bulb would “do more for a woman’s complexion than any
lighting device since the candle.”43

In August of the following year, Westinghouse Electric introduced the
Beauty Tone family of pastel tinted light bulbs. Like Sylvania’s Softlight and
G.E.’s Glamour bulb, this new product line was promoted for its decorative
and beauty-enhancing effects.44 Building on the “phenomenal” acceptance of
the previous year’s pink-tinted light bulbs, Westinghouse offered its own
version and introduced two additional colors. The Candlelight Beauty Tone
amplified yellows, yellow-reds, and yellow-greens, and the Aqua Beauty Tone
provided “an atmosphere of coolness” and complimented blues and blue
greens. The general manager of Westinghouse’s lamp division, F. M. Sloan,
reported to the Tribune: “The various tinted light bulbs can be used to cool or
warm a room or a corner, to express taste and personality, to create a special
atmosphere for an evening or a season, or to recast a color scheme to accom-
modate new purchases or a change in furniture arrangement.”45

One month after Westinghouse released its line of colored bulbs, General
Electric introduced the Coloramic family in four shades: Dawn Pink, Sky Blue,
Sun Gold, and Spring Green. G.E. advertised its new product line in fashion-
able, full-color, full-page layouts in popular, nationally distributed magazines
as well as in television commercials aired during primetime.46 An advertisement
appearing in Lifemagazine in 1957 was typical of the new marketing campaign
(Fig. 8.3). Enticing readers to “Give your home four ‘new looks,’ ” the adver-
tisement featured a photograph of a stylish modern living room divided into
four sections, each corresponding in hue to one of the Coloramic bulbs to
illustrate the dramatic effects of their colored light on the décor. Summarizing
the properties and benefits of the new pastel bulbs, the advertisement described
the range of desirable and lively atmospheres they produced. Carrying the
“Live Better Electrically” logo, the advertisement also situated the new G.E.
products within the industry’s larger lifestyle campaign.47

The marketing of colored incandescent light bulbs, in addition to appealing
to such traditional home decoration concerns, capitalized on the intense interest
in color as a consumer lifestyle choice in the postwar period.48 Color had long
been a focal point of interest and concern for women in terms of beauty, interior
decoration, and personal expression. In the United States, moreover, from the
1930s onwards color—particularly “color conditioning”—became a primary
concern across a spectrum of industries as a means of enhancing a host of
human activities involving vision, safety, worker satisfaction, and consumer
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Fig. 8.3 Advertisement for Coloramic light bulbs by General Electric, 1957

The focus on the living room and interior decoration presupposed a female audience, as did the
language. The “Dawn Pink” bulb is “warm and intimate,” lending the “white table top a rosy glow”;
“Sky Blue” is “lovely to the complexion” and, claims the ad, “makes the room look larger” (a clear
theme inFig. 7.1 aswell). After describing the decorative effects of the other twobulbs, the text returns
to the homemaker’s appearance: “Flatter your rugs and draperies—and your complexion too!”

Source: Life, October 28, 1957, 147, collection of Regina Lee Blaszczyk.
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interest.49 In the postwar period, however, the fascination with color as a
mechanism for fueling the consumer market reached unprecedented levels. An
article appearing in The Washington Post in 1951 called attention to the rising
swell of support for color across industry and the consuming public as the decade
opened.50 Interviewing Faber Birren, one of nation’s leading industrial color
consultants, the author described Birren’s belief in the benefits of color for the
home and the workplace, but ultimately and most importantly for sales: “We buy
food when it looks appetizing, clothes when they are becoming, and we insist
that our homes be attractive and livable. Color is often the determining factor in
what we select and what we reject.”51 Similarly, in 1953 the New York Times,
covering recent marketing and advertising news, reported: “The [color] trend is
expected to be accelerated in the consumer goods field as the country moves into
an expanding buyers’market.”52 The Times also interviewed the color consultant
Howard Ketcham, who argued that the introduction of color television was
a major factor in the use of color in the marketing of products, particularly in the
decorating, apparel, and home furnishing sectors. As Ketcham explained, mar-
keters in these areas were “planning to present their products in full color on the
screen.” As a means of further differentiating consumer products, colors were
selected for products according to their gender appropriateness. Cosmetics were
to be packaged in “soft feminine colors,” while razor blades would be packaged
in “more masculine hues.”53

It made sense then that General Electric first approached the market with its
colored incandescent bulbs in Glamour Pink or that Westinghouse responded
with Candlelight and Aqua. The research of color consultants like Birren and
Ketcham suggested that manufacturers could reasonably expect that women
would identify with these distinctly feminine colors. Furthermore, the pastel
light bulbs enabled women to easily and affordably exchange one fashionable
hue for another, thus engaging with the rhetoric of personality and the need to be
able to adjust or change its expression at will. The ability to quickly transform a
look with color, whether addressing personal beauty or a home interior, had been
a primary means of expressing personality since at least the 1930s. Thus, the ease
with which a woman could switch a light bulb and change the entire color palette
of her environment was an obvious advantage and lamp manufacturers were
careful to emphasize this feature. General Electric’s Coloramic advertisements
boldly proclaimed that for a little over a dollar a homemaker could “decorate a
room.” If color trends changed with the seasons, a woman could keep pace with
fashions by simply “bulbsnatching”—an act facilitated by purchasing Coloramic
bulbs in a convenient four-pack carton.54 While this was a particularly accessible
price point for such stylish impulses, the same consumer logic of color was applied
across a wide range of domestic products—from phones and clocks to washing
machines and refrigerators. As Regina Blaszczyk summarizes in The Color
Revolution, “the manufacturers’ challenge was to turn a utilitarian product into
a fashion accessory.”55

Clearly indicative of the major electrical manufacturers’ desire to stake out
the largest possible share of the residential lighting sector, the marketing of
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these products incorporated the principle decorative responsibilities of the
modern homemaker and provided a simple solution coalesced within a single
pastel-tinted light bulb. For at least half a century women had been instructed
through etiquette manuals, home decoration guidebooks, advice columns,
and other popular literature to embody and express their personality through
their attire and interiors, to color coordinate and harmonize their interiors
and themselves within these spaces, to select cosmetics that would flatter their
complexions, and to determine the right light in which they should be seen.
With the introduction of colored incandescent light bulbs, women were
placed at the center of a cultural and technological trajectory that gathered
together these broad themes and developments within a solitary colored light
bulb. The soft-hued light of these bulbs was associated with transformative
and harmonizing abilities that could enrich and glamourize textiles and
furnishings, provide atmosphere and charm, and beautify the homemaker
and her guests.56 Although evidence of the effectiveness of this message on
its target audience remains elusive, certainly such notions played an important
role in the lighting industry’s efforts to expand the market for domestic
lighting products in the postwar period. In this respect, the industry was
successful, with over one billion incandescent bulbs sold to the residential
market in 1955.57

CONCLUSION

The postwar American consumer market was a heady environment, redolent
in the promise of a more improved way of life than anyone had ever seen—
more of everything, and everything better, bigger, brighter, and more
colorful. With women in command of much of the household purchasing,
American industry tailored key products and messages to the female con-
sumer. Color was, perhaps more than ever, a primary factor in gendered
marketing efforts as well as in broader industry aims to encourage the color-
conditioning of the American consumer environment.58 The postwar mar-
keting of electric lighting, particularly as evidenced in the pastel-coated light
bulbs of the mid-1950s, was exemplary of the character of America’s post-
war consumer culture and its widespread embrace of color. The electrical
industry framed its marketing campaigns of select products to engage female
consumers with long-held notions of home and domestic space, particularly
that of the creation and nurturing of this environment as an extension of
themselves. Furthermore, finding and using the “right” light was correlated
with personal beauty and pitched as an ephemeral, but powerful modern
beauty aid. In the postwar period, electric light, especially colored light, was
sold as an agent of glamour—flattering and beautifying textiles, furniture,
and people. The vibrant, multihued interiors featured in G.E.’s Coloramic
advertisements represented the fashionable potential of electric light in the
postwar era.
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In countless advertisements, promotional items, and advice pieces, electric
light was described as a uniquely adaptable and effective aid in the management
and decoration of the home. In these accounts, not only did electric light
facilitate the performance of daily tasks—sewing, cooking, reading, dressing,
and so on—but it also promised to make everyone within the household feel
and look better.59 Such messages were surely difficult to ignore and would
seem to have proved effective for the lighting industry. By 1961 half of all
electric light bulbs sold in the United States were for residential use; and by
1965 over three billion light bulbs were being sold each year.60 As the electrical
industry had hoped at the outset of the postwar period, by the close of the
1950s they had successfully sold electric lighting as a vital ingredient in the
“American way of life,” as a powerful tool in the arsenal of the homemaker, as
an easily accessible means of personalizing the domestic environment.
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CHAPTER 9

Life in Color: Life Magazine and the Color
Reproduction of Works of Art

Melissa Renn

If there was one important influence in my life as far as art went, it was Life
magazine because for the first time there were good reproductions of American
paintings.

—Robert Indiana, artist, 20091

Life [is] the most significant single force in the appreciation of art in America.

—C. Powell Minnigerode, director of Corcoran Gallery of Art, 19402

Although Lifemagazine has most often been associated with the publication of
powerful black-and-white photographs, it played a pioneering role in the
history of color reproduction and color photography.3 Life’s “large scale
experiment in color printing” was due to the editorial staff’s desire, from the
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outset, to print works of art in color for its readers.4 As editor Henry Robinson
Luce articulated in the magazine’s 1936 prospectus, readers would not only
“see life” and “see the world” but also “see man’s work—his paintings, towers,
and discoveries.”5 And they would see much of it in color.

Since the magazine was founded during the broader color revolution of the
1930s, Life’s editors—including Luce, John Shaw Billings, and Daniel
Longwell—were keen on using color in a range of ways in their new publica-
tion, from advertisements to stories on art and other subjects.6 Printing art in
color, in particular, was central both to the magazine’s mission and to Luce’s
larger vision of an “American Century.” In that now famous essay of 1941,
Luce argued that the United States should not only abandon its isolationist
stance and spread democracy abroad but also export its culture and technology.
Indeed, he asked his readers to envision “an America which will send out
through the world its technical and artistic skills.”7

R. R. DONNELLY AND COLOR REPRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Life’s ability to print color reproductions of art for a mass audience was made
possible by key advances in printing processes in 1934 by R. R. Donnelley and
Sons, the Chicago-based firm that also printed Luce’s Time magazine.8 By
combining a rotary press with smaller printing cylinders, building a gas heater
right into the printing press, and developing a heat-set process for instantly
drying ink, Donnelley could print both sides of coated paper simultaneously
and thus increase production from six thousand to fifteen thousand impres-
sions an hour. This quick, efficient, and cost-saving four-color printing process
meant that Donnelley could mass-produce color images in a periodical format
at a low cost.

Time tested these methods in an experimental color insert on the American
painters Thomas Hart Benton, John Steuart Curry, Grant Wood, and others
for their December 24, 1934, issue, which featured Benton on the cover. Due
in part to the success of this insert, the editors discussed forming a picture
magazine, one that would not only print the best photographs but also
regularly include color spreads on art. According to Daniel Longwell, “the
real start of the whole art program [at Life] was this little four-page experiment
in TIME. It gave us a hint of the popularity of the paintings and gave us our
theme for the first few years.”9

Not long after, Luce contracted Donnelley to print his new magazine, Life.
The inaugural issue, published on November 23, 1936, and best remembered
for Margaret Bourke-White’s now-iconic black-and-white photograph of the
Fort Peck Dam on its cover, contained a four-page, full-color feature on the art
of John Steuart Curry.10Life followed this story with a piece on art nearly every
week thereafter, alternating between articles on European masters and con-
temporary American artists.11

In 1937, Life explained the revolutionary color printing process that made
such colorful spreads possible in a “Speaking of Pictures” article entitled “How
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a Four-Color Letterpress Page is Printed.” On the left side of the opening
spread, in black and white, were photographs and a detailed diagram illustrat-
ing the process of how an advertisement was printed for the magazine. The
caption below the images touted the new technology’s incredible productivity:
“This press prints 3,200 to 4,000 color sheets, with as many as 18 LIFE pages
on one side of the sheet, in an hour.”12 On the right side of the spread, Life
printed at the top of the page—in color—the four color swatches used in
standard letterpress printing. Below was a step-by-step explanation, using an
image of a tree as an example, of how “varying colors are achieved not by
printing dots of color on top of each other but by printing dots so closely
together that, to the naked eye, they seem to merge.”13 While many “Speaking
of Pictures” articles were printed in black and white, this one, significantly,
used color to show precisely how the process worked.

Donnelley likewise celebrated its printing innovations in its own advertise-
ments, such as one entitled “Exploding Ink!” Below a colorful image showing
printers at work, the text recounted the origins of Donnelley’s pioneering
printing process, which made it possible to produce a high-quality magazine,
such as Life, for what was then a low newsstand price of ten cents. The
advertisement explained,

In 1936 one of our clients wanted to publish a new magazine—LIFE—a maga-
zine to combine 50¢ magazine quality with news speed. They wanted to take
photographs one day and ship finished magazines the next. Furthermore they
wanted their pictures printed with all the snap and brilliance possible—and lots of
contrast.

Fortunately, for six months we had been experimenting with a new combina-
tion of methods and materials: new ink, new papers, and a new gadget on a rotary
press—a blast furnace on a small scale. The new ink was made not with the
traditional linseed oil, but with something very like naphtha. The instant after
ink met paper, the printed paper, traveling hundreds of feet a minute, flashed
through the flames, and right there—at 2100 ºF, or so—the ‘something’ went up
in smoke, exploded right out of the ink, leaving the pigment hard and dry. . . .
LIFElike pictures at high speed.14

PRAISE FOR COLOR IN LIFE

Donnelley’s innovations made color printing so fast and cost-effective that Life
could publish reproductions of art in color in its pages on a weekly basis, not to
mention advertisements and other features. (See, for example, Fig. 8.3). Life’s
readers wrote in frequently, commending the magazine for its accomplish-
ments in color printing. One reader stated that the art reproductions were
“the best feature in LIFE, and the editors should have at least one art subject
each week,” while another commented that “here at last is a magazine, that will
bring to the eyes of the public, American works of art.”15
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Life wanted not only the public’s approval, however, but also that of the art
establishment. In late 1937, a Life staff member, David Scherman, wrote the
director of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Herbert E. Winlock, with a
request for him to evaluate the content of the magazine’s recent articles on art
as well as the quality of the color reproductions. Scherman sent Winlock a copy
of the December 6, 1937, issue, which featured a story on historic Japanese
prints, and asked for his expert opinion:

As you may perhaps have noticed, LIFE has, since its beginning a year ago, made
classical and contemporary art an integral part of its weekly editorial presenta-
tions. To find out what degree of success LIFE has enjoyed in this field, we can
only turn to those who know . . . [Y]ou would be doing LIFE an invaluable service
by letting us have your reactions to what we have been trying to do this past
year—for, after all, it is only through the critical comment of experts that future
editorial policies can be intelligently guided.16

That December also saw the publication of one of Life’s first large-scale color
art stories, which the magazine created in collaboration with the staff of the
Frick Collection in New York. Published as the cover story for the Christmas
issue, the article contained a portfolio of the Frick’s greatest works, including
Piero della Francesca’s St. John and Giovanni Bellini’s St. Francis in the
Desert.17

Life’s feature on the Frick Collection was the first of many Christmas issues
that reproduced art in color for special cover stories. Beginning with its
December 28, 1942, issue—which printed Raphael’s Alba Madonna in color
on the cover—the editors regularly highlighted art in its Christmas annual.18

Of the thirty-six Christmas issues Life produced during its years of weekly
publication, sixteen were centered on art, and fourteen of those featured
canonical Christian art from the Renaissance.19

Besides publishing art at the Christmas holiday, Life also produced other
series on European art. In 1938, for example, it announced plans for a group
of articles focused on “America’s Great Collections” in order to bring its
readers “outstanding art treasures from all schools and all centuries . . . in full
rich color reproductions.”20 It began with a piece on “England’s Greatest
Portraitists in America,” and followed with surveys of Italian, Spanish,
German, Flemish, and French paintings in American collections.21 Letters
again poured in from readers with appreciation for the color spreads of art in
Life. For example, Morris Graves, Kenneth Callahan, and the ten other
members of the Seattle-based artists’ association Group of Twelve, along
with three other artists practicing in the Pacific Northwest (Louis Demott
Bunce, Malcolm Roberts, and Andrew McD. Vincent), wrote, “We wish to
express our profound appreciation of your contribution to American culture
by the reproduction of masterpieces of painting, both old and modern. Your
choice of pictures and the technique of reproduction are of the highest
order.”22
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Life’s series on European paintings in American collections not only made
such art more accessible to the American public, it also portrayed the United
States as the heart of the art world by emphasizing European art in specifically
American collections. These articles both anticipated and contributed to the
postwar shift in the art world from Paris to New York. Through the series
“Great Paintings in American Collections,” the magazine presented the United
States as a site where art collecting flourished and where one could experience
great masterpieces. Although the decision to do such stories was due, in part,
to Life’s difficulty in getting “color cameras into Italy or Germany or France”
to photograph art at sites and in collections abroad before and during World
War II, the magazine’s editors also aimed to show the United States as a key
player in the global art scene.23 As Daniel Longwell later reflected, while the
“war shut us off from the great museums of the world[,] . . . it made us realize
that many of the art treasures of the world were in American museums and
American collectors’ hands.”24

Life not only covered historical art in American collections but also the
work of contemporary American artists, producing stories on Charles
Burchfield, Georgia O’Keeffe, and Charles Sheeler, among many others.25

In 1940, the magazine further expanded its reach by publishing its first
book on art, Modern American Painting. For this project, the editors
enlisted the critic Peyton Boswell, Jr., of Art Digest, to write a book on
“America’s new school of native painting.”26 Drawn largely from Life’s
articles on American art, the book featured eighty-nine full-color reproduc-
tions of works by American artists ranging from Benjamin West and John
Trumbull to George Bellows and Edward Hopper (all but one of the works
had been previously published in the magazine). For the contemporary
section, Boswell—and Life—selected predominantly American Scene and
realist painters, artists they viewed as quintessentially American both in
subject and style. With the exception of Georgia O’Keeffe, no other artists
from Alfred Stieglitz’s circle were included, nor were American modernists
working in a cubist or abstract idiom (the work they included by O’Keeffe
was her 1932 representational painting White Barn).27

Many of the living artists selected for inclusion in Modern American
Painting appreciated the publicity and recognized what Life was doing for
American art with the book, and more broadly. Shortly after the book’s release,
Thomas Hart Benton wrote to one of the editors:

Although I follow painting pretty closely the book was a revelation to me. I
don’t think I had ever realized the extent and strength of our American move-
ment. This book brings out conclusively the existence of a great American
school, varied, interesting and alive. I am glad to be a part of that school and
as a part of it glad also to say that this first pictorial survey of its effect which
Life, Dodd-Mead, and Peyton Boswell have organized is going to be of ines-
timable benefit in setting up closer relationships between the American public
and the art which belongs to it.28
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Grant Wood also congratulated Life on the publication: “Frankly, the thing
that impressed me most was seeing all those beautiful reproductions brought
together and realizing fully for the first time what a tremendous thing you folks
of LIFE have done for American art.”29

In his introduction toModern American Painting, Boswell likewise credited
Life for the “growth of American art appreciation” and for “sagaciously recog-
nizing the presence of an authentic American School even before it became the
vital movement it is today.”30 He then argued: “America today is developing a
School of Painting which promises to be the most important movement in the
world of art since the days of the Italian Renaissance.”31 Boswell continued,

A major difference between [Winslow] Homer, [Albert Pinkham] Ryder and
[Thomas] Eakins and such present-day painters as [Edward] Hopper, [Henry Ellis]
Mattson and [Alexander] Brook is that the contemporaries have the good fortune to
live in an age that wants to understand them. America now, mature and flushed with
the pride of national strength, demands an art of her own. It was not thus when
Copley traded his honest Yankee birthright for the frills of George III’s London, or
the lonely Ryder painted his gems in a dirty New York garret. Our painters have
discovered America. And America has discovered her painters. Today America need
no longer dwell in Europe’s house and live with Europe’s art. America, in art, as in
material progress, has a native spirit. . . . Only when our artists began to explore the
highways and byways of their own land did their art take on the earthy fragrance of
their native soil. Grant Wood is one of those artists who came home to learn.32

In this book, Boswell and Life presented the United States as the heir of
Western civilization, and as its very future, a sentiment that Life, and Luce,
frequently expressed. As the magazine stated in an advertisement that opened
the January 30, 1939 issue, “LIFE firmly and sincerely believes that the great
future of the world’s Art lies in America, rather than in war-torn Europe.”
Boswell’s nationalism clearly resonated with the American public, and the book
sold in record numbers. Significantly, it was also one of the first publications to
reproduce so many works of contemporary American art in color.33

THE WAR IN COLOR

During World War II, Life continued to produce stories on art, covering
historical art in American collections as well as contemporary American art. In
1941, the magazine also began commissioning artists to document the war in
color.34 Between 1941 and 1945, Life sent its artist-correspondents worldwide
to sketch, paint, and record every aspect of the war, from preparations at home to
battles abroad to the experiences of civilians during wartime.35 The editors
viewed these commissions as an essential supplement to the magazine’s photo-
graphic reporting. As an early 1943 advertisement stated, the purpose of the
program was to “get a series of pictures that will make Life readers feel they have
actually eye-witnessed the great events taking place at the front.”36 One of Life’s
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artist-correspondents, Fletcher Martin, likewise argued that painters could not
only document events but also convey the emotional experience of war:

The painter can make a more personal statement than the camera. His record can
be stronger than the camera’s because he can eliminate unnecessary detail and
concentrate on the significant. Some of my work that digressed frankly from
actuality met the approval of the fighting men themselves. They responded to it
and said I’d got the feel of the action. That was the acid test.37

Technical limitations of cameras at the time also led to the editors’ decision to
hire artists to paint the war. Even though more portable and faster cameras had
been developed by the 1940s, the technology had not advanced enough to
shoot all aspects of war. As editor Daniel Longwell described, “One of the
things to remember about the war artists was that Eastman had not yet
developed fast color film and the color film procedure was too slow to report
the war in action.”38

Of course, when it could, Life published color photographs of the war in its
pages. One especially notable example was a 1944 article entitled “War Ravages
Italy’s Art: Allies Try to Save the Great Relics,” which included color photo-
graphs by staff photographer George Silk.39 Clearly there was a demand to see
the war in color. As Longwell noted, “Probably the single article in LIFE that
caused the most talk and interest in the past month were the color pictures of
ruined churches and their Medieval art that appeared in the July 24 issue.”40

For Life’s editors, the combination of paintings, drawings, photographs, and
text could give a more complete picture of the war, and with the color
reproduction technology already in place, the magazine could easily print
reproductions of war art for its readers. It published the work of its artist-
correspondents both as part of its regular war reports and in special features. In
1943, for its Christmas issue, it published, in color, Fletcher Martin’s painting
of a nurse tending to a wounded soldier lying in a tent in North Africa. The
flaps of the tent open to reveal a single bright star shining in a dark night sky
over ruins in the distance, the composition evoking the Nativity. Inside the
issue was a thirty-six-page color portfolio of war paintings by six of the war
artists, with a commentary by John Hersey.41 Two years later, in the April 30,
1945 issue, Life published another twenty-five-page full-color article high-
lighting the work of its artist-correspondents. As editor Edward K.
Thompson later reflected, “[other publications] didn’t have the graphic
approach which put our readers right at the ringside . . .You’ve heard scores
of people say that LIFE outdid the newspapers in reporting the war.”42

THE WORLD IN COLOR

After the war, Life expanded its art program even further, sending its staff to
every corner of the world to photograph historic works of art and architecture,
many of which had been previously inaccessible. In 1945, for its annual
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Christmas issue, the magazine did a feature on the Benozzo Gozzoli frescoes in
Florence and included a color foldout of Fernand Bourges’s photographs of
the frescoes in the Chapel of the Magi in the Palazzo Medici.43 In 1948, the
Christmas issue highlighted Giotto’s frescoes in the Scrovegni Chapel in
Padua, and featured twenty-three pages of color photographs.44

The following year, in 1949, Life produced a twenty-two-page cover story
on the Sistine Chapel, publishing the first color photographs of Michelangelo’s
frescoes, along with a three-page foldout of the ceiling. The special issue broke
all sales records.45 According to Daniel Longwell, “it was the only art feature I
ever knew of that sold out an issue completely . . . [T]he copies all but disap-
peared from the New York newsstands on the day of publication.”46 Many in
the art world wrote the editors with their praise. René d’Harnoncourt, the
director of the Museum of Modern Art, for example, commended Life for the
“beautiful reproductions of the Sistine Ceiling,” acknowledging that he never
“believed it possible that so much of its monumental strength could be con-
veyed through the pages of a magazine.”47

Capitalizing on the story’s success, Life also issued reprints of the Sistine
Ceiling foldout for museums to sell. This experience led the editors to con-
sider, two years later, creating a “Print of the Month Club” modeled after the
Book of the Month Club’s stamp program. The project would have produced
—for potential sale at museums nationwide—miniature reproductions of great
works of art on stamps, which collectors could paste into scrapbooks.48

Although this specific plan never materialized, it revealed Life’s continual
interest in expanding its art enterprise.

In the postwar period, Life increasingly covered non-Western art. In 1946,
for example, the magazine produced a lavish cover story on the art and
architecture of Beijing. The article showcased striking color photographs of
the city’s “timeless treasures” by staff photographer Dmitri Kessel.49 Such
reports on China were not uncommon in Life, as Luce had a lifelong fascina-
tion with the East. Born in China in 1898, Luce was passionate about Chinese
culture, history, and politics. His early years in China shaped his view on the
role of the United States in the world, and often influenced the editorial
content of Life, infusing the magazine with a global cultural perspective.50

In 1947, Life’s editors inaugurated their most ambitious educational effort
to date. Realizing that they had yet to publish a complete survey of Western art,
they produced a ten-part series, much of it illustrated in color, on the history of
Western culture. Although similar surveys were also published during this
period, no contemporaneous publications on the topic printed as many color
images as Life did.51 The series opened with the “Renaissance Man” in Italy, in
order “to give Americans a perspective on history . . . so that they can determine
their future.”52 Four years later, the articles were assembled into a single book,
to which was added a final chapter devoted solely to the United States. In both
structure and viewpoint, the book echoed George Berkeley’s 1726 poem
“Westward the Course of Empire” and Frederick Jackson Turner’s 1893
“The Significance of the Frontier in American History.”53 Life’s Picture
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History of Western Man was an immediate bestseller. In 1951 alone, sales
reached two hundred thousand.54

AMERICA IN COLOR

Life followed its successful history of Western culture with an eight-part survey
of American art, architecture, and design from the colonial period to the
present entitled “America’s Arts and Skills.” Launched in 1955, the series
was initially proposed by Charles F. Montgomery, the director of the
Winterthur Museum in Delaware. Two years earlier, in 1953, Montgomery
wrote a Life staff member,

Long before I came to Winterthur I was deeply interested in American antiques as
cultural history. My belief has always been that as a part of American history they
are infinitely more important than as collectors’ items or isolated objects of
art . . .Having been a reader of LIFE since the first issue, I have watched closely
the marvelous coverage which you have had of European arts and the great series
on both them and the History of Western Man. Occasionally and, I hastily add,
more often than any other national magazine, you have carried material on
American arts. However, as I look back on it, it seems to me that the coverage
has been in the nature of bits and pieces. . . . Sometime I hope it will be feasible
for LIFE to do a survey of American culture in a continuing series of articles.55

In that same letter, Montgomery invited the magazine’s staff to “spend a day or
two” in Delaware to experience the museum’s collection and its newly founded
Winterthur Program in Early American Culture.56 Alves quickly replied with
enthusiasm. Agreeing with him that such a story would “undoubtedly make a
fine contribution to our cultural independence,” she swiftly passed his proposal
on to the art department.57

Montgomery’s suggestion fell on receptive ears; certainly a project focused
on America’s contributions to civilization logically followed the Western cul-
ture survey. In another letter, Montgomery outlined his vision for the series—
how it would trace “the development of a distinct American cultural tradition
as represented by the things our people have used in the business of daily
living” from “their trestle tables, Philadelphia highboys, Murphy beds, . . .
butter churns and automatic dishwashers” to their “harpsichords and television
sets; their salt box houses and garden apartments; their prairie schooners and
family trailers.”58

Montgomery, as director of the first graduate program in the United States
devoted to the interdisciplinary study of material culture and the decorative
arts, explained his rationale for selecting such everyday objects to the editors:
“America’s strongest esthetic impulse has been until recent years in the direc-
tion of the utilitarian arts,” and such objects were the “very essence of our
national culture.”59 Montgomery’s proposal appealed to them, and the project
advanced.
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Life then hosted two conferences, first at Winterthur, and then in New York,
bringing together experts to determine the scope and content of the series.
The first conference, held on December 6, 1954, was called the “Winterthur
Conference on the Place of Objects and Ideas in Early American
History.”60Life followed it with an event four days later at Rockefeller Center
entitled “Series on American Culture in Perspective.” For this occasion, some of
the scholars from the earlier Winterthur conference—including Roger
Butterfield, Marshall Davidson, and Howard Mumford Jones—came to New
York to share their ideas with Life’s staff. Afterward, the editors sent the maga-
zine’s best photographers—including Eliot Elisofon, Arnold Newman, Andreas
Feininger, and Gjon Mili—nationwide with detailed shooting scripts.61

Published in 1955−1956, Life’s “America’s Arts and Skills” series was
promoted nationwide through museums, events, and even on television, such
as a short film on the making of a traditional New England boiled dinner at
Sturbridge Village.62 The pioneering series presented American culture, in
color, with an emphasis on American innovations and ingenuity. It began
with the “The Practical World of the Colonists” and progressed chronologi-
cally to cover the “Look of Liberty in Craftsmanship,” “The Age of
Homespun,” “The Magnificent Greek Revival,” “The Fabulous Frontier,”
“The Timeless Southwest,” and “An Age of Gilded Opulence,” and concluded
with an article on the invention of mass production and a celebration of the
beauty of industry.63

Historians and curators worldwide congratulated Life’s staff on the series.
For example, John Cummings, curator at the Bucks County Historical Society,
wrote Eliot Elisofon, complimenting him on his photography, and added,
“Articles such as these are an extremely valuable contribution to American
culture and the perpetuation of our American heritage.”64 The series likewise
received positive reviews abroad, as Daniel Longwell related to his fellow
editors:

The biggest item of prestige for LIFE I heard about in Europe was your
Americana series. . . . Editors, Museum Directors and so forth abroad all spoke
about it. It was a curious feeling to have the assistant director of the Museum of
Modern Art in Paris tell me . . . that what she would like to see from America were
some of the things LIFE was printing on the early arts and crafts. She was
fascinated by the development of American architecture from wooden houses.
In a dumb way I suddenly realized that they haven’t had wood to build with in
France or Italy for a thousand years or more and naturally their architecture
developed from stone.65

Given the great response to the articles, Life, as it had previously done with
other successful series, compiled the individual stories and published them in
1957 as a full-length survey entitled America’s Arts and Skills, which included
an introduction by Charles F. Montgomery.66 The lavishly illustrated book was
published almost entirely in color, which was notable for its time.67 Indeed, if
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not for Life’s early advances in the field of color reproductions, such a volume
would not have been possible. In his review of the book for the New York
Times, Francis Henry Taylor, director of the Worcester Art Museum, thanked
the magazine for using its “vast and almost limitless photographic resources”
and for the “editorial ingenuity of its writers.”68 Not since the Index of
American Design during the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s,
had a group of artists, photographers, curators, and scholars come together
to document, in color, the artistic and material culture of the United States.69

THE COLOR SPECTACLE

The “America’s Arts and Skills” series was but one manifestation of Life’s
innovations during the 1950s in the use of color in both its stories and on its
covers. In 1953, it published a pioneering twenty-four-page spread of color
photographs of New York, which it had commissioned from the Austrian-born
photographer Ernst Haas.70 Throughout the decade, Life frequently featured
color photographs by staff photographer Eliot Elisofon, who had a passion for
color, as he emphatically stated in 1966: “Color to me has perhaps been the
dominating factor of my creative life . . .whether it has been as a painter or as a
photographer or as a participant in motion pictures.”71 In 1955, besides work-
ing on the “America’s Arts and Skills” series, Elisofon also did a special cover
story for Life on the South Pacific.72 The bright and colorful cover featured his
striking photograph of a young Tahitian girl, surrounded by lush green tropical
plants, wearing pink flowers in her hair and bathing in a pool of water. The
article, “Voyages to Paradise,” combined Elisofon’s evocative color photo-
graphs of the South Seas with literary passages selected by the novelist James
Michener, including quotations from Joseph Conrad, Jack London, Mark
Twain, and Robert Louis Stevenson.

In 1961, the magazine again broke new ground in color photography and
printing with a new feature, the “color spectacle.” Rather than consisting of a
series of images spread over multiple pages, as was the case in the magazine’s
traditional photo-essay format, the color spectacles showcased single color
photographs, printed across two pages, with little accompanying text. Life’s
creation of this feature was undoubtedly influenced by periodicals such as
National Geographic, which had been publishing color images of exotic locales
in its pages since the early twentieth century, printing, for example, early color
photographs of the North Pole in 1926. As Gael Newton has shown, the
monthly National Geographic was an important precedent for Life (along
with other early illustrated magazines such as VU, The Illustrated London
News, and the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung).73National Geographic was also
likely shaped by Life. It began using color photographs on its covers in July
1959, perhaps to compete with Life, which had 5.8 million subscribers in
1956, double that of National Geographic.74

The first “color spectacle” focused on African art and culture.75 This was not
Life’s first article on the subject, however. Nearly a decade earlier, the magazine
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published an article, in black and white, with Elisofon’s photographs of African
art, entitled “Mystic Art of Tribal Africa,” that explored the “phenomenal
influence” of “Negro sculpture” on modern artists such as Paul Klee and
Pablo Picasso.76 For the 1961 color spectacle, Life published Elisofon’s photo-
graphs of African art and culture, this time, in vibrant color spreads coupled
with short texts drawn from great works of literature. The story was announced
in an advertisement in the New York Times:

Africa in the news today most often means revolution, bitterness, prejudice,
death. But in LIFE this week, the other side of Africa is seen—the side that has
inspired poet and story-teller. Witch doctors, warriors and waterfalls—native girls,
glowing butterflies, leopards, and elephants. 22 pages of incredible full-color
photographs by Eliot Elisofon, who journeyed 20,000 miles to capture the
many moods of Africa on film. His pictures are captioned not by LIFE but with
excerpts from the works of the world’s greatest writers on Africa—Conrad,
Kipling, Churchill, Teddy Roosevelt and many others. . . . “The Storied World
of Africa,” in this week’s LIFE, is an intermingling of rare visual beauty and
literary imagery that you could find only in LIFE. Today, more than ever, LIFE is
a great magazine of adventure, of beauty, of human experience.77

Such features were clearly part of the magazine’s effort to retain readers and
advertisers and to attract new ones in the face of rising competition from a new
visual medium, television. Although Life remained America’s most popular
magazine until its end as a weekly periodical in 1972 (with a circulation of
eight million in 1970), the rise of television eventually led to the magazine’s
demise. As the historian Juliann Sivulka explained,

When network television attracted large audiences that large periodicals pre-
viously enjoyed, the advertising revenues for mass-circulation magazines were
no longer sufficient to subsidize rising production and distribution costs.
Publishers tried offering cut-rate subscriptions . . . [O]thers even limited reader-
ship. But nothing worked. Dozens of magazines folded, including Collier’s and
Women’s Home Companion in 1957, the Saturday Evening Post in 1969, Look in
1971, and Life in 1972.78

Increasing competition, especially from television, pushed Life to find innova-
tive ways to present art and other subject matter to its readers, such as through
the dynamic color spectacle.

COLOR REPRODUCTIONS AS RESOURCE

During its years as a weekly publication, from 1936 to 1972, and through its
continual investment in color reproduction and color photography, Life
brought art and culture from around the world to its readers, stimulating
both the novice and the professional artist. As one artist, Robert Indiana, stated
in a 1963 interview, “I don’t recall ever visiting [the Indianapolis] Museum
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until I was in . . .high school . . .Probably my first exposure to art besides the
chromos in my mother’s house was . . .Life magazine and the . . . color repro-
ductions of American regional painting which was very much in domination at
that time.”79

Life was a place where some readers first encountered art. For others, it was a
rich resource used for a range of purposes. As the poet Carl Sandburg recalled,
“I have subscribed for LIFE each year since its first number . . . [and] I have
mutilated copies of LIFE, for sake of convenience tearing out precious art
reproductions.”80 The accessible, affordable, large-format color reproductions
in Life made it particularly apt for use and re-use by artists. Sidney Friedman, a
magazine dealer in New York City, for example, was quoted in a 1953 Life
advertisement on how the magazine’s back issues were among his bestselling
and most sought after items, primarily because people had “a specific need for
color pictures that have appeared nowhere else.” His clientele included artists,
who “often need pictures of historical costumes and period furniture.”
According to Friedman, he specifically got “lots of calls for Life’s 1947 article,
‘The Golden Age of Furniture.’” 81

Many American artists—from Joseph Cornell to James Rosenquist—clipped
images from Life’s pages for use in their art, or to decorate their studios.
Cornell, for example, incorporated photographs from the magazine into his
boxed constructions, such as his 1945−46 Penny Arcade Portrait of Lauren
Bacall. Robert Motherwell, moved by Ralph Morse’s groundbreaking color
photographs of the caves near Montignac, France, which were published in Life
in 1947, began a series of works inspired by the prehistoric paintings. As the art
historian Robert Mattison noted in 1985, “Motherwell still has in his library a
February 24, 1947 issue of Life magazine which featured extensive color
reproductions of the Lascaux caves.”82 In a 1984 interview, the artist Myron
Stout recalled how fellow artist Hans Hofmann covered his studio walls in
Provincetown, Massachusetts, with clippings, many taken from Life magazine,
including images from the articles “on the Sistine Chapel . . . [and] the Arena
Chapel at Padua of Giotto’s.” Stout additionally commented on the quality of
the reproductions: “[Life] didn’t do a bad job for a mass magazine.”83

Robert Rauschenberg regularly mined Life, and, while he also appropriated
images from the New York Times, Newsweek, National Geographic, Sports
Illustrated, and other publications, Life was the source to which
Rauschenberg most frequently returned for his works in the 1960s, in part
because of the high quality of the reproductions, which worked especially well
for his transfer drawing process.84 In 1965, he even used images culled from
the magazine in a work of art he expressly created for publication in Life. The
piece, A Modern Inferno, was commissioned for Life by art editor Dorothy
Seiberling as part of a special issue celebrating Dante’s 700th birthday.85

The artist perhaps best known for appropriating images from Life was Andy
Warhol, who famously re-used Charles Moore’s three photographs of police
dogs attacking civil rights protestors in Birmingham, Alabama, for his Red
Race Riot in 1963.86 As the art historian Susan Dackerman has recently shown,
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the artist, nun, and teacher Corita Kent also found the magazine to be a “fertile
resource” for both her “teaching and printmaking practices.”87 She not only
“hoarded copies of the weekly publication in her classroom, dispensing assign-
ments from its pages” but also appropriated images and texts from the maga-
zine, reworking, for example, the iconic red Life logo in her brightly colored
1967 screenprint life is a complicated business.88

The many color advertisements in Life were a rich resource for other Pop
artists as well. As James Rosenquist recalled, “I was cutting pages out of
Life and as I was looking at them I began to say to myself, this stuff is
ridiculous. Even the cigarette ads were bizarre . . .You just had to laugh at
all this magazine advertising. It was so strange.”89 Rosenquist took the
clippings, stapled them to the walls, and collaged them with other news-
paper fragments and his own drawings. These collages formed the basis of
many of his large billboard-sized paintings, such as his 1961 I Love You
with My Ford.90

INVESTING IN AMERICA

In a double-page advertisement that appeared in the April 7, 1958 issue, Life
celebrated its coverage of art and the technological advances in color printing
that had made such stories possible.91 At the top of this advertisement—above
a color photograph by Irving Penn of an unidentified older man with white hair
and spectacles, smoking a pipe while seated in a chair reading a copy of the
magazine—was the header: “He used to think art was for high-brows.” The
text continued:

You’d think when a man got to be my age he’d know it didn’t pay to be
pigheaded. But it took LIFE to show me how much I was missing. . . . Oh,
sure, I knew about the Mona Lisa’s smile, but modern art was just a mess of
paint to me. I really had the wrong picture before LIFE. LIFE changed my way of
looking at things. . . . It gets you excited and interested. For instance, the LIFE
portfolio on the Sistine Chapel. . . . LIFE’s color pictures were great, too. I’d say
it was next best to being there.92

Beneath this statement was a color illustration showing printers at Donnelley
hard at work making the high-quality color reproductions for which the
magazine had become famous. The caption below the illustration proclaimed,
“LIFE’s art reproductions are masterpieces.” Indeed, as the advertisement
suggested, through Life, readers not only encountered the world’s great art,
they could also hold it in their hands.

For thirty-six years, Life brought historical and contemporary art to its
readers while simultaneously creating a marketable, affordable, and popular
product—one that was variously read, saved, stored, and even mined for use in
future works of art. In fact, the magazine produced so many stories on art that
it warranted the creation of an index. In 1959, independently of Life, Jane
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Clapp published, through Scarecrow Press, an index for the years 1936–56. Six
years later, she published another for 1957–65.93

Life’s and Donnelley’s innovations in the field of color reproduction were
not only appreciated by the magazine’s readers but also by corporations,
especially when it came to advertising in the magazine. Such advances made
it possible for companies like Upjohn to reproduce art in their own pharma-
ceutical advertisements. In one notable case, the Upjohn advertisements even
became the subject of an art story in Life.94

Life ventured into cutting-edge color photography and color reproduction
technology not merely to increase sales but as part of its investment in America,
in line with Luce’s vision of “a better nation of better men.”95 A major impetus
behind the magazine’s early entry into the culture business was Luce’s deep
desire to see art become a central part of American life. To accomplish this goal,
Life spared no expense. In a 1952 lecture at the American Federation of Arts,
Daniel Longwell disclosed that the magazine “had spent something over 23
million dollars in the last 15 years . . . photographing and printing reproduc-
tions of contemporary art and the art treasures of the great museums and
collections.”96 The investment clearly paid off.97

What began as a way to introduce contemporary art—in color—to a
mainly national audience, quickly became a global enterprise. Life’s color
reproductions were used for a range of purposes, from education to adver-
tising to international outreach.98 Through its investments in color technol-
ogy, Life became a leader in the fields of color printing and color
photography, delivering art from all ages and nations right to its readers’
doorsteps on a weekly basis, and placing the United States at the center of
the global art world.
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PART IV

Predicting the Rainbow



CHAPTER 10

The Color Schemers: American Color Practice
in Britain, 1920s–1960s

Regina Lee Blaszczyk

Consumer demand goes against standards.
—Faber Birren, Design (London), 19611

In 1966, the distinguished British graphic designer Norbert Dutton, best
known for his iconic Cadbury chocolate wrappers, wrote to colleagues at the
Council of Industrial Design with concerns about the state of British color
practice. The Council of Industrial Design was a quasi-public organization
created under the auspices of the Board of Trade in 1944 to help British
manufacturers design products that could compete in foreign markets. Since
1963, the Council had sponsored an Advisory Committee on Colour and
Industrial Design, and Dutton was helping them create a policy on color
coordination for products used in architecture and interior design.2 Dutton
warned against American color imperialism.

During World War II, Dutton had looked favorably on the development of
the industrial design profession in the United States, but he was now skeptical
of the Americans.3 On this last point, Dutton quoted his 1962 address to the
Society of Industrial Artists (a professional association for British designers
founded in 1930 and renamed the Society of Industrial Artists and Designers
in 1963), on American consultants:

Twentyfive [sic] years ago Raymond Loewy opened a branch office in
London and virtually monopolised the British market with the proposition
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that only Americans really understand industrial design. Mr Faber Birren is
now attempting the same exploit with colour. Mr Birren, by analysing sales
records is able to identify the largest-selling, and hence it is argued, the
most popular, colours in any given range of paints or products. . . . From
this information Mr Birren forecasts the trend of future demand, and thus
professes to offer advice to manufacturers about their marketing and
production plans.4

The research-driven methods of Birren, based on the principles of scientific
management and a belief in consumer sovereignty, were anathema to
British designers, who lived and worked within the framework of the social
democratic state. What alternative did they envision? Dutton cited a letter
from the architect H. L. “Bill” Gloag, a color specialist at the govern-
ment’s Building Research Station at Garston in Hertfordshire, who also
disliked the American way: “The future pattern must inevitably be, I think,
a closer alliance between architects, industrial designers, industry and
scientific research, all representing aspects of the same problem.” Dutton
implored the Advisory Committee on Colour and Industrial Design to act
decisively. He wanted the committee to set up a plan for color coordina-
tion among the professions that would protect the British color scene from
American opportunists.5

This vignette about British perceptions of American color practice
speaks to a larger theme in transatlantic studies. Business historians have
long been concerned with the transfer of American expertise to war-torn
Western Europe under the Marshall Plan, formally named the European
Recovery Program. In her celebrated book Irresistible Empire, the cultural
historian Victoria de Grazia examined the widespread influence of
American consumer culture in Western Europe over the course of the
twentieth century. More recently, however, scholars have complicated the
picture with discussions of the uneven response to American imports,
arguing that Europeans were more receptive to American processes rather
than to American products.6

The example of color management—a process for selecting, forecasting or
predicting, and otherwise rationalizing color choice for fashion, consumer
durables, capital goods, interior decoration, and architecture—allows for a
nuanced contribution to the Americanization debate. American color
management practices were mainly received with warmth in Britain from
the 1920s to the early 1950s, but fell under harsh criticism by the late 1950s
and 1960s. This chapter explores why the British initially revered and emulated
American color practices, and why the tide eventually turned. The rejection of
American methods was due to a confluence of factors, the two most important
of which were a generational shift within the British design establishment and
the growing influence of the welfare state, which extended its collectivist
ambitions to the realms of architecture and design in part through the
Council of Industrial Design.
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THE COLOR REVOLUTION IN AMERICA: A SNAPSHOT

Between 1915 and 1960, American industry perfected methods for managing
color for the mass market.7 Major turn-of-the-century innovations in dyestuffs,
textiles, electrification, and science had generated color anarchy that was
befuddling the creative industries. There were too many choices and no reliable
methods for organizing the palette for art education, fashion, merchandising,
and product design. Appalled by the rampant gaudiness in advertising and
consumer goods, the Boston art educator Albert H. Munsell invented a color
system in the first decades of the new century to help art teachers educate
young students on tasteful color choices. The Munsell Color System was added
to the designer’s bulging color toolkit, which already included French shade
cards with fashion hues, dye marketing handbooks from Germany, popular
books on color psychology, fabric cuttings from style services in Europe, color
chips from paint companies, and nomenclature guides from the natural
sciences. Factory art directors had assemblages of these materials, which they
consulted on an ad hoc basis when it was time to plan the next year’s product
lines. Even with these resources, however, color choice remained intuitive and
subjective, and the task of selecting colors produced nothing short of
migraines.

Starting in World War I, American industry developed strategies for mana-
ging the commercial color chaos. The color revolution, discussed in my epon-
ymous book and in the introduction to this anthology, was born in the
modernist moment and was shaped by a confluence of forces. American con-
sumer society had inched forward since the Civil War, but it expanded drama-
tically from World War I onward. The New York garment industry put
fashionable ready-to-wear within reach of ordinary Americans, Detroit auto-
makers created “a car for every purse and purpose,” and the chemical industry
of the Delaware River valley provided the basic building blocks, such as rayon
fibers and quick-drying lacquers. Mass production as developed by the Ford
Motor Company was superseded by flexible mass production at the General
Motors Corporation, where a decentralized organizational structure went hand
in hand with rational information gathering and statistical forecasting.
Efficiency experts such as Frederick Winslow Taylor, Herbert Hoover, and
Roger W. Babson helped companies streamline production and better digest
information. Before long, the efficiency craze spilled over to the creative
industries, where a generation of color revolutionaries emerged to codify and
rationalize the palette.

The color revolutionaries on the American scene from the 1920s to the
1960s aimed to make commercial color predictable and thereby more profit-
able. The goal was not to replace the highly subjective process of color choice
in design with scientific objectivity or a color dictatorship but rather to temper
subjectivity so that color selection would be manageable. It is important to
understand that the task of managing the palette for fashion, consumer dur-
ables, architecture, and interior design involved seemingly disparate areas such
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as visual analysis and quantitative market research. The color revolutionaries
routinely crossed boundaries to achieve their aims. They often combined visual
thinking with market studies. They might spend one day browsing the shop
windows to develop a feeling for where ladies’ fashion trends were going and
the next day at their desk crunching statistical data on howmany avocado green
refrigerators had been sold in California last year. This qualitative and quanti-
tative research was digested and used to create a range of color resources: sets
of standards, seasonal forecasts or predictions, narrative reports and newsletters
on trends, paint schemes for particular types of interiors, and palettes for
specific types of merchandise.

By occupation, the color revolutionaries could be roughly divided into three
categories: forecasters working for trade associations, art directors employed by
manufacturing firms, and entrepreneurs who ran their own consulting businesses.
Collectively, these commercial colorists shared a commitment to scientificmanage-
ment and the democratization of consumption.They all tackled the knotty problem
of subjectivity in their efforts to manage color in their corner of the universe. They
sometimes adopted similar ideas and ways of working as information about new
color practices flowed freely through American commercial culture.

The most influential color revolutionary of the interwar years was the fore-
caster Margaret Hayden Rorke, managing director of the Textile Color Card
Association of the United States (later called the Color Association of the United
States). This trade association was established in 1914 to handle the problem of
color choice for the textile, fashion, and retailing trades. For decades, the New
York textile and garment industries had copied colors on imported French shade
cards, until Rorke transformed the business by introducing a set of color manage-
ment tools designed to address the specific needs of American industry. She
looked to Paris for inspiration, but her major objective was to create a triumvirate
of color resources—color standards, seasonal color forecasts, and occasional trend
reports—that were specially suited to the growing demand for everyday fashion
and the tastes of America’s multicultural mass market (Figs. 10.1 and 10.2).
Rorke had a lasting impact. Twenty-first-century color services such as Pantone,
Inc., Première Vision (the subject of Chapter 12), and the Worth Global Style
Network (WGSN) create color standards and predict, or forecast, color trends for
the global business environment using techniques that she perfected.

H. Ledyard Towle was the color revolutionary who helped to legitimize
color management as a design or marketing function within American manu-
facturing firms. During the interwar years, major corporations began to
acknowledge that color could augment sales, provided companies could figure
out how to give consumers the colors they wanted. Creative individuals con-
vinced industry to hire color directors to manage the palette and forecast color
trends. The leading light was Towle, a fine-arts painter who had learned
camouflage on the Western Front and then adapted its techniques to design
practice in American industry. Towle was widely known as the pioneer of
“reverse camouflage,” a method for manipulating color, light, and shade in
ways that enhanced, rather than concealed, the salient features of an object or a
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Fig. 10.1 Seasonal color forecast by Margaret Hayden Rorke for U.S. woolen mills,
one of many branches of the American fashion trade for which she consulted

Source: Textile Color Card Association, 1926 Fall Season Woolen Color Card of America, Hagley
Museum and Library, Accession 2188, Box 60. Courtesy of Hagley Museum and Library.
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Fig. 10.2 Color card from Rorke’s fall 1926 woolens forecast

As a typical color card, this forecast consists of fabric swatches pasted into a cardboard foldout
book. Each hue was given a fashionable name such as Chateau Grey or Robinhood Green as a
discussion aid for designers, retailers, and marketers, as well as a short cable number for telegraph
communications.
Source: Textile Color Card Association, 1926 Fall Season Woolen Color Card of America, Inc.,
Hagley Museum and Library, Accession 2188, Box 60. Courtesy of Hagley Museum and Library.
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Fig. 10.2 (continued)
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Fig. 10.2 (continued)
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space. His career as an industrial colorist included staff positions with the
chemical giant E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, General Motors,
and the Pittsburgh Paint Glass Company (PPG). Towle helped General Motors
wrestle the auto market away from Ford with polychrome paint jobs that made
boxy cars look streamlined, and he helped PPG sell more interior paint with a
promotion called Color Dynamics. This paint-marketing program provided
architects, mill owners, and building managers with “reverse camouflage”
tips on how to colorize production-line equipment and factory interiors so as
to augment vision, reduce accidents, and increase worker productivity.

The color revolutionary Faber Birren (1900–1988) was the leading color
consultant in America. After attending art school, Birren decided to pursue
industrial art out of admiration for the businessmen whose factories and chain
stores provided the masses with everyday comforts.8 He set up a consultancy
in Chicago in response to the 1933 Century of Progress International
Exposition, disliking that illuminated, candy-colored spectacle and thinking
he could do better (Fig. 10.3). His early clients included the Chicago meat-
packers, whose walk-in freezers he repainted in pale blue-green to make the
red porterhouse steaks look more appetizing. Relocating to New York in the
mid-1930s, Birren steered clear of the cutthroat garment trade to develop a
clientele that included major corporations. In 1937, he published Functional
Color, the first full-length study of how businesses could use color in the work-
place to increase morale and productivity. One of his important clients was the
DuPont Company, whose engineers had developed Three Dimensional Seeing,
a paint program that showed factories how to use “reverse camouflage” techni-
ques to colorize machinery and workstations in ways that reduced eye fatigue.
Birren turned Three Dimensional Seeing into the DuPont Safety Color Code for
Industry, a set of accident-prevention markers that was eventually adopted as the
national standard, and into DuPont Color Conditioning to compete with PPG’s
paint-marketing program, Color Dynamics. From 1954, Birren consulted for
the New York-based Condé Nast publishing empire as the colorist for theHouse
and Garden Color Program. Drawing on his meticulous research into color
trends, this unique program developed a proprietary palette that was licensed to
the home-furnishings industry. Birren used the newest IBM equipment to
crunch sales figures obtained from House and Garden licensees, analyzing the
results to predict next year’s best-selling palette. By 1962, some 400 manufac-
turers and 200 stores offered household products in coordinated House and
Garden colors.

American color revolutionaries aimed to improve the standard of living by
eliminating the inefficiencies in production and distribution. Greater efficiency
would translate into lower prices to the consumer. The color revolutionaries
operated in the commercial sphere, separate from the scientists, who researched
the physical properties of color, matter, and light. However, the search for
scientific color “truths” often dominated midcentury professional discussions,
much to the irritation of commercial colorists like Birren. “Too much attention
has been given to physics, to wave lengths, and a lot of technical things,” he
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Fig. 10.3 Magazine advertisement for Nash automobiles, 1933, proudly showing the
company’s brightly lit, varicolored contribution to the Century of Progress
International Exhibition in Chicago, the world’s fair whose coloring Faber Birren
found so garish and in need of ordering

Source: Collier’s, The National Weekly, July 8, 1933, collection of Regina Lee Blaszczyk.
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lamented. “The human nature of color has been neglected for the scientific
nature of it.”9 The color revolutionaries tried to overcome this bias with projects
to moderate, rather than control, the highly subjective realm of color. They
systematically collected information on color trends and used empirical methods
to interpret the data. The goal was not to stifle creativity but to harness the
human nature of color for the benefit of commerce, culture, and consumers.

THE BRITISH COLOUR COUNCIL

The British Colour Council was a major effort to rationalize color selection for
British industry based on the American trade-association model.10 The idea for
the council dates to around 1926, when Margaret Hayden Rorke visited
Manchester, England, to advise a group of industrialists on best practices in
color management for the fashion industries. She was well known to British
businesses that subscribed to the Textile Color Card Association and received
her seasonal color forecasts and trend reports. “If imitation is the highest form
of flattery,” Rorke told her board in April 1928, “then we should be proud of
the fact that our system of standardization and coordination of color between
industries, is now being emulated by different industries in several foreign
countries.”11 A few months later, the British trade journal Drapers’ Organiser
described a proposal by the Bradford Dyers’ Association to form a committee
“to consider and prepare ranges of shades for general use.” Besides the dyers,
representatives from textile manufacturers and merchants in Bradford and
Manchester, garment makers and wholesalers, and retailers that sold yard
goods and clothing would serve on the committee.12 In July 1929, the
Yorkshire Post reported that Rorke, who was traveling from Paris to London
on one of her annual visits to the European fashion capitals, had again “been in
communication with some of those interested in the project to form a British
Colour Council, whose staff would give subscribers early information of world
colour tendencies.”13

Before long, Britain would have its own version of the Textile Color Card
Association. In October 1929, representatives from British textile mills, tan-
neries and shoemakers, dye houses, retailers, and trade associations gathered in
London to establish an organization that would “act as a prophet for all the
trades allied to textiles . . . and will indicate each season what colours, and what
shades of each colour, are to be fashionable.”14 The women’s editor at one
British newspaper praised the nascent council for its focus on the “determina-
tion, co-ordination, and propagation of colour tendencies for the fashion and
allied trades,” which would allow Britain to “fall into line with other countries
where there is co-operation between the dyeing, weaving, and fashion distribut-
ing trades generally.” What would this development mean for the British
consumer? “When the scheme is fully organised we will have our toilette colours
decided for us, season by season,” the editor explained. “The Council will say
‘Pink,’ and pink we will have to wear, for it will be a matter of some difficulty to
procure other shades.”15 Whereas some journalists objected to the prospect of
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being told to think pink, others saw the new organization as a bulwark against
the encroachment of bad taste. “Science . . .has given us vivid colours, flamboy-
ant colours, hundreds of exquisite shades of each and every main colour; it has
given us scores of subtle gradations from one shade to another,” reported
another newspaper, “but, alas, it has not been able to give us the capacity to
make perfect use of all this modern chemical kaleidoscope. Fashion and good
taste have not yet been rationalised.” The British Colour Council would apply
logic and planning to the chromatic chaos, and the “average person will wel-
come this long overdue measure of rationalisation.”16

In August 1930, the British Colour Council Ltd. was incorporated as a
subscription service for the textile and fashion industries. Just as the Textile
Color Card Association had aimed to create “American Color for the
American People” in a nationalistic wartime breakaway from Paris, the British
Colour Council blended Taylorist principles with ethnocentric and imperialistic
aims. Foremost, the council aimed “to place colour determination for the British
Empire in British hands, and thus provide members . . .with early and author-
itative information on colour tendencies.” Color research would be conducted
“in the fashion centres of the world,” interpreted for the benefit of British
manufacturers, and circulated to them as color cards and trend reports. With
this information in hand, member companies could better plan their color
choices. Like its American counterpart, the British Colour Council aimed to
reduce the risks associated with selecting colors for use in fashion merchandise.17

From the start, the London-based British Colour Council had strong ties to
manufacturers in West Yorkshire and Lancashire, bridging the famous divide
between the industrial north and the cosmopolitan south. Lord Ebury lent the
prestige of his peerage to the endeavor through his association with the Army
and Navy Co-Operative Society, a retailer established in 1871 to supply
military families with household necessities. Founding members from the
West Yorkshire woolen and worsted industries included representatives
from the Bradford Dyers’ Association, the Leeds & District Worsted Dyers’
Association, and several textile factories: Prospect Mills in Keighley, Salts Mill
in Saltaire, and Lister & Company in Bradford. Founders from the Manchester
cotton industry included the directors of the Calico Printers’ Association and
the British Cotton & Wool Dyers’ Association. The London contingent had
Martin de Selincourt, an experienced cloth and silk merchant who directed the
Drapery Trust; Edward H. Symonds, managing director of the fashion house
Reville, dressmakers to QueenMary and a slew of princesses; and George James
Bell, managing director of the rayon giant Courtaulds. An assortment of
leather, hosiery, silk, and thread manufacturers and retailers from elsewhere
in England and Scotland filled out the ranks.18

One observer, in a letter to the Manchester Guardian, believed that the
British Colour Council would help northern textile mills overcome their
“inferiority complex in the fashion world.” Since the days of Louis XIV,
France had set the pace in fashion, and its leadership position had been solidified
with the rise and triumph of Parisian haute couture in the late-nineteenth
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century. Paris created the new styles for women’s wear, and the rest of the world
scrambled to keep up. British textile and garment manufacturers tried to emulate
French developments, but it was not easy to second-guess fashion trends,
including the next season’s colors. As in the United States, mismatched colors
resulted in wasteful markdowns and financial losses, which could be eradicated
through a concerted effort.

Manufacturers of dress goods, silk stockings, and knitted wear, where the vagaries
of fashion dictate to them, have all suffered through the want of coordination in
colour. The waste occasioned through the lack of an authoritative lead is appalling;
and any efforts to eliminate this waste and material should be strenuously sup-
ported. Fashion in colour and design is a fickle jade, and nobody can define where
the “lead” begins; but everybody knows that “something different” is the funda-
mental need. If this “something different” could be authoritatively handled by a
representative body . . . it would be a boon to the fashion trades in women’s wear.19

In 1931, the British Colour Council appointed Robert F. Wilson (1890–
1957), a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, as its first general manager and
secretary. By 1934, Wilson was using the title “art director.”20 Trained at
the Nottingham School of Art, Wilson had worked as a color instructor at
his alma mater until 1915. After the end of World War I, he had resumed
his teaching duties with a special emphasis on color in industry.21 Now
Wilson worked at the British Colour Council’s office in Piccadilly, in
proximity to the wholesale textile and garment showrooms of the West
End, the bespoke tailors of Savile Row, and the shops of Regent Street and
Oxford Street. In the thick of London commerce, Wilson set about doing
business much like Rorke in her Madison Avenue office on the fringes of
the New York garment district. Wilson frequently traveled to the
Manchester cotton mills and the Macclesfield silk mills to confer with
manufacturers.22 He also established advisory committees to represent
different interest groups, such as the silk trade, the fur trade, and the
mercers. Wilson met with the committees weekly to discuss fashion trends
and plan color predictions.23 “The council came into being to create
colours which would be fashionable in their seasons. Colour is the greatest
influence of fashion,” he explained. “Before a firm of silk manufacturers
would plan their cards for the season, and their shade of, say, ‘cerise,’
would be different from that of another company, matching this was
difficult. . . . America recognised the difficulty, and a council was formed
which has had the effect more or less of standardizing shades of any colour.
Our aim is similar.”24

Under Wilson in May 1931, the British Color Council declared British
independence from French color cards by issuing its first color forecast, a
shade card for autumn.25 The card of sixty autumnal shades, with expressive
names such as Chianti, Crock o’ Gold, and Indian Orange, was heralded by
Lord Ebury as “a landmark in the fashion industry.” No longer would British
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manufacturers have to depend on French color predictions. “The British
Colour Council forecast,” he explained, “has been designed to provide reliable
information about fashion colours sufficiently in advance of the season to
enable buyers to place their orders in good time with the minimum of
risk.”26 One radio broadcast explained, “The French fashions before the war
were dyed with German dyes, and so French model frocks and hats were
produced from French fabrics and German dyes. . . . Now there has come
into being in Great Britain a British Colour Council, which has just issued its
first colour card as a guide to the fashionable shades for next autumn, so that
we shall no longer be dependent on cards issued by the French interests.”27

In a backhanded move, the British Colour Council started to lump the
Americans and French together as a threat to the British fashion industries.
The Textile Color Card Association, which had been the model, was now a
rival. “It has been recognized for some time,” Wilson explained in June 1931,
“by all interests connected with women’s fashions, garments and shoes in this
country that cooperative effort will be need to combat France and America.”28

In November 1931, when Yorkshire mill owners asked why the first forecast
had sixty colors rather than five, Wilson pointed to the color proliferation in
France and the United States. The French color card manufacturers had locked
horns with the American Textile Color Card Association in a war of hues. The
British Colour Council not only had to combat the “idea that any novelty must
come from Paris,” but it also “had to fight . . . the American textile colour card
organization, founded 16 years ago,” which some British manufacturers held
in the highest esteem. Despite stiff competition from French and American
color forecasters, the British Colour Council attracted members.29 By 1932,
the council had 350 subscribers, including members in Australia and New
Zealand, and issued four different shade cards for hosiery, silk, wool, and
leather twice a year.30 But nothing about color prediction was straightforward
or unidirectional. As with the Textile Color Card Association, the usual infor-
mation flow between the Continent and the outlier was reversed when the Paris
fashion industry began to copy the British forecasts.31

There were other ways in which the British Colour Council paralleled the
Textile Color Card Association, which it both emulated and envied. Foremost,
it created a handbook of basic colors comparable to the Standard Color Card of
America. This reference book was helpful to the apparel designer who needed a
precision reference tool when matching the colors of thread, buttons, and
fabrics. It took Wilson eighteen months to create the first edition. When he
solicited color samples, members sent him eighty different sky blues, sixty
whites, and forty blacks. Like Rorke, Wilson sifted through the morass and
chose the best example of each basic hue. The British Colour Council
Dictionary of Colour Standards—known simply as the “British standard colour
card”—was published in 1934 and issued as a second edition in 1951. The first
edition had 220 staple colors, each illustrated with small strips of dyed silk
ribbon pasted onto the folded color card and assigned a unique name and
number.32 In concept and layout, the card was virtually identical to its
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American equivalent. Following Rorke’s example, Wilson also collaborated with
external partners on shade cards for special applications. For example, he worked
with the London couturier Victor Stiebel and other members of the Fashion
Group of Great Britain to create a cobranded color card for ladies’ fashions, and
he collaborated with the Rayon and Silk Association to produce shade cards for
artificial fiber manufacturers such as British Celanese and Courtaulds.33 By the
late 1930s, the British Colour Council, like its American counterpart, was issuing
color forecasts for particular segments of the fashion industries, such as the
woolen mills and the menswear manufacturers (Figs. 10.4 and 10.5).34

How did the transfer of American color management practices shape the
actual colors in the British palette? Edward H. Symonds, one of the founders
of the British Colour Council, addressed this question by comparing
American and British tastes. The American penchant for brassy colors was
well known by fashion authorities around the world, while British consumers
preferred subtle tones. Symonds attributed British good taste to the British
Colour Council. “We pay a great deal of attention to color blending,” he told
Women’s Wear Daily. “We solved this problem through cooperation of all
fabric, dress and accessory manufacturers in the British Colour Council.
Through this organization we have been able to maintain a color alliance. . . .
It saves millions in mark-downs annually to manufacturers and retailers.”35

Here was American scientific management transferred to British industry,
digested, adapted, and publicized as being distinctively British in the major
American newspaper for the fashion trades.

FUNCTIONAL COLOR

Wilson also undertook several projects that distinguished the British Colour
Council from the Textile Color Card Association. The first of these, dating
from 1938, was the creation of a color card for use by horticulturalists. In New
York, Rorke kept her eyes fixed on the fashion trades, steering clear of the natural
sciences. American researchers in natural history relied on Color Standards and
Color Nomenclature, published in 1912 by the Smithsonian ornithologist Robert
Ridgway.36 In Britain, the Royal Horticultural Society commissioned the council
to have Wilson create a set of botanical color charts based on the British Colour
Council Dictionary of Colour Standards. Wilson examined 5,000 species of
flowers, and “divided the intense spectrum into 64 separate hues, in order that
the slightest variation of hue in different flowers was covered.”37 His research was
published as The Wilson Colour Chart and was adopted as a standard by the
International Horticultural Conference in Berlin in 1938.38

Another activity that differentiated the British Colour Council from the
Textile Color Card Association was the creation of color schemes for the work-
place. In the United States, the application of color psychology to factories and
offices was the purview of lighting engineers at the General Electric Company,
corporate art directors such as Towle at PPG, and consultants such as Birren.
Rorke and the Textile Color Card Association, with their emphasis on fashion,
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Fig. 10.4 Seasonal color forecast by The British Color Council, which emulated the
Textile Color Card Association’s practice

Source: British Colour Council, Colours for Men’s Wear, Autumn and Winter, 1939–40,
Hagley Museum and Library, Accession 2188, Box 233. Courtesy of Hagley Museum and
Library.
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Fig. 10.5 Dressing a man from head to toe

In this page from the menswear forecast for 1939–40, Robert Wilson suggested how British manufac-
turers, tailors, and retailers could coordinate an entire outfit around the fashionable hue calledVagabond
Green.

Source: British Colour Council, Colours for Men’s Wear, Autumn and Winter, 1939–40, Hagley
Museum and Library, Accession 2188, Box 233. Courtesy of Hagley Museum and Library.
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were not involved in this type of work. Shortly after the British Colour Council
was established, Wilson responded to a request from an industrial firm “to
provide a range of machinery colours.” As other such requests poured in, color
consulting to factory engineers and architects became part of Wilson’s remit,
thereby linking the British Colour Council to a broader industrial interest in
color, lighting, and efficiency that dated back toWorldWar I.39 In the 1920s, the
British scientific literature had addressed topics such as illumination and effi-
ciency, color and health, the psychology of industry, and psychology and indus-
trial efficiency.40 By the early 1930s, British industry was finding its way with
color psychology, and the British Colour Council was spearheading the effort.

World War II, however, diverted British attention away from research on
color psychology for the workplace. In the United States, by contrast, colorists
like Towle and Birren advanced their work on color psychology in factories with
the support of the federal government, which expected war plants to be bright,
safe, and efficient. New American factories built with taxpayer dollars had well-lit
interiors, pastel walls, and painted machinery based on PPG’s Color Dynamics or
DuPont’s Three-Dimensional Seeing. United States military equipment, from
navy ships to oil storage barrels, was color-coded using the DuPont Safety Color
Code for Industry by Birren. In Britain, the “increase in illumination standards,
necessitated by long working hours, the high production rate and other condi-
tions imposed during the war, emphasised the cold bleakness of the whitewashed
factory walls and the drab painting of the machinery,” one experienced factory
inspector recalled, “and it became apparent that desirable working conditions
could not be obtained by good lighting alone.”41

The British Colour Council stepped forward, with Wilson advising industry
on the “correct use of colour in factories and offices, in order to relieve strain
resulting from wartime conditions.” Wilson visited factories and experimented
to determine the best colors for walls and machinery, seeking to augment
efficiency, curtail accidents, and improve morale. But other commitments at
the council did not allow him to work exclusively on factory interiors. His
major responsibility was to help the fashion and textile industries develop
forecasts that reflected wartime shortages of dyes, fabrics, and other materials.
A color dictionary for interior decoration, conceived in 1938, also needed
attention, as did color planning for the postwar home.42

Shortly after World War II, one prescient British commentator looked
to the triumph of functional color in America and saw something worthy
of emulation. In 1946, the industrial designer T. A. Fennemore addressed
the Design and Industries Association in London, praising the American
chemical companies for advancing the field of functional color. In “this
subject of colour application America has been the pioneer,” Fennemore
said, “and of all the firms in America I think the greatest credit should go
to the Dupont Company, who have studied the question most carefully
and who have issued some extremely valuable literature on it. The idea of
three dimensional seeing, is to use their words, ‘to reverse the business of
camouflage.’” Although Fennemore did not discuss Birren in connection
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with DuPont, he acknowledged that the Americans were on to something
important with functional color.43

In 1946, the British Colour Council made strides with functional color by
publishing Wilson’s booklet on Colour and Lighting in Factories and Offices.
In his preface, the architect Wilfred Garrett, who had headed the Factory
Inspectorate at the Ministry of Labour during the war, explained that “nearly
all workrooms” could be “given internal colour decoration onwalls andmachines
in a way that will provide aesthetic satisfaction andmental invigoration, realised or
unrealised, to the persons there at work. . . . There is much evidence that the
demand for colour in factories on the part of workers and employers alike is fast
growing to something that may be described as of national significance.”44 As
British factories slapped fresh paint on assembly lines in a rush to modernize,
there was a repeat of the American experience with the new automotive lacquers
in the 1920s. “In too many instances,” one factory inspector explained, “the
colour schemes applied were haphazard and the effects sometimes bizarre.”45

To study the best examples of functional color, Wilson went on a
whirlwind color tour of the United States and Canada in 1947. In America, he
“had the pleasure of meeting Faber Birren, the American specialist onColour and
Lighting.” The two colorists exchanged ideas in person, and afterwards, kept
“each other informed of the activities in our respective countries.” Just outside of
Cleveland, Wilson spent three days at Nela Park, the research center for General
Electric, where he met the “famous American physicist and authority on
Lighting, Matthew Luckiesh.”46 In Boston and Washington, he spoke to
researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Bureau of
Standards about color science and color standards:

My talks confirm my opinion that whatever name may be coined—Three
Dimensional Seeing, Colour Dynamics, Colour Conditioning—they all really
mean the same thing—the use of common sense in colour and lighting in relation
to architecture and machinery for the benefit of human beings in a contemporary
age. . . . As I see it now, Britain, through the pioneer work of my Council and those
who co-operated with us, can take the initiative on this subject, a subject in which
aesthetics and science are partners for the first time since their divorce at the
beginning of the industrial era on a recognized large scale.47

Wilson saw firsthand how American functional colorists, with their dual emphasis
on technology and intuition, created better-illuminated workspaces, and he thus
came to believe their methods were worthy of emulation.

After the British Colour Council renewed its commitment to functional
color, queries arrived from government and industry around the world. The
Australians were new to workplace color, Wilson said, and “their principles and
practice followed closely upon that of this country and America.” South Africa
also “realized the value of this scientific development in social life,” sending a
delegation to visit the council in London and following up with a large order
for Colour and Lighting in Factories and Offices. A labor department official
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from Hong Kong took the booklet back to Asia “in order that factories in that
part of the world shall be treated in colour and light according to our princi-
ples.” Even French style leaders took notice; representatives from the cotton
industry of France came knocking.48

Building on this momentum, the British Colour Council and the Council of
Industrial Design co-sponsored a professional short course on Colour and
Lighting in Factories and on Machines, which convened at the Royal
Institute of British Architects in London in 1948. Agencies within the British
government continued to take an interest in color and the effort to manage it.
Along these lines, the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research also
participated in the short course, sending representatives from the Building
Research Station and the Paint Research Station. In his keynote address,
Wilson reflected on the early days of the British Colour Council’s involvement
with factory colorization and stressed the importance of a methodical approach
to architectural color.

It is now 15 years ago since my Council was first called to advise on colour and
lighting in industrial buildings, including the colouring of machinery, and it was
brought home to me very forcibly that the mere expression of personal
preference was of little value unless backed by scientific reasoning. Since that
time I have, on behalf of my Council, advised upon the decoration of new
factories and the re-decoration of old ones in many parts of the country. . . . and
it has been a wonderful experience to me to have had the pleasure of working
with experts in their own sphere of industry, whose advice was so necessary to
the success of my schemes.49

Participants in the short course brought different perspectives to bear on the
discussion of functional color. The electrical engineer Ralph G. Hopkinson, an
illumination expert from the British government’s Building Research Station,
chided British industry for the slow uptake, but blamed World War II. Having
worked at the research laboratories at General Electric from 1934 to 1947, he
was a fan of American ingenuity. “The subjective approach to lighting has not
had quite the prominence which it deserves in this country. Although the
approach which our colleagues in the U.S.A. call ‘brightness engineering’
received a big impetus here . . .our preoccupations with the 1939–45 war
prevented the development of ideas which were being put forward in the two
or three years before the war.” The Building Research Station was now on track
with illumination studies. “We are conscious of our debt to . . . the vigorous
pioneering efforts of workers in the U.S.A.” Like their American counterparts,
British illuminating engineers needed to “press hard for the acceptance of the
subjective appraisal of a lighting installation” as the only true measure of its
success.50

Hopkinson credited American innovations in color and lighting as the
springboard for experiments underway at the Building Research Station.
There, teams of engineers, scientists, and architects worked on practical
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solutions to illumination challenges, drawing heavily on the research of color
scientists in industry, government, and universities. The Building Research
Station owed much to “American investigators of the 1915–1930 period,” as
well as British and European scientists.51 The architect W. A. Allen, also from
the Building Research Station, discussed successful color treatments in factories
with reference to “Faber Birren, the American consultant on colour.”52 One
specialist on factory interiors explained how machinery could be painted in
colors to alleviate eyestrain and serve as a psychological pick-me-up. “The
Americans with their usual happy knack of description, have applied the
name ‘Three Dimensional Seeing’ to the principle involved in factory painting,
an excellent name which summarises the aim exactly.”53 The proliferation of
references to American color pioneers was proof positive that their ideas and
practices were making an impact in Britain.

COLOR COORDINATION

In the postwar era, major changes to the political economy and to the design
profession in Britain expanded the role of public agencies in color manage-
ment to the detriment of the British Colour Council. Like the Textile Color
Card Association, the British Color Council had been established to create
and disseminate new knowledge for the benefit of trade, industry, and
ultimately, consumers. The impulse that spawned the efficiency movement
also gave birth to modern nurturing professions like social work and gov-
ernment agencies for the public welfare. The dramatic wartime expansion of
the British government laid the foundation for the birth of the far-reaching
welfare state in the postwar years. These transitions affected British color
practice.

In the decade after World War II, Wilson spent much of his time expanding
the British Colour Council’s profile in color psychology and interior decora-
tion. When the council relocated offices from Piccadilly to 13 Portman Square
in 1947, one object on prominent display was the mockup for his magnum
opus, a large reference book on colors for interior decoration. Wilson had
worked on this project since 1938; and in the final push, he was assisted by
Betty K. Battersby, the studio director at the council.54 Battersby conjured up
names for colors, taking her inspiration from the world around her—from
poetry, flowers, ships, fog, and sunsets.55 Published in 1949, the British
Colour Council Dictionary of Colours for Interior Decoration was intended as
an investment purchase for art directors in factories that made carpets, curtains,
upholstery; pottery, porcelain, enamels, and glassware; stains, paints and
varnishes, and wallpaper; and other interior design elements. A companion to
the fashion-oriented British Colour Council Dictionary of Colour Standards,
this hefty three-volume reference set illustrated 378 colors. The council printed
7,500 copies of the first edition of this color “bible,” each selling for nearly
thirteen pounds.56
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Wilson also continued his work on functional color. After the publication
of Colour and Lighting in Factories and Offices, he was the go-to person in
Britain for factory engineers and office designers seeking help on color in
the workplace. He lectured widely on this subject, warning his audiences
that the “lighting and decoration of hospitals as well as factories and
schools . . . is far too serious a matter to be left in the hands of well-meaning
amateurs especially those dear ladies who have been told by some dear
friend, or enemy, that they have a ‘flair for colour’.”57 Known for his
hands-on approach, Wilson never designed a new paint scheme or lighting
plan without first visiting the site and standing at the worker’s machine or
sitting at the desk.58 Between 1946 and 1956, Wilson prepared more than
500 color and lighting schemes and noticed a definite “change in colour
appreciation, brought about by the industrial use of colour.”He elaborated:
“People working in suitably colourful surroundings in factories and offices
are now demanding more colourful surroundings in their homes.”59 In
1953, he published Colour and Light at Work, a popular book on color
psychology in factories.60 A further effort to stimulate corporate interest in
functional color was an exhibition of Wilson’s color schemes for workspaces,
including projects for the Shell Research Station at Sittingbourne and for
the new Cable & Wireless headquarters at Mercury House in London, at the
Portman Square offices.61

In 1957, Wilson died at age sixty-eight, and the daily operations of the
British Colour Council fell into new hands. This occurred just as the world of
color experts was becoming more crowded and competitive. Even before
Wilson’s passing, observers started to question the usefulness of the British
Colour Council. One critic, for example, suggested that the Wilson horticul-
tural chart was too expensive and too complicated for the everyday gardener.62

While fabric designers in the Yorkshire textile mills still eagerly awaited the
seasonal style forecasts of the British Colour Council, a rising tide of indepen-
dent design thinking was noticeable elsewhere.63 In many industry segments,
art directors and designers—professionals who did not define themselves as
color experts per se—increasingly saw color choice as their prerogative.

The new color assertiveness drew sustenance from the growing influence of
London authorities on taste and consumption. The British design establish-
ment, represented by the Council of Industrial Design, believed that modern-
ism was the best mechanism for improving the material life of British
consumers. Initiatives such as the Britain Can Make It exhibition, organized
by the Council of Industrial Design at the Victoria and Albert Museum in
1946, and the larger Festival of Britain on London’s South Bank in 1951
celebrated modern design. The positive public response to the strong palette
of the Festival of Britain suggested that consumers were game for imaginative
color schemes.64 A new generation of design consultants saw themselves as
cultural authorities whose remit was to shape taste. Many of them came to
believe that color selection was the responsibility of the creative individual and
his or her creative team. This modus operandi differed from the interactive
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model of colorists like Rorke and Wilson, who solicited input from the mem-
bers of their organizations and integrated it into the design of color cards,
handbooks, and forecasts.

Architects also gained a voice in the new chromatic order through govern-
ment initiatives to standardize building components, including paint colors.
During the 1930s, numerous paint companies each offered twenty to thirty
colors, but the defense economy of World War II limited production to the
bare essentials for camouflage, government buildings, and factories. In the
postwar era, customers wanted more choice, and paint manufacturers and
painting contractors found it difficult to cope with the proliferation of hues.
Around this time, innovative new schools built by the Hertfordshire county
council—buildings with generous windows and fresh coloring—got people
excited about colorful architectural interiors. In response, scientists and archi-
tects at the Building Research Station undertook the study of color in build-
ings. In 1952, the British paint industry, the Royal Institute of British
Architects, and the British Colour Council exchanged thoughts on the grow-
ing public appetite for color in interior decoration and architecture. The whirl-
wind of activity pointed to the need for national standards in paint colors, as
distinct from the fashion and textile colors created by the British Colour
Council.

The British government’s Department of Industrial and Scientific Research
made a major commitment to architectural color through the Building Research
Station and the Paint Research Station. Architects at the building station, in
particular, saw color as a means for advancing a reform agenda. When the
architect W. A. Allen compared American and British approaches to factory
design in 1954, he praised the Americans for their ingenious single-story fac-
tories with flexible open spaces but was less sanguine when it came to color:

One curious weakness in American practice is the uncolourful colouring. Here in
Britain we are a long way ahead in logic and technique, and the oddness of it lies
in the fact that if ever a place needed good colour treatment it is the American
near-windowless factory. They just have no conception of using a palette which
includes strong, refreshing colours, nor do they have any idea of how to make
colour assist visual efficiency of comfort, or how to strike the different character
required for, say, a steelworks or a cotton mill.65

Allen had attended the 1948 London short course that celebrated Color
Dynamics and Three-Dimensional Seeing, so what accounts for his change of
heart? Why were British colorists like Allen turning away from American
methods for color management? An article in the Manchester Guardian helps
us to fathom the new attitude among British architects such as Allen:

One of the most significant developments in colour scheming in this country in
recent years has been the advent of the selective scheme; that is, the use of
different colours on different walls. It all began 30 years ago in Scandinavia
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when designers tried painting, say, a wall receiving a strong sunlight for most of
the day, with a dark tone to reduce glare, while the window wall, being the
darkest, was painted brighter to reduce brightness contrast.”66

As previously, British color practice was influenced by multiple information
flows. Aesthetic and technical information from northern Europe now inter-
sected with transatlantic streams, and everything was filtered through the state.
British colorists had a deep well from which to draw, and American achieve-
ments may have been downplayed in the drive to establish a unique European
identity in color practice.

The push for British standards in paint colors came to a head in 1953. That
year, the Ministry of Education sponsored Archrome, a set of paint colors for
school buildings, calibrated according to the Munsell system. This successful
endeavor encouraged the government to consider standardized colors for other
types of buildings. In 1955, a collective effort by the paint industry, the Royal
Institute of British Architects, the Building Research Station, and the Paint
Research Station folded the Archrome colors into a larger palette. The British
Standards Institution adopted the new palette of 101 chips as British Standard
2660: 1955 Colours for Building and Decorative Paints. Although it had been
created by architects, BS 2660 eventually met favor with industrial designers.67

Architects at the Building Research Station played a central role in the
creation of this national standard. As the architect responsible for the technical
work on BS 2660, Gloag was also a critic of the color establishment as
embodied by the British Colour Council. A proponent of the top-down
modernism of Piet Mondrian, Le Corbusier, and the Council of Industrial
Design, Gloag believed that color was too important a topic to relegate to
manufacturers and their trade associations. It was the ethical responsibility of
British design leaders—the nation’s architects and interior designers—to agree
on basic colors and collectively work out the requirements of a palette that
would meet the nation’s needs. For Gloag, BS 2660 demonstrated how
scientific collaboration among experts could advance the common good.

In Design magazine, the official organ of the Council of Industrial Design,
Gloag and his fellow architect Michael Keyte, a former colleague at the Building
Research Station, discussed the need for a disciplined approach to color selection.

In the past, designers had things made to order in special colours; today they
usually choose from a wide variety of mass produced articles, each with its own
colour, or limited range of colours, pre-determined by the manufacturer. Quite
often these ranges are intended to cover sales direct to the public as well as
through professional designers, and with so wide and various a market to assess,
it is not surprising that manufacturers have trouble in deciding what colours to
offer, or that each tends to have different ideas from the next.68

The result was a repeat of the color chaos that had plagued the American
industry in the first part of the century.
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One way to overcome this problem was to design a master palette that
worked across a range of consumer products. The only extant proprietary
scheme of this type came from the United States: it was the House and
Garden Color Program coordinated by the consultant Faber Birren.
Consumers could buy furnishings, appliances, and household accessories in
the matching House and Garden proprietary colors, but the British architects
Gloag and Keyte were unimpressed. “This kind of uniformity, . . .when based
on a small number of colours, puts a very limited interpretation on relationship,
and is too inflexible to be workable on a wide scale or to have a lasting appeal to
users.”69 Gloag and Keyte did not explain that the House and Garden palette
was based on extensive market research into sales trends. Instead, they simply
encouraged the widespread adoption of BS 2660 by architects and designers.
Gloag and Keyte were showing their cards as tastemakers who saw it as their
duty to dictate color choices.

The introduction of BS 2660 was a turning point in color practice for the
British creative industries. It shifted chromatic clout from trade associations to
architects and government agencies, and pitted British color practice against
American achievements. The British standard was the output of technocrats
who believed they had the authority to decide colors on behalf of consumers.
As such, the new standard color card embodied the ideology of the social
welfare state, which took the reshaping of everyday life for the betterment of
the people as one of its major responsibilities. Created by technocrats, BS 2660
was a direct challenge to color management in the private sector as embodied
by trade associations such as the Textile Color Card Association and the British
Colour Council and by color consultants like Birren. It was the first salvo in an
ideological color war.

ECONOMIC COLOR TRENDS

Faber Birren looked to the global economic recovery of the postwar era and
recognized unprecedented opportunity to export his methods around the
world. European governments were eager to develop overseas trade with the
United States to access American dollars. British factories needed to become
more efficient to compete in the world of mass production and had to adjust
their products to suit American consumption habits. From the late 1950s
onward, Birren extended the reach of American Color Trends across the
globe. “It should be recognized that while colour preferences may vary from
region to region,” he wrote in a promotional booklet on International Colour
Research, “the same human motivations that rule colour choice are universal in
character and will answer to the basic principles of research.” New offices were
created to assist clients in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland, South Africa, and the United Kingdom.70

In 1959, Birren joined forces with Eric P. Danger, a British marketing
specialist who had worked in the export trade, to establish Economic Colour
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Trends Ltd., a color and marketing consultancy in London. A few years earlier
when a paint company had approached Danger for color advice, the latter
found “so little information about colour and marketing that he began a
prolonged study of the subject which led to working with Faber Birren.” The
aim was to adapt the methods and techniques of American Color Trends to the
British scene.71 Years later, Danger went solo as a color consultant using
techniques he had learned from Birren: “I am a marketing and market research
specialist and I have adapted Birren’s methods to British markets and market
conditions. . . . The essential feature of the service that I offer is research. I am
not an interior decorator, or designer, and my function is to offer practical
advice to management, based on research, and to eliminate guesswork and
personal preferences.”72

By this time, American Color Trends was the leading color consultancy to
managers in corporate America. Birren’s functional color work for the
DuPont Company and his trend forecasts of color for interior design and
home furnishings for House and Garden magazine were the most sophisti-
cated examples of American color research. His impressive list of American
accounts also included General Electric, the Hoover Company, Minnesota
Mining & Manufacturing Company (3M), the Monsanto Chemical
Company, the National Lead Company, Schick Incorporated, and Sears,
Roebuck & Company. Special assignments had been completed for other
industry leaders, including the Kelvinator refrigerator division of American
Motors, the Chrysler Corporation, Corning Glass Works, Eastman Chemical
Products, Firestone Tire & Rubber, Hotpoint, the Radio Corporation of
America (RCA), Reynolds Metals, Sheaffer Pen, and Stanley Tools, and for
entities of the federal government such as the U.S. Coast Guard and the U.S.
Navy.73

American Color Trends and Economic Colour Trends were market
research organizations that helped manufacturers and retailers extrapolate
likely new color directions from the careful analysis of past trends. Birren
had perfected a market-driven, bottom-up approach wherein the patterns that
emerged from the quantitative data (from sales records, market observations,
consumer polls, and retail sales tests) served as a proxy for consumer tastes. In
his view, the market, rather than the tastemaker, was in the driver’s seat. A
promotional booklet, Colour Research: A Definition, explained his business
philosophy to potential British clients.74 Birren’s research-driven approach
differed from the practices of the typical industrial designer, who selected
“colour for its aesthetic value; simply to be different; or because of personal
preference.” He cautioned British companies against the personal approach
to color selection, which could be “very dangerous economically especially
where mass markets are concerned.”75

Before too long, Economic Colour Trends had an impressive roster of British
clients. Many British managers appreciated Birren’s unique blend of quantitative
and qualitative analysis on consumer tastes. The dramatic growth of the plastics
industry prompted the Shell Chemical Company to seek his advice on colors
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“having the widest application and greatest demand in household, industrial and
functionally thermoplastic mouldings.”76 Lewis Berger, a London paint maker
affiliated with the Sherwin-Williams Company of Cleveland, Ohio, asked him to
predict “certain colours as winners for 1960.”77 Richards Tiles invited him to
address a group of Manchester manufacturers on how the “scientific application
of colour in industry had been shown to reduce accidents and absenteeism and
had improved production and the quality of work.” To this audience, Birren
presented a basic lesson on functional color, citing examples from 350 compa-
nies that had applied color to the shop floor to eliminate eyestrain, reduce
absences, and thereby increase output.78

By 1960, Birren was the color darling of the British press. He wrote the
foreword to Robert Wilson’s book, Colour in Industry Today: A Practical Book
on the Functional Use of Color, published posthumously.79 His work on color
psychology in household furnishings and ladies’ fashions reached British con-
sumers through popular magazines such as Home, Woman, and Woman’s
Illustrated.80 One journalist described him as a “gentle, unassuming American
whom you might take for a moderately successful economist.”81 With three
decades of consulting experience under his belt, Birren was a skilled diplomat
who understood the value of compromise. He analyzed data and made sugges-
tions, rather than laying down color mandates. His recommendations were
intended as directional tools for management. Managers, in turn, had the pre-
rogative to decide if they would share his color reports with their creative teams.

The success of Economic Colour Trends “raised the hackles” of the new
British color establishment, which saw the American free-market approach
as a threat to their state-sanctioned authority. In the July 1961 issue of
Design magazine, the Council of Industrial Design pitted two of its experts,
H. L. “Bill” Gloag and the industrial designer F. C. Ashford, against Birren
in a color forum. Gloag now directed research on architectural color at
the Building Research Station and had just written a new report on
Colouring in Factories. He also never failed to cite BS 2660 as one of his
major achievements. Ashford was a senior industrial designer who had
worked in Raymond Loewy’s London office before World War II. In
1947, he launched his own design firm, Scott-Ashford Associates, and
taught industrial engineering design at the Royal College of Art from
1956 to 1959.82 The debate in Design highlights some of the differences
that played out in the turf war between American and British colorists.
Birren favored a research-driven approach, while Gloag and Ashford favored
top-down expert analysis. Birren, who was concerned with “large volume
merchandise sold to average people,” sought to “measure the direction” in
which color was “going.”83 Gloag and Ashford were tastemakers who were
trying to shape consumers’ color choices.

Birren told Design that his “research organization” was interested in the
factors that “motivate” consumers to buy merchandise in certain colors.84 Over
the years, Birren had refined his methods to align with the exciting new field of
motivation research. Prominent motivation research consultants, such as Ernest
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Dichter of the Institute for Motivational Research in Croton-on-Hudson, New
York, sought to understand the psychological reasons why consumers wanted
certain things. Dichter studied consumer tastes, gathered specific information
from focus groups, analyzed all of this data using psychological theories, and
made recommendations about emerging trends to management.85 Similarly,
Birren analyzed his clients’ sales records and drew comparisons with similar
products to predict the likely color preferences of consumers.

In the Design debate, Birren used the example of portable typewriters to
illustrate his methods. If a typewriter manufacturer asked him to “find out
who buys a portable typewriter,” Birren would study their sales records. If his
research showed that businessmen bought 40 percent of portable typewriters,
Birren would recommend a grey utilitarian palette. If the manufacturer
wanted to promote portable typewriters to housewives and their teenage
daughters, Birren would explain the use of color in the home, which would
be “psychologically quite different.”86 Pink and turquoise would be appro-
priate colors “regardless of any functional thing, because they’ll sell better.”
The choice of pastel colors had little to do with “visual efficiency” but hinged
entirely on the gender dimensions of color (as discussed in Chapter 4 by
Dominique Grisard). Western culture had long associated women with pastel
colors, including pink, and Birren saw it as his job to translate this cultural
predilection into color predictions that would sell more goods to this osten-
sible group of consumers.87

Backed by the authority of the Building Research Station, Gloag scoffed
at Birren’s “empirical” and “common sense” methods and pressed for the
“scientific knowledge of colour itself.” He referred to color standards, a
subject close to his heart. Weren’t the 101 scientifically selected paint
colors on the BS 2660 shade card sufficient for the British market? Why
were more choices needed?88

In keeping with his reputation as a soft-spoken economist, Birren calmly
argued for the importance of variety, choice, and change. Shifting consumer
preferences were inevitable, and no designer worth their salt would rely on a
single set of standard colors. Colorists who understood the fashion system, such
as Rorke and Wilson, knew that persistence and change co-existed in the style
industries, and color management was all about adjusting to this reality. Basic or
standard colors had a lifespan of about seven to ten years, and fashion colors
changed with the seasons. The “only permanent thing is change itself,” Birren
quietly explained. “So you see, when you attempt to set up a line of standards, it
frankly would be far short of what creative men will want to work with.”89 Gloag
saw this as sacrificing scientific precision “for fashion, for inter-trade competi-
tion.” Birren had the last word, and set the record straight by returning to the
portable typewriter. “No, Mr. Gloag, not at all. We will still make the grey
machine, but we will also make the pink and the turquoise. We are forced to do
it. We can’t evade it, because the manufacturer’s primary purpose is not to
improve human vision, it’s to sell typewriters.”90
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WHY CLASHES MATTER

The Anglo-American turf dispute did not end with the 1961 debate in Design
magazine. Birren and Danger continued to collaborate for many years, at least
until Economic Colour Trends wound up in 1976. Back in the United States,
Birren continued to serve as guru for the House and Garden Color Program
and remained America’s leading color consultant into the 1980s. Gloag carried
on his crusade within the Council of Industrial Design. Shortly after the
Advisory Committee on Colour and Industrial Design issued its first position
statement in 1966, Gloag and his compatriots used Design as a platform to
argue that color was the “missing link in design training” and to advocate for a
coordinated approach to color selection for product design and architecture.

Few designers working in industry have the knowledge and experience
required in the manufacture of colour co-ordinated products. Some colour
consultants offer advice based on fashion trends, sales results or hunch, and
while this may be valuable in certain fields, it has little to do with the func-
tional aims of co-ordination. The CoID will be glad to put manufacturers in
touch with the few consultants who possess the requisite skills, but in the
meantime the need for training is becoming acute.91

We do not know if Birren read these barbed remarks or how he might have
reacted to them, but the British Colour Council was not amused. In a 1968 letter
to Design, executive director Hugh H. Muirhead reproached the Council of
Industrial Design and Gloag for overlooking the British Colour Council. By this
time, the British Colour Council had 3,000 member firms in a cross section of
industry. “The blunt truth is that while colour has become widely accepted as the
most important sales factor for an increasing range of products, due largely to the
work of the Council and its members, we are still a long way from the situation
where the requirements of say, paint, carpets, vitreous ware, vinyl tiles and textiles
for a standard range of co-ordinating colours can be met by the issue of a single
range.” Muirhead lamented the “astonishing dismissal of all existing knowledge
and experience on this subject,” including the work of the British Colour
Council.92

Throughout the 1960s, the British Colour Council had continued to advise the
textile, fashion, and interior decoration trades, mainly through forecasts and
dictionaries. However, the administrative changes of the previous decade, com-
bined with the economic struggles and the decline of its major clientele, the British
textile industry, created challenges for the organization. After Wilson’s death,
functional color had been put on the back burner. The production of large color
dictionaries, a tradition established when the textile industry had been desperate
for good British reference materials, took precedent. In the 1960s, the British
Colour Council undertook to create three new dictionaries—one on interior
decoration, another on wool, and a third on cotton and man-made fibers—but
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the mismanagement of these projects, combined with the troubles of the British
textile industry, led to the council’s insolvency. In 1970, the British Colour
Council sold a mere 743 subscriptions in Britain and 431 subscriptions abroad,
which did not produce sufficient income to pay for the dictionaries.93 After failing
to reestablish a sound financial position, the foundering British Colour Council
merged with the Council of Industrial Design, which then spent much of the
1970s deliberating the proper place of color practice in British design. The merger
was not easy since the British Colour Council mainly focused on fashion forecast-
ing and the scope of the Council of Industrial Designwasmainly product design.94

As the Council of Industrial Design attempted to find its way with color,
tastemakers tried to steer the ship in different directions.95 Dutton worried
about an American invasion; Gloag was concerned to preserve the color
authority of the state. A third British perspective—that of Robin Darwin, a
great-grandson of the eminent Victorian scientist Charles Darwin—was more
sympathetic to the market-driven approach of Birren.96 This Darwin was a
visionary arts administrator who directed the Royal College of Art in South
Kensington from 1948 to 1971 and made it into a world-class institution.97

Like Birren, Darwin was wary of a color technocracy and favored freedom of
expression, albeit for his own reasons. As a member of the Council of Industrial
Design, he sized up the new Advisory Committee on Colour and Industrial
Design, founded at the behest of the Royal Institute of British Architects and
the Society of Industrial Artists and Designers, “with a view to the rationalisa-
tion and co-ordination of colour in factory made products, such as carpets,
tiles, linoleum and vinyl products.” In a private letter of 1966, Darwin
expressed concern:

This seems to me on all counts to be very dangerous. With the possible exception
of the Swedes, the English have the most underdeveloped sense of colour of any
European country and this is primarily due to laziness. If an over-simplified range
of colours is brought out by an official body for use by industry, by architects and
designers and the like it can only result in encouraging them to think even less.
Gone will be all the “clashes” which primarily make the study of colour
interesting.98

Dutton and Gloag loathed the contrasts and clashes that made color a sub-
jective field. Gloag in particular was keen to create an official box into which color
subjectivity could be squeezed. By virtue of their backgrounds from amultiethnic
society, American color consultants appreciated the value of variety and differ-
ence.99 A harbinger of the anything-goes future, Birren understood taste as it
bubbled up from the street. Darwin capped the debate with a stinging critique of
British color preferences and product design, offering a perspective that fore-
shadowed postmodern color practice. The pioneer color revolutionaries of mid-
century—Rorke and Wilson—would have knowingly smiled. No one could limit
the use of color and no one could dictate its applications. At best, one could only
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hope to understand the highly subjective nature of color and to harness its
emotional qualities for the benefit of sales—and the delight of consumers.
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CHAPTER 11

Modeurop: Using Color to Unify the
European Shoe and Leather Industry

Ingrid Giertz-Mårtenson

It is a cold day in Zürich, Switzerland, in February 1981. In one of the big
meeting rooms of the elegant Hotel Intercontinental, tables with white table-
cloths are arranged near the windows. Colorful leather samples, all approxi-
mately 20 × 30 cm, are laid out in groups on the tables: dark browns, medium
browns, reddish browns, beiges, off whites, navy blues, and the like. On
another table, similar leather cuttings are exhibited, but in more lively and
vibrant shades: purple-red, dark mauve, forest green, and golden brown. Some
fifty people slowly walk around the room, discussing, arguing, pointing at the
colors, lifting the samples to get a better view. It seems clear that this meeting is
about leather. But what are all these people doing here, who are they, and
where did they come from? Why are they discussing colors and shades? And
what is the background and the objective of this gathering?

The answers to these questions lie in the history of Modeurop (ME), a
European leather industry organization that served for almost forty years
(1960–1998) as a base of collaboration for some twenty European countries
working together to create influential color forecasts for the European shoe
and leather industry. ME was unique in its kind. It was the only organization
in Europe for forecasting color and other trends for the shoe and leather
industry, and its geographical coverage was extensive. It managed to unite
not only the national leather industry associations in Western European
countries but also those of Eastern European nations long before the Iron
Curtain fell in the wake of the Berlin Wall’s collapse in 1989. For several
years, ME produced color forecasts that were highly influential on the
European market.

I. Giertz-Mårtenson (*)
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Unfortunately, very few original business records of Modeurop have been
preserved.1 However, some records concerning ME are available in the archives
of Skobranschrådet, the Swedish Shoe Fashion Council or SBR—the organiza-
tion in which ME’s history began and which represented Sweden in ME
between 1960 and 1998. To fill out the picture where historical documents
were missing, the most important source available has been testimony from
former delegates to ME. To obtain this information, I conducted semi-struc-
tured oral interviews in Paris, France, and Copenhagen, Denmark, as well as
telephone and mail interviews with other ME representatives in Switzerland,
Germany, Finland, and Sweden. Documenting the “oral history” of these
individuals, some of whom had participated in the ME project for several
decades, revealed valuable information about the organization, its objectives,
and vision. All the interviews for this study were recorded and transcribed by
the author with the permission of these individuals.2

THE SWEDISH SHOE FASHION COUNCIL:
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN

Sometimes certain ideas and organizations have a fundamental historical
impact on the development of an industry, not only in the industry’s own
country but also in other parts of the world. An examination of the history of
collaboration around color trends in the European footwear and leather indus-
try makes clear that SBR in Sweden played just such a critical role.

The origins of SBR lie in World War II. Although Sweden was neutral and
managed to avoid being drawn into the conflict that devastated large parts of
Europe, six years of war meant that Sweden eventually found itself in a serious
economic crisis, as the supply of essential goods and raw materials faced ever
greater constraints. Guidelines for the adjustment of domestic production and
consumption were drawn up to meet emergency wartime needs. Efforts to
steer production and consumption included restrictions on manufacturing and
rationing for most consumer goods. Nonetheless, Sweden maintained signifi-
cant domestic shoe and leather production for civilian consumers. In 1945,
there were still 273 shoe factories and forty-seven tanneries at work, and
foreign footwear imports were as yet negligible.3

In order to steer wartime production, the Swedish government created the
Industrial Commission, which regulated production levels, including how
many shoes each factory could produce.4 Regulating the availability of raw
materials and production capacity was an absolute necessity. These new rules
included, among other things, guidelines for the standardization of colors for
shoe uppers. The tanners’ upper leather collections, which normally consisted
of about 200 colors, were sharply reduced to only a handful, according to rules
introduced in August 1941. The standardization of colors also aimed to avoid,
if possible, the rationing of shoes by adjusting production to a level that more
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closely approximated actual consumption needs. The rules were particularly
intended to avert a dependence on fashion trends, which would require new
shoe models and colors. Thus, the production of ladies’ boots was completely
prohibited in 1941.5 Full shoe rationing became necessary by the spring of
1943—every Swede had the right to buy one new pair of shoes a year and to
repair one old pair. Rationing was repealed in November 1945, and all remain-
ing price controls and related regulations were lifted in May 1952.6

The Swedish footwear and leather industry thus faced a precarious situation
after World War II. During the last year of the war, the so-called Shoe Industry
Planning Committee met to review opportunities for increased cooperation
between producers and retailers in the industry. The result was the Swedish
Shoe Fashion Council (SBR), founded on September 11, 1945, whose purpose
was to “inform the industry’s various branches about shoe trends before every
season” and “provide the best possible services to the industry.” Special
importance was to be given to “forecasts on color and design and general
information concerning future trends in shoe fashion.”7

The initiative for the new council came from the Swedish Shoe
Manufacturers’ Association with its dynamic chairman, Wilhelm Bahrke,
director of Malmö Läderfabriks AB in southern Sweden. Delegates were
selected from representatives of manufacturers, retailers, leather tanners,
leather importers, and shoe last manufacturers. The council had three
subsections, which focused on color, design, and shoe lasts. At the outset,
it was also emphasized that the council, “to meet its objectives concerning
fashion trends,” should initiate cooperation with similar organizations
abroad and “establish relations with major cities with a determining
role in fashion.” Collaboration with the Swedish textile and clothing indus-
tries was also considered essential.8 To coordinate these activities a fashion
consultant was to be hired, preferably a woman. . . . She must have good
language skills, sure taste and good judgment . . . as well as, critically, possess
the ability to monitor and interpret changes in fashion.”9

The eighteen delegates elected to SBRs committees were chief execu-
tives of Swedish companies. All were male except one woman, a shoe
retailer.10 The perceived need for the new fashion consultant to be a
woman was symptomatic of the prevailing view of fashion at the time.
Whereas companies were led by men, women were expected to be more
open to fashion and more able to interpret its changes. Aili Pekonen
became the first fashion consultant. Pekonen, a well-known artist, illustra-
tor, and designer, had worked as a journalist at several Swedish newspapers
and magazines before joining the Shoe Fashion Council. She held the
position (except for a brief period during the 1950s) until 1968, when I
was appointed to head the SBR. I had had long experience working with
French haute couture in Paris, working as a personal assistant to the Head
of the House of Givenchy as well as being responsible for PR and
Communication at the House of Castillo.’11
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PAVING THE WAY FOR A NEW COUNCIL

The activities of the SBR got off to a quick start, with committees meeting
several times a season. Soon the first color and fashion forecast was produced
and delivered to members—tanneries, shoe manufacturers, shoe retailers, and
shoe last manufacturers. Pekonen described her mission for the future in a
document dated February 1946: “Mymost important task abroad is to connect
to foreign experts and color organizations. This will be very profitable for the
Swedish shoe and leather industry. I will also study color and design both in
ready-to-wear and in shoes, in order to regularly update the Swedish shoe
manufacturers on the latest trends.”12

As early as spring 1946, Pekonen made a five-week trip to New York,
London, and Paris. In London, she visited the British Color Council (BCC)
as well as other trade organizations. Networking and obtaining information
from international color groups were seen as crucial to building a color card for
Sweden.13 Other influential color forecasting agencies were also a part of the
Swedish network. In the archives of the SBR from 1947, there is a color card
from the Textile Color Card Association of the United States (TCCA),
together with a copy of that organization’s newsletter, Broadcast, signed by
the TCCA’s well-known managing director, Margaret Hayden Rorke.
Information is given concerning “Women’s shoe and leather colors for spring
1947.” A color card for spring/summer of the same year from the British
Color Council is also in the archive.14 In her reports, Pekonen also wrote about
the opportunity to inform her new contacts about the work of the SBR. It is
therefore likely that the organizations she visited were regularly updated on the
ongoing activities and developments in Sweden.

The exchange of information took place every season from 1946 onward.
SBR understood early on the importance of staying in tune with international
color trends. Working with American and British industrial color groups seems
to have been more important than collaborating with organizations in France
and Italy. According to reports from visits abroad, fashion and color inspiration
from these last two countries came from famous designers and haute couture
houses rather than from working with fashion industry associations. Apparently,
the leading edge in color forecasting involved the Anglo-American practices
pioneered by the TCCA (see Chapter 10).

Contacts with as wide a range of sources as possible were essential. The idea
of creating a national Swedish color and fashion look, distinct from interna-
tional trends, did not exist. On the contrary, the importance of following
developments on major foreign markets and interpreting them for the
Swedish industry was seen as the main mission. This can be compared to the
“patriotic pride” that existed in the United States and the Textile Color Card
Association. In The Color Revolution, Regina Lee Blaszczyk states that U.S.
national pride had to be set aside when French and Italian fashion and color
trends grew increasingly influential in the postwar era. “Business realities forced
the TCCA to swallow its patriotic pride, put aside color independence, and
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bow to “the other side.”15 Sweden did not have such problems. It was a small
country and early on the Swedish style industries realized the importance of
collaboration and the exchange of ideas and inspiration from major actors on
the international scene.

There was something else that was new in Pekonen’s reports. Unlike most
fashion magazines or forecasting reports at the time, which usually covered
styles and trends, she also explored the cultural and social significance of the
new shoe trends she saw abroad. She referenced the existing social landscape in
Sweden and explained why certain styles and trends would not work on the
Swedish market while others could become great hits.16 Pekonen also took a
special interest in the psychology of colors in fashion, arguing that routinely
not using color in the right way in shoes represented a failure to recognize the
importance of the aesthetics of dressing.17

COLLABORATION ACROSS NORDIC BORDERS

The SBR soon inspired the founding of similar councils in the other Nordic
countries. Between 1945 and 1948, national organizations for the shoe and
leather industry were established in Norway (Skorådet, the Norwegian Shoe
Council), Denmark (Dansk Skomoderåd, the Danish Shoe Fashion Council),
and Finland (Kenkä- ja Nahka-alan muotineuvosto, the Shoe and Leather
Fashion Council). After a few years, in 1949, the four councils decided that
it was in their common interest to work more closely together. Coordinating
color and fashion trends for leather and shoes on the Nordic market would
enhance the commercial success of these sectors in all four countries. Thus, the
Nordic Fashion Council (NMR) was founded.

Its establishment was preceded by talks in various groups, and there had
already been some collaboration between Nordic tanners and shoe manufac-
turers. The years after World War II had seen intense activity in the industry, as
it sought new business opportunities, trade partners, and markets. In this
context, the president of the Finnish Shoe manufacturers, Lauri Kivikäs,
wrote a letter to the SBR, dated November 8, 1948, in which he suggested
collaboration between the four Nordic countries for their mutual benefit.
“I believe that taste directions in the Nordic countries are much the same
and also the technical resources.”18

The inaugural meeting of the NMR was held in Stockholm on November 1,
1949, with subsequent meetings every season in one of the four Nordic
capitals—Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo, and Stockholm.19 Denmark became a
regular member in 1952.20 Separate committees handled specific areas, that is,
color forecasts, design trends in shoes and accessories, and administration.
Members met once or twice every season to discuss the common and identical
forecasts to be published every season in each country. Representatives from
the respective trade associations of all four nations took part in the meetings.
This was a male affair: in the minutes from the NMR meeting in Stockholm on
April 26, 1956, a complete list of members of the committees and board of
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directors indicates that twenty people, all men, were engaged in the various
subsections of the council.21 There were tanners, shoe manufacturers, and shoe
retailers as well as shoe last and accessory manufacturers.

On the other hand, fashion expertise was a female affair. All of the fashion
consultants appointed to be in charge of the actual color and trend forecasting in
the four countries were women. European culture had long deemed fashion a
feminine pursuit, for better or worse. This stereotype, which went back to the
French Revolution (with certain gendered attitudes about color per se reaching
back further, as discussed in Chapter 4), not only influenced patterns of color
consumption, but also produced a gender division of labor that relegated women
to careers as stylists and fashion advisors. Many entrepreneurial fashionistas took
advantage of the opportunities, including Margaret Hayden Rorke. The idea
that fashion was connected to femininity, and therefore more suitable for a
female consultant, seems to have been an accepted fact in the leather industry.22

THE IMPORTANCE OF WORKING TOGETHER: PRODUCING

A NORDIC FASHION FORECAST

From the very beginning of the NMR’s existence, the four fashion consultants
from Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden worked closely together. They
made trips to foreign fashion centers in Europe and the United States, mainly
New York City. Paris was a “must” for every meeting, with the hegemony of
Paris’s fashion influence still undisputed in the early 1950s.

TheNMR’s forecasts, published from1950 on, are filled with information and
exquisite illustrations of new fashion for the coming season—detailed sketches of
shoes (women’s and men’s), of garments, and of handbags combined with
information on colors and materials. The color collection from fall 1954 consists
of twenty-four shades,most of themnamed after geographical areas or inspired by
nature (Fig. 11.1).23 Some names were inspired by names presented in interna-
tional color cards; others had a more Nordic feeling. The names had a great
importance as they were used by the whole industry—tanners, shoe manufac-
turers, and shoe retailers. The names of the most popular shades also became well
known among consumers. A color name could represent a certain “status” for the
consumer as he or she proved that their choice of shoe color was in linewith a new
seasonal trend.

The NMR’s color and fashion forecasts are not only interesting as testimony
of actual collaboration between the countries. They are also aesthetic examples
of fine graphic work from the time. No doubt there was a desire within the
leather and shoe industry to be seen as a modern and forward-looking sector of
the market. The trend forecasts were used to exemplify the industry’s modern
outlook. And they were not only used as tools of information for the industry;
forecasts also served as public relations documents and information sources for
the press. They were communicated to the daily and weekly newspapers as well
as to the trade magazines.24
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Fig. 11.1 Nordic Fashion Council, Fashion Forecast for Shoes and Leather, Fall 1954
(front cover)

This report was produced by the Nordic Fashion Council, with the chic cover design by Aili
Pekonen, the first fashion consultant of the Swedish Shoe Fashion Council (see p. 229).
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Everyone visiting Paris fashion houses in the 1950s was aware of the rigorous
rules concerning the publication of photos and illustrations from the new
collections.25 In advance of each collection, the Paris couture houses issued
confidential press announcements and photographs, each marked with a “release
date.” It was expressly forbidden for the recipient to share information in the
press kit before the designated date. The hush-hush was all part of an elaborate
publicity apparatus that was designed to protect the interests of the couture
houses and to build an aura of exclusivity for Paris fashion. A buyer or a journalist
could be expelled from future fashion shows if these rules were not respected.
The NMR sought to emulate the Paris system and thereby build prestige for its
color forecasts. The confidentiality obligation applied to the NMR forecasts.26

ESTABLISHING A MODEL FOR MODEUROP

The successful collaboration between the Nordic countries would eventually have
wider consequences. Documents in the archives of SBR from the end of 1959
indicate that a request for cooperation came from theUnitedKingdom.TheBritish
leather industry wanted to send observers to the meetings of the NMR in order to
study their ways of working and business strategies. Similar requests seem to have
come to the Nordic Council earlier but were declined; however, now there was
growing interest in some kind of intra-European collaboration. In a comment on
the British request, the chairman of the board of the NMR, Åke Burendahl, wrote,
“Perhaps it is the ongoing talks regarding the future 7-state market that have
motivated the new request. And there might now be good reasons to consider
further cooperation among European countries.” Burendahl was referring to the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), founded in 1960 by Austria, Denmark,
Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. The objective
of the European Free Trade Association was to create new contacts in various
sectors of the market and stimulate free trade for industrial products between
member nations. The soon-to-be-founded ME could undoubtedly be seen as an
example of a collaborative organization crafted with the spirit of the EFTA inmind.

Fig.11.1 (Continued)
The stylish femininity of the illustration suggests an emphasis on women’s fashions, which
was indeed the case. The report begins with a page of text on the subject, a couple pages with
sketches of women’s dresses, and a list of the colors chosen for the season (Havana,
Mahogony, Kastanj, Gyllenek, Hassel, Club brown, Swedish tan, Marin, Marocko, Valnöt,
Sahara, Malaga, Vallmo, Rubin, Japan Blue, Turkos, Skiffer, Tallbarr, Cypress, Tobacco,
Benedictine, Pastel violet, Pastel Pink). This material is followed by color drawings and
accompanying text—fourteen pages on women’s shoes, one page on children’s shoes, four
pages onmen’s shoes, and five pages on ladies’ handbags. The text at the very bottom of the
cover indicates that the report was confidential: “Internal industry information.” The red
sticker declares, “to be returned,” although it is unclear if this particular copy was shared
within one company or between companies.

Source: Author’s papers.
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Its major objective and focus was to establish cooperation concerning color and
leather fashion trends amongmanufacturers and retailers in the European countries
that constituted “the Seven”members of the EFTA.

Another document from the SBR archive, probably from 1968 and entitled
“A short summary of the work and development of the Swedish Shoe Fashion
Council,” stated, “It is worth mentioning that the Swedish Shoe Fashion
Council, SBR, was the model for most shoe and leather councils founded
in the 1950s in Western European countries. Also, the NMR was the model
for the European color organization, founded in 1960 under the name of
Modeurop. Fifteen nations now belong to this group through their national
councils, one of them being the Swedish Shoe Fashion Council (SBR).”27

According to other sources, the model and the inspiration for the establish-
ment of the new inter-European organization thus seems to have come when
word of the Nordic council, NMR, spread in other European countries. An
indication of how this might have happened comes from Leena Aro, a fashion
consultant at Kenkäneuvosto in Helsinki, Finland, for many years. Aro remem-
bers that when she joined the Finnish Shoe Council in 1975, several people
present at the start of Modeurop explained its history to her. She was told that
European textile experts representing the International Wool Secretariat (IWS)
and the DuPont Company, the American-based chemical company that led the
world in synthetic fiber production, were invited to take part in the NMR
meetings in Sweden at the end of the 1950s.28 The textile specialists from the
IWS and DuPont were impressed by the high degree of collaboration in the
Nordic leather and shoe industry and were eager to promote something similar
among all European nations. This can be considered as one of the initial sparks
behind the founding of Modeurop.29

MODEUROP—A COLOR-FORECASTING HUB FOR

THE EUROPEAN LEATHER AND SHOE INDUSTRY

The business idea and the objective behind ME was defined at its inception in
1960—to coordinate color trends for shoes, leathers, and leather garments
within the European market. ME also intended to discuss trends in leather
materials.30 Like the NMR, which inspired ME’s founding, ME recognized
that color was a major driving force in design and lifestyle. As one of the most
important factors behind consumer choices, color was something that produ-
cers and retailers—cooperating through ME—needed to get right. To facilitate
collaboration among the tanners, shoe manufacturers, and retailers in this
industry, all of these groups were represented in ME from the very beginning.
In this respect, too, ME had simply copied the concept and working methods
of the body that already existed in the Nordic countries, the NMR.

At the same time, it should be underlined thatME’s objective was never to deal
with financial, market-related, or trade policy questions. The focus was on color
and leather material forecasting. ME understood the importance of creating a
common color vision for the European market and for those non-European
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nations that wanted to do business with Europe. It was a strong message from an
industry that competed within its own region but at the same time had common
interests vis-à-vis the external market. The decision-making was done through a
group that, during its most successful years, represented almost all European
nations. This pan-European collaboration lent the color forecasts an official
quality and made them reliable. As we saw in Chapter 10, the Textile Color
Card Association produced “American Color for the American People.” In a
similar spirit, Modeurop created forecasts and trend reports suited to European
tastes and expectations.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MEMBERSHIP RULES

According to the statutes adopted at the establishment of ME in 1960, only
national organizations and councils representing the leather and shoe industry
could become members. As the name indicated, this was a European group (the
original name was Euro-Mode, which in 1963 was changed to Modeurop). Its
headquarters was established in Berne, Switzerland, but was later moved to Zürich.

Though there seems to be no existing information indicating why the
administration of ME was located in Switzerland, there are several possible
reasons. Switzerland was a politically neutral nation, and the famous Swiss shoe
manufacturer Bally was very active in promoting the founding of ME. Max
Matter, the fashion director at Bally, Switzerland, was appointed the first
president of ME’s fashion committee.31 Milo Legnazzi, a Swiss-Italian working
at the Swiss national fashion and leather council, became the first secretary
general of ME.32 Finally, Switzerland had an advanced chemical industry,
which produced the synthetic dyes and other chemicals that were widely used
in leather processing and tanning.

The wider context for the establishment of ME also deserves comment. In the
Nordic countries, the influence of European fashion centers in France and Italy was
still important. But trends were becoming increasingly complex and harder to
interpret. Paris continued to claim its hegemony as leader of the international
fashion scene. However, other signals, especially around young fashion, were
bubbling up as part of a new modernity in which fashion and pop music created a
new arena for inspiration. London was the center of this development.33 The early
1960s also saw the establishment in Paris of some of the most important new
fashion forecasting agencies, Peclers Paris and Promostyl, both founded by female
entrepreneurs in response to the growing importance of ready-to-wear in France,
Germany, and elsewhere in Europe.34 Today these are still among the most
influential forecasting bureaus in the world.35 It is likely that, due to all these new
dynamics, theEuropean leather and shoe industry felt a need to collaborate in order
to send a strong message of unity, collaboration, and reliability to the market.

The key tool for this project was clear. Color!
At the launch of ME in 1960 there were thirteen member countries: Austria,

Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and West Germany. Leather and
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shoe experts from these countries met twice a year for two to three days. The
spring congress (in February) usually took place in Zürich, and the fall congress
(end of September) was held in another member country. After each congress,
a forecast with a new color card (aka “collection”) and trends for leather
materials was published for the corresponding season in the upcoming year.
In keeping with this pattern, after the first ME congress in Paris in September
1960, the inaugural ME color card was produced for fall 1961. Besides color
forecasting, the ME held meetings to discuss the general state of the trade and
to plan industry-wide collaborations. Additionally, there was the general
assembly, the most senior gathering of ME representatives, which met once a
year, usually during the fall congress. Its agenda included finances, statutes, and
memberships, as well as the appointment of board positions and presidents of
the various subsections. A two-thirds majority of voting members was required
for a resolution, with each member country having one vote.

ME was a non-profit organization, financed partly by membership fees,
partly by income from the sale of seasonal color cards (Fig. 11.2). According
to the former secretary of ME, Rose Marie Gresch, the approximate annual
turnover in 1995 was 120,000 Swiss francs. Color cards were sold for 30 Swiss
francs to the national member organizations at the end of the 1990s, and these
organizations determined independently what the price of the card would be
for their member companies. In the same period, the membership fee for the
national organizations was around 2,200 Swiss francs (approximately 17,000
Swedish kroner or 2,500 U.S. dollars at the time). Like the Textile Color Card
Association and the British Color Council, ME was a business-to-business
organization, working to improve the understanding of the importance of
color and color coordination between leather and shoe companies within the
European market. Direct contact with consumers was not part of ME’s
mission.

ASSOCIATED MEMBERS—BUT NO VOTING RIGHTS

Chemical companies, which produced the dyes and needed to be consulted
when choosing the right shades for coloring leather, were allowed to become
associated members of ME but not to be present at the congresses as
observers or to take part in the work. Nor did they have any voting rights.
Their business interests, after all, overlapped with those of ME’s full mem-
bers but extended in many other directions too. Information regarding new
colors and original leather samples was sent to the associated members after each
congress. The annual fee for them was less—1,500 Swiss francs instead of 2,200
Swiss francs, in themid-1990s, for example. Threemajor international companies
were associated members for a long period: Ciba-Geigy, Sandoz, and Bayer
Leverkusen, the first two based in Basel, Switzerland, and the last one in
Leverkusen, Germany.

Around 1995, a few years before the dissolution of the original ME organiza-
tion (it was later reconstructed, see below), an additional associated member was
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accepted into ME: India, as represented by the Central Leather Research
Institute, or the CLRI. An exception to the rules of associated membership
was also made. The Indian delegation was permitted to attend congresses, albeit
without voting rights. This development represented a change in strategy and a
departure from the original statutes, which had excluded non-European coun-
tries. Although India was not accepted as a full member, the new strategy was
based on an understanding of changes on the global market and the growing
importance of building business relationships with other parts of the world
whose own leather and shoe industries were growing and becoming increasingly
relevant in European markets. But the presence of India also became one of the

Fig. 11.2 Modeurop color card, Spring/Summer, 1979

The design of this 12 × 8-cm color card was typical of the color cards thatModeurop sold to
its member organizations for further distribution to participating businesses in their
respective countries. The number of colors varied from season to season, with this one
containing 24 (one is hidden). Each differently colored page bears that color’s name aswell
as the season. Behind the front cover, before the colors, is a page listing all the groups in
Modeurop and all of that season’s colors.

Source: Author’s papers.
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reasons that France left ME in 1995; the French leather and shoe industry saw in
India an unwelcome competitor.36

EUROPEAN COLLABORATION OUTSIDE WESTERN EUROPE

At its inception in 1960, ME only had Western European nations as mem-
bers. This was a time when the Iron Curtain—the imaginary boundary that
ran through the heart of Europe to separate the Communist East Bloc
countries from the “Free World” of the West—was still a hard political
fact. Business relations in general were sometimes challenged by ideological,
legal, and political differences. Shortly after the establishment of ME, how-
ever, applications for membership were received from Eastern European
countries as well because leather production in many of them was important,
and the industry there needed all the information on trends in colors and
materials that it could get. The first application came from Czechoslovakia in
1969. After this, several others national trade groups from Communist
Europe were accepted as members too: East Germany, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, and Yugoslavia.37

There appears to have been no concerted opposition to opening ME to
representatives from the East Bloc countries. Tanneries and shoe manufacturers
in several of these nations were interesting business partners for many Western
European companies.38 On the other hand, many of these low-wage economies
were attempting to compete in the more developed markets of Western Europe,
which some producers inWestern Europe did not view with indifference. On the
contrary, the idea of letting ME fashion information in general and its color
forecasts in particular automatically be used by rivals in the Eastern Bloc was seen
as questionable by some Western members, including France and Spain.39

During this period, the pros and cons of including Eastern European nations
in the organization were also discussed by the UK-based International Council
of Tanners (ICT), an organization whose membership included European tan-
ners represented in ME by their respective national leather and shoe organiza-
tions. The result was similar to the decision that ME took. The promise of
commercial advantages and new business prospects were seen as more important
than political and ideological factors.40

Creating a Color Forecast

How did ME conduct its actual work? Who were the important players in the
group? And what was the background and the timing for creating this kind of
color information for a particular season? From its inception, ME was orga-
nized into several committees. The most important work took place in the
Expert Committee, which met during every semiannual congress. Here, a color
card for shoes and other accessories, such as handbags and belts, was chosen for
the new season. Each national delegation had one or more representatives in
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the Expert Committee, each with a head who had the right to deliver the
delegation’s final vote. Every nation had one vote and a majority of two-thirds
was required for a new color to be included in the color card.

The Expert Committee, in turn, depended on the Fashion Committee,
which included a select number of representatives from member countries.
The role of this committee was to present a background report of upcoming
textile and fashion trends to the Expert Committee. As the shoe industry was
ancillary to the textile and fashion industry, it depended directly on what was
happening there as far as colors, materials, and general trends were concerned.
Delegates in the Fashion Committee therefore had to possess special knowl-
edge and information regarding future textile and fashion trends. In fact, the
delegates in the Fashion committee often represented more than just the shoe
and leather industry in their respective countries. The present author was not
just CEO of the Swedish Shoe Fashion Council, for example, but also CEO of
the Swedish Fashion Council. These ties to other industries in the fashion
sector meant that the delegates to the Expert Committee had deep knowledge
of all upcoming trends in fashion and textiles, which was reinforced by visits to
all the textile and ready-to-wear fairs and all the other industry-produced
information on upcoming fashion trends (on such fairs, see Chapter 12).
This broader fashion background was essential to the work of presenting a
true picture of color trends for the leather and shoe industry.41 Specialist
experts were also brought in for the men’s fashion report. A third committee
handled the color card for leather garments. This addition to the color forecast
for shoes and accessories came around 1975. It was a decision partly based on
the importance of leather garment production and tanneries in countries like
Finland, Spain, and Sweden. Leather garment colors were also included in the
original color card of ME from 1976 and on, as the production of leather
garments grew strong, especially in Finland, Spain, and Sweden.

The start of a new season saw a meeting of the small Textile and Fashion
Committee, sometimes in connection with trade fairs (for instance Première
Vision in Paris or Lineapelle in Bologna) that the trend and color experts were
already attending. This committee prepared a preliminary forecast for the next
year’s fashion trends, which it would present at the next ME congress.42

THE MECHANICS OF AN ME CONGRESS: STEP BY STEP
A congress usually lasted for two days and started with the preparation of all the
leather color propositions for the new season. Whole leather hides were
brought to the congress by every member nation (pigmented side leathers,
aniline or semi-aniline calf or goat leathers) in new color shades. The job of
providing leather samples was serious; the member who failed to bring leather
samples did not have the right to vote. From the large pieces of leather, pieces
of approximately 20 × 30 cm were cut out, numbered, and exhibited to the
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delegates in specific color groups on separate tables. The groups corresponded
to the trends presented by the Fashion Committee and included three to four
themes, such as basics, neutrals, spicy (warm, hot), and pop (vibrant, young).

The presentation of the new textile and fashion report formed the start of
each congress as a kick-off to the work of the Expert Committee. “Mood
boards” with examples of color cards from textile associations, fashion fore-
casting agencies, and national fashion councils decorated the walls in the
meeting room, including colorful pages from fashion magazines and sketches
of new fashions. Any member of the Expert Committee could comment on the
textile report, but usually the fashions presented were used as a background to
the new season´s leather color report.

At this point, the actual selection of the color card for the next season would
begin. For several hours, sometimes continuing into the following day, dele-
gates would circle around the tables with the new color propositions. There
were private discussions, and small groups gathered around certain samples.
Now and then the president of the Fashion Committee would listen to an
argument, make a comment, or point out a particular color group or sample.
The discussions were often lively, yet never hostile or unfriendly. But this was
also the moment when national pride became a factor. A rivalry between color
propositions from major fashion nations like France, Italy, and Spain was
sometimes apparent.43 Delegates occasionally took a quick look at the back
of the color samples to find out where the leather originated; every sample was
marked with a number indicating its place of manufacture.

Representatives also sometimes made decisions as part of country groupings.
The four Nordic countries were often of the same opinion, based on the fact
that market and fashion trends were similar in northern Europe. Joint Nordic
decisions were also driven by the fact that industry representatives from the
four countries would later have to select an NMR color card for the seasonal
Nordic color program. Politically, a common Nordic agenda could also be
linked to the countries’ strong regional ties that dated back centuries, as also
illustrated by the frequent joint Nordic propositions and similar voting patterns
in the United Nations and other international organizations.44

Undoubtedly there was a certain prestige in having a color proposition
from one’s own country chosen; however, considerations of “national
pride” never became overpowering. The objective of ME was always to
choose a color card with shades that were both commercially valuable and
fashionably new for the European market as a whole. For the individual
tanner who delivered the color sample there could also be an image boost,
increasing his status among colleagues as well as enhancing his company’s
corporate image.45 Once everyone’s mind was made up, the actual voting
began, with representatives standing around the tables with the leather
samples, and raising red cards for a “yes” on a new color. When two-thirds
of the nations present voted in favor, the color passed. If not, it was either
withdrawn, or a slightly different shade might be discussed. The same
procedure was followed in the leather garment committee. Here the
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samples were usually presented in soft velour or nappa leathers.
Considerably fewer colors were presented in this group and several nations
did not attend the work of the committee because it was of interest only to
countries where leather garments were produced.

The number of colors on the forecasts varied from the start of Modeurop in
1960 to the end in 1998. The very first color card, for fall and winter 1961,
included only two colors, Palisander and Moresco. After that the numbers
increased steadily. In the 1979 spring/summer card there were twenty-eight
colors for shoes and accessories and fifteen colors for leather garments. In the
mid-1990s, the number decreased again. The fall/winter card for 1996–1997
included only nine colors for shoes and accessories and eight colors for leather
garments.

Once the color card was complete, the textile experts sat down to “baptize”
the new shades. Finding appropriate and catchy names for the new colors
became an important public relations tool, but agreeing on suitable names
that would work in all countries and in different languages and cultures could
be problematic. “The French tanners were furious if I came back to Paris with
names that they considered not valid,” explained the French representative
Sylvie Lefranc.46 References to nature, minerals, and food were popular.
Political or religious references were avoided. In connection with the discus-
sion of color, ME also worked to identify future trends in leather materials.
Here, a combination of commercial and fashion aspects formed a background
to detailed reports on upcoming trends.47

Once the color selection had been completed and the new shades named,
member delegations received small samples of every new color from the original
leather hides. Back home, these leather samples were cut into smaller pieces and
sent to tanners in each country. To interpret the exact shade and include it in his
own color collection, the tanner had to rely on the original leather sample. If
necessary, he could also order a bigger color sample from the tannery responsible
for the original ME sample. Lists of the tanneries whose color shades were
chosen and included in the ME color collection were distributed to all members.

After each congress, the ME Color Card for the new season was produced
and became an important source of income for the organization. The color
card was printed on hard paper in the shape of a hand fan, usually 12 × 8 cm. It
was obligatory for member countries to order a certain number of color cards
for national distribution. The rules were very rigorous: color cards could only
be distributed by the member nations to representatives of the leather industry
in each country. Any member nation that failed to respect this rule risked
exclusion from ME.48

A TOOL FOR “NATION-BRANDING” AND SOCIAL NETWORKING

The first ME congress of the year usually took place in Zürich in February. The
September congress was often arranged in one of the other member countries.
It was regarded as an honor for a country to be asked to arrange a congress.
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While it meant a great deal of work, it also represented a possibility to upgrade
the “national brand” among other members. 49

During congresses in member countries, delegates would always be put up
in one of the top hotels. For example, the Hotel Carlton in Cannes, on the
French Riviera, was the site of the spring 1975 meeting. The arrangements
could be very formal. The “gala dinner” that was part of a congress outside
Switzerland was sometimes an elaborate black tie affair, taking place in a posh
restaurant with entertainment, music, and dancing. This can be seen as part of
the zeitgeist that still existed in the 1970s and 1980s—many international
congresses boasted an exquisite and traditional way of entertaining and many
divisions of the fashion business valued elegance and glamour. Later on,
however, the ME became much more cost-conscious.50

The elaborate arrangements sometimes caused problems for delegates from
Eastern European countries. Their budgets were tight, and they often had to
look for less expensive hotels and choose not to take part in after-work dinners.
A strict political agenda lurked behind this circumstance as well. Certain
representatives in the Eastern European delegations seemed more like govern-
ment minders than experts from the leather industry. A sense of surveillance
directed toward Western delegates was also tangible during some of the meet-
ings held in Eastern Europe. “There was a strong control by ‘secret service,’
even in the hotel,” remembers ME President Rolf Trüb, looking back at the
congress in Prague in 1974.51

But there was also an informal social side to ME. During every congress an
evening program was arranged for the delegates. This could be a friendly
outing to a pleasant inn or a dinner in one of the traditional guild houses in
Zürich. For several years, there was also a special daily program for personnes
acompagnantes (usually wives, but once in a while also a husband). “The ‘social
networking’ that took place during the many evenings together, under infor-
mal circumstances, should not be underestimated,” recalled ME delegate
Kirsten Toxvaerd, who represented the Danish Shoe Fashion Council. “Here
friendships were made that lasted long after the actual ME years.”52 The
informal entertainment within the ME group was meaningful for the business
side too. Personal contacts between people have always been extremely impor-
tant for good business relations.53

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS, DISSOLUTION, AND RECONSTRUCTION

Income from its color cards was vital for ME’s finances. As competition
from outside Europe grew increasingly fierce, many factories and produc-
tion plants in the organization’s European member nations had to close.
This resulted in declining color card orders from the mid-1980s.54 At the
beginning of the next decade, some national member organizations left
ME. In some cases, they ceased to exist; others left due to financial diffi-
culties. Fierce competition from new actors in markets where production
was less costly combined with growing imports of footwear and leathers
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from outside Europe was causing a large number of European shoe and
leather manufacturers to go under. The 1990s also saw European textile
fairs grow in importance. Première Vision in Paris, for example, added to
the competition on the “trends market.” Denmark, Norway, and some of
the Eastern European members no longer saw the advantage of member-
ship. By 1995, the financial situation of ME was so acute that the secretariat
in Switzerland had to be shut down. The administrative functions of SE
were moved to the Austrian member organization, Oestereisches
Modesekretariat (The Austrian National Fashion Council) in Vienna, but
the decline in member nations did not stop. France left ME in 1995,
Sweden and Finland in 1997. A few nations of the former group were
left, but the original idea of ME was dead.

Around 2000, hopes for the reconstruction of the organization were raised in
Germany. The German Shoe Fashion Council (Deutsche Schuinstitut, or DSI)
decided to try launching a new organization under the same name.55 Today, that
name stands for a group of European and non-European companies and associa-
tions working to coordinate leather color trends on the international market.
The new “Modeurop” does not stand for “Fashion trends for Europe” anymore.
It is not limited to national European leather councils. The objective is instead to
produce color and material forecasts for the global leather market.

MEASURING THE IMPACT

The importance of ME can partly be explained by the fact that, according to its
statutes, only national leather and shoe industry organizations could become
members. In this way, ME hi-jacked, so to speak, the official representatives of
the shoe and leather industry from each country. That is, it seems to have left no
room for another intra-European organization of comparable stature. Nor was
there room for individual companies or private interests in ME. This limitation
lent a quasi-official stamp to the color forecasts. After all, they were produced
and delivered by national experts within a nonprofit framework. The “official”
character of ME’s work was further underlined by the fact that it was performed
during “congresses,” a label indicating the semiannual gatherings were official,
not mere informal conferences. The forecasts from ME relied on the broad
knowledge of experts from all European countries, and through their pan-
European distribution they created a common vision that made them even
more important and influential in the market.

During ME’s forty years of existence, however, the influence of its color
forecasts undoubtedly varied. “I believe the best years were in the 1970s and
the beginning of the 1980s,” says Rolf Trüb, president of ME from 1985 to
1995. He also indicates that the importance of the color forecasts varied in
different parts of Europe. “Northern and middle European countries would
usually follow the forecasts more than countries in southern Europe.” The
tanneries in the northern and central European regions appreciated the
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standardized color card. Many shoe manufacturers also accepted the ME color
trends, whereas others saw a competitive advantage in using a different color
scheme.56 However, according to Jan Ekblom, CEO of the Swedish tannery
Klippans Läder, NMR president for several years, and the Swedish representa-
tive in ME, the influence of the Modeurop color card among his customers
diminished the further south in Europe one went.57

CONCLUSION

ME was dissolved only a couple decades ago, but all of the records from its
forty years of existence, at least in important member countries, have already
been disposed of. I interpret this as a lack of understanding and respect for
contemporary fashion history. A study of the background, objectives, and
business model of ME offers a new understanding of one of the most efficient
organizations within the European fashion industry in the latter half of the
twentieth century. Further studies in this area could add new knowledge
regarding a rather unknown sector of the European fashion market.

Recently the idea of the individual designer has been the subject of several
works and case studies.58 The influence of the “genius” was often seen as the
main force behind fashion changes. However, the importance of fashion insti-
tutions and industrial groups within the global fashion system must not be
underestimated. ME was one such organization in the area of color forecasting.
It managed to coordinate the development of leather colors on the European
market (both west and east) for several decades. It created a basis for decision-
making and information that was reliable and influential. ME proved that color
was not only a concern of individual companies. It could also become a strong
tool within an industry, if it was handled by a well-organized group.

The interaction between corporate professionals and “fashion intermediaries”
deserves to be noted here.59 The fashion experts responsible for the ME Fashion
Committee were highly influential with their “fashion story” as a background
canvas for the ME color cards. Rolf Trüb, former president of ME, considers the
work of these fashion and textile experts in the 1970s and 1980s to have been
crucial to the success ofME. From a gender perspective, ME also reveals how the
importance of women in the European shoe and leather industry slowly changed
in the late twentieth century. For the SBR and the NMR in the 1940s and the
1950s, the only positions filled by women were fashion consultants, whereas in
the ME of the 1980s and 1990s, there were several female CEOs of national
member organizations, namely, from Denmark, France, and Sweden.

“I believe that an esprit européen was created by Modeurop among the
representatives of the leather and shoe industry that did not exist in nearly
the same way within the textile and fashion industry.”60 This statement by
Sylvie Lefranc, former director of the Bureau de Style in France and pre-
sident of the ME Fashion Committee for many years, evinced the spirit that
existed within the group. Perhaps one could say that ME worked according
to the ideas of the European Union long before the EU existed. Kirsten
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Toxvaerd, director of the Shoe Fashion Council of Denmark, adds these
final words: “There is no doubt that ME was an organization of great
commercial importance for many of the member countries. And color was
the unifying factor.”61

NOTES

1. In the relevant trade organization archives of former prominent member coun-
tries like Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland, documents
concerning the history of Modeurop (ME)—such as minutes from congresses,
newsletters, financial statements, and correspondence—do not exist. To obtain
reliable information, other sources had to be used, namely, a number of docu-
ments and photos from private archives belonging to people who earlier held
various positions in ME. Also, press clippings from trade magazines in Denmark,
Finland, and Sweden reported on some of the organization’s activities.

2. The author interviewed the following people: Lenena Aro, fashion consultant at
Kenkäneuvosto (The Shoe and Leather Fashion Council), Helsinki, Finland, and
member of the Finnish delegation to ME, 1975–1998 (mail and telephone inter-
view, May–June 2012); Jan Ekblom, CEO of Klippans Läderfabrik, 1958–1987;
Ängelholm, Sweden, chairman of SBR and NMR, ca. 1975–1985, and member of
the Swedish delegation to ME during the same period (mail and telephone inter-
view, May 2012); Rose Marie Gresch, ME secretary, Zurich, Switzerland, 1981–
1995 (mail and telephone interview, May 2012); Marga Indra-Heide, fashion
consultant at Modeausschuss Schuhe, Offenbach, Germany, and member of the
ME Fashion Committee for several years (mail interview, May 2012); Sylvie
Lefranc, director of the Bureau de Style des Industries du Cuir, Paris, France,
1973–2001, and president of the ME Fashion Committee from 1985 (approxi-
mately) to 1995 (interview in Paris, May 9, 2012); Ernst Steiner, ME treasurer,
1960–1995 (telephone interview, June 7, 2012); Kirsten Toxvaerd, managing
director at Dansk Skomoderåd (Danish Shoe Fashion Council), 1974–1981, and
head of the Danish delegation to ME, 1974–1981 (interview in Helsingör,
Denmark,May 4, 2012); and Rolf Trüb, CEO of Bally Arola Switzerland, president
of the ME Fashion Committee, 1975–1985, and president of ME, 1985–1995
(mail and telephone interview May–June 2012). I would like to express my sincere
gratitude to all former colleagues and friends for taking the time to talk tome and to
share their recollections of the work of Modeurop.

3. Statistiska Centralbyrån, ed., Statistisk årsbok för Sverige (Stockholm, 1945 and
1960).

4. “Kristidspolitik och kristidshushållning i Sverige under och efter andra
världskriget,” 152:49, Statens offentliga utredningar.

5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. “Skobranschrådet konstitueras,” Skohandlaren, no. 9, 1945.
8. Minutes of SBR meeting, September 11, 1945, found in the ME file remnants in

the Swedish Shoe Fashion Council (SBR) archive, Stockholm. The documents in
this archive are not numbered, and the archive does not possess any finding aids.

9. Ibid.
10. “Lädertidningen presenterar Skobranschrådet,” Lädertidningen, no. 21, 1945.
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11. “Kort resumé över Skobranschrådets arbete och utveckling,” ca. 1968, SBR
archive.

12. Information letter to members of the SBR (probably also sent out to the media),
1946, SBR archive.

13. Aili Pekonen, Report on “The Shoe Fashion in London. Impressions from a trip
to the UK 22–26 October 1946,” November 1, 1946, SBR archive.

14. SBR archive.
15. Regina Lee Blaszczyk, The Color Revolution (Cambridge, MA, 2012).
16. See comments in Valerie Steele, Shoes: A Lexicon of Styles (London, 1998), 10.
17. “Färgernas psykologi i modet” (The importance of colors in fashion). In

Lädertidningen, 22/1950, December 15, 1950.
18. SBR archive.
19. From “PM regarding the activities of the Nordic Fashion Council,” February 18,

1959, SBR archive.
20. Ibid.
21. From minutes of NMR meeting in Stockholm, April 26, 1956, NMR files, SBR

archive.
22. See Yuniya Kawamura, Fashion-ology: An Introduction to Fashion Studies

(London, 2005).
23. The colors were called Havana, Mahogany, Chestnut, Golden Oak, Hazel, Club

Brown, Swedish Tan, Marine, Morocco, Walnut, Sahara, Malaga, Poppy, Ruby,
Japanese Blue, Turquoise, Shale, Pine, Cypress, Tobacco, Benedictine, Pastel
Violet and Pastel Rose; SBR Modeprognos Höst/vinter 1954, SBR archive.

24. Examples can be found in “Modeprognoser 1950–60,” SBR archive, Stockholm.
25. Didier Grumbach, Histoires de la mode (Paris, 1993), 61.
26. The end of every publication was stamped with a large “Confidential” with the

following explanation: “The forecast is confidential. It is therefore of great
importance that its contents are respected. The new colors and their names in
the Nordic Fashion Council’s Color collection may thus not be published until
after the date of publication, as decided by the Council.” SBR archive.

27. This document, “A short summary of the work and development of the Swedish
Shoe Fashion Council” (En kort sammanställning av arbetet och utvecklingen av
Skobranschrådet), is located in the SBR archive and is presumably from 1968,
eight years after the foundation of ME.

28. On July 1, 1937, the International Wool Publicity and Research Secretariat was
formed and quickly renamed the International Wool Secretariat (IWS). Based in
London, the IWS had offices in every major wool-producing country by the mid-
1950s. “History of the Woolmark Brand,” http://www.woolmark.com/about-
woolmark/history.

29. Interview with Leena Aro.
30. In the context of this book as a whole, in particular Chapter 10, it is worth

recalling one instance of verified contact between the affiliated SBR—manifested
in Pekonen’s trip shortly after the war—and the BCC and TCCA. The last of
these organizations, reports Regina Lee Blaszczyk, saw shoe and leather colors as
one of its major remits already in the 1920s. At the same time, one cannot draw a
straight line from the TCCA’s history to that of ME, which developed from an
inter-European process. Unfortunately, writing a history of transatlantic transfers
and adaptations of knowledge and practices requires source material not currently
available in this case.
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31. A short notice in the trade magazine Läder och Skor (Leather and Shoes), from
June 20, 1960, indicates that the Fashion Director Max Matter of Bally,
Switzerland, was visiting Stockholm, Sweden in May 1960. It is likely that he
met with representatives of SBR and NMR during this visit.

32. Interview with Ernst Steiner.
33. Mendes and de la Haye, 20th Century Fashion, 158–92.
34. See Ingrid Giertz-Mårtenson, “Looking into the Future: A Study of Trend

Analysis in the Fashion Industry” (MA thesis, Stockholm University, 2006).
35. The spirit that prevailed in Paris in the 1960s was the right atmosphere for the

private trend business. In 1960, Maime Arnodin established an agence de style,
later called MAFIA, in Paris. In 1970, Dominique Peclers, who worked as a stylist
at the department store Printemps, opened her own “trend agency” in order to
provide advice and information for the fashion industry on upcoming seasons of
color and fashion trends. Her company, Peclers Paris, is still regarded as a major
player in the field. The same applies to Promostyl, founded in 1966 by Françoise
Vincent-Richard. Giertz-Mårtenson, “Looking into the Future.”

36. Interview with Sylvie Lefranc.
37. East Germany joined in 1974. The years that the other countries joined were not

preserved in the materials used for this study.
38. Interview with Jan Ekblom.
39. Interview with Sylvie Lefranc.
40. Interview with Jan Ekblom.
41. In the 1990s, some of the members of the Textile and Fashion Committee were

Leena Aro, Fashion consultant Kenkäneuvosto, Finland; Susanne Galliker,
Fashion consultant Swiss Textile Fashion Council and Intercolor; Ingrid Giertz-
Mårtenson, CEO Swedish Fashion Council, Sweden; Marga Indra Heide,
Fashion Consultant, Modeausschuss Schuhe, Germany; Sylvie Lefranc, Director
Bureau de Style des Industries du Cuir, France. A special expert for Men´s
fashions was Christine Grandis, Director Oestrreichisches Modesekretariat,
Austria.

42. Interview with Sylvie Lefranc.
43. Interview with Kirsten Toxvaerd.
44. Interview with former UN Under Secretary General Jan Mårtenson.
45. Interview with Jan Ekblom.
46. Interview with Sylvie Lefranc.
47. See “Bulletin d´Information” from Modeurop for spring/summer 1971.
48. Interview with Rolf Trüb.
49. Sylvie Lefranc from France remembers, “Arranging a congress could be a ques-

tion of doing things bigger and better than others. There was a certain competi-
tion between hosting nations. And it was a very costly event—some of it being
paid by congress fees from attending delegates and a small contribution from
Modeurop. But the final bill had to be paid by the hosting country.” Interview
with Sylvie Lefranc.

50. Interview with Kirsten Toxvaerd, who stated that ME, like many other interna-
tional organizations, was watched by politicians, the media, and consumers.
“Everything had to be simpler and more efficient.”

51. Interview with Rolf Trüb.
52. Interview with Kirsten Toxvaerd.
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53. “Such ties were developed during the informal luncheon and evening get-
togethers of ME. They helped build a good business atmosphere, which can
hardly be created if you do not appreciate and sympathize with the other indivi-
dual.” Interview with Jan Ekblom.

54. Interview with Rolf Trüb.
55. The DSI informs and coordinates trends in the German Shoe Industry, with a

particular interest in children’s shoes. For more, see their website at http://www.
schuhinstitut.de/.

56. Interview with Jan Ekblom.
57. “When visiting a leading Italian tannery, I once saw a Modeurop color card on a

wall. When I commented, “It’s really good to see that you too use Modeurop,” I
got the following reply: “No, the color card is only there as a warning example.”
Interview with Jan Ekblom.

58. Kawamura, Fashion-ology.
59. Blaszczyk, Color Revolution, 6, describes fashion intermediaries as “folks often on

the corporate front line, who were charged with the tasks of scoping out con-
sumer tastes and determining the likely direction of change.”

60. Interview with Sylvie Lefranc.
61. Interview with Kirsten Toxvaerd.
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CHAPTER 12

Who Decides the Color of the Season?
How a Trade Show Called Première Vision

Changed Fashion Culture

Mary Lisa Gavenas

The silk weavers of Lyon knew that they were in trouble.
These were proud men, accustomed to being emulated and envied. For

generations, their families had dealt with haute couture and royalty. But as the
1970s began, they found themselves in a world that celebrated the wash ’n’
wear and wrinkle-free. When Neil Armstrong planted his flag on the moon in
1969, it had been made of nylon.1

During the decades following World War II, the weavers’ prospects had gone
from bad to worse. Asian mills churned out cheap fabrics for Asian factoriesg
churning out cheap clothes. Rebuilt German factories specialized in synthetics.
Americans spent fortunes promoting excrescences like Lycra and Orlon. Even
the silk weavers’ superintendence of aesthetics had been subverted. In the good
old days, design and color trends had trickled down from Paris’smaisons de haute
couture to the rest of the world. Now merchandisers, retailers, and ready-to-wear
manufacturers were unwilling to wait their turn.2 Every Tom, Dick, and Harry
was coming out with his own color card.

As fashion grew more and more global, the weavers’ traditional business model
grewmore andmore outmoded. Exports were now too important, which left trade
fairs as the best way of contacting customers. But there, too, the silk weavers were
thwarted. The only event that attracted fashion’s major players, a twice-a-year trade
fair in Frankfurt, came too late in the season to be much use to them or their
customers. As for its industrial setting: well, that they found unspeakable.
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So the weavers started their own show. In the fall of 1973, fifteen French
mills banded together to show their Fall 1974 collections in a downtown
Lyon hotel meeting room.3 Calling their tiny trade fair “Première Vision”
because it was literally a “first look” at the next year’s colors and trends, they
preempted the big Frankfurt fair by over a month. They aimed not only to
offer clear color trends but to offer them first—before Americans or Germans
or Italians or anyone else muddied the waters. They invited their best custo-
mers from Europe, the United States, and Japan. The weavers hoped that, in
return for a head start on the new season, these customers would express
appreciation with larger and more lucrative orders. At least, that’s the way
“Première Vision” was supposed to work.

Which it did. The next year, “Première Vision Tissus de Lyon” built on
its strengths by adding more promotional shade trends and moving its
presentation to Paris to coincide with the prêt-à-porter shows, where the
weavers’ high-end clients gathered. In 1976, they made the show’s color
statement stronger still, ensuring that the show’s color forecast was reflected
in some or all of each exhibitor’s offerings.

By the end of its first decade, each edition boasted over 300 exhibitors from
a dozen European countries, drew over 16,000 visitors, and was an established
ritual for designers, manufacturers, merchandisers, retailers, beauty companies,
and everyone else whose business required knowledge of fashion—particularly
color—trends.4 From then on, its influence continued to grow.

In this case study, I examine the market forces that gave Première Vision
what sociologist Lise Skov has called its “unique trend-setting function”5

and document its development into a prime player in the globalization of
the fashion industry, ending with its 2005 incorporation as Première Vision
Pluriel, a Lyon-based limited company operating multiple fashion-related
trade fairs on multiple continents.

As Sabine Le Chatelier, associate fashion director of Première Vision, has
explained,

People don’t always understand what influences fashion. They may think every-
thing comes from Marc Jacobs, but fashion is not only dreams and glamour.

It’s also an industrial field.6

WHAT CAME BEFORE

By the 1970s, most people had stopped pretending that hemlines, shades, and
silhouettes were dictates from Paris.

World War II had hastened the pace of change. After the war, cities like
Florence, Rome, Milan, and London were setting themselves as design
centers to rival Paris. American fashion had grown more independent and
more focused on sportswear. Meanwhile, the middle classes of Africa, Asia,
and South America had begun wearing Western-style, readymade clothes.
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And all those factors, as an executive in the French textile industry
explained, “brought a homogenization of styles in larger quantities.”7

France’s mills had problems of their own. Although French centers of textile
production sustained few direct hits during World War II, the survival of that
pre-war machinery proved a mixed blessing. As one industry veteran explained,
“the fact that apparel factories weren’t too badly damaged by the war, meant
that they restarted with old machines, thus with the handicap of a prewar
productivity, whereas Germany had to reconstruct and received subsidies to
do so because most of its industrial centers were destroyed. In France, the
renewal of machinery was a very slow process.”8

Elsewhere in Europe, newer factories with newer equipment were better
positioned to work with newer fibers. But even conventional fibers and
fabrics presented problems for French mills since non-European raw
materials suppliers were becoming involved in their home countries’ new,
vertically integrated ventures. And no matter how up-to-date their machin-
ery, French mills couldn’t compete with the lower labor costs in Asia.

At the same time, since Western-style clothes were being produced and
worn in those new markets, exports became more important. French textile
executive Ashley Dormeuil, fifth-generation proprietor of a mill founded in
1842, recalled, “our export in the mid-1950s was about 50 percent” and
grew to about 80 percent in the following decades.9 That may have sounded
like good news, but few French mills had the financial resources to retain
representatives in foreign markets.

Enter trade shows—and a whole new set of problems. For producers
that prided themselves on setting trends, like the silk weavers of Lyon,
the frustrations inherent in doing business at trade shows were summed
up in a Frankfurt-based textile fair called Interstoff.10 A purely commercial
venture run by a company called Messe Frankfurt,11 Interstoff was
neither managed by fashion professionals nor staged in a fashion capital.
Disseminating design trends was not its priority. Show management slotted
Interstoff into its Frankfurt fair grounds when they were not occupied by its
other shows. If that made Interstoff’s timing less than optimal for textile
mills and their garment-manufacturer customers, then so be it.

Under the premise that it provided one-stop shopping for apparel textiles,
Interstoff put wool, acrylic, silk, rayon, cotton, polyester, and whatever else
anybody wanted to sell under a single roof. The storied silk mills of Lyon
peddled their pricey wares alongside copyists and cut-price commodities. The
show’s organization admitted no hierarchy of taste and presented no unifying
fashion direction. Crowded, chaotic, and lacking glamour, Interstoff was
widely regarded as an ordeal to be endured.12

But it was a commercial success. First staged in July of 1959, Interstoff
had quickly become a semiannual ritual that, by the early 1970s, drew
hundreds of exhibitors and upward of 20,000 visitors.13 Most attended
not because they enjoyed the show or were eager to spend time in its
industrial exhibition halls but because everyone else in the fabric, apparel,
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and retail businesses was going too. Copyists exhibited next to artistes.
Riffraff exhibited next to nobs. French and Italian textile makers, for
example, attended in hopes of making export contacts. Asian mills attended
in hopes of making their own export contacts or to underbid European
competitors. Fiber companies—DuPont, Hoechst, Celanese, Enka, ICI—
came to tout technical innovations.

No one shopped the show for color or design trends, although almost every
exhibitor arrived with a color card, which presented the exhibiting company’s
edited range of defined shades.14 Most claimed to offer a preview of fashion-
able colors for the coming season. Few came close.

Widely reviled by both exhibitors and attendees, Interstoff flourished
throughout the 1960s because it had little or no competition. The show was
seen as a necessary evil. Exhibitors and visitors complained about the chairs, the
acoustics, and the food. “The show had an airport atmosphere,” recalled denim
executive Andrew Olah.”15 Paris it was not.

Because Interstoff shared the show complex with a packed schedule of
other industrial fairs, Messe Frankfurt stuck to a schedule that doomed
exhibitors’ attempts at influencing color and design trends. Ideally, garment
manufacturers would have first shopped for materials about a year before
merchandise was due in stores, a timeline that allowed the label time to see
the shades and design trends of the coming season and incorporate them in
its line so that it would always have the latest trends ready for its customers.16

Thus, a garment label looking for color trends for its Fall 1960 designs would
benefit most by shopping for materials in the fall of 1959.

From the beginning, Interstoff’s timing made that kind of fashion-conscious
garment production difficult, if not impossible. Its first show, July 7–10, 1959,
had been held when spring was well over, some of summer was gone, it was not
yet time to work on fall, and Europeans had only a few weeks before their mills
and factories closed for the annual vacation. Fall sessions convened in late
November or early December—weeks after the prêt-a-porter runway shows
in Paris had turned into old news and right before most production shut down
for the holidays.17 Throughout the 1960s, the show kept to a similar schedule.
Thus, by the time Interstoff rolled around each season, color cards and trend
reports were window dressing—major decisions on such matters having been
already made in order to meet production deadlines.

After a dozen years of Interstoff, exhibitors and attendees were becoming
resigned to its homogenization of style, preponderance of cheap fabrics,
and lack of clear color direction. Such were the sad facts of the new fashion
production cycle.

Everyone complained. Everyone kept going.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING

Finally, in 1973, 15 frustrated French weavers rented a meeting room in Lyon’s
Sofitel for a tiny trade show called Première Vision Tissus de Lyon (PV).
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The timing and the environment of the [Interstoff] show didn’t fit them as luxury
products producers. They wanted a special treatment for their top-class customers.
Then they decided to organize a special presentation in a hotel meeting room in
Lyon for the best silk buyers from Europe, the States, Japan. . . . Only fifteen
weavers responded to this proposal and finally it was a real success because the
relationship with these quality customers was as important as the product itself. . . .
Silk was suffering at the time, “fighting” against synthetic and new fibers whose
image in the top range of products was getting stronger.18

“Competing friends” from Lyon and elsewhere in France joined the PV
group, making about 30 exhibitors, and transferred the spring show to the
Sofitel Porte de Sèvres near the Boulevard Péripherique in 1974, a site on the
outskirts of Paris chosen for its convenience for overseas visitors.19 Since the
participants concentrated on silk production and their customers on high-end
women’s wear, PV was timed to coincide with the prêt-à-porter presentations
held nearby, making attendance convenient for anyone already there on
business.

Would pink be played out by next season? Would its popularity build?
Would the shade soften? Or go stronger? In theory, a California-based
manufacturer traveling to Paris in the fall to place orders for spring fashions
could also drop by PV and get an idea of the textures, colors, and patterns
available for the following fall, while his own reaction to the prêt-à-porter
presentations was still fresh and he was able to discuss it with the weavers—
getting a jump on his competition without incurring extra expense.

Unlike Interstoff or smaller shows sponsored by foreign trade bureaus,20 the
new show was run as a weavers’ cooperative focused not on making money for
the umbrella organization but on the needs of member companies and their
customers. At PV, prestige was paramount. While the Frankfurt show aimed to
maximize revenues by renting the greatest number of booths to the greatest
number of producers, PV catered to high-end brands, celebrated snobbisme,
and put a premium on exclusivity. Exhibitors were admitted to the PV fold on
the basis of their reputation and recent collections, a vetting process similar to
inclusion in a juried art show. And, although the expanded group was not
strictly limited to Lyonnaise weavers, during its first years it continued under
the name “Première Vision Tissus de Lyon” and used the lion that was the
symbol of that city as its logo.

By the third edition of PV, in late 1974, the group was already developing
promotional shade trends and sharing them before the exhibition—further
distinguishing themselves from commodity mills and copyists. Months before
each show, exhibiting mills had the opportunity to attend a concertation to
share their ideas of what the coming season’s trend would be. These ideas were
then distilled by management and presented as a unified statement, a system
that made PV radically different from both its Interstoff competition and the
smaller fairs set up by trade commissions to promote local textile industries in
Italy or the United Kingdom.
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By 1976, with about 30 of France’s most prestigious mills combining their
clout each season, PV featured a single color card and trend forecast strongly
presented on the show floor and amplified by the presentations in surrounding
visitors’ booths. Sworn to secrecy, participating weavers were given the color
card before the show so that at least part of each collection would reflect that
color forecast in hopes of “lending coherence to the offer, and helping to
structure the market.”21 For the rest of the industry, the colors of the coming
season were revealed only on the show’s opening day. Release of the PV color
card attained the status of an industry event.

While Interstoff stuck to its same old schedule, PV dates continued to be
coordinated with the twice-a-year showing of ready-to-wear collections and
circus of surrounding events that would later be known as Paris Fashion
Week.22 Its French connection helped in other ways too: Paris was a traditional
capital of taste as well as a major tourist destination. Retailers and manufac-
turers proved as eager to go to Paris as they were reluctant to visit Frankfurt.
With this new trade show, an American retailer visiting Paris in April could
watch fall fashions on the runways and then stop by PV for a preview of what
was coming next spring.

In October 1977, PV broadened its scope—and thus its influence—by
opening to other types of fibers and fabrics, such as wool, cotton, blends,
and knits. For the time being, however, it remained exclusively French.
Although still using the Lyonnais lion in its logo, the show was now known
as “Première Vision Tissus Création” and held adjacent to the prêt-à-porter
salon at the Porte de Versailles with shuttle buses—navettes—running between
the venues to make attendance as painless as possible.23

PV was already a place to see and be seen. By 1979, more than 150
French producers participated, but PV signage and brochures were trilin-
gual (in French, German, and English) to acknowledge that at least half its
visitors came from abroad. The following year, other high-end European
producers who passed the jury selection were permitted to exhibit—
although the show still shut out Italian mills because they were considered
direct competitors to the French. At the same time, the show added trend
displays specific to fabric types: without going to the bother of back-and-
forth fabric development, customers could see the colors of the coming
season in lace, silk, shirt fabrics, jerseys, or tweeds. Now with over 200
exhibitors, PV organized itself around its color card, which was displayed at
the center of the show floor.

In 1983, after having received applications from over 100 Italian firms, PV
finally invited its chief rivals, the high-end Italian companies showing at the
Ideacomo, Ideabiella, and Prato Expo textile shows held later in the season, to
join the PV fold. As a condition of admission, they, like all other exhibitors,
subscribed to the PV color card and submitted swatches for the trend forums.
The PV color card now ruled throughout Europe. In October of that year,
“Tissus Création” had been dropped from the logo and signage for the first
time—soon to disappear completely.
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A decade after its founding, PV attracted at least 15,000 visitors to each
edition. Other shows scurried to keep up. Newer fabric fairs copied PV’s
scheduling, and Interstoff tried to close the five-week gap between PV and
its own show.24 But PV, which dominated the high end of the fashion
market, had no direct competition. No other organization gave as much
attention to the development of a color card—or enhanced it with such
elegant presentations.

With the opening of its “Summer 1985” show on March 17, 1984, PV
moved to the newly built Parc des Expositions convention center in Villepinte
near the Charles de Gaulle Airport, substantially expanding its exhibition space.
With the show no longer in proximity to the Paris ready-to-wear presentations,
PV management fought to maintain the show’s prestige. They wanted none of
the convention-style dog-and-pony shows that big fiber companies and com-
modity mills staged at Interstoff and other trade fairs. Among the regulations
imposed at the new venue: closed booths of uniform size and design, uniform
signage, standardized lighting, limits on food and beverage service, bans on any
in-booth displays visible from the show floor, and bans on music.

This imposed uniformity and lack of distraction created a bland backdrop
that made PV’s color forecast appear all the more dramatic. Entering the huge
industrial halls of the Parc des Expositions, even the most obtuse visitors
immediately sensed the latest shade trends. First, they confronted a gigantic
color card—sometimes twenty feet high—at the show’s entrance. Then, they
saw those same colors repeated in the show’s carpeting, walls, and signage.
They also saw show personnel dressed in uniforms that reflected the mood and
colors of the coming season.

Each show’s color card was further amplified in the exhibition spaces known
as “trend forums,” where buyers found an edited selection of swatches showing
how exhibitors interpreted the next season’s colors, textures, and other trends.
Days before each show, the PV display team was charged with selecting fabric
swatches that best represented that edition’s forecast. Each exhibitor was well
aware that by expending significant creative effort on interpreting the PV trend
forecast received in advance of the show, his or her designs could gain valuable
exposure on the show floor—a reward system that further reinforced the
authority of PV forecasts.

In 1987, PV again expanded the trend forecasting that attracted so many
foreign visitors, adding foreign mills and selected international forecasters
to the concertation meetings that began working on the color card at least
eighteen months in advance of the actual season. That same year, PV
president Bernard Dupasquier emphasized the importance of leading trends
rather than waiting to follow them, saying, “Our job is to bring the weaver
closer and closer to the market.”25 Within a year of the new panel’s first
presentation, attendance was up nearly 50 percent, reaching nearly 35,000
in March of 1989—nearly 21,000 of those visitors coming from outside
France. In the United States, fashion forecasters did PV-based presentations
for audiences who couldn’t make the trip to Paris.26
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Each edition also had its own slogan and accompanying graphic—that
edition’s “visual”—to convey the mood of the coming season. Following the
practice of France’s fashion houses, these words and pictures tended toward the
poetic rather than the literal, and no expense was spared in their production.
For its Spring/Summer 1988 show, for example, PV management used the
slogan “Le Langage Secret,” accompanied by watercolor splotches and symbols
painted in a naive style. For the Fall/Winter 1989/1990 show, the theme was
“La terre est bleue comme une orange” (“the Earth is blue like an orange”), a
quotation from poet Paul Éluard illustrated by a gigantic apple with the
dimpled skin of a citrus fruit. For the first Spring/Summer show of the new
decade, the theme was “Je décalque l’invisible” (“I trace the invisible”) from
Jean Cocteau, illustrated by what appeared to be a raindrop. Each show was
promoted with billboards around Paris, as well as display advertising in
internationally distributed trade papers like Fairchild Publications’ Women’s
Wear Daily and Daily News Record.27

The trade press began covering in PV in 1977, when the show expanded
to include high-end wools, cottons, and other fibers in addition to its
original silks. Afterward, PV’s coverage in U.S. trade publications continued
to build, especially once it became a steady source of advertising revenue for
Fairchild Publications.28 Twice a year, whole issues of textile publications in
the United States, France, and China were devoted to analysis of PV’s color
card and its amplification in surrounding trend forums, where swatches of
fabric from exhibiting weavers’ current collections were displayed alongside
photographs or videos that took the kind of poetic license meant to illustrate
the mood of a particular season. For example, trend forums at the Fall/
Winter 2005/2006 edition, held in September 2004, tried to convey the
incongruity of a palette labeled “foggy brights” with photographs of other
contradictions in terms: greenery reflected in skyscraper windows, a Louis
XV fauteuil in a slum setting, and a tree sprouting from the side of an
apartment building.

Coverage in the consumer press didn’t take off until the 1980s. PV was,
after all, deadly dull to anyone outside the fashion business and closed to the
general public. So, although mainstream news outlets were never in regular
attendance, reporters on the fashion or retail beats occasionally dropped in to
do a story on the hidden workings of the fashion world, or they took the
opportunity to nab an interview with an otherwise unforthcoming designer.

Writing in London’s Financial Times in 1986,29 Andrew Moreton explained
to readers that PV had become so important that Lindka Cierach, who had
designed the wedding dress for Sarah, the Duchess of York, earlier that year, was
skipping the British fabric shows in preference to Paris—a newsmaking national
insult. The next year, filing from London, Nina Hyde, the influential fashion
editor of the Washington Post, interviewed Calvin Klein, whose trip to Europe
had been prompted by Première Vision.30 Filing a story from Paris in 1989, the
New York Times fashion columnist Woody Hochswender listed U.S.-based
designers “Ronaldus Shamask, Carmelo Pomodoro, Charlotte Neuville,
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Andrew Jovine, Bill Robinson and Alexander Julian,” then at the height of their
careers, as well as representatives from Seventh Avenue stalwarts “Donna Karan,
Calvin Klein, Anne Klein, Perry Ellis and Liz Claiborne” as being in mandatory
attendance at Première Vision.31

Recognizing that customers shopped for fabric according to finished
product rather than country of origin, the show reformatted in 1990,
which further emphasized its pan-European character. Now, instead of
being grouped together with compatriots selling lace or wool, Italian silk
weavers were now be grouped near French silk weavers—allowing garment
manufacturers to schedule appointments more efficiently. By 1996, the
show’s complex, multiple projection audiovisual component had been
changed to a short film, although slide projections were still featured in a
more topical “best of show” presentation.

By then, the PV color card and trend forums were considered so crucial to
the coming season that many professionals took the RER train to Villepinte
and paid PV’s $25 admission fee with absolutely no intention of shopping for
fabric. Some weren’t even in the fashion business. “We fly to Europe because
over there we have Première Vision,” explained Dominique Szabo, the senior
vice president of product development for beauty products manufacturer
Estée Lauder, in 1997. “We saw what was going on in fabrics and decor
and object and even the people, how they were dressed at the entrance. We
spend one day because we want to touch, we want to look at people, we want
to see what they have put on the wall. We want to look at the video.”32 The
following year, the director of creative product development at the same
beauty products company, Aerin Lauder Zinterhoffer, explained why
attendance at PV was necessary for a business that did not use textiles:
“Fabrics are very important for us. The sense of texture. Finish. Color. . . .
Meaning when you see a lot of satin fabrics, you know you have to put
that trend in your product as shine,” Szabo added, “It’s never an idea. Not
suddenly ‘oh, I like gray, let’s do gray.’ No. Never. It’s a lot of research. A lot
of slaving away. Always there is a direction. There is something.”33

By the late 1990s, each edition of PV regularly drew over 800 exhibitors
and over 40,000 attendees. Hotel rooms in Paris were fully booked
months in advance of the show dates. As the new century approached,
PV was no longer scheduled around Paris Fashion Week. Instead the
fashion shows in Paris, London, Milan, and New York were scheduled
around PV. In a story about the packed schedule of runway shows slated
for the tents in New York’s Bryant Park in September 2002, the New
York Times noted, “Designers wanted to show early so they could make
it to the Première Vision, the fabric fair in Paris where they shop for
the next season’s materials.”34 PV’s role in the origination of color trends
had become so central to the fashion business that many seasons saw a
week-long gap in the runway schedule—generally between the season’s
start in New York and its resumption in Europe—while the industry
adjourned en masse to the Parc des Expositions.
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In the twenty-first century, PV added smaller shows in select markets. First
came European PreView, which debuted in New York in 2000.35 Next, PV
launched an edition in Shanghai in 2004, intentionally limited to about 500
invitation-only attendees in an attempt to control copyists.36 Playing up its role
as a “link between the market and the producers,”37 displays at each show used
swatches only from mills exhibiting at that edition, meaning that no display was
ever transferred from another show. While the trend forums of these smaller,
overseas editions had nowhere near the production values of the extravaganzas
in Villepinte, they served to underscore the primacy of the PV color card by
making it the centerpiece of each installation.

The twenty-first century also saw PV accepting non-Europeans as exhibitors,
beginning with the September 2002 show, further spreading the influence of the
PV color card by guaranteeing that elite manufacturers from other continents
participated. Acknowledging its de facto status as a producer of trade fairs, PV
increased the leverage of its forecasting by joining forces with Expofil, a trade
show for fibers and yarns, in 2004. The next year, PV annexed Indigo, a trade
show for prints and surface design. In 2005, it formally annexed two more trade
shows long held concurrently at the Parc des Expositions—ModAmont (for trim
and findings) and Le Cuir à Paris (for leather and fur)—forming the entity
known as Première Vision Pluriel.38

Now an umbrella organization for well over 1,000 manufacturers of
fashion-related materials that encompassed everything from faux fur to
sequins, PV nonetheless maintained its original snob appeal. The Première
Vision Pluriel extravaganza at the Parc des Expositions may have been a
huge trade show, but it remained one where business could be conducted by
repairing to a specialty wine bar. Or refreshment stands selling foie gras.

Creating the PV Color Card

From its beginnings, PV put an emphasis on color forecasting that was radically
different from anything done by its competition. During the first two or three
shows, this may have been done simply for reasons of prestige: the Lyon
weavers were, after all, at the highest end of the market, with reputations to
uphold, and they were now reminding designers, the press, and buyers attend-
ing the Paris fashion shows of the weavers’ role in color and design.39

Even today, though, no one else attempts statements as emphatic as those
made at the Parc des Expositions. Back in the 1970s, few shows would have
thought to bother.40 Trend forums at textile trade shows—if they existed at
all—were usually ad hoc groupings of current collections from exhibitors
(who may or may not have paid an additional fee for the privilege of being
highlighted), which were then stuck on a wall under a catchy rubric. In those
days, each fiber company had its own full-time forecaster and sizable fabric
companies had at least one full-time designer. Fashionmanufacturers and retailers
had access to their own forecasters: all of them purporting to predict future color
trends and all producing their own color cards and shade ranges.41
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By contrast, PV presented slick, sophisticated color trends aimed squarely at
its end market: the fashion industry. “The key [to the PV color card] is
closeness to the industry,” said associate fashion director Le Chatelier, who
spent sixteen years at a trend-forecasting firm before joining the PV team.
From its beginning, the PV color card began in physical meetings or concerta-
tions, where weavers provided input based on their own knowledge of fashion
cycles, customer requests, production capabilities, observed trends, and any-
thing else that they deemed an influence on the coming season. As Le Chatelier
explained, “This is not a collection of personal statements, but something
based on research and industrial knowledge . . . [that] then becomes part of
the color card, which creates trends . . . ” In other words, “it’s the story of
which comes first, the chicken or the egg? Now the way that we present the
trends is the way the industry has been structured.”42

During the 1980s, PV increased its number of exhibitors and attendees
dramatically.43 In 1989, a veteran reporter for Fairchild Publications
noted, “The big Première Vision show in Paris has come to be regarded
internationally as a leader in providing fashion and color trend informa-
tion and in helping to crystallize the mood and character of the season
ahead. But nearly all of the other international shows have heightened
their efforts in this area.”44

By 2005, PV was still developing each season’s color forecast in consulta-
tion with a consortium of member companies—much as it had done in the
1970s when, it was a relatively small weavers’ cooperative. The process,
however, was only nominally collaborative and definitely not democratic.
Steered by PV fashion director Pascaline Wilhelm, a team of six full-time
employees worked year-round to facilitate the process of creating the
color card and putting together the trend forums for each show. “All year,
they do fashion surveys and research. The look of the show, the personality,
changes radically. The concept must be visible the minute you walk
through the door,” said Le Chatelier. “We are the only show which has a
team 100 percent dedicated to fashion information.”45

Typically, those team members have had an art school education with a
specialization in textiles. For example, Wilhelm, who joined in 1998, studied
textiles at ENSAD, the École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Decoratifs in Paris,
and Le Chatelier attended the École Supérieure des Arts Appliqués in Paris,
better known as the École Duperré. Le Chatelier emphasized the shared
pragmatism of PV employees, calling the team “very professional people . . .not
the big gurus. These are people who cannot talk about color without also
talking about texture, weight, or matte versus shiny. . . . ”46

In theory, each color card started from scratch. “Every six months, it’s
the white pages,” said Le Chatelier. “The aim is to extract the creativity of
the exhibitors.” As the show entered its fourth decade, the next season’s
color card began with a series of concertations. The first, in France, was
scheduled ten days after the close of the previous Parc des Expositions show.
The team then invited a select group of elite exhibitors to participate in each
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concertation and share ideas. The purpose, said Le Chatelier, was to “try to
mix people with different know-hows” and thereby “extract common
points.” These elected representatives came from noncompeting sectors—
a denim maker might sit alongside a lace maker but would never see a rival
denim maker at the same meeting—and conferred in a workshop-style
forum. Those invited were not professional trend forecasters. “They came
with their ideas, mixing points of view . . . sharing color in a very personal
way,” said Le Chatelier. Methods ranged from sharing “swipe” (visuals
already published by magazines, brochures, or websites) to complex slide
shows, computer programs, or snips of ribbon from the flea market. A
member of the PV team then put together a preliminary color card based
on the results of that meeting.

Three weeks after the show, the process was repeated in each of the major
European countries and in Japan, with each member country arriving at its own
roughed-out color card. After that, one representative from each national
workshop took part in a final two-day workshop to arrive at a synthesis “of
strong key stories” and “define [colors] more precisely.”47 For the spring
shows scheduled for the Parc des Exposition each February, this meeting was
held in mid-November. For the Fall shows staged in September, it happened at
the end of April.

The final product, exclusive to PV, showed approximately twenty colors,
ranging over both darks and lights. “It is quite short,” explained Le Chatelier,
“but big enough because each month you [a retailer or manufacturer] need to
inject richness into the line.”48 Once the color card was assembled, the PV
session team started work: strategizing the official theme, creating the accom-
panying graphic, and dreaming up evocative shade names in both French and
English. The color card was printed and sent to PV participants along with
explanatory iconography and written themes. By the end of May or the begin-
ning of June, work on the September show’s color card was complete and the
fashion team could concentrate on preparing the show forums.

From 2000 onward, the public preview of the color card came at the two-
day European PreView, the small, two-day show staged in Manhattan during
the second week of July—a bonne bouche before the big September show at
the Parc des Expositions. During the second week of January, the process
repeated when the spring color card was shown in the lead-up to the French
show in February. Since most mills did not have time to interpret the color card
or work up a full line of samples, European PreView did not substitute for the
larger show. Its displays were rudimentary and its trend forums were not
particularly predictive of what would be seen in Villepinte. The big draws
were the hour-long, audio-visual “Trend Tasting” conducted twice each day
by Le Chatelier, as well as the wall-size installation of the color card. But
although the colors themselves were now known, the impact of the color
card wasn’t fully felt until its display at the Parc des Expositions in Villepinte.

How each mill followed—or did not follow—that color card has always
been one of the most misunderstood aspects of PV. Participating mills
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were not required to use it exclusively; although some did, especially
since a really beautiful interpretation of the color card invariably landed
the mill prominent placement in the show’s trend forums and possible
inclusion in each day’s “best of show” highlights. “What we never want is
uniformity,” said Le Chatelier; “everyone has a different way to work with
the trend. Some follow step by step. Other put themselves in
opposition.”49

Because most designers and high-end labels claimed to have exclusives on
the fabrics that they used, their buying and ordering process has also
been misconstrued. Representing the extreme high end, Hermès’ menswear
designer Véronique Nichanian never missed PV, but also never used a fabric for
Hermès that was not a guaranteed exclusive.50 She made the trip to PV not to
place orders—transactions could take place at her office in Paris or in follow-up
discussions—but to see PV’s color card and interpretation of the season.
Having gained substantial textile expertise during her early career as in-house
sourcing expert for Italian-born designer Nino Cerruti, she went to the Parc
des Expositions to suss out its color card and trend forums and look for
technical advances from individual exhibitors, before beginning collaboration
with her chosen vendors. Having the luxury of Hermès’s unlimited budget,
Nichanian often pushed a new fabric (for example, stretch linen) through
several “developments”—the test runs of new fabrics—until she was satisfied.
By the time her menswear collection debuted on the runway, its fabrics
reflected both Hermès’s tradition of exclusivity and Nichanian’s response to
the mood of that season.

As Le Chatelier puts it, “The color card is a reference point.”

GIVING THE CARD CLOUT

For PV to issue its own color card was nothing new, even in the 1970s.
As a device for announcing and shaping trends, the color card has changed

little in the past century.51 Color cards aimed at the garment industry must
include both darks and lights as well as neutrals and brights to meet manufac-
turers’ end needs; they rarely comprise less than a dozen shades or more than
two dozen, lest the statement become diluted. In any color card for the apparel
industry, the art lies not only in shade selection but in shade combination. For
example, a concentration of whitened shades is a strong clue that white will
dominate the next season. Or the inclusion of several variations on black may
signal a season of steampunk chic. Or all the shades on a color card may look
slightly dulled and gray.

From the beginning, PV made the message and mood of its color card
almost impossible to miss. In an edition held in March 1988, “The overall retro
character of Première Vision could be seen through the extensive use of
blowups of old photographs from the late ’30s used as display materials. And
these also turned up in the heavily attended audiovisual presentation done by
the organizers of the show.”52
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In 1989, PV received the results of a report commissioned from Axios, a
French market research firm, showing that the majority of its visitors
“believed that presentation on the basis of different materials would greatly
improve the show.”53 For the next few years, trend forums became exponen-
tially more elaborate, while copies of the PV color cards being sold at the
show became collectible pieces of fashion publishing. For the Fall/Winter
1991/1992 show, for example, the artist Elia Kim was commissioned to
produce a wooden box of lithographs called Le Cercle Magique, with each
lithograph illustrating not only the color but the concept behind it. Some of
the interpretations were literal (such as “cereal,” a neutral shade illustrated by
a drawing of a field of grain growing on a tabletop), others less so (“indigo,”
depicted by turbans on hatstands).54

Thereafter, each presentation came as a surprise. For the Fall/Winter 1994/
1995 show, the L’Instant de Création color card was presented by a portfolio of
fashion illustrations drawn by fashion designers including Christian Lacroix,
Claude Montana, and Emanuel Ungaro. For Fall/Winter 1997/1998, there
was Audace, a binder of all twenty-nine colors in that season’s color card, each
displayed on both crepe and satin silk woven with the PV logo. The next season,
Spring 1998, brought Big Bang, interpreted with a shadowbox made of clear
acrylic filled with fabric swatches and yarns. After 2000, presentations became
more practical, but no less lavish. For PV’s Spring 2002 edition, Impulsion was
interpreted by four flip books named and explained in five languages.

Equal pains were taken with descriptive language. In a textbook example of
what French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu called the “mastery of verbal accom-
paniment, preferably technical, archaic and esoteric, which separates informed
tasting from mere passive consumption,” even the plainest presentation of the
20 shades in the show’s color card were captioned by names in both French and
English that emphasized the nuance of that shade.55 On a single color card, a
strong red would be called “ketchup,” pale lavender was “Turkish delight,”
black was “black moon,” and shades that most consumers would describe as
“dark gray” were specified as “meteorite,” “compost,” and “tar.”56 The color
card itself was then described in language aimed at an audience able to decode
sentences such as “The range incites to serene and energetic dialogues between
softness and audacity. Placing saturated colours as anchorage points, spicing
them with terrestrial darks, tempering them with muted neutral and stirring
them up in hot and cold.”57

The need for continual distinction and differentiation meant that PV never
repeated colors and names. Displays were never reused. As PV entered its
fourth decade, each show at the Parc des Expositions amplified that season’s
color card in over a dozen trend forums, which were completely re-themed,
reconceived, and rebuilt with site-specific architecture each time—something
all the more impressive because the PV team had only three days to install its
displays at the Parc des Expositions and two days to dismantle them. “Three
hours after, the show is gone,” Le Chatelier said with a resigned sigh. “It is the
character of the ephemeral.” Depending on the season, the PV team employed
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everything from a carousel to a stand of bamboo to put its point across. In one
of its more literal interpretations, PV pointed to the trend forum with a Las
Vegas-style neon sign spelling out the word “gamme,” a pun on the English
“game” and the French “gamme de couleurs.” Directly beneath, visitors could
play one-armed bandits to see what colors were coming up for the next year.58

The rest of the exhibition space was, as much as possible, coordinated to
expand upon that theme, using everything from colored fabrics to cover the
cement walls to colored carpets lining the aisles. In 2005, when shine made a
strong return to the market, PV sprinkled tasteful sparkles up and down the
aisles of the Parc des Expositions’ Hall Five.59

HOW PV CHANGED FASHION CULTURE

The authority of PV’s trend presentation reduced the market’s tolerance for
difference. Partly because of PV’s efficiency in transmitting color trends, the
fashion market’s mechanism of color forecasting also changed—leaving many
of the individual forecasters who had been employed by fiber companies, mills,
and retailers out of a full-time job. Rather than employing a dedicated color
forecaster, Wal-Mart, the world’s largest retailer, simply dispatched its people
to PV. “Most of them [the forecasters] go to PV,” explained Roseann Forde,
who lost her own job as DuPont’s fashion marketing director and global
colorist after nearly three decades.60

Early editions of PV were usually six weeks or more ahead of other fabric
shows.61 But to a less quantifiable degree, PV’s method of presenting color
trends also shortened the fashion cycle. When PV decreed, for example, that
lavender and baby blue would be the accent shades of the season, those shades
were represented in almost every booth at the show.62 There was no lag time
for buyers and manufacturers to see whether or not lavender and baby blue sold
well, or which weaver would execute the idea best. Lavender and baby blue
were everywhere at once. They were integrated into the PV color card, promi-
nently featured in the trend forums, and shown in bunting, signage, and other
decor. Even the carpet lining the aisles was purple. Everyone in the fashion
world was suddenly on the same page at the same time.

By anticipating the needs of its customers—driving the market rather than
reacting—PV allowed fashion companies to skip steps in previous models of
transmitting color trends. In the twenty-first century, PV’s timing, location, and
accessibility made it possible for even the most inexperienced and unconnected
member of the fashion world to hop on the RER line from Paris to Villepinte and
gather the same information on color trends as sourcing experts, well-connected
designers, and retail executives. While the silk weavers of Lyon may have started
the show to strike a blow against offshore competition, their venture did more to
enable it. PV’s authoritative color forecasting made offshore production, which
requires time allowances for shipping and customs, measurably more efficient.

Because the show centered on the textile market, which required the longest
lead times and remained the most tactile segment of fashion (and therefore the
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most difficult to copy from print or electronic communications), PV hastened
the globalization of fashion in ways that changes in media, patternmaking, and
transportation never had. Nobody had to wait to watch the colors coming
down the runways anymore, then wait another season to launch their own
reactions and re-interpretations. At PV, trends were made equally available to
both the high and low ends of the fashion market at the same time.

By the late 1980s, the PV color card had become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Fashion trades covered PV as an event, making no attempt to judge its color
card or argue its interpretation. Stores, fashion labels, accessories makers, and
beauty companies attended, then invested according to what they gleaned from
the show—thus guaranteeing that stores were full of whatever PV predicted for
the season.

High-cost and low-cost fashions were no longer distinguishable by their
relative novelty, as they had been when Paris couture was regarded as the ultimate
source of invention. With the same styles, shades, and silhouettes on offer at both
H&M and Bergdorf Goodman, enormous differences in price were justified not
by the freshness of the trend being presented but by the expense of its execution
according to cost of material, country of origin, and method of production.

For this, the fashion world had Première Vision to thank.
Or blame.
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